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This dissertation analyses five literary texts about Pocahontas and some of the visual 
representations about the Native American girl, which were produced during American 
Romanticism comparing / contrasting these texts with the founding narratives of James 
Fenimore Cooper, The Last of the Mohicans and The Pioneers, as well as with two other 
novels of the same period, Catherine Maria Sedgwick’s Hope Leslie and Lydia Maria 
Child’s Hobomok. The objective of this research is to show that the Romantic narratives 
on Pocahontas are important for the definition of an American national identity through 
the discussion of themes like miscegenation, liminal figures and the captivity narratives 
inserted in these texts. In order to make such analysis, this dissertation begins with a 
discussion of the historical aspects concerning the story of Pocahontas, then a survey 
about the theoretical background, dealing with the theories on nation and national 
identity of Ernest Renan, Benedict Anderson and Homi Bhabha. The theoretical chapter 
is followed by a comparative / contrastive analysis of the texts, including the visual 
representations, which concludes with the idea that Cooper’s narratives portray a 
traditional view of the American nation, while the Pocahontas textual and visual 
narratives give a different view of it. This analysis also led this dissertation to conclude 
that the story of Pocahontas has had a great influence on the construction of a national 
identity in the beginning of the nineteenth century, the moment when the American 
nation was establishing itself as a new one. The Pocahontas narratives do not deal with 
nation and national identity in the same way the other narratives do, but they are 
important as a way of establishing an alternative view of what it means to be an 
American. 
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RESUMO 
 
 
 
Esta tese analisa cinco textos literários sobre Pocahontas e algumas representações 
visuais sobre a garota nativa americana produzidos durante o período romântico, 
comparando / contrastando tais textos com as narrativas de fundação de James Fenimore 
Cooper, The Last of the Mohicans e The Pioneers, bem como com dois outros romances 
do mesmo período, Hope Leslie, de Catherine Maria Sedgwick, e Hobomok, de Lydia 
Maria Child. O objetivo desta pesquisa é mostrar que as narrativas românticas sobre 
Pocahontas são também importantes para a definição de uma identidade nacional 
americana através da discussão de temas como miscigenação, figuras de borda e 
narrativas de cativos inseridas nesses textos. Inicialmente a tese apresenta uma 
discussão sobre os aspectos históricos referentes à história de Pocahontas, sendo feito 
um levantamento do referencial teórico, através das teorias sobre nação e identidade 
nacional de Ernest Renan, Benedict Anderson e Homi Bhabha. Dessa forma, há uma 
análise comparativa / contrastiva dos textos , incluindo as representações visuais, que 
leva à conclusão que as narrativas de Cooper retratam uma visão tradicional da nação 
americana, enquanto que as narrativas textuais e visuais de Pocahontas proporcionam 
uma visão diferente da nação. Essa análise também permite concluir que a história de 
Pocahontas teve uma grande influência na construção da identidade nacional no começo 
do século dezenove, no momento em que a nação americana estava se estabelecendo 
como uma nova nação. As narrativas de Pocahontas não tratam nação e identidade 
nacional do mesmo modo que as outras narrativas, mas são importantes como uma 
forma de estabelecer uma visão dos possíveis significados de identidade americana.   
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Of the first settlers in Virginia, the most distinguished 
character was Captain Smith, a man who seemed to 
inherit every quality of a hero; a man of such bravery and 
conduct, that his actions would confer dignity on the page 
of the historian. With the life of this gallant colonist, the 
reader is admitted to so much knowledge of Indian 
manners, that this appears a very proper place to take a 
view of his adventures. But I have yet a stronger motive. 
With the history of Captain Smith is interwoven the story 
of Pocahontas, whose soft simplicity and innocence cannot 
but hold captive every mind; and this part of my volume, 
many of my fair readers will, I am persuaded, hug with the 
tenderest emotion to their bosoms.  
John Davis 1 
 
Nations are historical constructs, as writers like Ernest Renan, in “What is a 
Nation?”, Benedict Anderson in Imagined Communities, and Homi Bhabha in The 
Location of Culture, have argued. As Fernando Unzueta states in “Novel Subjects: on 
Reading and National (subject) Formation”, nations can be regarded as artifacts 
“produced through a wide range of symbols, narratives, and discursive formations, 
including newspaper writing, history and literature” (75). In the process of building a 
nation, narratives are crucial to establish and argue that there are a history, a culture and 
a tradition from which that nation derives. Such a tradition, which may appear or claim 
to be old, is, as Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger say in The Invention of Tradition, 
“often quite recent in origin and sometimes invented”(1). In relation to the construction 
of the American nation and the establishment of an American national identity, the need 
to establish a history is perceived in the relationship between the Anglo-Americans and 
Native Americans right after the American Revolution, when the establishment of a 
national identity was crucial to the very foundation of the new nation. 
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In The Insistence of the Indian: Race and Nationalism in Nineteenth-century 
American Culture, Susan Scheckel states that the USA’s first attempts to forge a 
national identity coincided with the apparent need to define — and limit — the status 
and rights of Native Americans. These natives were, at the same time, actually displaced 
and literarily idealized, historically put outside the American nation and romantically 
entering American literature. Idealizations of Indians as the "first Americans" proved 
useful in developing a national identity distinct from Europe, but actual Native 
Americans were obstacles to the conquest of the continent. In the end, Native 
Americans occupied a troubled place in American society: marginalized and oppressed 
in reality, idealized or demonized in the imagination.2  During the early decades of the 
nineteenth century, in a period Robert Tilton calls the “Era of the Romantic Indian” 3, 
the image of these natives circulated in different texts, as in the novels of James 
Fenimore Cooper, in the different plays with native themes, in captivity narratives, and 
in Black Hawk’s autobiography.4 Some of these texts are important sources of analysis 
for this dissertation, as I explain below. 
Cooper became famous for writing several novels dealing with the adventures of 
Nathaniel Bumppo in the so-called Leatherstocking series. His novels are considered 
American founding narratives, as stated by Richard Slotkin in Regeneration through 
Violence: the Mythology of the American Frontier, 1600-1860 (486-516).5 In “Fenimore 
Cooper's America,” Alan Taylor states that Cooper’s novels of “frontier violence and 
adventure helped define the American experience and identity” (21), characterizing his 
novels as narratives that gave birth to the American nation. According to Doris 
Sommer, in Foundational Fictions: the National Romances of Latin America, a 
founding narrative is one that has, in a certain way, influenced the construction of a 
unique national identity, a kind of narrative that models the nation, as “identifiable as 
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national anthems” (4).   
Some of the plays dealing with the relationship between Native Americans and 
Europeans, which also appeared in the beginning of the nineteenth century, were about 
Pocahontas, who was portrayed in them as a princess who falls in love with a white 
man, thus helping him, sometimes against her own people. As Susan Scheckel argues, 
“calls for a national drama formed an important part of the project of American literary 
nationalism” (42), and the plays about Pocahontas were important for this project due to 
the mythical status her story had already achieved by that time. Pocahontas’s story is 
also part of the captivity narratives that were widespread in the US even before the 
American Revolution. These are often first-person narratives in which the narrator tells 
about his/her experience as a prisoner among the natives. As Rebecca Blevins Faery 
states, in Cartographies of Desire: Captivity, Race and Sex in the Shaping of an 
American Nation, “[s]tories of Indian captivity are witness to the construction and 
operation of discourses of race in American” (10); they are, in this way, very important 
to the construction of an American national identity, especially because it is through 
these texts that the American view of the American environment and its original 
inhabitants, as well as their certainty about their own superiority, are ascertained.  
All the texts mentioned above deal, in one way or another, with the anxieties and 
the cultural conflicts that surround the relationship between Native American and 
European. However, while Cooper’s novels and Black Hawk’s autobiography are 
centered on male figures, the plays about Pocahontas are centered on the female figure 
of the young native girl who had allegedly saved the life of the English adventurer John 
Smith.6 In 1608, at the beginning of the British colonization in the US, John Smith, one 
of the prominent men in the white settlement, was taken prisoner by the Algonquian 
people. He was then, according to his own account (Generall Historie 101), judged and 
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condemned to death. Pocahontas, the daughter of the Algonquian chief Powhatan, 
pleaded for his life and rescued him. Some of the nineteenth century plays present a 
fictional adaptation of this rescue, with Pocahontas as the central character. One of the 
most famous captivity narratives is also centered on a female figure: Mrs. Mary 
Rowlandson’s narrative of her own captivity among the Wampanoag during King 
Philip’s War, a war between natives and English settlers from 1675 to 1676, the 
bloodiest conflict in seventeenth-century New England, temporarily devastating the 
frontier communities but eventually eradicating native resistance to the white man’s 
westward thrust in that region (James D. Drake King Philip's War 1-2). 
After these comments about some of the 19th century texts that deal with native 
themes, I have highlighted certain aspects: 1) the ways these texts portray the anxieties 
and conflicts between whites and Native Americans; 2) the possibility of relevant 
differences between male and female centered narratives in relation to these anxieties 
and conflicts; and 3) the possibility to include the narratives of Pocahontas among 
American founding narratives. These three questions are important to the development 
of this dissertation because they are relevant to the narratives to be discussed. The 
anxieties and conflicts between white and Native Americans can be discussed in relation 
to the possibility of miscegenation and its consequences, a theme that is pervasive 
throughout the texts and that has stimulated much intellectual discussion and research, 
as in Tilton’s Chapter I “Miscegenation and the Pocahontas Narrative in Colonial and 
Federalist America”. In relation to female and male centered texts, it is also possible to 
see how they deal, in different ways, with the theme of miscegenation, as well as noting, 
in captivity narratives, that they acquire different connotations depending on the 
captive’s race and gender. It is also possible to notice the different ways in which these 
texts portray liminal figures, like Pocahontas, who are present in both kinds of texts. 
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Such portraits greatly differ depending on the race and gender of these figures. As for 
the possibility of including the narratives of Pocahontas among American founding 
texts, this is a crucial aspect of my work that is related to the themes present throughout 
nineteenth century narratives. Some of these narratives are analyzed in this dissertation. 
While liminal figures and captivity narratives are considered as literary categories 
of analysis, being widely discussed by literary critics in different texts and contexts, the 
issue of miscegenation is a historical one. However, due to the importance of this issue 
to the narratives about Pocahontas, it was necessary to include a discussion about it in 
this text.  
As has been pointed out so far, questions like anxieties and conflicts, gender 
issues and founding narratives can be discussed in several of the Pocahontas narratives 
through three themes that are pervasive throughout the romantic texts about the Native 
American girl: 1) miscegenation and its consequences, because of her marriage to John 
Rolfe; 2) her role as a mediator in the relationship between her people and the white 
settlers; and 3) the captivity narratives inserted in them, first in relation to John Smith, 
who was a captive among the Algonquians, then in relation to Pocahontas herself, who 
was held captive by the white settlers of Jamestown. The main objective of this 
dissertation is to show, through the analysis of these themes, that during the pre-
Romantic and Romantic periods (1800-1860), the Romantic narratives of Pocahontas 
are important for the definition of an American national identity. In order to achieve this 
general objective, other minor aims are proposed: 1. To verify how some romantic 
narratives of different authors deal with the miscegenation, liminal figures and captivity 
among alien people7 (natives as captive of whites or vice-versa) comparing them to the 
Pocahontas narratives; 2. To see if miscegenation issues, characters with mediator roles 
and captivity narratives inserted in romantic texts can help to ascertain how these texts 
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deal with the concepts of nation and national identity; 3. To observe how these texts 
deal with aspects of cultural disparities and anxieties that were so frequent in pre-
independent texts; 4. To establish whether the differences between male and female 
centered narratives have or have not influenced the construction of an American 
national identity. My hypothesis is that, even if the Pocahontas narratives do not deal 
with nation and national identity in the same way the other narratives do, they are 
important as a way of establishing an alternative view to what it means to be an 
American. 
What makes a text a national founding narrative is not only its popularity, but also 
its inclusion in the school curriculum, as has happened to Cooper’s novels. If none of 
the texts about Pocahontas has been entirely included in the curriculum, her story 
certainly has. As early as 1787, school books destined for American children had 
already included the story of Pocahontas as part of the national history, as, for instance, 
Noah Webster’s An American Selection of Lessons in Reading and Speaking (1787), in 
which a chapter called “History of Pocahontas” is included.  
Several books have been written about the Pocahontas episode, but none of them 
has really emphasized whether the narratives about the native girl have influenced the 
construction of an American national identity during Romanticism. Robert Tilton 
mentions the romantic texts, but his concern is with establishing the evolution of the 
American narrative from Smith’s texts to post-civil war narratives, examining why her 
half-historic, half-legendary narratives so engaged the imagination of American people 
from the earliest days of the colonies through the conclusion of the Civil War. Rebecca 
Blevins Faery is concerned with the quest for a national identity; however, her focus is 
not on the romantic period, but on Pocahontas’s abduction, which she compares with 
Mrs. Rowlandson’s captivity. In Pocahontas and the Pilgrims: Rival Myths of American 
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Origin, Ann Uhry Abrams considers Pocahontas as a myth of origin, but she does not 
consider the romantic texts about Pocahontas as part of the romantic quest for a national 
identity in the period following independence. Susan Scheckel, on the other hand, deals 
with only two romantic plays, not mentioning other romantic texts on Pocahontas, like 
Lydia H. Sigourney’s poem “Pocahontas” (1841) and John Davis’s novel Travels of 
Four Years and a Half in the United States of America during 1798, 1799, 1800, 1801, 
and 1802 (1803). She does not establish a close relationship between Pocahontas 
narratives and the texts of Cooper either. Neither Robert Tilton, nor Rebecca Blevins 
Faery, Susan Scheckel, or even Ann Uhry Abrams, have compared Romantic narratives 
of Pocahontas with James Fenimore Cooper’s texts on the American frontier. Thus, it 
seems necessary to establish the place of the romantic narratives about Pocahontas 
alongside the founding narratives of Cooper, and to discuss their importance to the 
beginning of the American nation.  
In order to attempt to achieve the objectives proposed and to establish the 
importance of the Pocahontas narratives to the construction of American national 
identity, this dissertation focuses on the following romantic texts about Pocahontas: 
John Davis’s novel Travels of Four Years and a Half in the United States of America 
during 1798, 1799, 1800, 1801, and 1802 (1803); James Nelson Barker’s play The 
Indian Princess; or, La Belle Sauvage (1808);  George Washington Parke Custis’s play 
Pocahontas or the Settlers of Virginia (1830); Lydia H. Sigourney’s poem Pocahontas 
and other poems (1841); and Charlotte Mary Sanford Barnes’s play The Forest Princess 
or Two Centuries Ago (1848). Other romantic texts to be discussed are: James Fenimore 
Cooper’s novel The Last of the Mohicans (1826) and The Pioneers (1823); Lydia Maria 
Child’s novel Hobomok (1824); and Catherine Maria Sedgwick’s novel Hope Leslie 
(1827)8. Some visual representations of Pocahontas were also included to show how 
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19th century artists portrayed her figure according to their historical moment: Simon 
Van de Passe’s Matoaks als Rebecca (1616);  Pocahontas, by an unknown artists 
(1750s);  Robert Mathew Sully’s three images of Pocahontas (1842/1855); Thomas 
Sully’s Pocahontas (1852); Robert Vaughan’s Rescue of John Smith (1624); John 
Davis’s frontispiece Captain Smith and Pocahontas (1817); John Warner Barber’s 
Pocahontas and Capt. John Smith (1829); Edward Corbould’s Pocahontas rescues 
Captain John Smith. (1850-60); Alonzo Chappell’s Pocahontas saving the life of Capt. 
John Smith; John Gadsby Chapman’s Pocahontas Saving the Life of Captain John 
Smith (1836-1840); John Gadsby Chapman’s The Baptism of Pocahontas (1840); and 
Henry Brueckner’s The Marriage of Pocahontas (1855).   
Barker’s and Custis’s plays about Pocahontas were chosen because of their 
importance to the American popular drama of that period, while Barnes’s play was 
chosen because her play, The Forest Princess (1848), was written as a response to the 
first two plays, Barker’s The Indian Princess (1808) and Custis’s Pocahontas (1830), 
which Barnes considered incorrect and historically inaccurate. An analysis of these texts 
will help to better understand the representation of the native girl in the romantic 
theater. Sigourney’s seems to be one of the few widely appreciated poems about the 
“Indian Princess”, thus the importance of including it in this dissertation. Among the 
authors, only John Davis was not born in the USA, being a British citizen. However, 
Davis is considered, by most critics, as the first writer to have romanticized the 
relationship between Pocahontas and John Smith, establishing a pattern that was 
followed by most writers afterwards. According to Tilton, it was Davis who first created 
the literary life of Pocahontas, focusing on her as the romantic heroine of a love story. 
Preposterous as they may be, as Carl Van Doren states in The American Novel, Davis’s 
texts are interesting for being the first treatment of one of the most persistent of the 
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American legends (20). 
The other romantic texts were analyzed in order to establish differences and/or 
similarities between the narratives of Pocahontas and Cooper’s founding narratives. The 
novels by Sedgwick, Hope Leslie (1827), and by Child, Hobomok (1824), which focus 
on fictional captivity narratives and white-Native American relationship, were useful in 
establishing the importance of the Pocahontas narratives since they deal with the 
anxieties and conflicts between European settlers and Native Americans that are present 
in the Pocahontas narratives. 
The reason why the visual representations were chosen is that they represent 
similar themes to the ones discussed in the literary texts. Besides, few historical 
characters have had so many different portrayals as Pocahontas, especially after the 
American Revolution, when paintings representing the Native American girl were 
widespread. Thus, this dissertation attempts to show how some of these paintings 
illustrate the themes of miscegenation, the mediator figures and captivity narratives, 
thus foregrounding the issue of national identity.  
When one thinks of Pocahontas, the first image that comes to mind is the figure of 
a pretty, grown up woman with long black hair and copper skin portrayed by the Disney 
Corporation in its 1995 released animation Pocahontas. However, the native girl called 
Pocahontas is not simply the protagonist of a Disney film. She lived in Virginia when 
the English settlers arrived there in 1607. Little is known of her life for certain, but 
Sharon Larkins, in “Using trade to teach about Pocahontas” (1988), establishes a 
chronological sketch of the crucial moments of her life, which is quoted by Tilton (7-8):  
1. Her birth about 1595. 
2. The traditional story of her rescue of Captain John Smith in 1607 and 
her continued relationship with him and help to the people of 
Jamestown. 
3. Her abduction by Captain Argall in 1612 and subsequent captivity at 
Jamestown. 
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4. Her conversion to the Christian faith in 1613 while living in 
Jamestown. 
5. Her marriage to John Rolfe in 1614 and the birth of her [their] son, 
Thomas, in 1615. 
6. Her trip to England in 1616 including her success there as an Indian 
Princess. [This would include her reception at the Court of King 
James I and Queen Anne, her attendance at The Vision of Delight, 
the Twelfth Night masque staged by Ben Jonson, and her sitting for 
the Simon Van de Passe engraving of her portrait, the only likeness 
of Pocahontas known to have been executed during her lifetime.] 
7. Her death [and burial] at Gravesend in 1617.  
 
William Strachey, in a 1612 travel narrative, The Historie of Travaile Into 
Virginia Britannia, states that Pocahontas had married an Algonquian private Captain 
called Kocoum after Smith’s departure to England in 1609, when she stopped going to 
Jamestown. Such a marriage, however, was never confirmed, and Frances Mossiker, in 
Pocahontas, the Life and the Legend (1977), although discussing the possibility of its 
veracity, admits that all that is told about it is mere speculation, especially because 
Strachey is the only contemporary to report it (147).  
Of all these facts, however, the most controversial, and, consequently, the one that 
has called the attention of most writers, is John Smith’s rescue, for, while all the other 
contacts Pocahontas had with the white people had a white witness, the rescue had none. 
Her supposed marriage to a native private captain had no white witnesses either, but 
such an event had no influence in her relationship with the white settlers. One problem 
then is that the natives did not know how to write, thus being unable to record the event, 
and the Englishmen, who conquered the land, were the only ones with the power to 
narrate the story. As Edward Said states in Reflections on Exile, “history tends to be 
written from the point of view of the victor” (523). Thus, at that time, the only credible 
witness able to narrate the story and in writing is Smith himself. Nowadays, after so 
many analyses of colonial discourse have taught us to question official narratives, there 
are certainly increased doubts about whether the event — namely the rescue of John 
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Smith — really happened. Another historical fact that leaves room for doubt is the fact 
that Smith only mentions the Pocahontas episode in his 1624 text, The Generall 
Historie of Virginia, New England and the Summer Isles …, while, in his 1608 text, A 
True Relation of Such Occurrences and Accidents of Noate as Hath Hapned in Virginia 
…, he tells how he was made prisoner by the Algonquians, without mentioning that his 
life was in danger at any time. Smith’s revision of this historical episode is, according to 
Charles Larson, in his essay “Pocahontas Animated”, the first example of a truly 
American narrative (12), a narrative that has been narrated and re-narrated throughout 
these last four centuries in different ways and through several media, from romantic to 
post-modern plays, novels, children’s books, political speeches, poems, schoolbooks 
and films.  
The first narratives about Pocahontas, beginning during her lifetime were totally 
centered on her as an important historical character. Books like Ralph Hamor’s A True 
Discourse of the Present State of Virginia (1615) and William Strachey’s The Historie 
of Travaile Into Virginia Britannia, written in 1612 but published only in 1849, were 
presented by their authors as reporting the true facts about the history of the settlement 
of Virginia, and, consequently, of Pocahontas. After her death and till the end of the 
eighteenth century, several historians described the events in early Virginia, such as 
Robert Beverley in his book The History and Present State of Virginia (1705) and 
William Stith in his text The History of the First Discovery and Settlement of Virginia 
(1747). Even after the American Revolution she was still portrayed as an important 
historical figure, as in Jeremy Belknap’s American Biography (1794) and William 
Robertson’s The History of America (1796).  
The historical Pocahontas assumes the form of a fictional character by the 
beginning of the nineteenth century, when the young British writer, John Davis, came to 
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America and heard of her story. He found in it an extraordinary source for a romance, 
thus creating a literary life for her. He wrote four texts on the subject: Farmer of New 
Jersey (1800), Travels of Four Years and a Half in the United States of America during 
1798, 1799, 1800, 1801, and 1802 (1803), Captain Smith and Princess Pocahontas 
(1805) and The First Settlers of Virginia, An Historical Novel (1806)9.  
 From the nineteenth century on, the story of Pocahontas consists of a series of 
texts belonging to different genres — novels (My Lady Pokahontas, by John Esten 
Cooke, 1885; Pocahontas: A Story of Virginia, by John R Musick, 1895; Pokahuntas: 
Maid of Jamestown, by Anne Sanford Green, 1907; The Story of Pocahontas, by Shirley 
Graham, 1953); poems ("Pocahontas", by Bernard M. Carter, 1824; "The Forest 
Maiden." by William Gilmore Simms, 1833; Pocahontas and Other Poems, by Lydia 
H.  Sigourney, 1841; The Bridge, by Hart Crane, (1930); biographies (First Lady of 
America: A Romanticized Biography of Pocahontas, by Leon Phillips, 1973; 
Pocahontas, the life and the legend, by Frances Mossiker, 1976); comics (Pocahontas, 
by the Disney Corporation, 1995; Young Pocahontas, by Goodtime Entertainment, 
1995); plays (The Forest Princess, by Charlotte Barnes, 1848; Pocahontas. A 
Melo-Drama in Five Acts, by S. H. Byers, 1875; Pocahontas, a Burlesque Opera by 
Welland. Hendrick, 1886; The Origin of Necking: A Travesty on the Pocahontas-John 
Smith Episode by Boyce Loving, 1932; Princess Pocahontas and the Blue Spots, by 
Monique Mojica, 1991); paintings (Matoaka als Rebecca by Simon Van de Passe, 1616; 
Pocahontas by Mary Woodbury, 1730; The Baptism of Pocahontas, by John Gatsby 
Chapman, 1840; John Rolfe and Pocahontas by James William Glass, 1850); children’s 
books (Pocahontas, A Princess of the Woods, by Edward S. Ellis, 1907; Pocahontas: 
Daughter of a Chief, by Carol Greene, 1988; My Name is Pocahontas, by William 
Accorsi, 1992); sculptures ("Preservation of Captain Smith by Pocahontas", by Antonio 
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Capellano, 1825; "Pocahontas", by Joseph Mozier, 1854; "Pocahontas of the 
Powhatans", by Griffin Chiles, 1993); CD-ROMs (“Young Pocahontas”, by UAV, 
1995), and so forth. Edward Gallagher, in “A Calendar of Pocahontas Materials”, lists 
about seven hundred texts on Pocahontas and mentions the possibility of other three 
hundred and fifty texts that may also contain some reference to the native girl.10  
Each of these versions has added something to, or extracted something from, 
Smith’s original text Generall Historie (1624), which can be seen as the primary source 
concerning this narrative. To Peter Hulme, in Colonial Encounters: Europe and the 
native Caribbean, 1492–1797, “the story of Pocahontas tells of an ‘original’ encounter 
of which no even passably ‘immediate’ account exists, a blank space which has not 
been allowed to remain empty” (138), the absence of any other reliable eyewitness 
being put into question and, therefore, the emergence of so many versions of this 
narrative throughout time. Tilton states that the Pocahontas narrative has “provided 
literary and visual artists with a flexible discourse that came to be used to address a 
number of racial, political and gender-related issues” (1). Not only written texts have 
been produced about Pocahontas, but also many different portraits of her have appeared, 
from Simon Van de Passe’s “Matoaka als Rebecca”, painted in 1616, while she was in 
London, to Disney’s portrayal in 1995. 11 It is important to remember that most of these 
literary and visual artists are white, and also that she was not able to write her own 
narrative. This way, the Pocahontas story has been narrated exclusively by white 
people. 
Some critics, like Larson and Hulme, have questioned Pocahontas’s lack of voice, 
stating that much has been said about her, but nothing by her. Hulme observes that 
“[n]one of Pocahontas words have come down to us directly, so we have no immediate 
access at all to what she might have thought of the strange patterns of events in which 
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she was caught up” (146-47). Karen Robertson, in her essay “Pocahontas at the 
Masque”, not only comments on the fact that Pocahontas did not produce her own 
narrative, but, also, that she could never voice her opinion on the documents written by 
Englishmen. Karen Robertson establishes some similarities between the behaviors of 
Pocahontas and John Smith, stating that “both were curious about another culture. Both 
crossed the ocean to see the powerful rulers of the opposing tribe” (557). However, 
there are two crucial asymmetries: Pocahontas could see both the rituals in her father’s 
court and those of the court of James I, while Smith could see only the ritual of the 
Algonquians, for he had no access to the English court for not being of noble birth. For 
Robertson, the most important asymmetry, however, lies in the fact that Smith could tell 
his own story and produce his own narrative, while to Pocahontas such opportunity was 
denied, for “the process that converted Matoaka (her personal name) into Rebecca Rolfe 
did not include literacy” (558). 
Not only Pocahontas’s silence has been discussed by the critics, but some critics 
like Ann Uhry Abrams, Leslie Fiedler, Peter Hulme, Rebecca Blevins Faery and Robert 
Tilton, have also studied the relationship between Pocahontas’s and other important 
American narratives. Abrams compares the story of Pocahontas with that of the Puritan 
Founding Fathers, who certainly played a more vital role in the construction of an 
American national character, as is argued by Sacvan Bercovitch in The Puritan Origins 
of the American Self. To Abrams, these two narratives “embody the character of two 
diverse societies and often serve as rationales for their opposing ideologies” (xv). 
Abrams also establishes a crucial difference between the way these two narratives were 
constructed: in the loose history of Virginia, a shipload of single men founded 
Jamestown, and yet “Virginia’s origin myth revolves around a female” (Pocahontas 
herself) (xv), while the Massachusetts narrative is centered on a patriarchal hierarchy, 
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for the “nucleus of the Pilgrim migration was paternalistic and family oriented” (xv), 
with the heroes conducting a biblical style mission. 
In The Return of the Vanishing American, Fiedler compares the narrative of 
Pocahontas to Hannah Dustan’s story, which he sees as the true anti-Pocahontas. While 
the Pocahontas narrative embodies a possible reconciliation between white men and 
Native Americans, Hannah Dustan’s story denies the possibility of miscegenation and 
“turns the weapon of the Indian against him in a final act of bloodshed and vengeance” 
(95). There are other critics such as Faery, who compare the story of Pocahontas as 
captive to white women’s captivities; however, her focus is not on Hannah Dustan, but 
on Mary Rowlandson, a Puritan woman who was held captive by natives during King 
Philip’s War. Tilton, on the other hand, compares the narratives of Pocahontas to Daniel 
Boone narratives in “their ability to express multiple and at times contradictory 
agendas” (1), for both narratives have served many different purposes. Daniel Boone’s 
story, for example, was used to promote the westward expansion, while Pocahontas’s 
story was used, for instance, as sectionalist propaganda12.  
Peter Hulme also compares the Pocahontas narrative to the Puritan narratives, and 
makes several comments on different historical accounts about the Native American 
girl, which he sees as ironic and incoherent, even though these accounts were obsessed 
with beginnings and coherence. He points out that the main difference between the two 
narratives of origin, Pocahontas’s and the Puritans’, resides in the fact that, while in 
Virginia a clear separation between English settlers and native peoples was established 
only after the massacre of 1622, in New England such a separation was established from 
the very beginning of the settlement. He argues that one of the Puritans’ main objectives 
was “the establishment of a very clear division between civilization and savagery, 
between the ‘city on the hill’ and the alien and unregenerate force that lay beyond the 
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pale” (139), which included sexual separation, while in Virginia interracial marriage 
was even allowed for a certain period, as a way of establishing a good relationship 
between the white settlers and the natives. The division between Europeans and natives 
only occurs when the latter notice that they were in danger of losing everything they 
had, for the white settlers were not visitors, but were there to stay. This awareness about 
the actual intentions of the European people led the Native Americans to attack 
Jamestown in 1622. 
Two other aspects of Pocahontas’s life have also been discussed by critics like 
Tilton and Hulme: her marriage to John Rolfe, which leads the critics to discuss the 
question of miscegenation, and her role as a mediator/liminal figure, which connects her 
story those of several other natives who had had the same role. Tilton argues that most 
of the romantic texts on Pocahontas emphasize the relationship between Pocahontas and 
John Smith instead of her marriage to John Rolfe, due to the fear of miscegenation, 
which confirms Fiedler’s view in comparing Pocahontas to Hannah Dustan. 
Pocahontas’s role as a mediator between her culture and the Europeans’ is 
discussed by Peter Hulme, who points out the importance of liminal figures at that 
crucial historical moment, since they played a vital role to the survival of colonies like 
Virginia. Such intermediaries were considered “cultural half-breeds inhabiting that 
dangerous no-man’s land between identifiable cultural positions, and therefore seen as 
inherently suspicious and potentially dangerous translators who might quite literally be 
traducers, crossing cultural boundaries only to double-cross their king and country” 
(142). Several of these mediators during the colonial period were, at one time or 
another, suspects of treachery. Pocahontas, however, apparently was not perceived as 
occupying a dangerous position, for none of her biographers mention this possibility. A 
possible explanation for this view is that Pocahontas performs the first successful 
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crossing from native to English culture in Virginia, while before her, as critics like Peter 
Hulme and Robert Tilton point out, all the crossings which can be historically 
documented are the other way around: white settlers who are said to have joined the 
native people in order to survive. However, this kind of crossing was, to the white 
settlers, unacceptable, and so, they celebrated Pocahontas’s crossing as a proof of their 
superiority.13 
Lately, with the release of the Disney animation, discussions on the Pocahontas 
story have started all over again — and also the discussion of the animation as it can be 
compared to Smith’s text. There is one point of agreement among different critics: there 
are many discrepancies between Smith’s narrative and Disney’s version. It is interesting 
to notice that, in spite of these discrepancies, or maybe because of them, the release of 
the Disney animation made many more people become interested in the Pocahontas 
narratives, for the number of critical texts dealing with Disney’s version in contrast with 
the older narratives is astonishing; to mention just a few: Elizabeth Cook-Lynn’s 
“American Indian Intellectualism and the New Indian Story (Writing about American 
Indians)” (Natives and Academics Researching and Writing about American Indians, 
edited by Devon A. Mihesuah); Amy Aidman’s “Disney's Pocahontas: Conversations 
with Native American and Euro-American Girls” (Growing Up Girls: Popular Culture 
and the Construction of Identity, edited by Sharon R. Mazzarella and Norma Odom 
Pecora); Joni Adamson Clarke’s “A Captive of History” (Women's Review of Books; 
9/1/1995); Tom Geir’s “Inventing a Princess” (U.S. News & World Report; 6/19/1995); 
and many others. 
What this introduction has shown, so far, is that much has been written about 
Pocahontas, the historical character, and also about some fictional texts in which she is 
the main character. However, none of them has established any kind of relationship 
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between the romantic narratives on Pocahontas and the other romantic texts that are 
considered important foundational narratives of the American nation.  This is a “blank 
space” that has not yet been fulfilled, and it is to such fulfillment that this dissertation 
has tried to contribute.  
In order to write this dissertation, the following steps were necessary: first, a 
comparison between the narratives on Pocahontas and the other narratives was made. 
Then, such a comparison was analyzed so that common and/or contrasting elements 
were highlighted. Finally, in a second analysis, such elements were discussed according 
to the theories of nation and national identity. This research dealt with different kinds of 
sources, from books, journals, newspapers, magazines, and legal documents, all of them 
serving a specific purpose: to clarify the points under discussion and to open other 
possibilities of research. 
Although Pocahontas is not only a fictional character, but was also an actual 
human being, the discussion of historical accuracies and/or inaccuracies in the texts to 
be discussed is not part of the scope of this dissertation. Thus, the figure of the native 
girl was treated, throughout this research, as a fictional character just like all the other 
romantic characters that were compared to her, as a constitutive element of the basis of 
narratives of national American identity. However, due to its importance, John Smith’s 
was used as a proto-narrative and as a basis for all other narratives. Proto-narrative is 
defined, according to Eric Gans, in “Originary Narrative”, as the most ancient narrative 
which concerns the theme, the text that gave origin to all others (7)., in this case the 
very basis for the Pocahontas narratives, either historical or fictional. 
This dissertation is composed of six chapters, including the introduction and the 
final conclusion:  
1. Chapter 1: Historical Character / Literary Persona: Pathway of the Pocahontas 
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Narratives from Colonial History to Romantic Literature. 
This chapter discusses the differences between the settlements of Virginia and 
New England. Such differences can explain the reasons why the Pocahontas narratives 
have changed from historical to literary ones. There are also some comments on the 
post-revolutionary period in the USA, as well as about the 1812-war and its importance 
to the establishment and/or reinforcement of an American national identity Such 
comments lead to a discussion of American Romanticism and its importance to building 
an American nation. 
2. Chapter 2: Explaining Theories: Crucial Concepts on Nation, Miscegenation, 
Liminal Figures, and Captivity Narratives. 
This chapter deals with the theories that support this dissertation, such as the 
theories on Nation and Nationalism, which are explained and connected to the theories 
about national and cultural identity. Theories about miscegenation, liminal figures and 
captivity narratives are also discussed, always having in mind the building of an 
American national identity during Romanticism — a period in which some of the 
Pocahontas narratives are accepted by  a general public. 
3. Chapter 3: Romantic Texts on Pocahontas and the Construction of an American 
National Identity. 
It constitutes the analysis of the romantic texts in themselves, and is formed by 
three sections:                                                                                                                                           
3.1. “I might have forgotten that nature had put barriers between us”: Mixing 
Races / Mixing Blood in Romantic Narratives of Pocahontas. 
This section presents a discussion about gender and race relationship and the 
question of miscegenation in the construction of an American national identity during 
Romanticism. There is a brief description of how the perception of Native Americans 
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changed from the beginning of colonization to the beginning of the nineteenth century 
when they were perceived as racially inferior, thus justifying the different ways of 
portraying interracial marriage in the romantic texts of Pocahontas as well as in James 
Fenimore Cooper’s, Lydia Maria Child’s and Catherine Maria Sedgwick’s texts. 
3.2. Neither me, nor you, in between: Liminal Figures in Romantic Narratives on 
Pocahontas. 
This section deals with the role of mediator figures and the relationship between 
European people of different origins, always keeping in mind the quest for a national 
identity. There is a brief discussion on the importance of cultural brokers as well as on 
the different kinds of liminal figures portrayed in romantic texts, besides some 
comments about historical characters who played crucial roles during the colonization 
process. 
3.3. “Held as a hostage in the stranger’s cell”: Captivity Narratives in Romantic 
Narratives on Pocahontas. 
In this sub-chapter, there is a discussion about the captivity episodes inserted in 
some of the texts, and their importance to the construction of a national identity. There 
is a brief discussion of actual captivity narratives in order to better understand how 
Pocahontas’s captivity is inserted in narratives about her as well as the different ways of 
portraying it in romantic texts either on Pocahontas or on any other Native American 
girl.  
4. Chapter 4. Visual Representations of Pocahontas and the construction of 
American national identity during the Romantic period 
In this chapter, there is an analysis of some visual representations of Pocahontas 
produced during Romanticism, to show how these representations, together with the 
textual ones, helped in the construction of an American national identity. 
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Finally, the Conclusion points out the importance of the Pocahontas narratives to 
the establishment of an American national identity and presents suggestions for further 
research. It must be said at the beginning that the wealth of available material for such a 
project is enormous. Therefore, a total coverage would be impossible. My objective is 
not to be exhaustive, but to show that, besides the foundational narratives of James 
Fennimore Cooper, the Pocahontas narratives have also played a crucial role in the 
formation of an American national identity within the Romantic Period.  
CHAPTER 1 
 
 
Historical Character / Literary Persona: Pathway of the Pocahontas 
Narratives from Colonial History to Romantic Literature 
 
 
It is almost certain that if there had been no Jamestown, 
there would have been no Plymouth. 
Thomas J. Wertenbaker 1 
 
All that part of the northern American continent now 
under the dominion of the king of Great Britain, and 
stretching quite as far as the cape of Florida, went at first 
under the general name of Virginia 
William Byrd 2 
 
 
Emory Elliot, in “New England Puritan Literature”, states that “[a]s many 
historians admit, a record of past events is the hybrid product of facts and 
interpretation” (205). Hayden White, in Tropics of Discourse, suggests that a historical 
situation can be configured according to the historian’s wish to emphasize a certain 
aspect, or to endow a certain event with a particular meaning. This is, as White says, 
“essentially a literary, that is to say fiction-making, operation” (85). This connection 
between History and Literature is very pertinent to this dissertation, since it deals with 
historical and literary characters and texts. When a historical event changes into a 
literary one, being fictionalized and thus entering the fictional world, it still keeps its 
historical aspect, acquiring thus a different status, a kind of mythical, legendary one. 
This is what has happened to Pocahontas: when she enters the literary field through 
John Davis’s hands, her story acquires a legendary feature, and becomes open to 
different interpretations and transformations, not belonging solely to history, but to the 
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world of the imagination.  
This chapter aims to situate the narratives of Pocahontas within the literary history 
of the USA from the colonial period to 1855, when American Romanticism was at its 
apex. Such narratives, some considered historical, some fictional, which may have had 
different interpretations throughout these last four centuries, show how history and 
literature are intermingled in literary texts that deal with a historical character like the 
Native American girl, Pocahontas. 
 
1.1. Adventurers or Pilgrims? Historical and Literary Differences in 
the Early Colonization of Virginia and New England. 
The early histories of colonial New England and Virginia present many 
similarities, yet differ in important aspects. The colonists traveled to these two regions 
for a variety of reasons in the early 1600s. The differing motivations led to the 
development of unique societies in each colony. Such differences help explain why the 
Pocahontas narratives assume literary importance only in the beginning of the 
nineteenth century, while the Puritan narratives achieved a very important status from 
the very beginning. Furthermore, these Puritan narratives, like the texts of William 
Bradford, History of Plymouth Plantation (1650), Mrs. Rowlandson, A Narrative of the 
Captivity and Restoration of Mrs. Mary Rowlandson (1682) and Cotton Mather, 
Magnalia Christi Americana (1702), paved the way to the narratives of James Fenimore 
Cooper, thus helping to establish the “normative American romance” (Giddens 2000). 
Since one of the main objectives of this dissertation is to show the importance of the 
Pocahontas narratives for the construction of a national American identity, it is 
necessary to explain the differences between the first two English settlements in what is 
now the USA.  
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In her article “The Architecture of New England and the Southern Colonies as it 
Reflects the Changes in Colonial Life” (1978), Valerie Ann Polino states that  
Between the two strong and opposing cultures of Virginia and New 
England, the only continuous highway was the sea. The early model of New 
England could hardly have worked in the South, and neither could the early 
model of Virginia have worked in the North. Two main cultures emerged 
from the English settlements in the North and South: the Southern planter 
society had a ruling aristocracy and great class distinctions between the 
wealthy and the poor; New England was more of an egalitarian settlement 
under the control of a Puritan oligarchy, in which a strong middle class had 
developed. (2) 
 
Both the South and the North, however, had a point in common: they had to establish a 
relationship with the American wilderness and especially with the people who lived in 
it, the Native-Americans. Nevertheless, since the very beginning of the process of the 
European colonization in the USA one of the strongest differences between the settlers 
in Virginia and New England was the ways in which they established such a 
relationship. And this difference starts even before the beginning of the colonization, 
due to the different views of the natives of the Americas already discussed in European 
discourse. 
As Alden T. Vaughan, in “Sir Walter Ralegh’s Indian Interpreters, 1584-1618” 
states, after Christopher Columbus’s voyages, the European imaginary was full of the 
images brought by the Spanish settlers through letters, travel writings, and, more 
importantly, through the artifacts taken to Europe by the travelers. But nothing 
impressed the European imagination during the late fifteenth century through the 
beginning of seventeenth century more than the existence of Native Americans, for the 
very idea of their existence caused a great surprise in the so-called Old World. When the 
English, under the rule of Elizabeth I, finally decided to establish themselves in a colony 
in the New World, a hundred years behind the Spaniards, many stories about the natives 
had already been told in Europe, and their reputation as treacherous, cruel, cannibals 
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was well established. According to Andrew MacDonald and Mary Ann Sheridan, in 
Shape-shifting: Images of Native Americans in Recent Popular Fiction, “since the first 
encounters of pre-colonial times, Europeans have shaped, changed, and distorted the 
indigenous people to serve white people’s needs” (xi). Thus, when the Susan Constant, 
the Godspeed and the Discovery docked in Chesapeake Bay on May 13, 1607, the 
people who came in them had already made up their minds about the natives they 
expected to meet, especially after the failure of the Roanoke Island colony, founded by 
Sir Walter Raleigh, which mysteriously vanished with no trace except for the word 
“Croatoan” scrawled on a nearby tree.  
The Powhatans, who lived in Chesapeake Bay, had already had some contact with 
European people. Although there is no actual evidence of their involvement in the 
disappearance of the Roanoke colony, some writers like France Mossiker suggest that 
they may have cooperated with the Algonquian-speaking neighboring tribes in an attack 
on that colony (35). However, their first contact with the settlers at Jamestown was 
amiable, without actual threats or violence, except for some isolated acts. The colonists, 
most of them adventurers who were not prepared for the colonial enterprise, found soon 
enough that they needed the natives’ help to survive. Thus, as Peter Hulme says, a 
friendly relationship between the settlers and the natives was somehow established, 
especially after the marriage of Pocahontas with the tobacco planter John Rolfe (141-
142). That peace ended only in 1622, with the Jamestown massacre led by Pocahontas’s 
uncle Opechancanough. Only after this event did the reality of the colonization process 
seem to fit the previous idea Europeans had formed of the natives as treacherous and 
cruel. The fact that the natives had been protecting their land was not taken into 
account.  
Peter Hulme calls the period from 1607 to 1622 the “pre-history of Virginia”, a 
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moment when Native Americans received the strangers in a friendly way, trying even to 
initiate them into their own customs, as in the case of John Smith, whose “rescue” was 
probably a ritual of incorporation, in which he was given a gift, Powhatan’s dearest 
daughter Pocahontas. Hulme describes this kind of native behavior in terms of 
“reciprocity”, a system similar to “compadrazgo”, in which strong enemies were 
included as members of the nation by sponsoring a native, something that the English 
people could not understand. To support his view, Hulme uses Pocahontas’s last 
reported words, written by John Smith in the second version of his own history without 
a single comment. This absence of comments is what makes Hulme question the 
meaning of her words, and try to make sense of them in order to understand 
Pocahontas’s behavior as well as her people’s customs (Hulme 146-151).  
Here is how John Smith, in Generall Historie (1624), describes his last encounter 
with Pocahontas, and her last reported words: 
hearing shee was at Branford with diuers of my friends, I went to see her: 
After a modest salutation, without any word, she turned about, obscured her 
face, as not seeming well contented; and in that humour her husband, with 
diuers others, we all left her two or three hours, repenting my selfe to haue 
writ she could speake English. But not long after, she began to talke, and 
remembred mee well what courtesies shee had done: saying, You did 
promise Powhatan what was yours should bee his, and he the like to you; 
you called him father  being in his land a stranger and by the same reason 
so must I doe you: which though I would haue excused, I durst not allow of 
that title, because she was a King’s daughter; with a well set countenance 
she said, Were you not afraid to come into my father Countrie, and caused 
feare in him and all his people (but mee) and feare you here I should call 
you father; I tell you then I will, and you shall call me childe, and so I will 
bee foreeuer and euer your Countrieman. They did tell vs alwaies you were 
dead, and I knwe no other till I came to Plimoth; yet Powhatan did 
command Vttamatomakkin to seeke you, and know the truth, because your 
Countriemen will lie much.   (238-39, my emphasis) 
 
Such a dialogue happened when John Smith visited Pocahontas in Branford, 
England, where she was living with her English husband. His lack of understanding is 
clear, for he interrupts his description of his visit, and he does not comment on the fact 
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that she recriminates him and his fellowmen for lying to her. He does not even justify 
himself for having lied to her, and this is further indication of his lack of 
comprehension. As Hulme says, Pocahontas’s last words “clearly make no sense at all 
to John Smith, and yet had so impressed him as a statement of Pocahontas’s opinion 
that he quotes them without further comment” (147). 
Hulme also states that when the natives perceived the visitors were not visitors, 
but invaders who were there to stay and to demand more and more land, they decided it 
was time to expel them. The massacre of 1622 is the result of such a decision, when the 
natives, led by Pocahontas’s uncle, Opechancanough, killed most of the white people in 
Jamestown. This massacre is, in Hulme’s view, a turning point in the history of the 
Virginia colony, the real beginning of its history. From then on, says Hulme, Europeans 
could see the natives the way they had always wanted to see them: as treacherous, 
savage, unreliable, incoherent. From this moment on, one can say that the writings 
already existent about the natives and the natives’ real behavior finally coincide. There 
is, thus, a paradox here: the English people, who were the strangers in Virginia, are seen 
as the rightful owners of the land, while the natives are seen as their oppressors (Hulme 
157-158).  
In New England, the settlers were much better prepared to deal with the land, and 
did not need the natives’ help to survive. From the moment the Mayflower arrived, the 
British, who saw themselves as the chosen people coming to the Promised Land, 
established a clear distinction between themselves and the natives. As Hulme points out, 
there is a non-native/ideological coherence in New England lacking in the Virginia 
settlement: from the very beginning of their settlement, the Puritans in the 
Massachusetts Bay established a clear difference between themselves, the “chosen 
people”, and the natives, the “savages”. They inscribed themselves in what they had 
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heard and read about the natives in Europe and did not allow any close contact (Hulme 
139).  
Sacvan Bercovitch establishes a series of important concepts about what it was to 
be a Puritan at that historical moment. The main concept is certainly the notion of New 
England as the Elected Nation while the Pilgrims were seen as the chosen people 
themselves. The Puritan writers saw themselves in the wilderness as the people of God 
and thought that all obstacles they would face would be sent by Satan to prevent them 
from establishing a city on the hill, a perfect Christendom. They all had an 
eschatological consciousness which made them firmly believe that their personal, as 
well as national destiny, was to serve as an example to the world (Bercovitch 72-74). 
The differences between the settlements of Virginia and New England are not 
restricted to the way the settlers dealt with the natives. The settlers themselves were 
quite different. Like most European ventures to the Americas, the English venture to 
Virginia was largely dominated by men in its early years. All of the 104 settlers who 
sailed up the River James in 1607 were men. The initial group had a great number of 
wealthy adventurers, some artisans, and only a small number of agricultural laborers 
whose practical skill might have helped the inexperienced settlement survive the first 
winter. As Kathleen M. Brown points out, in her essay “Women in Early Jamestown”, 
“[t]he maleness of the landing party at Jamestown and the overwhelmingly male 
character of the settlement in subsequent years had a huge impact on relations with local 
Native Americans” (4).  
Brown also argues that the small numbers of English women appear to have given 
Powhatan hopes that the strangers could be absorbed into his chiefdom through 
adoption, hospitality, and the provision of food, probably because he was already aware 
of the European war technology, much more developed than his own, and to make them 
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partners would be helpful in dealing with his nation’s enemies. Powhatan probably 
planed the capture and confinement of English commander John Smith in 1608, which 
concluded with a ritual of execution, apparently stopped by Powhatan's daughter, 
Pocahontas. John Smith claimed that the Native American girl had saved his life and 
years later wrote a report of her intercession, a fact that became known as the starting 
point for the Pocahontas legend. Powhatan also attempted to construct a father-son 
relationship with John Smith, reminding him of the privileges and obligations such a 
relationship conferred upon him. Possibly, Brown goes on, Powhatan also permitted the 
distraction provided by Pocahontas's retinue of women, in which young women adorned 
in ritual pocones (red paint) crowded John Smith, crying “Love you not mee.” As long 
as the English stayed inside the protective palisade at Jamestown and Powhatan hoped 
to incorporate them peacefully, war could be avoided. When individuals left the fort, 
however, they were subject to the strategies of local werowances, which included 
female werowances like Oppossunoquonuske using the possibility of sexual pleasure to 
attract defenseless English men into a trap (3). 3 
In the Virginia settlement, the imbalanced sex ratio and the need for skilled 
agricultural laboring men left the English ill-prepared to deal with the day-to-day 
demands of a new settlement. This weakness also contributed significantly to Anglo-
Native American relations, motivating the English community to negotiate, trade, or 
raid for the foodstuffs they so urgently needed. Soon after Captain John Smith returned 
to England to be treated for an injury, in 1609, the settlement endured a winter of 
hunger and death. Having failed to plant or accumulate enough grain for their needs and 
wanting supplies from England, the five hundred person settlement became desperate 
for food: they were, as John Smith tells it, 
most miserable and poore creatures; and those were preserved for the most 
part, by roots, herbes, acornes, walnuts, berries, now and then a little fish: 
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… yea, even the very skinnes of our horses. Nay, so great was our famine, 
that a Salvage we slew, and buried, the poorer sort tooke him up againe and 
eat him, and so did divers one another boyled and stewed with roots and 
herbs: And one amongst the rest did kill his wife, powdered her, and had 
eaten part of her before it was knowne, for which hee was executed, as hee 
well deserved. (John Smith Generall Historie 204-205) 
 
Even though the Council later claimed that the man had murdered out of hatred, 
not hunger, word of the cannibalism spread, provoking John Smith to mention ironically 
that the dish “powdered [salted or flour-dredged] wife” was unknown to him (Generall 
Historie 205). 
Disease also claimed many lives, as the estuarial situation and disruptive habits of 
settlers combined to turn the water into a harmful brew. Under John Smith, settlers 
risked Native American violence to live at a healthier distance from Jamestown. 
Following John Smith’s return to England, however, settlers returned to the fort and its 
damaging conditions, increasing the death rate from disease.  
The suffering within Jamestown during its first decade corresponded with a 
weakening of the relations between Native Americans and Europeans. One of the 
central misunderstandings concerned the Native American provision of corn to the 
English. Powhatan may have expected to get advantage of the English anxiety for food 
to ascertain his people’s domination, but the English viewed native corn as ready for 
apprehension if it was not given without restraint. It is John Smith who says so:  
In the interim we began to cut in peeces their Canowes, and they presently 
to lay downe their bowes, making signes of peace: peace we told them we 
would accept, would they bring us their Kings bowes and arrowes, with a 
chayne of pearle; and when we came againe give us foure hundred baskets 
full of Corne, otherwise we would breake all their boats, and burne their 
houses, and corne, and all they had. (Generall Historie 136) 
 
One wonders, too, whether the fact that native women produced the vast 
quantities of corn, which was stored for winter use, did not add to the anger of the 
English at their complete dependence upon “savages”. English chroniclers of native life, 
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reluctant or unable to identify the irony of the failure of their own “civilized” method of 
agricultural production, undoubtedly spilled much ink in describing the task of 
agricultural work by native women. Beginning in 1609, soon after John Smith’s 
departure, Jamestown was mostly at war with Powhatan, forcing the re-entrenchment of 
colonists inside the fort. The kidnapping of Pocahontas and her subsequent marriage to 
John Rolfe sealed the peace, but it seems that, after it, Powhatan was not interested in 
incorporating the British any more, even refusing to marry another of his daughters to 
Sir Thomas Dale. As Mossiker argues, “the English governor must content himself with 
one Powhatan princess; in Pocahontas, he already had his pledge of peace” (197). 
As for the colonists in New England, when the Mayflower docked there on May 
13th, 1620, they had totally different ideas on their minds from the settlers in 
Jamestown. They were mostly Puritans who had migrated to Holland in order to escape 
religious persecution, but, unhappy about living in a foreign country where they could 
neither use their own language nor follow their own customs, decided to move on to a 
place where they could live according to their own beliefs and using their own 
language: the so called New World. 
According to Henry M. Ward, in The United Colonies of New England, it was 
through the friendship and support of Sir Edwin Sandys and others that the Puritans 
saved money and acquired a small vessel, the Speedwell, hired another, the Mayflower, 
and decided to cross the wide waters to the northern part of America, where they should 
worship God in their own way and still be Englishmen. Having secured a grant from the 
Virginia Company to settle in the Hudson Valley, and a promise from the king that he 
would not interfere with them, and having mortgaged themselves to a company of 
London merchants, they set forth with heroic hearts to run into the unfamiliar perils of 
the sea and of the wilderness.  The Speedwell proved not to be seaworthy, and the little 
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band re-embarked from Plymouth, England, on the Mayflower alone. Their minister 
Robinson had stayed in Leyden, and Brewster was the leader. He and John Carver were 
well advanced in years, but most of the people were in the prime of life. William 
Bradford was thirty and Edward Winslow was twenty-five. They came to the New 
World with their families, unlike the colonists in Virginia (Ward 21). 
In Warpaths: Invasions of North America, Ian K. Steele states that the great 
Puritan migration was yet to begin, and as a great quantity of Puritans were ready to join 
the colony, it was considered far more reasonable to have a royal charter than a mere 
land grant. A charter was therefore secured from Charles I in March, 1629, confirming 
the land grant of 1628, namely, from three miles south of the Charles River to a point 
three miles north of the Merrimac, extending westward to the Pacific Ocean which was 
believed to be much nearer than it is. This new company was styled the Governor and 
Company of Massachusetts Bay in New England. The government was to be placed in 
the hands of a governor, deputy governor, and eighteen assistants, to be elected annually 
by the company. This charter increased the difference between the colony in Virginia 
and the colony in the Massachusetts Bay: although very similar to the 1612-charter of 
Virginia, it differed in the sense that New England was to be ruled from the colony 
itself, while the 1612-charter determined that Virginia should be ruled from England, 
where the Governor would have his seat. This certainly gave a freedom to the New 
Englanders that the Virginians did not have, and, this fact, together with all the aspects 
already discussed, helped establish the way literature would develop in each colony 
(Steele 85-86). Because Virginia and New England had different beginnings, they also 
had different developments in literature. 
The greatest difference between Virginia and New England in relation to their 
initial histories and literatures derives from the fact that Virginia developed into a rural 
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colony and, as Robert Spiller says, in The Literary History of the United States, the 
“lack of towns was also a serious deterrent in the south to the development of literary 
activities” (16). It is obvious that farmers can develop a literature, but, as Spiller also 
states, “sustained literary production is a characteristic of urban rather than rural 
environment” (16). This emphasis on the rural areas in the South, together with the lack 
of printing houses till the middle of the eighteenth century, made it possible to the 
Northern colonies to have a better developed literature during the colonial period. This 
does not mean that Virginians did not write or read, but that their writings were 
published in Europe, instead of in Virginia itself, and also that the first readers were 
Europeans, who were curious to know about the colonies but who were not aware of the 
hardship of the settlers’ lives. So, directed to Europe and European readers, the writings 
from Virginia did not deal with daily life activities or educational devices as the 
writings from New England did. 
It is possible to see, then, how historical differences in the colonization processes 
of Virginia and New England interfered in the construction of different colonial 
literatures, with different concerns. In other words, while the Puritan narratives were, 
from the very beginning, trying to build a different collective identity, such was not the 
case of the Pocahontas narratives, which only acquired that status during the early 
nineteenth century when, as Renata Wasserman points out, in her Exotic Nations, 
American writers like James Fenimore Cooper in the novel The Pioneers (1823) started 
to use an Europeanized image of the Native American as exotic as it was established by 
European writers like Bernardin de Saint Pierre in Paul and Virginie (1788) and 
Chateaubriand in Atala (1808). It is possible to say that Catharine Maria Sedgwick, in 
her novel Hope Leslie (1827), has also made the same use of this image. Before the 
1776-war of Independence, writers from the Southern colonies had European readers in 
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mind. As Richard Slotkin points out, the South’s “literary roots were in London rather 
than in the New World” (213). While literature was a pervasive presence in New 
England, with the first press being founded right at the beginning of its colonization 
(1640), in the South there were fewer presses and fewer readers. It was not surprising 
that Southern writers would have their texts circulating only in manuscript in the upper 
circle of Virginia society by the end of the 18th century, right before the Revolution 
(Slotkin 213-214). All the Pocahontas narratives written during the colonial period were 
thus printed in Europe, like the narratives of John Smith, Robert Beverley, and William 
Robertson, while the New Englanders’ texts were already printed in America, having 
the settlers as their primary readers, such as the texts of John Winthrop, Cotton Mather 
and Increase Mather.4 
Two books were of great importance in the accounts of the colonization of New 
England: William Bradford’s Of Plymouth Plantation and John Winthrop’s The History 
of New England from 1630 to 1649. In these journals, the authors narrated the events 
they witnessed, not only the successes, but principally their failures, which are, 
strangely enough, their very success: they were able to face dangerous nature and 
hostile environment, to deal with the Native Americans, and to develop an economy. 
However, in the eyes of a Puritan, they failed for not returning to the lost purity of 
earlier times, for they believed at first that going to America was like going to an earthly 
paradise where Europeans would regain the innocence of the first times, as described in 
the Bible, before Adam’s fall. Even though admitting they failed, they insisted on 
writing themselves a central role in the sacred drama they thought God had designed for 
man in America. They were, in fact, as Richard Ruland and Malcolm Bradbury state, in 
From Puritanism to Postmodernism, trying to found a new nation “based on a new 
covenant of men and a new relation of religion and law” (14). The Puritan writer had a 
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hard task: to displace the center, which was in Europe, to direct it to the small group of 
pilgrims who had accepted God’s will and to establish Christendom in the wilderness. 
Although using the so called “plain style”, the Puritan writings are full of metaphors and 
typology, and the main form of these writings, besides the historical narratives, are the 
sermons, which were vital to the community, for they were closely linked to life in the 
Puritan congregation, where the minister was a key figure. The sermons, which had the 
purpose of generating emotion and faith, were used as effective discourse, becoming, as 
time went by, important instruments to call people to repentance and salvation.  
These Puritan texts served as the basis for several other writings in American 
literature, and can be considered as the most influential text from the colonial period. 
Many of the writers who produced great literary works afterwards, like Nathaniel 
Hawthorne and Herman Melville, were clearly influenced by the Puritans’ way of 
writing, with their metaphors and typology. According to Donna M Campbell, in 
“Puritan Typology”, typology is “the interpretation of Old Testament events, persons, 
and ceremonies as signs which prefigured Christ’s fulfillment and new covenant with 
the apostolic church” (1). This kind of interpretation is clearly noticed in the Puritan 
writings, and they have influenced many other writers, like James Fenimore Cooper, 
Catherine Maria Sedgwick and Lydia Maria Child, whose texts come from the Puritan 
tradition. Thus, it is important to understand how Puritan literature developed in order to 
better understand nineteenth century novels that, although with very different themes, 
also deal with important Puritan ideas, like the need of salvation and the danger of 
damnation due to the contact with Native American people. Cotton Mather’s texts 
Wonders of the Invisible World (1689) is a good example of Puritan narratives with 
themes like damnation and salvation. In this text he defends both belief in witchcraft as 
an evil magical power, and Mather’s own role in the witchhunt conducted in Salem, 
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Massachusetts. The worst sin to a Puritan would be sexual intercourse with a native, a 
fear that is clearly portrayed in some of the nineteenth century texts that are discussed in 
Chapter 3. 
Besides historical texts and the sermon, which were public texts, the Puritans also 
had the personal ones, the journals, diaries and letters. The latter allows us to understand 
Puritan domestic life. The central expressions of the American Puritan mind were far 
from the imaginative literature, but such expressions had their own metaphysical and 
allegorical resources that influenced much of later American Literature. Some literary 
genres were not allowed, like the theater; others, like poetry, had a very determined 
place; and prose fiction was not trusted. But the Puritans were not alienated from the 
word; on the contrary, they believed that the word had a potential revelation, linking 
humankind to the divine truth. For the Puritans, according to Ruland and Bradbury, 
“word and world alike were a shadowing forth of divine things, coherent systems of 
transcendent meanings” (19). It is from these transcendent meanings that post-
revolutionary nineteenth century writers took some of their inspiration. 
The Puritans wrote much, and read much too. They welcomed English books that 
were consistent with their conceptions, and some of these books were really read 
throughout the colony. And poetry, although limited by the religious situation, was an 
essential form of Puritan discourse. Some poems did achieve great success, such as 
Michael Wigglesworth’s The Day of Doom (1662), a dramatic poem about the day of 
judgement, which was meant to instruct, to delight and to terrify.  
Although the Puritans did not write novels, and there is not a strong voice in 
imaginative prose fiction, Puritan culture did produce a kind of narrative that absorbed a 
high level of creative energy: the captivity narratives. Such narratives followed a 
pattern: a white settlement is attacked by “savages”, most of the white people die, the 
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survivors are taken prisoners, suffer all kind of humiliation, including being mutilated or 
killed; any survivors are then released for ransom. John Gyles’s narrative of his years as 
a captive, first among the natives, afterwards among the French, not only describes the 
events of his captivity, but also the inner conflicts he suffers, for being raised as a 
puritan and having to deal with so many different kinds of heathen customs (Dorson 
209-232). The narratives describe the events, but never forget the transcendent meaning, 
the idea that everything in their lives was ruled by divine providence, that they were like 
the Hebrews leaving Egypt looking for the Promised Land. The Puritans saw 
themselves as the chosen people in this Promised Land, the Native Americans as the 
devil, and the narratives turn into allegories of salvation, not only for the narrator, but 
for the entire people. When describing the natives’ customs, the captive never enters the 
depth of their tradition and culture, for it would not comply with the Puritan discourse. 
Such narratives, when published, were consciously shaped, with some parts added, 
others omitted, in order to convey the Puritan message. These captivity narratives 
certainly influenced nineteenth century writers like Cooper, Sedgwick and Child, whose 
texts make clear references to them. It is not possible to forget that two of the 
Pocahontas narratives from the colonial period, John Smith’s and Ralph Hamor’s, are 
the first captivity narratives in American Literature. Smith tells about his own abduction 
and also about Pocahontas’s, while Hamor is the first one to describe the native girl as a 
captive.  
John Smith’s narrative, however, is different from the Puritans’ narratives in many 
senses. First, he is not a Puritan, and his writings have no other meaning to convey, but 
his own experiences in the wilderness. Nevertheless, his text establishes a pattern that is 
also used by the Puritan narratives when the captive is a man: he is not supposed to wait 
for ransom, and depends exclusively on himself and on the natives to survive. The great 
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exception in John Smith’s narrative is his rescue by a native girl, something that would 
not fit into the Puritan discourse. However, because she was afterwards Christianized, 
and married to a white man, the fact that she was not born a Christian is somehow 
overlooked. 
 
1.2. From the Non-Pareil of Virginia to a long suffering Romantic 
Princess: the path of Pocahontas from a historical character to a 
fictional heroine. 
During her lifetime, Pocahontas had her story narrated by several writers, all 
assuring the reader they were narrating the true history of Virginia colonization. Among 
these writers, John Smith, William Strachey and Ralph Hamor are the most important 
ones, especially because they had really met her and witnessed some of her adventures. 
Their texts, John Smith’s A True Relation of Such Occurrences and Accidents of Noate 
as Hath Hapned in Virginia … (1608) and The Generall Historie of Virginia, New 
England and the Summer Isles … (1624), the narratives that gave rise to the legends 
surrounding her name; William Strachey’s The Historie of Travaile Into Virginia 
Britannia (1612), the only text that shows Pocahontas playing with the children in 
Jamestown; and Ralph Hamor’s A True Discourse of the Present State of Virginia 
(1615), the first to narrate her abduction and subsequent marriage to a white colonist, 
are still considered the basic texts for Pocahontas’s biography. Two centuries later, 
when Americans remembered their nation's colonial history, Pocahontas was again 
celebrated for traveling to England as a Christianized Native American. 
Many historians from the late seventeenth and the eighteenth century wrote about 
her as a historical character. None of them doubted John Smith’s account, or imagined a 
love relationship between him and his savior. Robert Beverley, for instance, in The 
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History of Virginia (1722), does not mention the rescue episode when narrating the first 
years of Virginia. When mentioning Pocahontas’s marriage and her subsequent trip to 
England, he states that John Smith, in reaction to that event,  
used all the means he could to express his gratitude to her, as having 
formerly preserved his life by the hazard of her own; for, when by the 
command of her father, Capt. Smith's head was upon the block to have his 
brains knocked out, she saved his head by laying hers close upon it (29) 
 
Beverley then transcribed John Smith’s 1616 “Letter to Queen Anne”, published 
in 1624, the first text to mention the rescue. The historian does not discuss the veracity 
of the tale, but does not over value it either. At that moment, Pocahontas’s conversion to 
the Christian faith and her marriage were the most discussed events in her life; through 
them, important Virginian families could claim to be descendants of the noble Native 
American princess. Aristocratic ascendance in Virginia was very important, and 
considering Pocahontas as a princess helped establish Virginia’s own aristocracy. As 
Ann Uhry Abrams states, early in the eighteenth century “the plantation elite [in 
Virginia] were determined to substantiate the aristocratic credentials of Pocahontas” 
(64). Beverley’s text, for instance, embellished the legend by stating that King James 
had not been happy about the Emperor Powhatan’s daughter’s marriage to a commoner 
(33). And William Stith, in The History of the First Discovery and Settlement of 
Virginia, describes her as a British noblewoman who could speak good English, had 
good manners and was “well instructed in Christianity” (137).  
Abrams also states that “[t]hese attempts to endow Pocahontas with a regal 
pedigree not only removed the heroine from hints of Indian ‘savagery’ but also turned 
attention away from the mixed blood that flowed through many elite Old Dominion 
veins” (64-65). Pocahontas’s case was certainly an exception, for people of mixed blood 
were not usually well seen. As Tilton states, Pocahontas’s noble descendants were 
“always distinguished from others of Indian-white descent during the colonial and early 
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national periods” (11). He also argues that, during the colonial and early national 
periods, Pocahontas was remembered as a “flesh-and-blood Indian woman, who, as 
Europeans saw it, had turned her back on her people and her title. Pocahontas had 
converted, married an Englishman, and produced a son, and many of her descendants 
had become influential, highly visible members of southern society” (12).  
The fact that Pocahontas was seen by the British as a princess, who had married a 
white man and had accepted Christian faith, together with the fact that her descendants 
had become important people in the colony, helped establish in Virginia an aristocracy 
of its own. Such an aristocracy was based on great plantations, which had their origin in 
the tobacco plantation of John Rolfe, and in the slave labor that began in Virginia in 
1640 and was legally established in 1661. 
In Beverley’s text, there is no romanticizing; Pocahontas’s relationship with John 
Smith is that of a friend, not of a lover. Their last meeting in Branford is narrated thus: 
Till this lady arrived in England, she had all along been informed that 
Captain Smith was dead, because he had been diverted from that colony by 
making settlements in the second plantation, now called New England; for 
which reason, when she saw him, she seemed to think herself much 
affronted, for that they had dared to impose so gross an untruth upon her, 
and at first sight of him turned away. It cost him a great deal of intreaty, and 
some hours attendance, before she would do him the honor to speak to him; 
but at last she was reconciled, and talked freely to him. She put him in mind 
of her former kindnesses, and then upbraided him for his forgetfulness of 
her, showing by her reproaches, that even a state of nature teaches to abhor 
ingratitude. (32) 
 
In no moment is there, in this narrative, the hint of a possible love relationship between 
the English adventurer and the Native American girl. 
William Stith, in his 1747 text, which was used by later historians and biographers 
as a reliable source concerning the Virginia settlement, gives great emphasis to 
Pocahontas’s marriage, which he describes as follows: 
Pocahontas was eagerly sought, and kindly entertained every where, Many 
Courtiers, and others of his Acquaintance, daily flocked to Captain Smith, to 
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be introduced to her. They generally confessed, that the Hand of God did 
visibly appear, in her Conversion; and that they had seen many English 
Ladies, worse Favoured, of less exact Proportion, and genteel Carriage, than 
she attented by the Lord, her Husband, and divers other Persons of Fashion 
and distinction. The whole Court were charmed and surprised, at the 
Decency and Grace of her Deportment; and the King himself, and Queen, 
were pleased, honourably to receive and esteem her. The Lady Delawarr, 
and those other Persons of Quality, also waited on her, to the Masks, Balls, 
Plays, and other public Entertainments. (Quoted in Mossiker, 255) 
 
According to Mossiker, Stith’s text may be based on family tradition, for his aunt, 
Anne Stith, was the second wife of Colonel Robert Bolling, whose first wife had been 
Pocahontas’s granddaughter. Thus, Stith was “heir to family legend and tradition; he 
had heard stories told at first or second hand, from the lips of the Powhatan princess’s 
direct descendants” (152). Possibly because of that or maybe due to his own will to be 
historical, his text is faithful to the sources he used, such as John Smith’s and Ralph 
Hamor’s texts. At no time does he suggest a love relationship between the Native 
American girl and the Captain. His emphasis on Pocahontas’s sojourn in England is 
clearly connected to the Virginian wish for an American aristocracy that had in 
Pocahontas its beginning and support.  
After the American Revolution, there is a turning point in the narratives about the 
Native American maiden, who, at that time, was venerated both for her baptism into the 
Anglican Church and for saving the life of the English captain John Smith, who had 
emerged as an American hero shortly after the birth of the new republic. The very titles 
of the historical accounts demonstrate a different perspective. While Beverley and Stith 
wrote histories of Virginia, John Winthrop and Thomas Prince wrote histories of New 
England, other historians wrote about the other colonies; after the Revolution, when the 
thirteen colonies became the United States of America, a series of books about the 
History of the USA as a whole appeared, such as William Robertson’s The History of 
the Discovery and Settlement of America (1796) and George Bancroft’s History of the 
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United States (1834). In these accounts, Pocahontas’s story acquires a different 
meaning. The rescue of John Smith becomes emblematic of the success of the 
colonization, for, in saving the captain’s life, she supposedly saved the whole enterprise, 
since he was a very important figure in the white settlement. Her marriage becomes less 
important then, its importance shown to be local to Virginia, whose most prominent 
families claimed to be her descendants. John Smith’s rescue, on the other hand, is 
important for the construction of the American nation as a whole, for, as colonial 
historian Thomas Wertenbaker says, “if there had been no Jamestown, there would have 
been no Plymouth” (Mossiker 4).  
William Robertson, for instance, stresses the rescue episode: 
They led him, however, in triumph through various parts of the country, and 
conducted him at last to Powhatan, the most considerable Sachim in that 
part of' Virginia. There the doom of death being pronounced he was led to 
the place of execution, and his head already bowed down to receive the fatal 
blow, when that fond attachment of the American women to their European 
invaders, the beneficial effects of which the Spaniards often experienced, 
interposed in his behalf. The favourite daughter of Powhatan rushed in 
between him and the executioner, and by her entreaties and tears prevailed 
on her father to spare his life. The beneficence of his deliverer, whom the 
early English writers dignify with the title of the Princess Pocahuntas, did 
not terminate here; she soon after procured his liberty, and sent from time to 
time seasonable presents of provisions (405-406). 
 
The passage shows the interference of Pocahontas in a way that illustrates an European 
idea of Native American women. Although it does not imply a love relationship 
between the native girl and the British soldier, William Robertson shows it as a 
possibility. Six years later John Davis picks upon this possibility in one of his novels 
about Pocahontas, which tells of a true love story between her and the captain.  
Before John Davis there is a pre-revolutionary narrative with a Pocahontas-like 
episode, in which her name is not mentioned: The Female American (1767), by Unca 
Eliza Winkfield. The work is anonymous, for she used a pseudonym to publish the 
novel. According to Betty Joseph, in “Re (playing) Crusoe/Pocahontas”, The Female 
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American readdresses Crusoe’s story through the narrative of Pocahontas. As she 
argues:  
because Robinson Crusoe became immensely popular at a time when the 
status of both the European woman and the colonial Other were being 
debated and inscribed into the discourses of the Enlightenment, it is very 
likely that the novel was easy game for a reader or writer interested in 
supplanting the white male of property as human norm  (2) 
 
Thus, there appears this anonymous novel that transforms “Defoe's castaway narrative 
into one of female self-fashioning and into a critique of colonialism at the same time” 
(2).  
Like Daniel Defoe, who entitled his novel The Life and Strange Adventures of 
Robinson Crusoe … Written by Himself, the author of the eighteenth century American 
novel named her book The Female American, or The Extraordinary Adventures of Unca 
Eliza Winkfield, Compiled by Herself. However, she does not operate a simple 
transformation of Crusoe into a woman: in creating in her wake the figure of 
Pocahontas, she attempts to supersede her novelistic ancestors (Defoe and Crusoe), 
inaugurating a remarkably different civilizing project from that of her male 
counterparts. The Pocahontas moments in the novel are not only the rescue scene, but 
also the incidents where she serves as a mediator between her people and the strangers; 
this mediating function is also performed by Unca in Winkfield’s novel. Yet, although 
the novel creates a fictional character with Pocahontas’s features, it is not the first to 
give the Native American girl a fictional life: first, the author changed the heroine’s 
name; second, the heroine was not indeed a Native American, but a mixed-blood girl. 
The Female American begins with a transatlantic journey by Unca's grandfather and 
father, Edward Winkfield and William Winkfield respectively, to join other British 
settlers in Virginia. Soon after their arrival, their plantation is attacked by Native 
Americans who take William Winkfield captive. In a reconstruction of the Pocahontas 
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tale, the “king’s” daughter Unca begs for his life; he is released and given to the 
“princess” in marriage.  The couple is later permitted to leave the native village and go 
back to Winkfield’s plantation, where their daughter (the protagonist-author, also named 
Unca) is born and raised in a way that mingled her Anglo and Native American 
heritage. This pre-revolutionary text already shows a transformation of the Pocahontas 
narrative, the inclusion of a love relationship between the native girl and the man she 
saves, that is to become more pronounced during the nineteenth century. Tilton and 
Mossiker also link Pocahontas to Unca, and suggest that it is a Pocahontas-like story, 
although both consider it a poor literary text. With John Davis, says William Warren 
Jenkins in “The Princess Pocahontas and three Englishmen named John”, the 
presentation of the Pocahontas story assumed several new dimensions as he successfully 
adapted the legend in fiction and poetry” (13). 
As White argues, history and fiction are easily intermingled. He states that 
historical narratives are “verbal fiction, the contents of which are as much invented as 
found” (82), thus having a strong connection with literature. This connection was even 
stronger at the beginning of the nineteenth century, when History was seen as a branch 
of literature. As Michael I. Carignan states in “Fiction as History or History as Fiction”, 
“a long tradition views history as a branch or special form of literature, or an art-form” 
(5), and this happens till the middle of the nineteenth century. This may explain why 
writers like John Davis could so freely adapt a historical event into a literary one, while 
trying to narrate Virginia’s history from a literary point of view.  
Following up, I will discuss Romanticism, especially American Romanticism, 
which has its own characteristics. This discussion is important for different reasons: first 
of all, it will be very helpful for the understanding of the romantic literary texts under 
analysis in Chapter 3; second, it was under the influence of European Romanticism that 
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John Davis produced his Pocahontas narratives, one of which is the basis for this 
dissertation; and third, it was during Romanticism that the modern concept of nation 
appears. Thus defining Romanticism and its features is crucial to the development of 
this work.  
 
1.3. American Romanticism 
For a better understanding of the importance of the Pocahontas narratives for the 
construction of an American national identity, it is necessary to remember that the post 
revolutionary period in the US was full of contradictions and conflicts. As Spiller points 
out, while on the one hand, the thirteen former colonies were conscious of their new 
situation as a new country, on the other hand, there were still many things to do before 
they could establish themselves before the world as a rightful nation (115). At the same 
time, American intellectuals were too close to European thought to just relinquish their 
ancestry. The Enlightenment, which was in its final years in Europe, had important 
American representatives, like Benjamin Franklin and Thomas Jefferson, two prominent 
figures of the American Revolution. As Maurice Cranston, in The Romantic Movement, 
states, “the United States was too much the creature of the Enlightenment, its culture too 
profoundly shaped by eighteenth-century nationalism and empiricism” (145), not being 
totally influenced by Romanticism, like the other countries in the Americas.   
In many ways it is Benjamin Franklin who best represents the spirit of the 
Enlightenment in the USA: self-educated, social, confident, a man of the world, 
determined and public-spirited, speculative about the character of the world, but in 
matters of religion satisfied to observe the tangible conduct of men rather than to 
discuss mystic matters. Because of his enormous influence upon American thinkers, 
literary critics like Cranston argue that American national identity is not related to 
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Romanticism as in other former colonies like Brazil, where the Romantic Movement 
appeared soon after independence. Because of the strong relationship between the 
Enlightenment and the beginning of American nationalism, Romantic texts only 
interfered in the construction of an American identity through non-canonical texts, texts 
that literary critics have considered as minor literary works (Cranston 145-147). But 
when literary critics and historians consider that Romanticism only appeared in the US 
around 1820, they do not take into consideration the popular drama with national 
themes or popular novels like The Female American, a clearly romantic text, or Davis’s 
texts about American history and Pocahontas. 
Romanticism, as an artistic and literary movement is closely related to the idea of 
nation. Maurice Cranston declares that the concept of ‘nation’ has always been a 
disputed one, and that nationalism has had a different form in different contexts. To 
him, these differences in turn “have had their effect not only on the ideals to which the 
romantic imagination has been directed, but on the tone and colour of romantic 
expression” (140). Although Cranston himself argues that Romanticism has not had 
such a role in the literary history of the USA, he points out that such a romantic 
influence may have happened through what he calls the “devious way” of popular 
literature, in which the plays about Pocahontas may be included.  
According to Anthony Quinton, in “Romantic Irony”, Romanticism must be seen 
as a “cluster of attitudes and preferences” that helps historians and literary critics to 
distinguish some writers from others. However, it is not definable “in a short formula 
made up of precisely demarcated terms” (778). Thus, it is easier to discuss some 
characteristics of such a complex phenomenon than to try giving it a concrete definition.  
It is possible to say, then, that Romantic thinkers, still according to Quinton, favor 
“the concrete over the abstract, variety over uniformity, the infinite over the finite, 
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nature over culture, convention and artifice, the organic over the mechanical, freedom 
over constraint, rules and limitations”. Romantic writers also prefer, says Quinton, in 
human terms, “the unique individual to the average man, the free creative genius to the 
prudent man of good sense, the particular community or nation to humanity at large” 
(778).  
In “The Influence of Philosophy”, Quinton states that Romanticism was strongly 
dependent on philosophy. As he argues, Romantic emphasis on emotion and liberation 
comes from Rousseau, and the notion of a higher kind of reason comes from post-
Kantian philosophers, like Fichte5 and Schelling,6 taken up most directly by the British 
Romantic writer Samuel Taylor Coleridge. Romantic affiliation, says Quinton, was 
Herder’s idea of the unique individuality of particular peoples7, which implies a 
nationalism that was affirmed by Fichte and bureaucratized by Hegel8, also borrowed 
from Rousseau and Burke9. As Quinton says, “the way was prepared for the rampant 
nationalism of the nineteenth century and the erosion of dynastic absolutism” (673). 
This relationship between Romanticism and Philosophy certainly serves to reinforce the 
link between Romantic texts and the construction of national identities in the beginning 
of the nineteenth century, for it helps establish the very concept of nation, which 
acquires its modern meaning during Romanticism. 10 
Romanticism, as critics like Maurice Cranston and Jerome MacGann argue, is an 
intellectual and aesthetic phenomenon that emphasizes three main points. At fist, the 
Romantic universe is seen as a single unified whole, which means that everything is 
connected to everything else; second, the Romantic universe is seen as full of values, 
tendencies, and life; and third, the best way of perceiving reality, to the Romantic, is 
through some subjective feeling or intuition, which makes the poet participate in the 
subject of his/her own knowledge, instead of viewing it from the outside. However, due 
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to the impossibility of giving a complete definition of Romanticism, it is crucial to the 
understanding of this movement in literature and the arts in general, to discuss some of 
its features, especially the ones that most differentiate Romanticism from previous 
schools of thought. The most important of these features, closely connected to the three 
points discussed above, is Individualism. 
The cult of the individual was established by Jean Jacques Rousseau in his 
Confessions (1770; published in 1781), in which he also championed the freedom of the 
human spirit with his famous announcement “I felt before I thought” (19). As Thomas 
McFarland states in Romanticism and the heritage of Rousseau, the Confessions may be 
considered as the “inaugurating text of Romanticism”, due to “the universality of its 
dissemination in the European reading public” and “its inexhaustible suggestive power” 
(51). McFarland also says that individualism and the emphasis on emotion over reason, 
stressed by Rousseau, influenced writers all over Europe. Such an influence can be seen 
in the German Romantic writer Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, whose play Gotz von 
Berlichingen (1773, translated into English in 1799) inaugurated the “Sturm und Drang” 
(storm and stress) movement, and whose novel The Sorrows of Young Werther (1774, 
translated into English in 1779) set a tone and mood much copied by the Romantics in 
their works and often in their personal lives: a fashionable tendency to frenzy, 
melancholy, world-weariness, and even self-destruction. This emphasis on feelings was 
so strong that could justify a character committing suicide because of unrequited love.  
In Toward a Genealogy of Individualism, Daniel Shanahan says that, as a literary 
and philosophical movement, Romanticism represents “what one might call a 
celebration of the empowered self”. He also says that  
The individual -- fully conscious and anxious to test his or her powers of 
awareness to the utmost -- is the overriding Romantic motif, and the 
attitudes expressed by the Romantic artist are those of the empowered self: 
the self as the source of truth (in the case of the Romantics, truth as revealed 
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through beauty) and the repository of spiritual meaning; the search for the 
self as the only avenue to true fulfillment; and -- tellingly -- the alienation of 
the self-aware individual, especially the artist, from the mass of humanity.  
(91) 
 
As for American Romanticism, Individualism is perhaps the primary concept that, 
transcending such categories as race, gender, class, age and region, unites Americans 
across time and space to give coherence to the national experience. From the earliest 
beginnings of the republic to the post-modernist present, the rights of the individual 
citizen and his or her place in the scheme of things have been of primary importance to 
American writers, philosophers, artists, political theorists, theologians and others 
concerned with articulating national values and principles. The development of the self 
became a major theme; self-awareness a primary method. If, according to Romantic 
theory, self and nature were one, self-awareness was not a selfish dead end but a mode 
of knowledge opening up the universe. If one's self were one with all humanity, then the 
individual had a moral duty to reform social inequalities and relieve human suffering. 
The idea of "self" — which suggested selfishness to earlier generations — was 
redefined. New compound words with positive meanings emerged: “self-realization,” 
“self-expression,” “self- reliance.” 
A very important movement, which is closely connected to American 
Romanticism, especially in what concerns individualism and the idealization of nature, 
is Transcendentalism. It is, like Romanticism, a movement that defies neat definition. 
The main principles of Transcendentalism were established by Ralph Waldo Emerson in 
his book Nature (1836), considered by Harmon Smith, in My Friend, My Friend: The 
Story of Thoreau's Relationship with Emerson, as “one of the great manifestos of 
American Transcendentalism” (72). These principles are: 1) all objects are miniature 
versions of the universe; 2) intuition and conscience “transcend” experience and reason; 
3) man is one with nature; and 4) God is everywhere, in nature and in man (Bayn et al 
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384-412). Seen as an extension of Romanticism by most of the critics, 
Transcendentalism was its philosophical aspect, focusing primarily upon intuition and 
emotion over reason, and idealizing nature as an important part of human life, man 
himself being a part of it. It is through this philosophy that romantic individualism 
becomes stronger and fully justified in the US. 
In aesthetic terms, romantic individualism was constituted by the uprising of 
feeling against forms — the rejection of classical equilibrium in favor of Romantic 
asymmetry. Embracing the unknown, and unafraid of the oppositions of human life, 
Romanticism overthrew the philosophic, artistic — even geographical — limitations of 
the Enlightenment. The ideal Romantic figure was the Wanderer, literally and 
figuratively voyaging in search of new lands, new places in the imagination, and new 
views for the soul.  This figure, as Robert Spillman and Deborah Stein state in  Poetry 
into Song: Performances and Analysis of Lieder, represents the “Heightened 
Individuality” of Romantic writings in their need “to explore the unknown and the 
dichotomous” (6) 
As Romanticism developed everywhere, imagination was praised over reason, 
emotions over logic, and intuition over science — paving the way for a vast body of 
literature of great sensibility and passion. Literature from this period emphasized a new 
flexibility of form adapted to varying context and fast moving plots, and allowed mixed 
genres (the tragicomedy, the mingling of the grotesque and the sublime, and the 
melodrama) and freer style. Certain themes were, nevertheless, present in almost all 
nineteenth century writers, either European or American:  
First: A sense of liberty, due to the Romantic philosophy itself, in which the desire 
to be free from convention and tyranny, as well as a strong emphasis on the rights and 
dignity of the individual were established. According to critics like Cranston and 
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McGann, many of the libertarian and abolitionist movements of the late eighteenth and 
early nineteenth centuries were stimulated by this philosophy. In the same way the 
insistence on rational, formal, and conventional subject matter that had typified 
neoclassicism was reversed, many authoritarian regimes that had stimulated and 
supported neoclassicism in the arts were subjected to popular revolutions. Political and 
social causes became dominant themes in Romantic poetry and prose throughout the 
Western world. There was a general Romantic dissatisfaction with the organization of 
society that was often transcribed into specific criticism of urban society. Earlier, 
Rousseau had written that people were born free but that everywhere civilization put 
them in chains (Social Contract 3). This feeling of oppression was frequently expressed 
in poetry, fiction and drama, and served as philosophical support to the American and 
French Revolutions. 
Second: The valorization of nature, with a delight in unspoiled scenery and in the 
(presumably) innocent life of rural dwellers. Often combined with this feeling for rural 
life is a generalized romantic melancholy, a sense that change is eminent and that a way 
of life is being threatened. For the romantic, Nature was, indeed, a constant companion 
and teacher — both benevolent and cruel. It became the arena in which the human 
drama was performed, the context in which a human being came to understand his/her 
place in the universe. Throughout Romantic literature, music and art, Nature is a vibrant 
presence, a character who speaks in a language of symbols at once mysterious and 
anthropomorphic, who keeps man in a dialogue with the life-force, itself. The 
idealization of nature is associated with, Steven Kreis argues in “Toward a Definition of 
Romanticism”, the belief “in the natural goodness of man, the idea that man in a state of 
nature would behave well but is hindered by.” He also states that “[t]he ‘savage’ is 
noble, childhood is good and the emotions inspired by both beliefs causes the heart to 
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soar”, while “urban life and the commitment to ‘getting and spending,’ generate a fear 
and distrust of the world.” Thus, if man is “inherently sinful, reason must restrain his 
passions, but if he is naturally good, then in an appropriate environment, his emotions 
can be trusted” (4). The Romantic philosophies of Rousseau affected the popular 
understanding in such a way as to make Americans believe in the essential goodness 
and nobility to be found in unspoiled nature. As MacDonald says. “[w]hen the Indian 
was not a devil, he might be thought a noble savage” (7). However, it was not Rousseau 
who coined the expression “noble savage”. It was created by the English poet John 
Dryden in 1672 in his play Conquest of Granada, in the voice of his character 
Almanzor, a Native American who grew up alone in the state of nature:  
But know that I alone am king of me.  
I am as free as Nature first made man,  
Ere the base laws of servitude began,  
When wild in woods the noble savage ran.  (David Nichol Smith 29) 
 
This connection between Native Americans and nature is perceived in several 
texts about Pocahontas, in which this relationship is presented positively, nature 
representing lack of corruption, purity. Such an aspect is discussed in Chapter 3, during 
the analysis of some Romantic texts on Pocahontas. 
The idea of the savage as noble is just one side of the coin. Adriana Rissetto, in 
“Romancing the Indian: Sentimentalizing and Demonizing In Cooper and Twain”, 
states that the natives were either portrayed as villain or as “naturalistic saints” (3). To 
her, “[t]hese polarities, demonizing and idealizing, are different forms of romanticizing: 
idealization romanticizes the positive, and demonization romanticizes the negative.” 
She argues that “[b]oth terms are expressions of extravagance: the former is extravagant 
praise, and the latter is extravagant criticism. Neither courts reality more than the other; 
both equally ignore it” (3). 
Third: A lure of the exotic, in which there is an expansion of the writers’ 
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imaginary horizons both spatially and chronologically. The shapeless world of dreams, 
the dark terrors of the mind as well as the confusing heights of creativity and the 
stunning beauties of nature in exotic lands — these were all way stations along the 
Romantic hero’s path. As Renata Wasserman argues, European writers Europeanized 
the exotic and then made it available for American use, which means that, after 
independence, American writers started to use the exotic as a way to establish a national 
identity, as in the narratives of Cooper. Slotkin’s point of view is similar to 
Wasserman’s in relation to the different use European and American writers have made 
of the Native American. As he points out: “It was inevitable that the movement of the 
American literary mind during the Romantic era should be, figuratively and to a degree 
literally, a movement towards the Indian” (371). The Pocahontas story, which was, in a 
first moment, a European narrative concerning the New World, after the American 
Revolution, and especially during Romanticism, was incorporated into a new literature, 
particularly in popular dramas and poems, which makes it possible to set up a parallel 
between these narratives and the nation’s founding narratives of Cooper.  
Romanticizing Pocahontas, as John Davis first did, includes her figure in the 
Noble Savage versus Bad Savage dichotomy, in which she represents the noble, good, 
sanctified Indian for her actions towards the white settlers, while her relatives, 
sometimes her father, sometimes her uncle, represent the ignoble, bad, demonized 
Indian for their acts against the Englishmen. Throughout this dissertation, this is a point 
of discussion when comparing the Pocahontas narratives to the other romantic tales.  
Romanticism, together with its transcendental philosophy, can be connected to the 
creation of a popular literary tradition in the U.S. This happens because Romanticism, 
as well as Transcendentalism, champions individual freedom and personal liberty so 
appreciated by authors of popular novels. While political texts of the beginning of the 
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nineteenth century were still more connected to the ideas of the Enlightenment, like the 
writings of Thomas Jefferson (Letters, 1789-1826) and John Taylor (An Examination of 
the Late Proceedings in Congress, respecting the Official Conduct of the Secretary of 
the Treasury, 1793), some popular texts were already romantic, especially some novels, 
like the texts of James Fenimore Cooper (Precaution, 1820), Washington Irving (“The 
Devil and Tom Walker”, 1800); some poems, like Joel Barlow’s The Columbiad (1807), 
and, especially, the popular drama with national themes. When Romanticism finally 
enters within the canonical literature, as in Nathaniel Hawthorne’s texts and through the 
influence of Transcendentalism, American readers were already used to reading 
romantic popular texts, including the popular dramas and poems about Pocahontas. 
The next section of this chapter deals with the moment right after the American 
Revolution, when US writers were trying to ascertain their own identity and their own 
history. The Revolution itself brought a strong sense of nationalism, and the writers felt 
an enormous need to inscribe themselves in the history of the new nation they were 
helping to build. An important event, another war, strengthened this sense of 
nationalism and brought a new way of dealing with the Native Americans that strongly 
influenced the literature of the period.  
 
1.4. From British Colony to Independent Nation: The Post-
Revolutionary Period in the United States of America 
Right after the American Revolution an internal war began: a struggle to establish 
where lies, indeed, the origin of the American nation, if in Jamestown or in Plymouth. 
Such an intellectual debate intended to establish not the historical beginning, once it was 
easy to prove that the Virginia colonization started earlier. The debate was to decide 
which of the settlements was really important for the construction of an American 
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identity. The discussion occurs because, by the end of the eighteenth century, the 
Puritans were beginning to be acknowledged as the group that had “laid the moral and 
intellectual groundwork for the Revolution” (Tilton 37)11. Virginia, however, was the 
first successful English settlement in the US, and many important Virginians took part 
in the independence process as leaders of the Revolution, including George Washington 
and Thomas Jefferson, first and third presidents of the new republic. Thus, a series of 
texts from this time, arguing for the primacy of Virginia, foreground Jamestown and the 
Pocahontas episode. Chief Justice John Marshall, in The Life of George Washington, 
includes not only events from the life of Washington, but also a description of the 
proceedings that foreshadowed Washington’s appearance in the world stage. He 
justifies the inclusion stating that: 
[T]he history of general Washington, during his military command and civil 
administration, is so much that of his country, that the work appeared to the 
author to be most sensibly incomplete and unsatisfactory, while 
unaccompanied by such a narrative of the principal events preceding our 
revolutionary war, as would make the reader acquainted with the genius, 
character, and resources of the people about to engage in that memorable 
contest. (xvi) 
 
 Of these “principal events”, three concerned Pocahontas’s life: John Smith’s 
rescue, her abduction and her marriage. When describing the rescue scene, Marshall 
explains Pocahontas’s attitude in saving John Smith as “that enthusiastic and 
impassioned humanity which, in every climate, and in every state of society, finds its 
home in the female bosom” (28). Although he is not specific about the kind of feeling 
this humanity provoked in Pocahontas, Marshall, just like William Robertson years 
before, hints at the possibility of a love relationship between Pocahontas and John 
Smith that is well used by Davis. Though pre-romantic in chronological terms, Davis’s 
texts are certainly romantic in the way they present the native girl and the events that 
surrounded her life. As Tilton suggests, “Davis can now be seen as having produced a 
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precocious expression of what would come to be known as American Romanticism” 
(35). 
The post-revolutionary period is marked by a growing sense of nationalism and by 
different ways of dealing with the Native Americans, who were by then seen as a threat 
to the development of the American nation. In 1812 these feelings toward the natives 
changed due to the war against England, a war that some historians like John K. Mahon, 
in The War of 1812, calls “the second war of independence” (31). Some Native 
Americans allied themselves with the British and, by the end of the war, they were no 
longer seen as threats. In 1812, the American War of Independence was still in the 
living memories of British and American peoples and governments. England still 
suffered the pain of losing a prized colony, while the US was eager to make itself more 
secure from foreign interference. Consequently, it did not take long to get the blood of 
both countries up, and a conflict of wills, at least, was a certainty.  
According to Donald R. Hickey, in The War of 1812: a Forgotten Conflict, the 
war of 1812 is one of the less remembered US wars. It lasted for over two years, and 
ended much as it had started: in stalemate. Yet, it was a war that finally and forever 
confirmed American independence. As Scheckel states,  
[h]aving tested its strength against other world powers in the War of 1812, 
the new nation became self-consciously concerned with constructing an idea 
of ‘America’ that could reach beyond the founding act of revolution to offer 
post-revolutionary generations a source of national identity and legitimacy 
(7).  
 
At its close, Americans turned their energies to exploring and settling the American 
continent in a fury of westward expansion, for the war caused a clear decline of US 
dependence on European powers, and stimulated a sense of nationality that was to 
become stronger as new states were formed and new lands annexed to the country 
(Scheckel 7) 
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Scheckel also suggests that the war of 1812 marked a turning point in US attitudes 
toward Native Americans. With peace finally settled between the US and Britain, and as 
Americans laid claim to practically all land east of the Mississippi, it was difficult for 
them to imagine Native Americans uniting again to become a serious military or 
political threat. Henry Clay, in some comments as a Speaker of the House, in 1819, 
expresses this shift in attitude. At the beginning of the colonies’ establishment, Clay 
noted, “we were weak … [the Native Americans] were comparatively strong, … they 
were the lords of the soil, and we were seeking  … asylum among them” (640). Now, 
however, things had changed:  
We are powerful and they are weak … [´T]o use a figure drawn from their 
own sublime eloquence, the poor children of the forest have been driven by 
the great wave which has flowed in from the Atlantic ocean to almost the 
base of the Rocky Mountains, and, overwhelming them in its terrible 
progress, has left no other remains of hundreds of tribes, now extinct, than 
those which indicate the remote existence of their former companion, the 
mammoth of the New World.  (640) 
 
A combination of sorrow and triumph can be noted on Clay’s choice of words, a 
common attitude toward the Native Americans at the beginning of the nineteenth 
century, as Brian Dippie suggests in The Vanishing American. Indeed, from the war of 
Independence through the middle of the nineteenth century, the idea that Native 
Americans were doomed to disappear was so widespread that Dippie called it a national 
“habit of thought” (15). Terrible as the Native Americans’ fate might be, Clay’s 
language certainly makes it sound inevitable. Turned from “lords of the soil” to “poor 
children of the forest”, the only threat they could pose to the US was some moral 
discomfort. The views about the Native Americans in reality soon influenced the way 
literature deals with their figure, although there is a contradictory view of the natives by 
this period: while in real life they were subjected to the white government and were not 
seen as American citizens, but as objects to the white society’s wish, in literature they 
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were portrayed in two different ways, as nobles or as devils, but never as weak and 
submissive.  
In the novels of Cooper and in popular dramas with native themes, the natives 
were either idealized or demonized. It is in this aspect that American Romanticism most 
differs from British Romanticism: romantic writers as a whole were not satisfied with 
their own time and, in order to evade it, wrote about the distant past or distant lands. In 
Europe, the Middle Ages became a preferred setting for romantic adventure, as well as 
the Orient and the Americas, for being exotic in European terms. In the US, writers like 
Cooper and Longfellow did not want to look at the European past as their own. Instead, 
they looked at an American past itself. Three ways of dealing with such a past, then, 
appeared: either the writer saw the natives’ past as part of the American past and 
history, or he totally denied it, considering American history as if beginning only from 
the moment of the European arrival, or, as a third alternative, they saw a close 
connection between the natives’ past and their own through the presence of a mediator 
figure, usually a female native. It is in such a context that Pocahontas’s story appears as 
a true romantic love story.   
Aspects such as national identity and nationalism, liminal figures and power 
relationship between colonizer and colonized can be better explained through the 
theories that underlie this dissertation. Such theories are developed in the following 
chapter.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER 2 
 
 
Explaining Theories: Crucial Views of Nation and  
National Identity, Miscegenation, Liminal Figures  
and Captivity Narratives 
 
 
Nations, like narrative, lose their origins in the myths of 
time and only fully realize their horizons in the mind's eye 
 Homi K. Bhabha 1 
 
Race is a text (an array of discursive practices), not an 
essence. It must be read with painstaking care and 
suspicion, not imbibed. 
Henry Louis Gates Jr 2 
 
To survive in the Borderlands 
You must live sin fronteras 
Be a crossroads 
Gloria Anzaldúa 3 
 
Oh, the roaring and singing and dancing and yelling of 
those black creatures in the night, which made the place a 
lively resemblance of hell. 
Mrs. Mary Rowlandson 4 
 
 
This chapter discusses several concepts necessary to an understanding of how the 
romantic texts on Pocahontas and the texts of James Fenimore Cooper, Catherine Maria 
Sedgwick and Lydia Maria Child, in dealing with racial issues, liminal figures and 
captivities narratives, helped establish an American national identity. Although some of 
these concepts, such as national identity and miscegenation, may seem to be 
disconnected, throughout this chapter I try to demonstrate how they, as well as concepts 
like liminal figures and captivity among different peoples, are closely related to the 
construction of an American national identity. 
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2.1. Nation and National Identity 
Since this dissertation is focused on an attempt to connect the Pocahontas 
narratives to those of James Fenimore Cooper as founding narratives of the American 
nation, the concepts of nation and national identity must be established. Such concepts, 
in this dissertation, are based on the theories of Ernest Renan, Benedict Anderson, and 
Homi Bhabha. Renan, in “What is a Nation?”, one of the earliest and most significant 
reflections on the meaning of nationhood, suggests that “the essence of a nation is that 
all individuals have many things in common, and also that they have forgotten many 
things” (11). According to Renan, the nation depends on acts of remembering and 
forgetting, which means that the violence that may have helped to build a nation must 
be forgotten so that it can be reimagined as a “family” history — the history of the 
nation (19). Recent theorists of nation and nationalism, such as Benedict Anderson and 
Homi Bhabha5, have argued that Renan’s moment of forgetting may be the actual 
beginning of a nation. For Anderson, in Imagined Communities, the nation begins like a 
realistic novel, “with its spectacular possibilities for the representation of simultaneous 
actions in homogeneous empty time” (194), in which “a sociological organism moving 
calendrically through [it] is a precise analogue of the idea of the nation, which is also 
conceived as a solid community moving steadily through history” (26). Two events 
happening simultaneously, though in different places, can connect the people involved 
in those happenings by the accurate “simultaneity”, that is, they share an awareness of a 
collective temporal dimension in which they co-exist. For Bhabha, in The Location of 
Culture, the nation emerges in a liminal space that reveals “the ambivalence of the 
‘nation’ as a narrative strategy” (140). Whether in one way or the other, the idea of the 
nation begins in a moment of forgetting that is motivated by a desire to remember in 
order to work out the gap between individual and collectivity, to fill the space between 
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“immemorial past” and “limitless future”, as Anderson argues (11-12) or to narrate in 
“that strange time — forgetting to remember” — the “liminality of cultural modernity 
itself”, as suggested by Bhabha (161, 140). 
Anderson proposes a definition of nation as “an imagined political community” 
(6). Imagined because no mater how small the nation is, none of the individual members 
will ever meet or know all of the others. Therefore, the existence of some form of 
communion between particular groups of people must be imagined. A nation is a 
community because, no matter what are the actual inequalities that might exist within 
the nation, it is at base “conceived as a deep, horizontal comradeship” (7). One of the 
ways in which a nation is imagined for its citizens is through narrative, through the 
narration of particular events and their deployment within an overall biography of the 
nation. In this biography, it is important for the imaginative construction of the nation to 
have historically distant origins, either actual or invented: “If nation-states are widely 
conceded to the ‘new’ and ‘historical’, the nations to which they give political 
expression always loom out of the immemorial past and, still more important, glide into 
the limitless future” (Anderson 11).  
In The Invention of Tradition, Eric Hobsbawn argues that an invented tradition “is 
taken to mean a set of practices, … which seek to inculcate certain values and norms of 
behaviour by repetition, which automatically implies continuity with the past”. As he 
explains, “they [rules and norms] normally attempt to establish [a] continuity with a 
suitable historic past” (1), the immemorial past so necessary to the construction of a 
national identity. In relation to the creation of a U.S. national identity, the appropriation 
or even “invention” of Native American identity either by figures or within the 
discourses concerned with the US nation building is, as Stephen Germic argues, in 
“Border Crossing and the Nation: The Natural History of Nativ(ist) American Identity”, 
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“utterly inseparable from the violent appropriation of territory held by native peoples.” 
This way, “[t]he consequent development of the idea of ‘nation’ among indigenous 
peoples in the United States is likewise inseparable from ongoing struggles to regain 
illegally expropriated land” (2). 
Anthony D. Smith, in Myths and Memories of the Nation, states that there are two 
distinct positions for the studying of the concepts of nation and nationalism: the 
“primordialists”, who believe in the historical longevity of nationalism and ethnicity; 
and the “modernists”, who have pronounced the nation an essentially modern creation, 
with few roots in pre-modern times. Although he considers himself a primordialist, 
while Anderson is clearly a modernist, his concept of nation seems to give a basis for 
Anderson’s concept: “[A nation] is a named human population sharing an historic 
territory, common myths and historical memories, a mass public culture, a common 
economy and common legal rights and duties for all members” (14). Although the 
'communities' may in a sense be imagined, as Anderson declares, the states around 
which they coalesce are all too real.  
To Bhabha, the narrative of the nation is intrinsically unstable. His view most 
generally indicates a people, a nation, or a national culture as “an empirical sociological 
category or a holistic cultural entity”. Therefore, “the narrative and psychological force 
that nationess brings to bear on cultural production and political projection is the effect 
of the ambivalence of the ‘nation’ as a narrative strategy” (Location of Culture 140). 
For the purpose of this dissertation, nation will be seen according to the modernists’ 
concepts, although having in mind that both the ideas of the primordialists and 
modernists can be used to clarify some important aspects when discussing the 
construction of an American national identity.  
Narrating a nation does not mean, necessarily, establishing a national cultural 
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identity, but it is certainly an important part of this process. Such an identity, however, 
is not a fixed and determined thing. As Stuart Hall says, in A Identidade Cultural na 
Pós-Modernidade, “national identities are not things we are born with, but are formed 
and transformed inside the representation” (48 – emphasis on the original)6. Thus, a 
national cultural identity can be multiple and changeable according to specific historical 
moments. As Hall argues, in “Cultural Identity and Diaspora”, “[c]ultural identities are 
the points of identification, the unstable points of identification or suture, which are 
made, within the discourses of history and culture. Not an essence, but a positioning” 
(113 – emphasis on the original). Thus, having in mind the impossibility of a definite or 
stable national identity, this dissertation wants to highlight the possibility of an 
American identity, which was constructed with the help of the Pocahontas narratives 
after the American Revolution. 
Wars of national independence undoubtedly lead citizens from a certain nation to 
imagine and construct the nation through different narratives. This process of 
narrativization takes place when an ex-colony becomes a new nation. In the United 
States of America, the American Revolution, which settled their independence, 
happened right before Romanticism arrived in America. Although some authors, such as 
Karl Beckson and Thomas Hampson, state that Romanticism, as a literary movement, 
only came to America in the 1820’s, pre-romantic texts, like Philip Freneau’s “The 
Indian Burying Ground” (1787) and Joel Barlow’s The Columbiad (1807), were already 
published and read, some of them trying to foreground a different narrative in order to 
establish an American national identity. Some of the narratives about Pocahontas, like 
John Davis’s Travels of Four Years and a Half in the United States of America, are 
inserted in this context.  
Franz Fanon, in The Wretched of the Earth, defines culture as the “first expression 
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of a nation, the expression of its preferences of its taboos and its patterns” (244). A 
national culture would, then, be defined as the “sum total of all these appraisal; it is the 
result of internal and external tensions exerted over society as a whole and also at every 
level of that society” (244). The condition for the existence of a national culture is the 
very existence of a nation. As Fanon argues:  
The nation is not only the condition of culture, its fruitfulness, its 
continuous renewal, and its deepening. It is also a necessity. It is the fight 
for national existence which sets culture moving and opens to it the doors of 
creation. Later on it is the nation which will ensure the conditions and 
framework necessary to culture. The nation gathers together the various 
indispensable elements necessary for the creation of a culture, those 
elements which alone can give it credibility, validity, life and creative 
power. In the same way it is its national character that will make such a 
culture open to other cultures and which will enable it to influence and 
permeate other cultures. A non-existent culture can hardly be expected to 
have bearing on reality, or to influence reality. The first necessity is the re-
establishment of the nation in order to give life to national culture in the 
strictly biological sense of the phrase (244-45) 
 
Fanon is here referring to former African colonies in their need to (re-)establish 
themselves as nations, but his concept can be also applied to the construction of new 
nations such as in the case of the US, whose beginning is characterized by having the 
quest for a national cultural identity within the circulation of literary texts, documents, 
journals, newspapers, etc. Within this context, the Native Americans’ culture becomes, 
then, a problem, for, although not belonging to the American idealized nation that had 
given them a place in the “immemorial past” without an active role in their present 
society, they were living persons who wished to be heard. As Germic argues, early 
natural scientists, studying American ‘pre’-history “appropriated an idealized or even 
fantasized Native American identity to elaborate a national culture and a universal while 
exclusive identity that served to justify the territorial appropriation of continental 
expansion” (8), displacing the natives in reality while idealizing them in fictional texts.  
In ex-colonies, the concept of nation is sometimes related to the mixing of the 
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different people that have helped in its formation. In relation to the US, this concern is 
quite important: in forgetting the violence that generated the nation, Americans have to 
forget the violence Anglo American people have imposed upon Native American and 
vice-versa, avoiding mention of the inevitable ethnic mixtures that happened during the 
building of the nation. Next, there is a discussion about these mixtures and their 
influence on the building of an American national identity. 
 
2.2. Miscegenation 
The word “miscegenation” did not exist before 1863, when David Goodman 
Croly coined it in an eponymous pamphlet, Miscegenation: the Theory of the Blending 
of the Races, Applied to the American White Man and Negro. According to Tilton, this 
word, which is now regarded as a “biased expression reflecting racial prejudice and the 
assumption that intermarriage is unnatural and wrong” (189), was at first intended to 
have a positive meaning. Croly justifies his reasons to have coined the word and all of 
its related forms:  
Reasons for coining these words. – (1.)There is, as yet, no word in the 
language which expresses exactly the idea they embody. (2.) Amalgamation 
is a poor word, since it properly refers to the union of metals with 
quicksilver, and was, in fact, only borrowed for an emergency, and should 
now be returned to its proper signification. (3.) The words used above are 
just the ones wanted, for they express the ideas with which we are dealing, 
and, what is quite important, they express nothing else. (vii) 
 
He also states that “[t]he word is spoken at last. It is Miscegenation – the blending of the 
various races of men — the practical recognition of the brotherhood of all of the 
children of the common father” (v). Croly makes clear that he favors the mixing of 
races, be this mix between the white and black races or between the white and the 
Native Americans. 
Although the word itself was not in use during the historical period I am dealing 
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with, theories and laws against the mixing of different races already existed. As early as 
1662, Virginia had a law forbidding interracial marriage, with an amendment in 1691 
that removed any doubt whether or not Native Americans should be included in this 
ban: 
. . . For prevention of that abominable mixture and spurious issue which 
hereafter may increase in this dominion, as well as by negroes, mulattos, 
and Indians intermarrying with English, or other white women, as by their 
unlawfull accompanying with one another, Be it enacted . . . that . . . 
whatsoever English or other white man or woman being free, shall 
intermarry with a negro, mulatto or Indian man or woman bond or free shall 
within three months after such marriage be banished and removed from this 
dominion forever. . . . (Act XVI)  
 
In New England, a 1786 law specifically banned intermarriage between natives and 
whites. Other states also had such statutes, and in all cases it was made clear to whites 
that for their own good, and the good of their states, they should not marry non-white 
partners. 
Discussing these issues is important to understand why Pocahontas’s story is seen 
as an exception, and also why, in some of the Pocahontas narratives her marriage to 
John Rolfe is not mentioned. If such a marriage was not forbidden when it actually 
happened, it would have been clearly an illegal act during the period of the publication 
of such narratives. 
These laws, however, were not the only reason to keep the races apart. David H. 
Fowler in Northern Attitudes toward Interracial Marriage summarizes some of the 
other obstacles an interracial couple had to overcome before they could be together:  
There were, in addition to striking differences in physical appearance, great 
cultural disparities between the two races. The Indians spoke languages 
strange to Europeans, had neither a technology advanced beyond the Stone 
Age nor a literature, depended on hunting and fishing more than crop 
cultivation for subsistence, and often appeared to the colonists as 
unpredictable, treacherous, cruel and dirty. The fact that the aborigines were 
also pagans was a cultural difference of great importance to the Christian 
newcomers.  (26) 
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Such “cultural disparities”, clearly outlined in numerous popular captivity narratives, 
with strong stress on the apparent savagery of the natives, and certainly the Christians’ 
additional fear of this sort of mixing that would be sinful no matter the circumstances, 
were enough for the white settlers to stay away from marrying the natives. Another 
reason to avoid intermarriage, and indeed all sexual intercourse between the races, was 
the thought of the children that might be produced by such a union, who were seen as 
not belonging anywhere.  
Although Native Americans were considered as “primitive” or “noble savage” 
since the beginning of colonization, it is during the eighteenth century that the idea of 
primitiveness achieves greater popularity. As Lilia Moritz Schwarcz states, in O 
Espetáculo das Raças, they were seen as primitive because they were the first, the 
“original”, in the beginning of human species. Native Americans became, then, 
“privileged objects to a new perception that reduced humankind to one species, a single 
evolution and a possible perfectibility”7 (44). A key concept in Rousseau’s humanistic 
theory, “perfectibility” resumed — together with the freedom of resisting or accepting 
nature’s demands — a very human specificity. Different from the conception to be used 
by evolutionists during the nineteenth century, the humanist vision stated that all human 
beings had the capacity to improve themselves. Mark of a single humanity, but with 
different ways, “human perfectibility” announced to Rousseau the “vices” of 
civilization, the origin of inequality among men. After all, all human beings are born 
equal, just without a complete definition from nature (Rousseau 209).  
Evolutionists, like the Comte de Buffon and Lamarck, believed in the differences 
among different races, privileging the white race above the others and stating that only 
whites could really improve themselves. Such evolutionists had two opposing views, 
both considering European white people as superior to any other people. These 
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opposing views concerned the origin of humankind, which appeared in philosophical 
texts long before Darwin and the concepts of human evolution. On the one hand, there 
is the idea of “Monogenism”, which says that all human being has the same origin, as it 
is established in the Bible. It is accepted by the Christian churches and by most thinkers 
before nineteenth century either in Europe or in the Americas. Monogenism, then, is 
based upon the conception that humankind originated from Adam and Eve, a single 
source. All other differences among races arose as an effect of degeneration of humans 
since creation. On the other side, there is the idea of “Polygenism”, which establishes 
that each human “race” has a different origin. This hypothesis was first described by the 
French writer Isaac de la Peyrére, in the mid seventeenth century in a book that was 
burned in Paris, possibly because of, as Rachel Caspari and Milford Wolpoff state, in 
Race and Human Evolution, “its claim that of all humankind, only the Jews descended 
from the creation represented by Adam and Eve” (59), while all others come from pre-
Adamite creations. However, Polygenism was first clearly expressed in the latter 
eighteenth century by the Scottish philosopher Henry Home, Lord Kames, who 
proposed the idea in Sketches of the History of Man, in 1774. Noting what he considered 
to be a great number of human variations, he suggested that God had  
created many pairs of the human race, differencing from each other both 
externally and internally; that he fitted those pairs for different climates and 
placed each pair in its proper climate, and that the peculiarities of the 
original pairs were preserved entire in their descendants (Caspari and 
Wolpoff 60). 
 
In spite of being rejected by most scientists and philosophers, polygenism was well 
established in the US, especially during the nineteenth century, after the American 
Revolution, when American writers and thinkers were narrating their new nation. If it 
could be proved that Native Americans and Blacks were different species, then they 
should not be included in the declaration that “all men are created equal”.8 
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According to Thomas F. Gossett, in Race: The History of an Idea in America, it 
was Charles White, a Manchester physician, who argued in 1799 in his “An Account of 
the Regular Gradation in Man”, that Africans, Asians, Europeans and Native Americans 
were separate species. He classified “Negroes” as closer to apes than to Europeans, and 
appealed to the medieval concept of the Chain of Being9 to justify the assumption of 
Black inferiority (47). Polygenesis was thus the indication of nineteenth century racism 
and as a justification for slavery and colonization. 
Gossett also states that a Philadelphia scientist Samuel Morton compared the 
physiological appearance of Africans with that of whites and Asians and derived a 
hierarchy of status and ability. Cranial capacities were measured and indexed by Dr. 
Morton, and cultures and civilizations were compared with climactic conditions. Morton 
collected crania from all over the world, assuming that the size of the cranium was 
synonymous with intelligence. He “concluded” that Negroes had the smallest cranial 
capacity, Native Americans were next, while Caucasians possessed the largest cranial 
capacity (58-61). Writing in the 1830s and 1840s, Morton’s “scientific” study justified 
and supported the practice of slavery in the United States. 
For Rousseau, however, with the notion of the “natural man”, the idea of men 
overcoming themselves to achieve perfectibility is absolutely present. However, there 
were negative interpretations of his theories. In 1758, Swedish botanist Carolus 
Linnaeus established the classification system still in use for various forms of life. He 
listed four categories that he labeled as "varieties" of the human species. To each he 
attributed inherited biological as well as learned cultural characteristics. He described 
Homo Europæus as light-skinned, blond, and governed by laws; Homo Americanus was 
copper-colored and was regulated by customs; Homo Asiaticus was sooty and dark-eyed 
and governed by opinions; Homo Afer was black and indolent and governed by impulse. 
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It is possible, in retrospect, to recognize the ethnocentric assumptions involved in these 
descriptions, which imply a descending order of prestige. Most striking is the labeling 
of the four varieties as governed by laws, customs, opinions, and impulse, with 
Europeans on the top and Africans at the bottom. Thus, as the Native Americans were 
seen as racially inferior, they were not uncorrupted like Rousseau’s natural man. 
Instead, they began to be considered as inherently evil. Several thinkers contributed to 
this more negative vision of America but two of them certainly deserve more attention: 
the Comte de Buffon, with his 1749 thesis of “American childishness”, and Corneille de 
Pauw, with his theory of “American degeneration”.  
Long before the arising of racial theories, the first British settlers in America 
already had the notion of the Native Americans either as “childish” or as “evil” beings, 
depending on the way they (the natives) behaved in their first contact with the 
Europeans. In Virginia, for instance, because the Algonquians very well received the 
English people, the idea of the natives as “childish” is more or less accepted till 1622, 
when the massacre of Jamestown occurred. Then, their image as “evil doers” became 
stronger. In New England, from the very beginning it was the notion of the natives as a 
“degenerate race” that prevailed. 
Thomas Jefferson, in Notes on the State of Virginia, rejects Buffon’s theories, 
even writing to the French scientist to refute his claim that human and animal life in 
America was degenerative and therefore inferior to the life forms in Europe. Buffon 
believed, Jefferson wrote, “that nature is less active, less energetic on one side of the 
globe than she is on the other” (169), and added, with more than a hint of sarcasm, “as if 
both sides were not warmed by the same genial sun” (169), then launched into a lengthy 
refutation of Buffon’s hypothesis with convincing evidence that animals are actually 
larger in America than in Europe. As Merril D. Peterson states, in Thomas Jefferson and 
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the New Nation, the mastodon, or mammoth, was Jefferson’s clincher; Europe had 
produced no animal to match this behemoth. His shipment of mastodon fossils to Paris, 
therefore, was not entirely Enlightenment altruism; it was also a final salvo in a 
scientific war. Buffon's suggestion that infant America was nature’s retardate drove him 
to collect the ancient bones of the mammoth. When he received his fossils, he 
catalogued them carefully and precisely, as was his habit, sending them off to 
Philadelphia for admiration and to Paris for edification. He kept a few choice 
specimens, however, for his Monticello museum — trophies of a sort in 
commemoration of his private victory in the battle of New World versus Old (254-256).  
From this “battle” on, it is possible to perceive the beginning of a “general science of 
man” marked by the tension between a negative image of American nature and Native 
Americans, and the positive representation of the natural status presented by Rousseau. 
On one side, there is the humanist view, heir of the French Revolution, which 
naturalized human equality; on the other side, a still incipient reflection about the basic 
differences that exist among human beings. As Schwarcz argues, by the beginning of 
the nineteenth century, the second position gains force, establishing rigid correlations 
between genetic patrimony, intellectual capacity and moral inclinations (47). 
In fact, the term “race” is used for the first time in a more specialized literature by 
Georges Cuvier, in Research on the Fossil Bones of Quadrupeds (1812), introducing the 
idea of the existence of permanent physical inheritance between the several human 
groups. Racial discourse was, thus, officially established by scientists, and its influence 
on literature was enormous. If before such theories were published there were already 
texts that were against interracial marriages, after them banning of interracial marriages 
became much more frequent, especially due to the theories that considered 
miscegenation as the greatest danger to the white people, since the mixed people would 
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always inherit the negative features of both “races”, representing then degeneration. 
Avoiding miscegenation was a way to maintain the superiority of the white race over 
the others.  
Thus, as Adriana Rissetto points out, representations of Native Americans, in the 
late eighteenth century and throughout the nineteenth century, were seldom culturally 
relative. Instead, she argues, “the author often encoded in the American Indian 
caricature (‘caricature’ because they are rarely well developed characters) his or her 
assumptions based on racial stereotypes, making the caricature a metonym for all 
American Indians” (1). Such stereotypes were widely spread in some of the Pocahontas 
narratives, as well as in other Romantic texts. Following the dichotomy presented at the 
end of the eighteenth century, the stereotypes in nineteenth century literature either 
portrayed Native Americans as naturalistic saints, as Rousseau’s “noble savage”, or as 
villains, as De Pauw’s “degenerate race”. Even though Gobineau’s theories on the 
degeneration of races through miscegenation appeared only in 1853, some British 
authors had already written about it without really formulating a theory. Rev. Peter 
Fontaine of Virginia, for instance, in a letter written in 1757, clearly rejects 
intermarriage between Blacks and Whites, although accepting the possibility of mixing 
between whites and natives:  
But here methinks I can hear you observe, What! Englishmen intermarry 
with Indians? But I can convince you that they are guilty of much more 
heinous practices, more unjustifiable in the sight of God and man … for 
many base wretches amongst us take up with negro women, by which 
means the country swarms with mulatto bastards, and these mulattoes, if but 
three generations removed from the black father or mother, may, by the 
indulgence of the laws of the country, intermarry with the white people, and 
actually do every day so marry. Now, if instead of this abominable practice 
which hath polluted the blood of many  amongst us, we had taken Indian 
wives in the first place, it would have made them some compensation for 
their lands. They are a free people, and the offspring would not be born in a 
state of slavery. We should become rightful heirs of their lands, and should 
not have smutted our blood, for the Indian children when born are as white 
as Spanish or Portuguese. (350-351) 
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The economic interests behind Fontaine’s discourse are quite clear in the passage 
above. His theory of the whitening of the Native American children was, as Tilton 
argues, very common at that time, so his suggestion is not for the “production” of a 
hybrid people, but for the assimilation of the Native American people into the white 
world. There is also a gender question in his text: white men are supposed to take native 
wives, but white women are not mentioned in such a context. As Rebecca Blevins Faery 
states, “white women, their bodies and their sexuality, [were] positioned as guardians of 
the boundaries of race to serve the territorial and political purpose of white men and 
their claim to dominance” (10). In “Pocahontas: the Malleability of Race or the Monster 
Miscegenation”, Kendra Hamilton suggests that the dynamic of Fontaine’s text could 
not be clearer: “the so-called Indian represents that which may be absorbed, the African, 
the abject matter which may not — or only at great peril” (5). Fontaine’s ideas were not 
followed at all, and by the end of the eighteenth century Pocahontas’s marriage was the 
great exception that confirmed the rule: laws against intermarriage were severe enough 
and the racial theories published in that period reinforced these laws and the racial 
prejudices inserted in them.  
Thomas Jefferson had an opinion similar to Fontaine’s. In 1808, in an attempt to 
convince some Native Americans of the suitability of adopting Anglo-American laws 
and agricultural practices, the President told a visiting party of Delawares, Mohicans 
and Munries, “you will mix with us by marriage, your blood will run in our veins, and 
will spread with us over this great island” (Writings 452). He also wrote to Colonel 
Benjamin Hawkins (1803):  
the ultimate point of rest and happiness for them is to let our settlements and 
theirs meet and blend together, to intermix, and become one people. 
Incorporating themselves with us as citizens of the United States, this is 
what the natural progress of things will, of course, bring on, and it will be 
better to promote than to retard it (363) 
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In these two passages, the idea of the Native Americans as a vanishing race is quite 
clear, their only hope being in miscegenation with the white people. They are not 
supposed to be side by side with whites, but inside them, in their blood. It is possible to 
perceive, through these excerpts, that Jefferson believed that the blending and 
assimilation of one race into the other was a natural process, and that the Native 
Americans were in fact doomed to disappear. This was also Benjamin Franklin’s 
opinion, who considered the natives’ extermination a consequence of their love for rum, 
as it is possible to see in his Autobiography: 
And indeed if it be the design of Providence to extirpate these savages in 
order to make room for cultivators of the earth, it seems not improbable that 
rum may be the appointed means. It has already annihilated all the tribes 
who formerly inhabited the seacoast. (113) 
 
Paul Finkelman, in “The Crime of Color”, declares that from the very beginning 
of the colonial period there was an ambiguous way of treating Native Americans, 
sometimes worse than Blacks, for, while the African slaves were encouraged to survive 
and procreate for economic reasons, government policies encouraged the systematic 
destruction of the natives. Yet, he argues,  
in terms of the legal system’s use of race, this led to some strange results. 
When not killing them or herding them into isolation on reservation, white 
America sometimes allowed and even encouraged at least some Indians to 
acculturate, and in effect, become whites. In the seventeenth century 
southerners usually saw the Indian as a ‘savage beast’, but a century later 
the Indian became a ‘noble savage’ who might be integrated into American 
society.  (2065-2066) 
 
In the same way, Jefferson saw the Native American as “noble savages”, while 
revealing disdain and hatred for blacks. He wrote that blacks were “in reason much 
inferior” to Anglo-American, “and that in imagination they are dull, tasteless, and 
anomalous” (266). In contrast, he perceived that the Native Americans: 
will often carve figures on their pipes not destitute of design and merit. 
They will crayon out an animal, a plant, or a country, so as to prove the 
existence of a germ in their minds which only wants cultivation. They 
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astonish you with strokes of the most sublime oratory; such as prove their 
reason and sentiment strong, their imagination glowing and elevated. But 
never yet could I find that a black had uttered a thought above the level of 
plain narration; never see even an elementary trait of painting or sculpture. 
… Misery is often the parent of  the most affecting touches in poetry. -- 
Among the blacks is misery enough, God knows, but no poetry.  (Notes 
266-67) 
 
Although in late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries all these ideas on race 
have been replaced by theories on ethnicity, and some scientists, like the anthropologist 
Paul Gilroy, in Against Race, have even declared that races do not exist, it is quite 
important to understand the first theories on this complex subject so that it becomes 
easier to understand how literary texts, written when such theories were spreading, deal 
with questions of interracial relationships. For Bhabha, in Location of Culture, it is 
possible to read the racial stereotype of colonial discourse in terms of “fetishism”10 (74). 
Bhabha defines the “fetish” as a concept that gives “access to an ‘identity’ which is 
predicted as much on mastery and pleasure as it is on anxiety and defense.” The fetish, 
or stereotype, in Bhabha’s reading, is a form of “multiple and contradictory beliefs in its 
recognition of difference and the disavowal of it” (Location of Culture 75). Bhabha 
elaborates on the function of the colonial stereotype by analogy with Freud’s idea of the 
function that the fetish plays for the fetishist. The stereotype not only shares the fetish’s 
metonymic structure of replacement for the ‘real’ thing but, like the fetish, it is a way of 
expressing and containing severely conflictual thoughts and positions. In Bhabha’s 
gloss, “fetishism is always a ‘play’ or vacillation between the archaic affirmation of 
wholeness/ similarity... and the anxiety associated with lack and difference” (Location 
of Culture 74).  
For Bhabha, this structure of emotional ambivalence on the part of the colonizer is 
partly manifested in a consistent pattern of conflict in colonial discourse. For instance, 
the colonized subject can be simultaneously beyond comprehension (as in stereotypes 
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about ‘the inscrutable Oriental’ or ‘the mysterious East’) and yet completely predictable 
as the object of the all-seeing colonial look. Similarly the colonized subject can be  
both savage (cannibal) and yet the most obedient and dignified of servants 
(the bearer of food); he is the embodiment of rampant sexuality and yet 
innocent as a child; he is mystical, primitive, simple-minded and yet the 
most worldly and accomplished liar, and manipulator of social forces 
(Location of Culture, 82) 
 
This ambivalence of feelings toward the natives is very similar to the dichotomy of 
“Noble Savage” versus “Bad Savage” already discussed. The difference is that in the 
fetish both the “good” and the “bad” characteristics occur at the same time. In literary 
texts of early nineteenth century, such ambivalence is clearly perceived, especially in 
the Pocahontas narratives, in which the native girl always confirms to the stereotype of 
the Good Indian, pure and innocent, but at the same time the embodiment of sexuality to 
the white men who fall in love with her. 
As Bhabha argues, “the stereotype, as the primary point of subjectification in 
colonial discourse, for both colonizer and colonized, is the scene of a similar fantasy 
and defence — the desire for an originality which is again threatened by the differences 
of race, colour and culture” (Location of Culture 75). The stereotype, then, is not merely 
a simplification because it is a false representation of a known reality, it is a 
simplification because it is a rigid form of representation that, as Bhabha points out, “in 
denying the play of difference … constitutes a problem for the representation of the 
subjected in signification of psychic and social relations” (Location of Culture 75 – 
emphasis in the original). The stereotype prevents the circulation and articulation of the 
meaning of “race” as anything other than its fixity in racism. It is common knowledge 
that Blacks are licentious, Asians duplicitous, Indians treacherous … 
To understand colonial discourse it is important to notice that its construction, as 
well as the exercise of colonial power through it, asks for an articulation of difference, 
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both racial and sexual, whose object is “otherness”, at the same time an object of desire 
and disdain. Bhabha also argues that an important feature of colonial discourse is “its 
dependence on the concept of ‘fixity’ in the ideological construction of otherness” 
(Location of Culture 66). Such a “fixity”, the stereotype, symbolizes the 
cultural/historical/racial difference in the discourse of colonization, and is a very 
contradictory means of representation, for at the same time that it implies rigidity and a 
static order, it also suggests disorder, decadence and repetition. It is a rival of 
knowledge and identification that hesitates between what is already known and 
something that must be anxiously repeated in order to become true.  
During the colonization process, Native American people, although perceived by 
the European white people as racially and culturally inferior, were, sometimes, very 
important to the establishment of a possible communication between the two peoples, 
serving as interpreters of their language and culture. Next, there is a discussion on the 
role of these people, and on their importance to the process of nationalization of the US.  
 
2.3. Liminal Figures 
Liminal figures, or border figures, share with their own people and with some 
other people a certain kind of knowledge necessary to both. In some historical periods 
such figures were very important to the establishment of a certain communication 
between their people and some other people they were in contact with, for they were 
usually cultural brokers, that is, people who, facilitating contact, communication, 
cultural exchange, and conflict resolution in the early colonial period, helped to 
establish a closer relationship between the two people. Such figures appeared frequently 
in moments of invasions and/or colonization, when cultural brokers were crucial to the 
colonizer’s survival. Liminal figures were important during the process of European 
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colonization in the Americas, when natives were frequently trained in the European’s 
language in order to serve as interpreters between their people and the colonizers’. 
Gloria Anzaldúa, in Borderlands/La Frontera, defines as border figures the 
people who live in a borderland, which she defines as “physically presented wherever 
two or more cultures edge each other, where people of different races occupy the same 
territory, where under, lower and middle and upper classes touch, where the space 
between two individuals shrinks with intimacy” (Preface). During the colonial period 
social figures, who served as mediators between the white settlers and the indigenous 
people, were crucial to the development of the white settlement. “Living in the border” 
either means that liminal figures during the colonization process lived physically 
outside their places, or, metaphorically, that they had no places to live: learning the 
other’s language and customs in order to work as a kind of ambassador between their 
people and the strangers, such figures were torn between the two groups without 
belonging to either. Anzaldúa also describes borderlands as “a vague and undetermined 
place created by the emotional residue of an unnatural boundary. It is a constant state of 
transition” (5). Such a borderland is the space where transgressions occur, where the 
mediator figure of the colonization process stands, a hybrid place in which languages 
and customs intermingle. It is also, as Sandra Almeida argues in “Bodily Encounters”, a 
“site in which standardized dichotomies are problematized and contradictions are 
unveiled and valorized” (117).   
For Mary Louise Pratt, in Imperial Eyes, borderlands is the site where different 
cultures live, the “contact zone”, which she defines as “the space where cultures meet, 
clash and grapple with each other, often in contexts of highly asymmetrical relations of 
power” (6-7). For Pratt, each culture — and its literary expressions — must be 
understood within the context of the contact zone. It is also important to realize that, due 
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to the “highly asymmetrical relations” (7) (one culture being much stronger than the 
other), the dominant culture’s perspectives, values, rules, and ways of expression seem 
normal and natural. Pratt’s concept of the contact zone facilitates the understanding of 
the reasons why subordinate cultures feel invisible, why they feel such powerful 
pressures to be like (or assimilate to) the dominant culture, and why they need to be so 
resilient and inventive as they find ways to negotiate, to resist, or undermine the 
dominant culture. 
Living in more than one culture, using at least two languages, and being 
acquainted with at least two totally different ways of seeing the world, the mediator 
figures of the colonial period were constantly torn between at least two different ways. 
As Trinh T. Minh-ha argues, in “Not You / Like You”,  
The moment the insider steps out from the inside she’s [he’s] no longer a 
mere insider. She [he] necessarily looks in from the outside while also 
looking out from the inside. Not quite the same, not quite the other, she  [he] 
stands in that undetermined threshold place where she constantly drifts in 
and out. Undercutting the inside/outside opposition, her [his] intervention is 
necessarily that of both not quite an insider and not quite an outsider. She 
[he] is, in other words, this inappropriate other or same who moves about 
with always at least two gestures: that of affirming ‘I am like you’ while 
persisting in her [his] difference and that of reminding ‘I am different’ while 
unsettling every definition of otherness arrived at. (932) 
 
This is what may have happened to several Native Americans who were taken to Europe 
to learn the language of their conquerors in order to help them sometimes to fight his / 
her own people. Even when not taken overseas, the simple fact of leaving his/her people 
to live with the stranger, not always willingly, was certainly a hard experience.  
According to Alden T. Vaughan, in “Sir Walter Raleigh’s Indian Interpreters – 
1584-1618”, between 1584 and 1618, a great number of Native Americans crossed the 
Atlantic under the protection of Sir Walter Raleigh. During these thirty-five years, says 
Vaughan, about twenty American natives under his sponsorship were in England to 
“receive instruction in the English language and to impart knowledge useful for colonial 
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enterprises” (1). Most of them “sooner or later returned to their homelands, where many 
played key roles in England’s early overseas ventures” (1). Nobody ever registered 
these natives’ opinions, but some of them were quite well known: Manteo, the Roanoke 
colonists’ interpreter-guide; Squanto, the Pilgrims’ “special instrument”11; Tomachichi 
of the Yamacraws and Thayedanegea (Joseph Brant) of the Mohawks, diplomatic 
delegates to London. The use of Native Americans as mediators began with Columbus 
and was practiced by Portuguese, French and Spanish expeditions before Raleigh’s 
time, as he almost certainly knew from written and oral accounts. Raleigh’s emphasis 
on the teaching of the English language to the natives he brought to England shows that 
he may have recognized, from the very beginning, that language was, as Vaughan 
states, “an essential instrument of empire” (3). Without communication between his 
explorers and colonists, on the one hand, and the natives of the Roanoke and Guiana, on 
the other, viable British settlement would be difficult, perhaps impossible, to keep, and 
an effective exploration and exploitation of native territory would be very hard to 
maintain (3). 
The liminal figures that helped to bridge the gap between Native American and 
Anglo American culture were not treated in the same way by the European people. 
Raleigh’s mediators were the first of a great line of culture brokers, greatly differing 
from later types for the language training and for the location of that training, in 
England rather than in the US, and also for the temporary nature of their role as brokers. 
As Alden T. Vaughan argues,  
[i]n stark contrast to most Indian and Euroamerican intermediaries on 
subsequent cultural frontiers, the central experience for Raleigh’s 
interpreters was an intense indoctrination at the seat of empire — an 
experience that proved extremely useful to Ralegh and his colleagues and 
must have profoundly altered, in a way the sparse early records rarely 
review, the lives of his many recruits (4).  
 
Raleigh, as well as Thomas Hariot, wrote about their encounters with Native 
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Americans that seemed to adopt Christian and European culture without being able to 
fully understand its meaning. Such natives vacillated between the Same and the Other, 
thus reinforcing the colonial discourse and, at the same time, subverting it. It is possible 
to describe such a phenomenon using Homi Bhabha’s term “colonial mimicry”, which 
he defines as “the desire for a performed, recognizable Other, as a subject of a 
difference that is almost the same, but not quite” (86). The colonizer thus asks colonized 
people to imitate him/her, to use his/her language, to embrace his/her religion and so 
forth. Hariot’s text, A Briefe and True Report of the New Found Land Of Virginia, 
reveals the dependence of colonial power on the construction of a superstitious Other, 
for, as Sabine Schülting states in “Bringing this Monstrous Birth to the World’s Light”, 
“European knowledge depend[ed] on conceding only partial knowledge to the natives” 
(6). Keeping the natives ignorant would also keep their superstitions, helping the 
Europeans to show how superior they were for knowing more. At the same time, 
stimulating the natives’ superstitions would also help Europeans to make use of such 
superstitions in their own profit. 
The occurrence of mimicry, the “almost the same but not quite” of the colonial 
subjects, makes the relationship between Native Americans and Europeans an even 
more complex issue. In the words of Homi Bhabha: “the discourse of mimicry is 
constructed around an ambivalence; in order to be effective, mimicry must continually 
produce its slippage, its excess, its difference” (86). The liminal figure is, then, in 
Bhabha’s terminology, a “mimic man”, an “impossible object” whose presence or 
identity is not lost or suppressed but denied from the very beginning; “impossible” 
because of his/her liminality, this strange position in which he/she finds him/herself 
when in contact with the alien culture. The presence of these liminal figures, although 
very important in some historical moments, such as during the British colonization in 
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the Americas, was not really perceived as important either to their own people or to the 
other, which makes their loss of identity stronger and easier to perceive in literary texts. 
A liminal figure, says Bhabha, has been exclusively constructed, being inappropriate to 
fulfill any other role in his/her relationship with the others. Hence colonized people, as 
inappropriate subjects for colonial discourse, have only a partial presence; they are 
predominantly the object of, but not the subject of, discourse (Location of Culture 86). 
The linguistic intermediaries, so appreciated by Raleigh, who may have learned 
from Richard Hakluyt’s warning, in “Discourse of Western Planting”, that future 
English colonists “first learne the language of the people there adjoyninge” (2:215) were 
not so valued by subsequent English explorers, especially in New England coast and 
occasionally in Virginia, who freely admitted their violent tactics against the Native 
Americans. 
Not all Native American mediators during the colonial period were men. Indeed, 
several women carried out this function, including Pocahontas, whose role as liminal 
figure during the first years of British settlement in the USA was crucial to the survival 
of the settlers and of the colony as a whole. In Chapter 3, there is a detailed discussion 
on her role as mediator, as well as on other historical and/or literary figures that had also 
carried out the same function. 
Literary texts portray different kinds of liminal figures, these figures “in between” 
who do not belong anywhere, according to the roles they perform. Some of these liminal 
figures, either male or female, were abducted by the alien people before acquiring such 
“liminality”. Some of these abductions produced the captivity narratives that are 
described below. 
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2.4. Captivity Narratives 
According to Richard Dorson, in America Begins, the history of national identity 
in the USA has been deeply affected by captivity narratives in which an individual is 
removed from his or her home and struggles to return. A standard definition of the 
“captivity narrative” can be that it is a narrative by a Euro American man/woman of a 
frontier settlement, who relates his/her capture by Native Americans, his/her experience 
in captivity, his/her escape and eventual restoration into his/her proper society (169-
170).  
According to Jone Johnson Lewis, in “Women Captive and Indian Captivity 
Narratives”, these captivity narratives, when narrated by a female, “are part of the 
culture’s definition of what a “proper woman” should be and do” (2). In these 
narratives, women are not treated as women “should” be, frequently witnessing the 
violent death of husbands, brothers and children, thus being unable to perform “normal” 
women’s roles like protecting their own children, dressing neatly and cleanly or in the 
“proper” garments, or, which was worse in the Puritan perspective, unable to limit their 
sexual activity to marriage to the “appropriate” kind of man. They are forced into roles 
unusual for women, including the use of violence in their own defense or that of 
children, being subjected to physical challenges such as long journeys on foot, or to 
trickery by their captors. Even the fact that they published stories of their lives is a step 
outside “normal” women’s behavior. Such narratives also served to perpetuate 
stereotypes of Native Americans and white settlers, and were part of the ongoing 
conflict between these groups as the colonists moved westward. 
Richard Slotkin points out that captivity narratives carried in their core concepts 
of morality and theology, with which the ideas of Lewis are in total accordance. Such 
narratives, Slotkin goes on, were embedded in “extended sermons and the dramatic 
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events were framed by the rigorous formality of Puritan logic and Puritan rhetoric” (66).  
Slotkin also declares that, from the point of view of New England, to be a captive 
in Native American hands was almost sure to result in “spiritual and physical 
catastrophe” (98). The captives were either lost forever into the wilderness, or came 
back “half-Indianized”, or became Catholic and stayed in Canada, or married some 
“Canadian half-breed” or “Indian slut”, or became totally savage. In any of these cases, 
the captive was a soul entirely lost to the tents of the English Israel12. As for the 
portrayal of the Native Americans in such narratives, Slotkin points out that, from the 
Puritans’ viewpoint, they were God’s instruments for the punishment of His guilty 
people, a reversal of the missionary and war narratives in which whites are the means 
used by God for the salvation or destruction of the Native Americans (99). 
Slotkin also argues that all the English settlers in New England had left their home 
to come to the New World voluntarily. But none of them got as close to the wilderness 
as the captives, not even the missionaries, whose spiritual ties were with the white 
civilization no matter where they lived. For the captive, such ties were violently cut and 
the hope that they would be restored was very small. Being a victim of captivity in the 
wilderness was the most difficult, and, therefore, the noblest way of getting close to 
God’s will in relation to one’s soul’s election or damnation. The captivity narratives 
were the ideal way to express this anxiety and to symbolically resolve it (100).  
The first captivity narrative, however, is not of a white woman. In fact, it is not 
even of a woman: it is John Smith’s narrative of his capture by the Algonquians, his 
rescue from death by Pocahontas and his release. There are some important differences 
between Smith’s abduction and the ones that are narrated during the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries. First of all, Smith was neither abducted during a war nor during a 
native raid to a white settlement. Instead, he was exploring the woods in order to map 
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the territory and find different natives to trade with them for their corn. Second, 
although his partners were killed, he did not suffer any injuries before being sent to the 
natives’ leader Powhatan, and even his trial may have been, as suggested by Hulme, a 
“ritual of mock execution” (150). Third, he was set free with a minimum of demands 
from the natives’ part, and became an important figure in future negotiations with the 
same natives that had abducted him, which indicates that a special kind of relationship 
had been established between him and his captors due, perhaps to the interference of 
Pocahontas. Thus, Smith’s abduction cannot be considered as an archetype for the 
captivity narratives that follow his, for their context and situations are quite different. 
However, his narrative is certainly the prototype for any other narrative concerning his 
rescue and his relationship with Pocahontas.  
The first captivity narrative in which the captive is a woman is Ralph Hamor’s 
narrative of Pocahontas’s abduction and subsequent captivity among the white settlers 
in Jamestown. Nevertheless, the first captivity narrative in which the captive is a white 
Puritan woman is Mary Rowlandson’s The Sovereignty and Goodness of God, Together 
with the Faithfulness of His Promises Displayed: Being a narrative of the Captivity and 
Restauration of Mrs. Mary Rowlandson (1682), a text considered by Slotkin and other 
critics like Scott B. Vickers as an archetype — that is, as the first of a genre of narrative 
within American culture, “the primary model of which all subsequent captivity are 
diminished copies, or types” (Slotkin 102). That narrative created a paradigm of 
individual and collective history that can be perceived as an informing structure all the 
way through Puritan and in later American narrative literature. 
While the first captivity narratives in New England were firsthand accounts, like 
Mrs. Rowlandson’s, or secondhand like Hannah Dustan’s, whose captivity was narrated 
by Cotton Mather in Magnalia Christi Americana (1668), a demand for more narrative 
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literature derived from experience in the American wilderness, and the increasing 
popularity of such narratives facilitated the fictionalization of stories with the 
fabrication of imaginary adventures, which led to a gradual acceptance of literary form 
as suitable means for reporting the American experience. 
Rebecca Blevins Faery states that, in the popular culture of the US, conflicts 
between Native Americans and whites have “epic and archetypal dimensions and have 
served as a universal definition of American identity and history” (7). Throughout her 
study, Faery compares the white female captivity narratives with the story of the Native 
American female Pocahontas, also as a captive. She argues that  
The figures of the white woman captive and the young Native woman who 
welcomes and sustains colonial intruders into her country occupy opposite 
sides of the same discursive coin and have been partners in the ongoing 
constructions of race, sex and national identity in the US. (9) 
 
Stories of whites captured by Native Americans, especially those involving women, 
initiated what would become a persistent trope in articulations of racial difference in the 
US. As Faery points out, “[s]tories of Indian captivity are witness to the construction 
and operation of discourses of race in America — and witness as well to the ways 
women and their sexuality have been considered to serve those discourses” (10), 
especially racial discourses. 
As Henry Louis Gates, Jr., says in Loose Canons, “Race is a text (an array of 
discursive practices), not an essence. It must be read with painstaking care and 
suspicion, not imbibed” (79). Thus, it is possible to see captivity tales as part of the 
discussion on the “text” of race in its particularly American aspect, having occupied an 
important place in that “array of discursive practices” that have constituted race and that 
Gates advises to be read with both “care and suspicion”. Ruth Frankenberg writes, in 
White Women, Race Matters, that “[o]ne effect of colonial discourse is the production of 
an unmasked Other racial and cultural categories with which the racially and culturally 
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dominant category is constructed” (17). Faery argues that, as categories, both whiteness 
and darkness did not exist until political convenience provoked their existence, which 
first appear in Spain, with prejudices against Jews and Moors, but most significantly in 
the North American colonies, as British colonists, along with other European settlers, 
demanded land, displacing the original inhabitants and bringing African labor for 
plantation (11). Of course, each people involved in the process of colonization were 
aware of their different appearances, but at the beginning of their relationship, cultural, 
and especially religious, differences were much more important than skin color. 
The captivity narrative, that distinctively American genre, appeared and evolved 
more or less at the same time with the discourses that constituted the uniquely American 
version of racial difference. As Faery argues, “captivity narratives were very quickly 
recognized as useful instruments in the process of evoking ‘race’ and asserting racial 
hierarchy” (12). As such stories became more and more popular, and the fictional ones 
proliferated, their own textual “other”, narratives on Pocahontas and other similar 
Native Americans “maidens”, also moved toward and finally into the forefront of 
writing that occupied a public character in the process of building and defining a nation.  
In the textual analysis in Chapter 3, my focus is on a fact that has usually been 
avoided and occluded in relation to Pocahontas’s life: that she was herself abducted by 
the British and held hostage in Jamestown to protect the settlement from attack by her 
father and his warriors. The Native American girl certainly belongs to a history of 
captive women within the struggle between her people and the British colonists; indeed, 
the story of her imprisonment in Jamestown is the first story of a woman’s captivity to 
be written into that long story, and she herself becomes a kind of predecessor and 
Native counterpart to Rowlandson, though a silenced one. Pocahontas’s captivity can be 
seen as a native counterpart to Rowlandson in the sense that both were captured while at 
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home, and both were used to achieve political and economical purposes: the first helped 
establish peace between her people and the whites, which favored the development of 
the tobacco plantation promoted by her white husband; the second, abducted during 
King Philip’s war, served as unwilling intermediary between the British and the natives, 
and her ransom helped the natives support themselves during the war. As Faery points 
out, “[n]arratives of white women’s captivities rest … on precursor narratives of native 
women’s captivities” (16). It is also important to be aware that the story of Pocahontas’s 
captivity recorded in the records of the Jamestown settlement, with all its gaps and 
silences must stand in for other native women who were taken captive by conquerors 
and colonists but whose stories were never written at all. Although unwritten, these 
stories are known through the captors’ narratives, who, like Cuneo, seem to be very 
proud of their act of violence. 
Miscegenation, liminal figures and captivity narratives are very closely related to 
the construction of an American national identity. Racial and cultural prejudices, that 
have excluded Native Americans from the nation’s “limitless future”, have also 
provoked the birth of some liminal figures, people with mixed blood who were not 
accepted by either people. Although liminal figures were not always of mixed blood, 
these were considered the most dangerous, for not belonging, actually, anywhere. Some 
“pure-blood” natives or Europeans became liminal figures against their will, being 
abducted by the alien people and forced to learn the other’s culture and language. These 
abductions gave origin to the captivity narratives that can be also seen as “liminal 
narratives”, for they are informed by the encounters between cultures. Then, it is not 
really possible to treat any of these aspects in isolation when discussing the construction 
of a national American identity. They are discussed in different moments of the 
following chapter just to make the discussion easier to be understood.  
CHAPTER 3 
 
 
Romantic Texts on Pocahontas and the construction  
of an American national Identity 
 
Her people have passed away-most of their names are 
forgotten, but the name of Pocahontas, and the story of 
her generous deed, will ever be honored and remembered. 
Harris Patton, A. M., Patton, Jacob Harris1 
 
In order to discuss the literary texts about Pocahontas, I have divided this chapter 
into three parts, each dealing with one of the three themes that are pervasive throughout 
the texts. The first deals with the issue of miscegenation, a very important theme in 
early nineteenth century texts, either about Pocahontas or about other native characters. 
The second part deals with the liminal figures present in the literary texts I have 
analyzed, due to their importance to the establishment of a closer relationship between 
Europeans and Native Americans. Finally, the third part discusses the captivity 
narratives inserted in these texts as an important part to their understanding and the 
historical background in which they are inserted. These three parts, together, form a 
discussion about some of the literary texts about Pocahontas written during the years 
1800 – 1860, establishing a kind of comparison between the Pocahontas narratives and 
the narratives of James Fenimore Cooper, whose texts are considered as founding 
narratives of the American nation. I have also compared the Pocahontas narratives to 
two other novels, Hobomok, by Lydia Maria Child, and Hope Leslie, by Catherine 
Maria Sedwick.  
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3.1. “I might have forgotten that nature had put barriers between us”: 
mixing races / mixing blood in Romantic narratives of Pocahontas 
 
 
Come, boyes, Virginia longs till we share the rest of her 
maiden-head. 
George Chapman, Ben Jonson, John Marston 2 
 
…  for the good of this plantation, for the honour of our 
countrie, for the glory of God, for my owne salvation, and 
for the conuerting to the true knowledge of God and Iesus 
Christ, an unbeleeuing creature, namely Pokahuntas. 
John Rolfe 3 
 
John Rolfe is not our ancestor. 
We rise from out the soul of her 
Held in native wonderland, 
While the sun’s rays kissed her hand, 
In the springtime, 
In Virginia, 
Our Mother, Pocahontas 
Vachel Lindsay 4 
 
 
When discussing Pocahontas, whether as a historical or as a fictional character, it 
is impossible to avoid the theme of miscegenation, due to her marriage to John Rolfe 
and the birth of her son. Her story, which has become the American archetype5 of the 
maiden princess who rescues the stranger and marries him, afterwards, is not that 
simple. Many people think she married John Smith, the British adventurer she 
supposedly saved, especially after the release of Disney’s animation in 1995. However, 
in fact, she married another colonist seven years after the famous rescue. It is interesting 
to note that the romantic texts on her, especially the plays, just forgot this lapse of time 
and put the events all together. Her son is not always mentioned either. And her 
relationship with John Smith is portrayed, in some of them, as the most important event 
of her life. Comparing the texts on the Native American girl among themselves, one 
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notices that these texts deal with the issue of interracial marriage in three ways: first, 
there is a certain condescendence towards the girl, so that her marriage to the white man 
is accepted, but there is not a single possibility of a white woman marrying a native 
man, for such would be “unnatural”, as was proposed by the racial theories of Buffon 
and De Pauw6. A Native American woman was thought inferior, and had much to gain 
from such a marriage, while a white woman would suffer a loss, especially concerning 
her soul, for the natives were “heathens” and did not accept the Christian God. Besides, 
a native girl, in marrying a white man, would leave her people and go to the white 
world, assuming his customs and traditions. A second way of dealing with it is to accept 
the marriage of a white woman and a native man under the condition that they live 
either outside society or with the native people, so that the white people need not 
witness such an “unnatural” relationship. A third way of dealing with such a complex 
subject is by a total and complete rejection of such a union, no matter the gender of the 
people involved, but with an even stronger revulsion against it when the white partner is 
female. The point in comparing and/or contrasting such texts is to show how these 
writers establish similar and/or different ways of dealing with a love relationship 
between a Native-American and a white person in their attempt to find a place for the 
native in the “forgetting to remember” need for building a nation.  
Nevertheless, it is necessary to understand that European thought concerning 
Native American people was not always the same. The first British to venture in the 
Americas looked upon the Algonquian people, the Native Americans who lived where 
now is Virginia, in an ambiguous way. At first, interracial marriage was not completely 
forbidden, for the Native Americans were not judged by their color, but by their culture. 
Thus, once natives accepted European religion and customs, marriage could be, to a 
certain extent, acceptable. Because the first contact between the British and the 
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Algonquian people was friendly, the initial Anglo American view of the natives was 
largely favorable. As Alden T. Vaughan says in Roots of American Racism, imperial 
spokesmen of the early seventeenth century asserted that the natives of the Chesapeake 
Bay would “therefore welcome English outposts, willingly sell surplus land, engage in 
mutually profitable trade, and enthusiastically embrace Reformed Christianity” (22). 
Vaughan also states that there were no concerns about Native American color:  
early English writings reflect a deep bias against Indian culture but not 
against Indian color, shape, or features; the American native was socially 
deplorable but physically admirable. The challenge to English colonists was 
therefore educational: the natives must be converted to Protestant 
Christianity, taught English language and law, and trained in the social 
mores of Tudor-Stuart England. They must become Englishmen in 
everything except geographic origin. (13) 
 
As the relationship between Anglo American and Native American changed, such a 
perception of the natives as similar to Europeans suffered a great transformation. 
Frequent hostilities from both sides corroded earlier British views of the Native 
American. In Virginia, right after the Algonquian uprising of 1622, the natives started to 
be seen as “having little of humanity but shape”, being “more brutish than the beast they 
hunt”, and “naturally born slaves” (Purchas and John Boneil, qtd. by Vaughan Roots 
23).  
In New England the turning point was King Philip’s war, during and after which 
the Native Americans were “monster shapt and fac’d like men”, as Benjamin Tompson 
wrote in New England Crisis (1676: 19). Although animosities provoked by war did not 
really require a difference in color perception, for Vaughan, “the unconscious 
temptation to tar the Indian with the brush of physical inferiority — to differentiate and 
denigrate the enemy — appears to have been irresistible” (Roots 24). In this context 
Europeans became quite conscious of their own color. According to Theodore W. Allen, 
in The Invention of the White Race, the knowledge, ideologies, norms, and practices of 
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whiteness and the concept of a “white race” were invented in the U.S. as part of a 
system of racial oppression designed to solve a particular problem in colonial Virginia. 
Prior to that time, although Europeans recognized differences in the color of human 
skin, they did not categorize themselves as white (Vaughan Roots 16-14). 
In the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries several epithets for the 
natives’ skin color appeared: “Tawny Pagans”, “copper colour’d vermine” and, 
obviously, “redskins”, due to their use of red paint on the warpath (Vaughan Roots 25). 
The possibility of interracial marriage between British Americans and natives became 
less and less acceptable. Religious and cultural differences became worse as differences 
in skin color seemed to deepen, especially after European naturalists, in a frantic 
attempt to classify all plant and animal life, also categorized human beings using their 
skin color to support their taxonomy, thus greatly contributing to the notion of Native 
Americans as inherently red and inferior. 
In the late eighteenth century, when the US as a new nation was trying to establish 
an identity that would be typically American, the way to deal with the Native 
Americans in literature became ambiguous. After the War of Independence, and 
especially after the war of 1812, in which the United States tested its strength against 
other world powers, the new nation became concerned with building an idea of 
“America” that could go beyond the founding act of revolution and offering the future 
generations a source of national identity and legitimacy. Thus, a strong sense of 
nationalism was widely spread throughout the country, whose writers and intellectuals 
had been much influenced by the revolutionary ideals of freedom and equality. These 
writers, conscious that they were writing a new nation, looked for themes and ways of 
writing that would differentiate them from Europe. According to Scheckel, America 
would not achieve a 
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true independence from Britain until they had produced a national literature 
and art that dealt with American materials, celebrated American history, 
illustrated and simultaneously shaped American character, thereby binding 
individual citizens together as a people through a shared vision of the nation 
and a national culture.  (8) 
 
In order to create a national literature, and forge a national American character, 
one of the ways American writers found was to look at the distant past: a past that 
Americans would not have without reinforcing their bonds to their European past. 
Instead of conceiving a past like that of the Europeans, Americans created an a-
historical past. Rejecting European history, American writers started to look at the 
Native Americans’ past, thus proposing it as the suitable matter for a national literature. 
Scheckel also states that connecting the natives with a remote past, together with 
“popular conceptions of their status as a dying race”, transformed them into an 
“appealing romantic subject” (8). The natives would, then, represent a kind of pre-
history of the American nation, giving the means to situate the nation’s beginning in a 
distant a-historical past. 
Thus, being transformed into an object of contemplation in nineteenth-century 
literature, the Native American image provided imaginative space for reflection on the 
meaning of national identity. This explains the huge amount of texts dealing with Native 
American characters in one way or another, such as the novels of James Fenimore 
Cooper, the popular plays with Native American themes, and the captivity narratives. 
Among the plays, some were about Pocahontas, the young native girl who allegedly 
saved the life of the English adventurer John Smith at the very beginning of American 
colonization, and who is also the theme of several novels and poems written in this 
period. However, using the natives as an important theme to literary texts did not mean 
accepting them as equal. On the contrary, the idea of mixing “white” and “red” races 
was not easily accepted.  
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According to Tilton, there is, in the romantic narratives about Pocahontas, a 
constant fear of miscegenation, which may have made some authors change the order of 
events in her life or create a love relationship between the native girl and John Smith, 
thus avoiding her marriage to John Rolfe and the birth of their hybrid son. This fear 
arises almost at the beginning of the colonization, not only in relation to racial 
differences, but also to cultural and especially religious ones. As a very religious man, 
and conscious of breaking a cultural barrier, John Rolfe, while wishing to marry 
Pocahontas, wrote a letter to Governor Thomas Dale to ask his permission, explaining 
that such a marriage was “but for the good of this plantation, for the honour of our 
countrie, for the glory of God, for my owne salvation, and for the conuerting to the true 
knowledge of God and Iesus Christ, an unbeleeuing creature, namely Pokahuntas” 
(Hamor 63)7. Rolfe was certainly anxious to convince Governor Dale of his own 
appropriate intentions, as well as of the good that would come to the colony through this 
union, which would be worth running the risk of such a marriage. 
In the romantic and pre-romantic narratives about Pocahontas, this fear of 
miscegenation was somehow hidden, or perhaps not seen as important, in the emphasis 
given to her relationship with John Smith, but when her marriage is mentioned, there are 
no obstacles due to their different races and cultures, because of an extreme 
condescendence toward Pocahontas, who is somehow whitened due to her behavior and 
her deeds toward the white people. All the authors included in this study see her as “the 
animated type of mercy and peace, unselfishness and truth” (Kritzer 322), thus 
deserving total approval from the British. This way, John Rolfe and his native bride 
usually have total support from their family and friends in each of the different texts, 
whose authors have found different ways of dealing with this matter, but none of them 
dismisses the figure of the native girl, always portrayed as the very guardian angel of 
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the colonists. In John Davis’s Travels of four years and a half in the United States of 
America: during 1798, 1799, 1800, 1801, and 1802 (1803), she is introduced as a girl 
“whose soft simplicity and innocence cannot but hold captive every mind” (259). She is 
so “simple” and “innocent” that she falls in love with the first white man she sees: 
When Smith appeared before Powhatan, the first impression he made 
decided favourably for him on the minds of the women. This his knowledge 
of the sex soon discovered; but his attention was principally attracted by the 
charms of a young girl, whose looks emanated from a heart that was the seat 
of every tenderness, and who could not conceal those soft emotions of 
which the female bosom is so susceptible. It is in vain to attempt opposing 
the inroads of the blind god; the path of love is a path to which there is no 
end; in which there is no remedy for lovers but to give up their souls. (272) 
 
Davis’s description of the scene, in which Smith is taken before Powhatan, reminds that 
of Robertson concerning native women8, who seem to be attracted by the stranger at 
first sight, which can be seen as a proof of white superiority, when the females of the 
“inferior” race prefer the white man to those of their own people9. It is this feeling that 
makes Pocahontas go against the will of her father, asking for Smith’s life when he is to 
be executed.  
The women now became more bitter in their lamentations over the victim; 
but the savage Monarch was inexorable, and the executioners were lifting 
their arms to perform the office of death when Pocahontas ran with 
mournful distraction to the stone, and getting the victim’s head into her 
arms, laid her own upon it to receive the blow.  (273) 
 
This romantic scene, in which Pocahontas acts like a true romantic heroine, 
risking her life to save her beloved, shows how she was turned from a living being into 
a representation of the good Indian type10. As Rayna Green notes, in “The Only Good 
Indian”, this type of individual is an Indian who “acts as a friend to the white men, 
offering them aid, rescue, and spiritual and physical comfort even at the cost of his 
[/her] own life or status and comfort in his [/her] own tribe to do so. He [/she] saves 
white men from ‘bad’ Indians, and thus becomes a ‘good’ Indian” (382). So, the figure 
of Pocahontas becomes one of the great representations of the good Indian, as Tilton 
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says: “her role as an actual mother and ancestor gave way to her persona as mythic 
protector, which she gained by demonstrations rather than procreation” (26).  
Davis’s portrayal of native women is based on the stereotype of exotic women as 
sensual and always willing to please men, no matter the race, although with a clear 
preference for whites. Describing the customs of Pocahontas’s people, Davis says that it 
was part of their tradition that their leader, “when he was weary of his women”, would 
give to a special guest one of them for a night, and that Powhatan decided to offer this 
honor to Smith, for whom he had “conceived a very high predilection” (274). With this 
decision, he calls two of his women and asks Smith to choose, thus describing the 
women’s reaction: 
No sooner did this intelligence reach the ears of the squaws, than a bitter 
controversy took place between them respecting which of the two was the 
more worthy of pre-eminence. Jealousy cannot like other passions be 
restrained by modesty or prudence; a vent it will have; and soon it burst 
forth from these women with the impetuosity of a torrent. They had neither 
nails, nor fingers enough to scratch with; nor a volubility of tongue 
sufficient to deliver the abuse that laboured with convulsive throes to come 
forth from their bosoms. (274-75) 
 
At least two readings of this scene are possible: first, that native women, or 
women in general, are just like children, who, instead of talking to solve their 
divergences, prefer to fight, so that the winner takes the reward. In a second reading, the 
native women’s sexuality and their body seem to belong not to themselves, but to their 
husbands, who can dispose of them as they wish. Possessing the female bodies, that 
have always been connected to the earth itself, is a way of possessing the very land they 
live in. This is a very strong metaphor in the colonial period, when America as a whole 
was treated in sexual terms. As Rebecca Blevins Faery argues: 
Representing the New World as a “faire virgin” who was sexual fair game 
not only made possible and justified the plunder of the continents that were 
“new” to the Europeans who stumbled upon them; it also determined the 
roles European men and women would play in the colonial project, the 
treatment Native men and women were to receive at the hands of the 
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colonizers, and the shape of the histories, stories, and legends that helped to 
engineer and define a nation of white European settlers in North America. 
Those who have clustered around the figure of Pocahontas are a pointed 
example. (101) 
 
Ever since the first encounter between European people and the indigenous people 
of the American continent, Native American peoples were categorized into different 
stereotypes and naturally Native American women were no exception; they too were 
stereotyped and misconceptualised. As Meldan Tanrýsal argues, in “Squaws and 
Princesses or Corn Maidens: Misconceptions and Truths about Native American 
Women”: 
On the one hand, the stereotypical Squaw image constituted the inferior, 
subservient, meek, lazy, wild and lustful woman. On the other hand, the 
stereotypical Princess was the guide, protector, helper, comforter, lover and 
rescuer of the white man. She fulfilled these roles at the cost of defying her 
people, changing her religion and even dying for the white man she loved.  
(1) 
 
Davis does not avoid the theme of miscegenation, but his portrayal of the 
relationship of John Rolfe and Pocahontas is not presented as involving any danger to 
the white community. Nevertheless, Rolfe, even before marrying the native girl, had 
already isolated himself in a log-house in the woods, as if predicting his future life with 
his native wife, for mixed couples would usually live outside the settlements, as Tilton 
says, for “the white world … was not yet ready to bear continual witness to such a 
joining” (79). John Rolfe is presented as “young, brave, generous, but of impetuous 
passions”, and “accessible to softer emotions” (282-83), having fallen in love with 
Pocahontas just by knowing that she had “tender sentiments for Smith” (283). When 
they finally meet, at the imaginary grave of Smith, he cannot avoid telling her his 
feelings and dreams about her, who soon found herself also in love with the romantic 
settler, for, as Davis suggests, “[t]he breast of a woman is, perhaps, never more 
susceptible of a new passion than when it is agitated by the remains of a former one” 
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(286). Getting Powhatan’s consent, the couple was soon married, living in the place 
Rolfe had prepared for himself, outside the settlement. They had a son, whose name is 
not mentioned in Davis’s text, and soon after his birth the novel ends. Her trip to 
England, her re-encounter with John Smith and her death in Gravesend do not take more 
than three pages. Davis clearly wished to show the native girl as a heroine of a romantic 
love story, and her role as mother and wife does not fit the pattern. Her son, mentioned 
just once, is soon forgotten. What really matters, in this novel, is that she is represented 
as the “Good Indian” always aware of white superiority and ready to risk her life to save 
and protect the stranger. According to Tilton, as I have already mentioned, it was Davis 
who first romanticized the Pocahontas story. Thus, the other romantic texts to be 
discussed may have been influenced by his. However, each one of them shows a 
different perspective on the question of miscegenation in the construction of an 
American national identity. In Davis’s novel, this question is not really presented as a 
problem, but the fact that the mixed couple lives outside the settlement is an indication 
of the concerns of the white world that would rather not have to face the possibility of 
miscegenation in any way, so, if necessary, the mixed couple and their possible 
offspring would live outside the towns, without disturbing the peace of the white 
settlement.  
James Nelson Barker, in The Indian Princess or La Belle Sauvage (1808), 
introduces Pocahontas as having, from the very beginning, an aversion to some of her 
people’s customs. Hunting, for instance, that is crucial to their very survival, is seen by 
the Princess11 as a very sad practice that she herself wants to avoid:  
PRINCESS. O Nima! I will use my bow no longer; I go out to the wood, 
and my heart is light; but while my arrow flies, I sorrow; and when the 
bird drops through the branches, tears come into mine eyes. I will no 
longer use my bow. (124) 
Thus, although she understands her father’s reason for choosing her suitor from the 
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Susquehannock nation, she rejects the idea of marrying him:  
PRINCESS … Nima, the Susquehannocks are a powerful nation, and my 
father would have them for his friends. He gives his daughter to their 
prince, but his daughter trembles to look upon the fierce Miami. (124) 
 
In “The Indian Princess”, his introduction to Barker’s play, Jeffrey H. Richards 
claims that Miami, Pocahontas’s rejected fiancé, is not only the villain, but also a 
precursor of James Fenimore Cooper’s Magua in The Last of the Mohicans, “who does 
not appear in Smith but whose name evokes a tribe that engineered a massacre of 
American soldiers in 1791” (111). The native maiden is easily charmed by Smith’s 
appearance, although she does not fall in love with him as in Davis’s text. But 
Pocahontas does not fall in love with the first white man she sees because Barker, 
changing the order of events, makes Smith and Rolfe come together to Virginia, a 
change that is also made by some other authors, like George Washington Parke Custis 
in Pocahontas or the Settlers of Virginia (1855), and Charlotte Barnes in The Forest 
Princess or Two Centuries Ago (1848). 
Smith in fact arrived in Virginia in 1607, as his own accounts and several other 
narratives state, for instance William Strachey’s The Historie of Travaile Into Virginia 
Britannia, written in 1609. But John Rolfe was not in Virginia until 1610, after a 
problematic voyage from England in which he lost his wife and a newborn child. The 
date of his arrival in Virginia is not certain, but Mossiker states that he may have arrived 
there between 1610 to 1611, and a year or two later he was already known as a great 
tobacco planter (172-173). If Barker has John Smith and John Rolfe arriving at the same 
time in Virginia, that can be explained by the romantic ideal according to which a true 
romantic heroine may not fall in love more than once as Pocahontas does in Davis’s 
text. Her meeting Smith and Rolfe almost at the same time prevents that situation and 
although she does save Smith’s life, by warning the British settlement as a whole, she 
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also saves Rolfe’s life, following a romantic pattern in which the heroine marries the 
man she saves. 
In Barker’s text, Pocahontas is not the only one who greatly admires the British. 
Nantaquas, her brother, whom Smith has called in Generall Historie, “the most manliest, 
comeliest, boldest spirit, I ever saw in a Salvage” (236) is also astonished by how 
different from the natives the English Captain looks. When the young Native American, 
called Prince throughout the play, sees Smith for the first time, his reaction is that of a 
man before a supernatural being, a god, as he calls the British soldier: 
PRINCE. Sure 'tis our war-god, Aresqui himself, who lays our chiefs low! 
Now they stop; he fights no longer; he stands terrible as the panther, 
which the fearful hunter dares not approach. Stranger, brave stranger, 
Nantaquas must know thee! [music]. 
He rushes out, and re-enters with SMITH. 
PRINCE. Art thou not then a God? 
SMITH. As thou art, warrior, but a man. 
PRINCE. Then art thou a man like a God, thou shalt be the brother of 
Nantaquas. Stranger, my father is king of the country, and many 
nations obey him: will thou be the friend of the great Powhatan? (125) 
 
Below, there is a scene in which Nantaquas demonstrates, very clearly, how inferior he 
and his people are in relation to the white man whom he calls “brother”:  
SMITH. Prince, the Great Spirit is the friend of the white men, and they 
have arts which the red men know not. 
PRINCE. My brother, will you teach the red men? 
SMITH. I come to do it. My king is a king of a mighty nation; he is great 
and good: go, said he, go and make the red men wise and happy. (126) 
 
This is a representative moment: there is, in it, a clear distinction between the two 
warriors due to their skin color, one white and superior, the other red and to be subdued 
by the white. Although being willing to learn does not necessarily indicate inferiority, 
the fact that only the natives have something to learn in that relationship is significant. 
Throughout the play there are long conversations among the Europeans about love 
as the most important feeling of their lives, but no one mentions the possibility of 
marrying one of the natives. Such a possibility is mentioned only after Pocahontas and 
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Rolfe have met. But Rolfe is not the first white man she sees. Instead, she sees Smith 
when he is taken as prisoner by some of her father’s men. The racial question is quite 
evident in this scene, beginning with Powhatan’s and Pocahontas’s words of admiration 
towards the soldier’s appearance: 
POWHATAN. My people, strange beings have appeared among us; they 
come from the bosom of the waters, amid fire and thunder; one of 
them has our war-god delivered into our hands: behold the white 
being! 
Music. SMITH is brought in; his appearance excites universal wonder; 
POCAHONTAS expresses peculiar admiration. 
POCAHONTAS. O Nima! is it not a God! (131-32) 
 
Pocahontas’s feelings towards the stranger are of surprise and astonishment, but 
not love. She is to learn the meaning of love when she meets Rolfe afterwards. As for 
Miami, she totally despises him because he had almost killed Smith, whom she, 
following Nantaquas, calls “brother”. When she meets John Rolfe they have a long 
conversation about their feelings, and once more it is clear that the British appearance is 
important to any native girl, and not only to Pocahontas. Nima, her friend, also falls in 
love with a white man, Robin, a foolish and cowardly man, whose words conquered the 
naïve girl. The play portrays two white women, Alice and Kate, who also came to the 
US in 1607. Historically, when the British sailed from England to settle down in 
Virginia, there were only males aboard. The first white women only came to the US two 
years later. In Barker’s play, these two women are already married to white men and 
there is not a remote possibility of interracial relationship between white women and 
Native American men. Indeed, according to anti interracial marriage laws in Virginia, 
white men did not suffer any serious consequence for having sexual intercourse with 
Native American or Black women, for the offspring would inherit the mother’s status, 
either free or slave. On the other hand, white women would suffer serious punishment. 
Thus, as Catherine Clinton and Michelle Gillespie say in “Introduction: Reflections on 
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Sex, Race and Region”, “[a]ccordingly, white women who engaged in interracial 
liaisons — especially females of the lower class — were subject[ed] increasingly to 
punishment through these laws, while white men were not” (xv). This is easily seen in 
the textual transcription of the law of 1691: 
That if any English woman being free shall have a bastard child by any 
negro or mulatto, she pay the sum of fifteen pounds sterling, within one 
month after such bastard child shall be born, to the Church wardens of the 
parish . . . and in default of such payment she shall be taken into the 
possession of the said Church wardens and disposed of for five yeares, and 
the said fine of fifteen pounds, or whatever the woman shall be disposed of 
for, shall be paid, one third part to their majesties . . . and one other third 
part to the use of the parish . . . and the other third part to the informer, and 
that such bastard child be bound out as a servant by the said Church 
wardens until he or she shall attain the age of thirty yeares, and in case such 
English woman that shall have such bastard child be a servant, she shall be 
sold by the said church wardens (after her time is expired that she ought by 
law serve her master), for five yeares, and the money she shall be sold for 
divided as if before appointed, and the child to serve as aforesaid. (Act XVI) 
12 
 
Therefore, this text follows the first pattern I have described in the beginning of this 
chapter in which the relationship between white men and Native American women can 
be accepted, but not the other way around. The laws against interracial marriage, 
although beginning in the seventeenth century, still work in the nineteenth century, and 
are in accordance with early nineteenth century racial theories, in which the “white 
race” was considered superior, and in which miscegenation was seen as a cause of 
degeneration. Thus, avoiding interracial marriage was a way of avoiding miscegenation, 
keeping the white race pure and preserving white supremacy. The literary texts do not 
take into account illegal unions that gave birth to mixed-blood people. This way, they 
avoid miscegenation in literature also as a way to hide true miscegenation. 
Pocahontas and John Rolfe do not marry in the play, but when the play ends they 
are engaged. There is not a single mixed-blood character in the play, for the interracial 
marriage does not happen in the text. Avoiding the marriage and its consequences, 
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Barker follows the pattern of romantic texts in which there are beautiful long suffering 
heroines who may eventually marry, but their married life is not usually portrayed in the 
text, not being part of the pattern of such a play. 
This text, as well as the other plays, has a Native American male whose character 
is cruel and whose actions are evil; Miami, Pocahontas’s native suitor, represents the 
“Bad Indian”, contributing to the mythology of “Good Savage” versus “Bad Savage” in 
which Pocahontas’s story is inscribed. Barker, just like Custis and Barnes after him, 
demonstrates in his play that the only Native American who deserves to live is the one 
who is whitened by his/her actions in helping the stranger. In his play, these “Good 
Indian” types are Pocahontas and her brother Nantaquas. 
In Custis’s play, Pocahontas or the Settlers of Virginia (1830), there are several 
moments when the problem of miscegenation is portrayed. At the beginning of the play, 
Custis presents Barclay, a white Englishman who has survived an earlier settlement in 
America. He is married to a native woman, Mantea, and they have some children, 
although there is no information about how many children they have. They live outside 
the native village, and do not move to the English settlement when it is established. 
Barclay is conscious of the strange position he is in, and demonstrates it when he 
decides to stay in Virginia instead of going back to England, where his offspring would 
not be accepted. As he says: “My children, altho’ the offspring of an aboriginal mother, 
are dear to me, and so may it please your gracious pleasure, I would prefer to end my 
days in Virginia” (174).  
In this play, Smith and Pocahontas do not have a love relationship. Rolfe is the 
first white man she sees, and he falls in love immediately. He cannot forget, however, 
that the girl is not European: “How full of grace and courtesy is this princess—savage, 
should I say” (177). In their second meeting, in Barclay’s hut, Rolfe is charged with the 
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protection of the girl on her way home, a task he does very well, like a true romantic 
hero. This way, he strengthens his bond to the girl and when she meets Smith she is 
already interested in Rolfe, whom she saves some time later, when her father plans to 
kill him and the English. As a true Good Indian type, she risks her life to save the life of 
the white man she already loves: “English Rolfe, I will save thee, or Pocahontas be no 
more” (185). The climax of the play is Smith’s rescue, which comes at the end. After 
having asked her father to spare the prisoner’s life, with humility and respect, 
Pocahontas gets angry and takes a position that is clearly against her father and her 
people:  
POCAHONTAS. (Rising with dignity.} Attend, but first to me. Cruel king, 
the ties of blood which bound me to thee are dissever'd, as have been 
long those of thy sanguinary religion; for know that I have abjur'd thy 
senseless gods, and now worship the Supreme Being, the true 
Manitou, and the Father of the Universe; 't is his Almighty hand that 
sustains me, 't is his divine spirit that breathes in my soul, and prompts 
Pocahontas to a deed which future ages will admire. 
(She rushes down from the throne, throws herself on the body of Smith, 
raises her arms, and calls to the executioners to "Strike"; they drop 
their weapons. Powhatan descends, raises up and embraces his 
daughter.) 
POWHATAN. I am subdued, unbind the prisoner. My child, my child. 
(191) 
 
Already a Christian, for Barclay has introduced her to his Christian faith, and 
clearly performing the role of the Good Savage, whose deeds, which favored white men, 
are to be admired forever, Pocahontas is suitable to become Rolfe’s wife, and Powhatan 
agrees. The play does not go farther, but Powhatan’s last words, which close the play, 
are an indication of what the United States of America would become according to 
Custis: 
Now it only remains for us to say, that looking thro' a long vista of futurity, 
to the time when these wild regions shall become the ancient and honour'd 
part of a great and glorious American Empire, may we hope that when the 
tales of early days are told from the nursery, the library, or the stage, that 
kindly will be received the national story of Pocahontas or The Settlement 
of Virginia.  (192) 
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Custis has Powhatan foresee the future of a “great American Empire” in which his 
people will be only the “ancient and honour’d part” of its “immemorial” past.  
Barnes’s play, The Forest Princess, or Two Centuries Ago, written in response to 
Custis’s play, as Amelia Howe Kritzer states in her “Introduction”, has a totally 
different plot, although it too deals with a white-native relationship. Miscegenation, as 
in Davis’s novel, is not avoided, for she portrays Pocahontas’s marriage to Rolfe as an 
important event in the native girl’s life. The play is divided into three acts, each one 
representing a specific period. In the first one (1607), Pocahontas spares Smith’s life in 
a clear act of rebellion against her father’s will: 
POWHATAN (with terrible anger): Dare not speak again! He dies. Away! 
(Goes up to his throne and raises his arm. At the same moment 
Pocahontas rushes to Smith, and clasps his head in her arms, laying 
her own head upon his, as the Indians are in the act of striking the 
blow.) 
POCAHONTAS: (Exclaims). Then slay him thus!  
POWHATAN: Hold! Hold! (The Indians pause.) (To Pocahontas, with 
surprise and admiration.) Thou art a worthy daughter of thy race – 
A warrior’s Spirit in a woman’s form,  
Thou wilt not doubt the word of Powhatan. 
‘Tis pledged.  
(Pocahontas relinquishes her grasp of Smith and comes forward.) 
(To the Indians) Release the pale-face! (They raise and unbind him.) He is 
free! 
(Pocahontas falls at the feet of Powhatan who stands upon his throne 
repelling Smith’s expressions of gratitude. The Indians group around 
in wonder, and Opachisco points to the entrance, directing Smith’s 
departure, as the curtain falls.) (334) 
 
In Act Two (1609), Pocahontas meets John Rolfe, who was already in love with 
her merely by hearing about her deeds. In their first meeting, he saves her from a 
panther, thus fitting the romantic pattern of heroism and making possible a love 
relationship between them. They then marry, and the act ends. Their son and their life 
together are not mentioned at this moment. The next act is in 1617, in London, where 
Pocahontas and Rolfe live in a comfortable house. Barnes breaks the pattern then: the 
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mixed couple, the white man and the native woman, do not live apart from society. It is 
Pocahontas’s turn to save her husband, who is accused of treachery for having married 
an Indian princess. Performing the role of a romantic heroine, Pocahontas, who is not 
quite healthy, goes beyond her strength in order to spare Rolfe’s life. She succeeds, but 
she cannot hold on much longer. In a very romantic scene, she says farewell to her 
husband and dies.  
Pocahontas (with a faint smile of joy): That name! My own! the first by 
which thou knew’st me, love! ‘Tis music to my soul. (Her trembling 
hands vainly attempt to lift the little chain from her neck. Her women 
raise it for her, and Pocahontas with fading sight and uncertain action 
at length casts it round Rolfe’s neck.) I loose thee now. My eyes 
behold Virginia’s grassy turf. I hear my father. Husband, fare thee 
well. We part, but we shall meet — above! (368) 
 
Pocahontas’s only son remains alive. However, as Tilton suggests, when the child of 
mixed couples, usually a male, survives, he will probably live in the white world, far 
from the traditions of his native ancestor (70). 
Although Barnes shows a deep respect for Native Americans, it is a respect shown 
to someone who has already disappeared, or is close to it. She reinforces the idea that 
the natives belong to American history and literature, but only as part of that distant and 
immemorial past, which Anderson describes as being important in the construction of a 
nation. The native would belong nowhere, which makes the strategy of building a nation 
a very ambivalent one, as discussed by Bhabha, because the nation narrated by such 
texts emerges from an awareness that, despite the certainty with which the authors 
portray the Native Americans as part of the American past, they are still part of its 
present, although a non-willing and problematic presence in the construction of a 
national American identity at the beginning of the nineteenth century. 
Sigourney’s poem, “Pocahontas”, also presents contradictory positions towards 
the natives. Although portraying Pocahontas’s people as savage and hostile, it always 
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compares the native girl to beautiful elements of American nature. She is a child when 
she saves Smith’s life, but even though innocent and naive, she does not take long to 
perceive white superiority, helping the strangers in all possible ways: 
“The child! what madness fires her? Hence! Depart!  
Fly, daughter, fly! before the death-stroke rings; 
Divide her, warriors, from that English heart.”  
In vain! for with convulsive grasp she clings:  
She claims a pardon from her frowning sire;  
Her pleading tones subdue his gather'd ire;  
And so, uplifting high his feathery dart,  
That doting father gave the child her will,  
And bade the victim live, and be his servant still.  (XIX) 
 
Her marriage to John Rolfe is not a surprise, for she seems to belong more to 
white people than to her own. She is Christianized before marrying, removing a serious 
obstacle in her way to wed the white colonist: 
In graceful youth, within the house of prayer,  
Who by the sacred font so humbly kneels,  
And with a tremulous yet earnest air,  
The deathless vow of Christian fealty seals?  
The Triune Name is breathed with hallow'd power,  
The dew baptismal bathes the forest-flower,  
And, lo her chasten'd smile that hope reveals  
Which nerved the weary dove o'er floods unbless'd  
The olive-leaf to pluck, and gain the ark of rest.  (XXXI) 
 
The other obstacle, savagery, is not a problem to her. She is presented, from the 
very first moment, as a noble person disguised in a copper skin body:  
A forest-child, amid the flowers at play!  
Her raven locks in strange profusion flowing;  
A sweet, wild girl, with eye of earnest ray,  
And olive cheek, at each emotion glowing;  
Yet, whether in her gladsome frolic leaping,  
Or ’neath the greenwood shade unconscious sleeping,  
Or with light oar her fairy pinnace rowing,  
Still, like the eaglet on its new-fledged wing,  
Her spirit glance bespoke the daughter of a king.  (XVII) 
 
In the same way the heroine dies in Barnes’s play and in Davis’s novel, so she 
dies in Sigourney’s poem, leaving her only child with her husband. Her last words are 
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directed not only to John Rolfe, but also to the English nation as a whole: “My hoarded 
love, my gratitude sincere,/ To thee and to thy people” (XLVII, 3-4).  
From the discussion of these five narratives about Pocahontas, it is possible to 
draw certain conclusions: first, they all deal with miscegenation or the danger of it, but 
in none of them is this aspect of white-native relations really problematic, although the 
mixed couple, in Custis’s play, is obliged to live outside society: Barclay and Mantea’s 
marriage does not end in death or tragedy. Instead, when the play ends, they are happy 
together. An interesting point is that in this play Pocahontas and John Rolfe do not 
marry, they just become engaged. Avoiding the problem of miscegenation with his main 
characters, Custis presents, through Barclay and Mantea, the possibility of happiness in 
such marriages, which certainly goes against the standard established by most of the 
texts from that period. It is true that the texts in which Pocahontas dies are all based on 
John Smith’s Generall Historie, and thus their authors, trying to be faithful to that 
history, could not avoid her death. But while she was alive, her marriage to John Rolfe 
was portrayed as a happy one, without problems of acceptance by white society. As 
Tilton suggests, “the Powhatan13 princess was always an exception: there was never any 
real possibility that in her marriage to Rolfe she could have served as an effective 
exemplar” (28).  
As I have said in my introduction, besides the Pocahontas narratives I have 
analyzed two of James Fenimore Cooper’s texts, The Last of the Mohicans and The 
Pioneers, in an attempt to show that the story of Pocahontas can be also included among 
the founding narratives of the U.S. nation, a status Cooper’s narratives have already 
achieved. Reading Cooper’s novels one notices that he presents a different idea 
concerning the issue of miscegenation, the aspect I have just discussed in five of the 
nineteenth century narratives about Pocahontas.  
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In Cooper’s novels, the fear of miscegenation is present from the beginning of 
each one. Natty Bumppo, the main character of the Leatherstocking series, states about 
fifteen times, in The Last of the Mohicans, that he is a “man without a cross”, and also 
finds other ways to make it clear to everybody that, although he lives in the woods and 
has a native as his best friend, he himself is white, with no mixed blood in his veins. In 
his construction of the Leatherstocking narrative, Cooper found no place for 
miscegenation. His strongest female character in this novel, Cora, is of mixed blood, a 
mulatto. She, the woman “with a cross”, cannot have a happy fate. First, she is very 
aware of her condition, and always thinks of her sister, Alice, who is pure white, as a 
superior being. However, she is the oldest, and serves as a model to the youngest, who 
always listens to her, who protects and cares for Alice as if she were still a little child. 
Second, and most important in the decision of her end, she falls in love with a native 
man, Uncas, who requites her love. However, throughout the novel, they never talk 
about love or marriage. Their destiny is death, and only after that is there a reference to 
their possible love, made during their funeral by the girls of his nation, who conjured 
them to take care of one another in the “blessed hunting grounds of the Lenape” so that 
they would be “forever happy” (406).  
But while the native girls believed in their future together in a kind of heaven, 
Natty, the only white man to understand their language, perceived the native girls’ 
mistake and, “when they spoke of the future prospects of Cora and Uncas, he shook his 
head, like one who knew the error of their simple creed” (407). Not even after death is 
miscegenation allowed in the universe of Cooper’s novels, for it would be against the 
establishment of a white nation that, although looking at the natives’ past as the 
“family” history of the American nation, would prefer to see them as part of their past, 
not really belonging to the nation. The other couple of the novel, Alice Munro and 
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Duncan Heyward, however, being white, have a very happy fate. As Wasserman states, 
Uncas, the noblest of all Cooper’s natives, and Cora, of non-white ancestry, who fall in 
love with each other, cannot “cross the line”, that is, can never cross the boundary that 
separates one race from the other, can never marry, for Cooper would never allow such 
a marriage. Their death is the only possible solution Cooper finds (175). 
In this novel there is also the presence of the Good Indian versus the Bad Indian: 
Uncas, the young Mohican, and his father, Chingachgook, are examples of the first type, 
willing to help white people against other natives, although not really against their own 
people, for they are the last ones left. Magua, on the other hand, is a representative of 
the second type, who belongs to “a thievish race” and, as Natty puts it, “you can never 
make any thing of them but skulks and vagabonds” (43). However, unlike the 
Pocahontas narratives, the novels show no native females representing either one type 
or the other. Females in this novel are secondary characters, no matter how important 
they are to the course of the story.  
In The Pioneers, there is no risk of miscegenation at all, for both the hero and the 
heroine are white. Nevertheless, while there is a suspicion that Oliver 
Edwards/Effingham is half Indian, his relationship with Elizabeth Temple could not be 
fulfilled. Their marriage and therefore their happiness are possible only because he was, 
after all, also a “man without a cross”. 
Comparing these texts to the Pocahontas narratives, it is possible to affirm that, in 
their attempt to establish a national American identity, the writers had to face a problem 
they would like to forget, the native people and all the violence they had suffered so that 
the American nation could emerge. In their will to forget in order to remember, as in the 
definition of a nation’s essence pointed out by Renan, the possibility of a love 
relationship between natives and whites was certainly problematic. According to Renan, 
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as I have discussed in Chapter 2, a nation, in order to construct its own identity, needs to 
forget the violence that has generated it, so that only the great heroic deeds will be 
remembered. In relation to Cooper’s novels, such forgetting happens through the way 
the natives are described as belonging to a vanishing people, who will disappear due to 
their own fate, a people who were important in the past, but who cannot be important in 
the future, since they are doomed to disappear. Thus, the idea of a love relationship 
between any of them and a white man or woman is unacceptable, for such a relationship 
would be the white partner’s condemnation. Probably aware of the racial theories of his 
time, especially the idea that a “mixed blood” people would inherit the worst of the two 
races, miscegenation is completely avoided in Cooper’s novels. The Pocahontas 
narratives, as Leslie Fiedler suggests in The Return of the Vanishing American, 
embodies a possible reconciliation between white men and Native Americans (95), 
while Cooper’s narratives totally avoid it. Such a possibility of reconciliation is due to 
Pocahontas’s marriage to John Rolfe, a marriage that gave origin to one of the most 
influent families in Virginia. Cooper, however, does not allow a single possibility of 
such reconciliation in his novels, no matter how heroic the Native American is. Robert 
Berkhofer, in The White Man’s Indian, confirms this view:  
Not only did Cooper subscribe to the contemporary tension between 
progress and simple nature, savagery and civilization, he also obeyed the 
romantic conventions of the novel of the time in not allowing an Indian, no 
matter how noble, to marry a White, and therefore no Indian could be a true 
hero in his novels if it meant wedding the heroine.  (94) 
 
Cooper’s narratives, therefore, follow the third pattern I discussed at the beginning of 
this chapter, in which no kind of miscegenation is allowed. Interracial marriage, 
however, was considered by writers like Thomas Jefferson and Rev. Peter Fontaine, as a 
way of assimilating the natives into white society, without necessarily killing them. This 
way, the natives would certainly disappear. However, only white men are supposed to 
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have female natives as wives, for women are supposed to adopt their husbands’ way of 
living. 
However, the Pocahontas narratives are not the only ones to give a kind of 
positive view of miscegenation. Lydia Maria Child’s novel Hobomok is not totally 
opposed to it. Contrary to most of the texts, it is a white woman, Mary Conant, who 
decides to marry a Native American, Hobomok, who lives near Plymouth and who is 
considered by all the white people as a person of noble character:  
“I will be your wife, Hobomok, if you love me.” 
“Hobomok has loved you many long moons,” replied he; “but he loved like 
as he loves the Great Spirit.” 
“Then meet me at my window an hour hence,” said she, “and be ready to 
convey me to Plymouth.” (161) 
 
It is true that she was in a difficult moment of her life, feeling totally alone in the 
world, for her relationship with her father was very difficult, and her lover had just died 
in the West Indies. However, during the period they were married, which lasted three 
years, they were happy. She discovered that she could love that man who was so strange 
in his customs, but who loved her intensely. Following the pattern that established that 
mixed couples could not live in society, they lived in his wigwam near Plymouth, but 
they were not totally despised by their white neighbors. Sally Collier, who had always 
been Mary’s best friend, visited her frequently, taking her little daughter with her, so 
that Little Hobomok and Little Mary could play together. However, this situation did 
not last. Hobomok discovered that Mary’s first lover, Charles Brown, was alive, and 
renounced his own happiness so that his loved one could not only be happy, but also 
recover her place in the white world: 
the heart of Mary is not with the Indian. In her sleep she talks with the Great 
Spirit, and the name of the white man is on her lips. Hobomok will go far 
off among some of the red men in the west. They will dig him a grave, and 
Mary may sing the marriage song in the wigwam of the Englishman. (185) 
  
Thus, a novel with an apparently different plot ends up filling the romantic 
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pattern: the native parent is missing, and his son is to be educated as a white boy by his 
white mother and white stepfather. But Mary could never forget the biological father of 
her son, who would be forever remembered as a good friend and a noble character:  
But the devoted, romantic love of Hobomok was never forgotten by its 
object; and his faithful services to the “Yengees” are still remembered with 
gratitude; though the tender slip which he protected, has since become a 
mighty tree, and the nations of the earth seek refuge beneath its branches. 
(199) 
 
The main difference between Hobomok and the Pocahontas narratives lies in the 
fact that the native is male, not female, and that he does not die. His son, however, has 
the same fate as Pocahontas’s son in most of the texts, except in the ones in which he is 
not mentioned: he is to grow up as an English boy without knowing the customs and 
traditions of his native ancestor. In this text, the natives are also portrayed as a 
vanishing race, people who do not belong to the white world, not belonging to the 
nation either. The fact that Hobomok lives outside the town is a clear indication of how 
it is unacceptable for the white society to have natives around. The last scene in which 
Hobomok appears, going to the mountains and vanishing, is, in a certain way, a 
metaphor for the place his people would have in the following years: displaced by the 
white settlers, who would move farther and farther west, and not accepted by the white 
society, the only possible fate for Hobomok’s people is to become part of the 
“immemorial past” of the U.S. nation without belonging to its “limitless future”. 
Without trusting another look, he hurried forward. He paused on a 
neighboring hill, looked toward his wigwam till his strained vision could 
hardly discern the object, with a bursting heart again murmured his farewell 
and blessing, and forever passed away from New England (186) 
 
Catherine Sedgwick, in her Introduction to Hope Leslie, compares the main 
Native American character, Magawisca, with Pocahontas. Indeed, there is a Pocahontas-
like scene in the novel, when the young Magawisca saves the life of her friend Everell 
Fletcher, who is captured by her father in the most tragic moment of the novel: Pequod 
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Indians attack and kill Everell’s mother, sisters and little brother in order to rescue 
Magawisca and Oneco who were living there after being captured by white soldiers. 
Mononotto, Magawisca’s father, decides to kill Everell to avenge his son who had been 
killed by English soldiers. Magawisca, following the Pocahontas pattern, asks her father 
to spare the life of the young boy. The Pequod chief does not want to hear of it. Then 
the girl acts according to her feelings, risking her life to save his:  
At this moment a sun-beam penetrated the trees that enclosed the area, and 
fell athwart his brow and hair, kindling it with an almost supernatural 
brightness. To the savages, this was a token that the victim was accepted, 
and they sent forth a shout that rent the air. Everell bent forward, and 
pressed his forehead to the rock. The chief raised the deadly weapon, when 
Magawisca, springing from the precipitous side of the rock, screamed — 
“Forbear!” and interposed her arm. It was too late. The blow was levelled--
force and direction given--the stroke aimed at Everell’s neck, severed his 
defender’s arm, and left him unharmed. The lopped quivering member 
dropped over the precipice. Mononotto staggered and fell senseless, and all 
the savages, uttering horrible yells, rushed toward the fatal spot.  
“Stand back!” cried Magawisca. “I have bought his life with my own. Fly, 
Everell--nay, speak not, but fly — thither — to the east!” she cried, more 
vehemently. (1:122) 
 
Mutilated by her act, Magawisca knows she will never have Everell’s love for 
several reasons: she refuses to become a Christian and to betray her father and her 
people. Her attitude toward Everell cannot be seen as treacherous, for the youth is not 
an actual enemy of her father. Thus, their fate is to live apart from each other, although 
Everell once said that he “might have forgotten that nature had put barriers between” 
them, and would love her (2: 57). Few days before he is abducted, his mother, conscious 
of the differences between her young boy and the Native American girl, writes his 
father a letter suggesting that they may be separated before they become adults, for  
To him she may be, and therefore it is, that innocent and safe as the 
intercourse of these children now is, it is for thee to decide whether it be not 
most wise to remove the maiden from our dwelling. Two young plants that 
have sprung up in close neighbourhood, may be separated while young; but 
if disjoined after their fibres are all intertwined, one, or perchance both, may 
perish. (41) 
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Although she likes her, the girl is not the daughter-in-law she would like to have; her 
son’s wife could not be of that “savage people”; instead, she should be from a 
“Christian family” (40). 
A very unconventional subplot in Hope Leslie is the happy union between Faith 
Leslie and Oneco. Faith, a white girl, Hope’s sister, was abducted on the same tragic 
day Everell was. Due to Magawiska’s attitude he was able to escape, but the girl 
remained with the natives, becoming one of them and ultimately marrying Magawisca’s 
brother Oneco. It is true that they could not live among the white people, who would not 
accept their union, but among the Indians they seem to be all right. Like Barclay in 
Custis’s play, Oneco and Faith do not suffer any really serious consequences for their 
marriage. Both Sedgwick’s and Child’s novels follow the second pattern I have already 
discussed, in which a Native American male marries a white female and the couple is 
not totally rejected by society once they live outside it. 
From this analysis a series of conclusions can be pointed out. First, male-centered 
narratives, such as Cooper’s novels, give more emphasis to white superiority. From the 
very beginning of his novels, Cooper strongly emphasizes white male characters as 
superior to the natives; second, female-centered narratives also present white 
supremacy, but in a less emphatic way. This supremacy, however, is shown not only 
through some white characters’ attitudes in relation to the natives, but also in some 
native characters, who seem to consider themselves inferior for not being white; third, 
both kinds of texts are forced to face the “Indian problem” mentioned by Susan Schekel 
and emphasized by Robert Tilton. This problem, which has different aspects, concerns 
the place to be occupied by the natives in the construction of an American national 
identity. One of its aspects, perhaps the most problematic one, is the possibility of a love 
relationship between a Native American and a European, no matter who the male or the 
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female partner is, although the situation becomes worse when the white partner is 
female. Because interracial marriages were legally forbidden, and the racial theories 
widely spread at the beginning of the nineteenth century were also against the mixing of 
races, the authors of the literary texts discussed in this chapter find different ways to 
deal with interracial relationships.  
The Pocahontas narratives, for instance, although giving an altogether positive 
view of her marriage to John Rolfe, keep the romantic pattern in which the native parent 
is supposed to die, so that the offspring can be educated as a white person, without 
acquiring any of the native ancestor’s customs and traditions. Of the five narratives 
about the Native American girl discussed in this dissertation, the only ones in which she 
does not die are Custis’s and Barker’s plays, which are also the ones in which she does 
not marry John Rolfe. In the ones she marries and has a son, she dies soon afterwards. 
Historically, she died when her son was about two or three years old, and he was indeed 
educated by his father’s people. But besides trying to be historically accurate, which is 
not actually the main objective of these texts, the reason why she dies so young in them 
is because this is certainly the only way to follow the romantic pattern already 
discussed. This way, Pocahontas would belong to the “immemorial past” of the nation, 
always remembered as a great heroine because of her great deeds, but never to belong to 
the nation’s “limitless future”. The only possible way for the natives to become part of 
the nation would be through assimilation, with native females marrying white males and 
assuming the white way of living, having children and dying early, so that the children 
would not need to know anything about their native ancestors. Thus, the natives would 
belong to the nation in the memories of the white people, not in actual life. 
James Fenimore Cooper’s novels, on the other hand, deny any possibility of 
interracial union, denying also any possibilities of the natives being assimilated into the 
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white world. The idea of the natives as a vanishing race is clearly portrayed in these 
narratives, in which they may belong to the nation’s past, in which the natives who 
befriended the European will be remembered as a great but vanished people while the 
natives who were enemies to the European will be remembered as “savage beasts”. 
None of them will take part in the nation’s future, to which only the white people 
belong. 
The novels of Catherine Maria Sedgwick and Lydia Maria Child, both female-
centered narratives, can be seen as intermediary narratives, for they neither portray 
interracial unions as positively as the Pocahontas narratives do, not do they portray such 
unions as negatively as Cooper does. In both, Hope Leslie and Hobomok, there is a 
successful interracial marriage in which the female is white and the male is a native. In 
Hope Leslie, the mixed couple is formed by Faith Leslie and Oneco, who marry in the 
natives’ village and live there happily ever after. In Hobomok, the couple is formed by 
Mary Conant and Hobomok, who marry according to the natives’ laws and live happily 
for about three years. Their union ends because Mary’s former lover comes back, and 
Hobomok goes to the mountains, releasing Mary from their marital bonds. However, 
these novels do not totally break the romantic pattern discussed in the beginning of this 
chapter: in Hope Leslie the mixed couple live happily because outside white society, 
and the white partner is considered lost to the white world, for she has “gone native”. In 
Hobomok, the union ends because the novel needs to be fitted in the romantic pattern 
that says that when a child is born out of a mixed-blood union, the native partner is 
supposed to die so that the child can get an appropriate education. So, Hobomok has to 
leave, to vanish, so that Mary and his son could be accepted by the white society. Again, 
even when interracial unions are not portrayed negatively, they have to be either far 
from the white world or cannot last forever. In the process of building the US nation, 
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such unions could only be possible in a mythical past, never to be allowed in the present 
day nation, even less in its future.  
Before being romanticized by John Davis, the Pocahontas narratives of the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries assigned great importance to Pocahontas’ marriage 
to John Rolfe, and some historians, like Robertson, have even suggested that the 
European should have married native women more often, so that the process of 
colonization would be less violent and traumatic. His ideas, however, were never put 
into practice, and, at the dawn of the nineteenth century nobody would take such ideas 
seriously. Miscegenation would have been a problem, not a solution, according to 
scientists like Corneille de Pauw and the Comte de Buffon, to whom the amalgamation 
of two different races would be very bad for both races, for the offspring would inherit 
only the worst traits of their parents. As Vaughan says, in Roots, “[i]n the first half of 
the nineteenth century, the basic options [concerning the natives] were assimilation or 
extermination, with removal to the West as a temporary stage in either case” (32). 
However, the biological solution was surpassed by laws against interracial marriages. 
As Vaughan goes on, “whatever the solution — miscegenation, allotment of farmlands 
in the East, removal to the West, or education in white-controlled boarding schools — 
the Indian was marked for gradual extinction” (32), an idea that is in accordance with 
the idea of the natives as a “vanishing people”, with a very important past but without a 
future. 
Thus, when Davis writes his novel on Pocahontas, Travels of Four Years and a 
Half  (1803), he was probably aware of such “scientific” theories, and although he keeps 
her marriage in the story, it is not the most important event. And Pocahontas’s marriage 
is the only interracial marriage portrayed in the novel. Other writers, like George 
Washington Parke Custis and James Nelson Barker, preferred to avoid such a complex 
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and polemic theme, which is to be portrayed again by Charlotte Barnes and Lydia 
Sigourney. The event in itself is never portrayed negatively, but the fact that she dies 
soon after her son is born is quite romantic: she has to die so that her son can survive. In 
the newly formed American nation, to be the child of a native woman would be at least 
embarrassing, for all the ideas concerning Native Americans in the time the texts were 
published, especially the racial theories, portrayed them negatively. The only possible 
way a native would be able to belong to the white world of these authors would be by 
assimilating Europeans customs and adopting their religion. Some of the visual 
representations of Pocahontas, for instance, portray her almost as a white woman, as in 
an 1853 painting (figure 1), portraying a European dressed Pocahontas marrying John 
Rolfe, shows. 
As for the other romantic narratives, it is possible to conclude, after analyzing 
them, that the Native Americans are portrayed as an important part of the nation’s 
mythical and glorious past, but that they can never really achieve an important role in 
present day nation, which makes it impossible to them to take part in the nation’s vast 
future.  
It is important to notice that some mixed-blood people became important liminal 
figures during the colonization process, and that some of the literary characters involved 
in interracial relationship can be also seen under this aspect. Next, there is a discussion 
concerning such literary characters in their role as liminal figures, and their importance 
to the construction of an American national identity.   
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Figure 1. Joseph Banvard, Marriage of Pocahontas. Romance of American History, 1853. The 
Library at The Mariners' Museum 
 
Source: http://www.mariner.org/chesapeakebay/photos/lg_f229b2-pg270pocahontas.jpg 
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3.2. Neither me, nor you, in between: Liminal figures in Romantic 
narratives on Pocahontas 
 
 
She is like a guardian angel [who] watched over and 
preserved the infant colony which has developed into a 
great people, among whom her own descendants have 
ever been conspicuous for true nobility. 
William Wirt Henry14 
 
She would have done or suffered any thing to avert it 
— any thing but betray her father. 
Catherine Maria Sedgwick15 
 
Fly with the faithful youth, his steps to guide,  
Pierce the known thicket, breast the fordless tide,  
Illude the scout, avoid the ambush'd line,  
And lead him safely to his friends and thine;  
For thine shall be his friends, his heart, his name; 
His camp shall shout, his nation boast thy fame. 
Joel Barlow16 
 
In the same way the issue of miscegenation is very important to the construction 
of an American national identity, so is the presence of liminal figures who, in different 
ways, helped to establish a closer relationship between Native Americans and 
Europeans at the beginning of the colonization process, serving as mediators between 
their people and the strangers, many times helping to translate war tracts and political 
speeches, establishing a certain communication that sometimes was crucial to the 
survival of the people involved. Not every liminal figure is this way portrayed in literary 
texts. They are portrayed differently according to the roles they perform: first, there is 
the cultural broker, the most important kind of liminal figure for representing the 
contact between his/her culture and a completely different culture; second, there is the 
liminal figure who is either seen as a traitor or as a hero, depending on the point of 
view. Such is the case of a native, for instance, who is taught how to speak the European 
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language and who is supposed to help the Europeans in contact with his/her people. 
However, instead of doing so, the native goes against the whites and leads his/her 
people to defend their own land. Seen as a traitor by the whites, he/she is certainly seen 
as a hero by his/her people. This kind of liminal figure is frequently characterized as a 
“Bad Indian”, in opposition to the “Good Indian” type, who acts in precisely the 
opposite way. A third kind of liminal figure is the victim of abduction, someone who 
becomes a person “in between” cultures totally against his/her will, and who may 
become a cultural broker, or a traitor, or simply a victim, someone who is not able to 
act, allowing everybody else to act for him/her. And a fourth kind is the unimportant 
liminal figure, someone who is “in between” only for being in contact with two 
different cultures, but who does not interfere in any important action. The need to 
discuss such figures arises because some of them, acting as cultural brokers and/or 
traitors, interfere in the development of the narratives, and influence the behavior of the 
characters involved, changing the course of the plot and altering the end of the story. 
Their presence in the story can be an indication of how the author deals with such 
figures and how they may have or may not have influenced in the way he/she deals with 
the idea of a national identity. It is important to remember that some literary liminal 
figures are also historical characters that had important roles in the construction of 
national identity.  
In this part of the dissertation, there is an analysis of different kinds of liminal 
figures both in the Pocahontas narratives as in the other romantic novels, to show the 
importance of such figures to the construction of an American national identity. 
Liminal figures were of crucial importance for the colonial enterprise on the 
American continent since Columbus’s voyage of 1492. Taken from their own people, 
not always willingly, native cultural brokers not only helped to establish close contact 
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between their people and Europeans, but also helped the establishment of the new 
nations to come. As Anne Norton points out in Reflections on Political Identity:  
Liminars serve as mirrors for nations. At once other and like, they provide 
the occasion for the nation to constitute itself through reflection upon its 
identity. Their likeness permits contemplation and recognition, their 
difference the abstraction of those ideal traits that will henceforth define the 
nation. (54) 
 
Liminal figures, however, are not always cultural brokers, as I have already 
pointed out. They are people who live between cultures, either helping in the 
relationship between the two people or not interfering at all. These “in between” places 
can be either geographically determined, as the borderlines between two countries, or 
linguistically and culturally established, as the boundaries between European colonizers 
and Native Americans. 
Stephen Germic states that while external borders are usually connected with land 
and the real geography of the country, when these borders are aggressively 
overwhelmed what persists are internal borders. In the condition of being defeated by 
the colonizer, Native American nations could be located, after the arrival of the 
colonizers, only internally, by the common individual traits or language (Germic 337). 
Franz Fanon, in Wretched, implies a similar conception of internal and external borders 
when he writes that the space the colonized people occupy “is a world without 
spaciousness” (39), that is, a non-physical world. Or, as Fanon argues, “the colonized 
world is a world cut in two” (38), a world that is divided due to the delicate position the 
natives occupy, being displaced and having to accept, willingly or not, the power of the 
colonizer. Mediating people, therefore, became not only necessary, but absolutely 
indispensable for the colonial power from the beginning of the relationship, when the 
worlds of the European white and the Native American were totally unknown to each 
other, till the establishment of a new nation two centuries later, when the white people, 
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who were no longer European, but American, decided to move westward in a new 
colonization process. 
The most famous liminal figures of this type are female Native Americans who 
not only served as mediator figures between their own people and the colonizers, but 
helped the survival of the white outposts, bringing the white settlers food, serving as 
interpreters between the white people and their own people, sometimes preventing 
violent acts from both sides. In this part of the dissertation, before analyzing the literary 
texts in themselves, some comments on historical liminal figures are necessary for a 
better understanding of this complex issue. 
Chronologically, the first of these liminal figures on the American continent is 
Malinche, from Mexico, also known as Doña Marina, or Malintzin, maybe Malinalli in 
her mother tongue. She was of crucial importance to Cortez from 1519, when she was 
given to him and baptized by Father Bartholomew de Olmedo, to 1527, when she died. 
No one knows exactly when she was born, but Frances E. Karttunen, in Between 
Worlds, situates her birth date around 1500. In 1522, she bore Cortez a son. In 1525, she 
was given in marriage to Juan Jaramillo, to whom she bore a daughter in 1526. She died 
in 1527, at approximately 27, and her both children were raised by Spanish stepmothers, 
following, in real life, the pattern presented by Tilton, in which the native parent dies 
young and the children have a white upbringing. According to Karttunen, a very 
important issue in the legend of Malinche is the fact that “the child born to Cortés and 
Doña Marina was the first mestizo,17 the foundation of a new race and of the modern 
Mexican nation” (4). This “mestizo”, who marks the beginning of a new race and of the 
modern Mexican nation, also marks the end of the native cultures and civilizations, and 
perhaps it is for this reason that, unlike the case of Pocahontas, whose descendants are 
very proud of her as an ancestor, Malinche is seen by the Mexican people as a traitor for 
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having helped Cortez during the colonial enterprise. For being used by the Spanish 
conqueror as mistress as well as interpreter, she received another epithet: “La 
Chingada”, the one who has been violated. But this does not diminish her guilt. As 
Cherríe Moraga states in “From a Long Line of Vendidas”,  
[i]n the very act of intercourse with Cortez, Malinche is seen as having been 
violated. She is not, however, an innocent victim, but the guilty party, 
ultimately responsible for her own sexual victimization. Slavery and slander 
is the price she must pay for the pleasure our culture imagined she enjoyed.  
(185) 
 
But Malinche is not always seen so negatively. She is also seen, as Karttunen 
points out, as the native intelligence incarnate, “the equal of the great Cortés, the person 
without whom he would have been led into traps and defeated” (3). Karttunen also says 
that Malinche represents the indigenous beauty that captivated the European conqueror, 
and that, in “folklore about Iztaccihuatl,18 she goes to sleep rather than submit to being 
married, and as long as she sleeps, she protects her people” (3). She is, at the same time, 
La Malinche, the traitor of the Mexican people, and Iztaccihuatl, the sleeping woman 
who protects the same people. Between these two mythical conceptions of Doña Marina 
lies the Native American woman who, as Myra Jehlen states, in “Why Did the 
Europeans Cross the Ocean? A Seventeenth-Century Riddle”, was “at once helpless and 
decisively powerful, victim of an oppressive gender and class system, yet also a 
significant agent in the defeat of her people” (57). 
It is interesting to point out that, from the liminal figures discussed in this chapter, 
either historical or literary, only three are viewed so negatively: Malinche, who is 
rejected by her own people; Miami, in James Nelson Barker’s The Indian Princess, who 
is rejected by the white people, by the Algonquians and also by his own people, the 
Susquehannocks; and Magua, in James Fennimore Cooper’s The Last of the Mohicans, 
considered a great villain by the white people as well as by the Mohicans, for being a 
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Huron, who were mortal enemies of the Mohicans. Magua was not rejected by his own 
people, who found in him a great leader in difficult times. Although the other liminal 
figures may also elicit different views, they are more positively portrayed. In the case of 
Malinche, as Gloria Anzaldúa says, in rejecting her, the Mexican people are in fact 
rejecting themselves. In her own words:  
Not me sold out my people but they me. Malinali Tenepat, or Malintzin, has 
become known as la Chingada — the fucked one. She has become the bad 
word that passes a dozen times a day from the lips of Chicanos. Whore, 
prostitute, the woman who sold her people out to the Spaniards are epithets 
Chicanos spit out with contempt. 
The worst kind of betrayal lies in making us believe that the Indian woman 
in us is the betrayer. We, indias y mestizas, police the Indian in us, brutalize 
and condemn her. Male culture has done a good job on us. Son los 
costumbres que traicionan. La india en mí es la sombra: La Chingada, 
Tlazolteotl, Coatlicue. Son ellas que oyemos lamentando a sus hijas 
perdidas. (22) 
 
Paraguassú, a Tupinambá girl from present day Bahia, in Brazil, was also an 
important historical liminal figure. Her father, the cacique of the Tupinambás, gave her 
in marriage to a shipwrecked Portuguese mariner, Diego Alvarez Correa, who became 
famous among the natives under the name of Caramuru-Assu, or Creator of Fire. After 
some years of married life, Correa one day saw a European vessel approaching the Gulf 
of Bahia, and, suddenly taken by a longing for civilization, made signals to the ship. 
When he was leaving the shore in a boat that had been sent for him, he was discovered 
by Paraguassú, and without hesitation she swam after him and was kindly received on 
board of the vessel. Both landed in France and went on to Paris, where Queen Catherine 
de Medicis took great interest in the young Native American wife. Paraguassú quickly 
acquired civilized customs, was instructed in the Christian religion, and baptized under 
the name of Catherine Alvarez, the queen being her godmother. They returned to Brazil, 
and settled among the Tupinambás, near the site of the present town of Velha, where 
Correa acquired great influence on the tribe. Paraguassú, with her countrymen, aided the 
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first Portuguese settlers, and convinced the Tupinambás to submit without great 
resistance to foreign dominion. The territory of the Tupinambá nation was included in 
the grant of one of the twelve original hereditary captaincies, created in 1532, and the 
grantee, Pereira Coutinho, wishing to usurp the cultivated land around Velha, 
imprisoned Correa on a false charge. Paraguassú immediately roused her people, 
marched at their head against Coutinho, and defeated his forces, and the captain and his 
son perished in the battle. The governor-general of Brazil, Duarte da Costa, informed of 
Coutinho’s injustice and fearing the influence of Paraguassú over her tribe, thought it 
prudent not to disturb her. She lived for long years with her husband and family at 
Velha, where in 1582 she founded the first church, dedicating it to Our Lady of Oracia. 
She was buried there, but the year of her death is uncertain.  
There is no way to know how the Brazilian Native American girl was seen by her 
people, for they were totally assimilated into the white society. But there is no doubt 
that her role as cultural broker between her people and her husband’s people was crucial 
to the solid establishment of the Portuguese settlement in Bahia. It is amazing that 
though she left so many offspring, no one nowadays claims to be her descendant. David 
Treece, in Exiles, Allies, Rebels, however, considers her as the “legendary mother of the 
Colony” (95). He establishes a close relation between one of the literary texts on her, 
Ladislau do Santos Titara’s poem Paraguassú, and the building of a Brazilian national 
identity after Independence. He states that she represents “the mythology of a heroic 
indigenous ancestry and of a shared tradition of anticolonial military resistance, through 
which the Brazilian national and the Indian could be identified as partners in a natural 
alliance” (96). He also argues that 
The symbolic usefulness of this mythology to the invention of a nationalist 
tradition is all the more striking when one remembers that, by comparison 
with the violence of the national liberation struggles elsewhere in the 
Americas, Brazil could hardly be described as fighting an independence war 
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as such. (96) 
 
As for literary characters, these liminal figures appear in the texts to be discussed 
throughout this chapter in three different ways: they are usually young Native American 
females, who put themselves between their people and the stranger’s, usually helping 
the European for detriment of their own, representing the “Good Indian” types — 
Pocahontas, in all the texts about her, and Magawisca, in Hope Leslie (1827). They may 
also be Native American males, who can represent either the “Good Indian” or the “Bad 
Indian” types — Nantaquas (who appears in several of the Pocahontas narratives), 
Miami (in Barker’s play), Magua and Uncas (in The Last of the Mohicans (1826)), 
Hobomok (in Child’s text). They are either female or male, with mixed ancestry, acting 
not always between both peoples, but always favoring the white relatives — Cora (in 
The Last of the Mohicans). Of course there are characters that do not fit in any of the 
types described above, like Barclay and Medea (in Custis’s play), Natty Bumppo (in 
The Last of the Mohicans), Nelema and Faith (in Hope Leslie), and Mary (in Hobomok 
(1824)). 
In Davis’s Travels of Four Years and a Half (1803), the main cultural broker is 
Pocahontas. She is used by both her father and the white people as an interpreter and 
mediator, thus saving the white settlement from starving several times, as the following 
excerpt shows: 
The Colonists, therefore, thought once more of maintaining the fort; and in 
this resolution they were confirmed by the coming of Pocahontas with a 
numerous train of attendants, loaded with Indian corn and other grain of the 
country. 
The Colonists flocked with eager curiosity to behold an Indian girl, who had 
saved by her interposition the life of their Chief; nor was their admiration 
less excited by the beauty of her person, than the humanity of her 
disposition. (277) 
 
She warned the whites against a plot by Powhatan against them, this time acting 
like Malinche, who, although forced to live with Europeans, helped them without 
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hesitation. Davis narrates how the Algonquian girl warned the British settlers: 
The oldest warriors were posted in ambush to wage among them unseen 
destruction; and the whole party would inevitably have been destroyed by 
the Indians, had not the kind, the faithful, the lovely Pocahontas, in a dismal 
night of thunder, lightning, and rain, stole through the woods, and apprized 
Smith of his danger. 
Can the wild legends of rude ages, or the sentimental fictions of refinement, 
supply an heroine whose qualities would not be eclipsed by the Indian 
Pocahontas? (279) 
 
The question at the end is a good indication of romantic feelings towards the 
Native American heroine. Besides Pocahontas, her brother Nantaquas also served as 
mediator, when she was captive in Jamestown. The use of such liminal figures to 
negotiate the ransom of captives was very common, like Pocahontas in Smith’s 
Generall Historie (1624).  
And thus they all agreed in one point, they were directed onely by Powhatan 
to obtaine him our weapons, to cut our owne throats, with the manner 
where, how, and when, which we plainly found most true and apparant: yet 
he sent his messengers, and his dearest daughter Pocahontas with presents to 
excuse him of the injuries done by some rash untoward Captaines his 
subjects, desiring their liberties for this time, with the assurance of his love 
for ever. After Smith had given the prisoners what correction he thought fit, 
used them well a day or two after, & then delivered them Pocahontas, for 
whose sake onely he fayned to have saved their lives, and gave them 
libertie. (112) 19 
 
In Davis’s text, Pocahontas’s role as mediating figure ends right after her 
marriage, for she goes to Europe and dies soon after. In her actual life, however, even 
married to a white man, or maybe because of that, she was still a cultural broker, 
serving as an intermediary between her husband’s people and her own when necessary. 
Because of her marriage, years of peace were achieved, which allowed the white colony 
to develop quickly.20 
It is important to remember that, in deciding to help the stranger against her 
father’s will, in Davis’s text, Pocahontas puts herself in the position mentioned by Trinh 
T. Minh-ha, neither inside, nor outside, at the same time an insider and an outsider, a 
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liminal figure living in that vague space discussed by Anzaldúa. The fact that Rolfe has 
built a house outside the white settlement also puts him, from the very beginning, in an 
intermediary position, which facilitates his involvement with the girl. Both have 
become, then, liminal figures, belonging neither to one world nor to the other. 
Barker’s play, The Indian Princess (1808), presents two important cultural 
brokers, Pocahontas and her brother Nantaquas, for both help the British settlement and 
are willing to learn from the strangers, whom Barker portrays as considering the white 
as superior beings: 
NANTAQUAS. O priest, thou hast dreamed a false dream; Miami, thou 
tellest the tale that is not. Hearken, my father, to my true words! the 
white man is beloved by the Great Spirit; his king is like you, my 
father, good and great; and he comes from a land beyond the wide 
water, to make us wise and happy! (133)  
 
Another liminal figure, though of a different type, is Miami, Pocahontas’s native suitor 
who puts himself between his own people, the Susquehannocks, and his lover’s people, 
the Algonquians. When rejected by Pocahontas, he changes from a great hunter and 
warrior to the worst villain, ready to face Powhatan himself in order to assure what he 
considers his rights. In his anger he literally crosses the boundary between that “natural 
goodness” the “natural man” is supposed to have in Rousseau’s terms to the “natural 
degeneracy” described by Buffon. Because of his attitude, he no longer belongs either to 
his own people, who cannot understand his actions, or to Pocahontas’s people, who 
reject him totally. This way, unable to achieve his goals of killing the white people and 
taking Pocahontas to his village, his only suitable end is death:  
SMITH. Wretched king! what fiend could urge you? 
POWHATAN. Shame ties the tongue of Powhatan. Ask of that fiend-like 
priest, how, to please the angry Spirit, I was to massacre my friends. 
SMITH. Holy Religion! still beneath the veil of sacred piety what crimes lie 
hid! Bear hence that monster. Thou ferocious prince— 
MIAMI. Miami’s tortures shall not feast your eyes!  
[Stabbing himself] 
SMITH. Rash youth, thou mightst have liv’d— 
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MIAMI. Liv’d! man, look there!  
[Pointing to ROLFE and PRINCESS. He is borne off.] (162) 
 
As Jeffrey H. Richards says in his introduction to Barker’s play,  
The play ends, then, with a justification of white assimilation and 
obliteration of Native characteristics. The only good Indian, the play 
announces, is a whitened, acculturated one. The savage must die or retreat 
before European might or else face the erotic conversion of Native women 
into love objects and symbols of European possession of the land.  (111) 
 
Such assimilation, briefly discussed before, would be necessary so that the natives 
would vanish in a certain period of time, and would not belong to the nation’s future, 
being part only of the unforgettable past of the nation. This idea of “whitened” native is 
also a pervasive theme in the romantic visual representations of Pocahontas, as I 
demonstrate in Chapter 4.  
In Custis’s play, Pocahontas, or the Settlers of Virginia (1830), there are several 
liminal figures of different kinds. Barclay, for instance, is the only survivor of the early 
Roanoke colony. Probably because he is the only white person in Virginia, he marries a 
Native American woman, Mantea. They live in a house outside the Algonquian village, 
and it is he who acts as an intermediary between the newcomers and the natives. Both 
he and his wife live in the contact zone, neither in one world nor in the other. And both 
serve as cultural brokers between one people and the other. Both have acquired that 
unique position in which they are neither insiders nor outsiders, being both things at the 
same time. Barclay’s position is even seen as dubious for the ambivalent situation he is 
in, a white man who is almost “going native”, a fear the European have in relation to 
either whites or native intermediaries. Many cultural brokers have suffered this kind of 
suspicion for living in between worlds: 
WEST: I do not much like this renegado. 
SMITH: By my faith, Master West, but we are of the condition of the host, 
who having but one flaggon for the use of all his guests, must serve 
peer, and peasant alike; now be our thirst for intelligence ever so 
great, we must drink from this renegado, our only cup.  (174-75) 
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Other important liminal figures are Pocahontas and Namoutac. The Algonquian 
girl, due to her friendly relationship to Mantea, has already been introduced to 
Christianity, and sees her own people as inferior:  
POCAHONTAS: Matacoran is brave, yet he lacks the best attribute of 
courage—mercy. Since the light of the Christian doctrine has shone 
on my before benighted soul, I have learn’d that mercy is one of the 
attributes of the divinity I now adore, to good father Barclay I owe the 
knowledge which I have acquir’d of the only true God, whose worship 
I in secret perform; and rather than be the bride of that fierce and 
vindictive prince, I would fly to the depths of the forests, and take up 
my abode with the panther. (175-76) 
 
Already in an “in between” position, the only path that opens to Pocahontas, in the play, 
is to marry the stranger with whom she falls in love, the British adventurer John Rolfe. 
Still in Custis’s play, Namoutac is a Native American who has gone to Europe with the 
British years before, during the foundation of the lost Roanoke colony. Although under 
a different name, Namoutac may be Manteo, one of the Native Americans who were 
taken to England from Roanoke Island and the lower Chesapeake Bay between 1584 to 
1603 by Sir Walter Raleigh, as is attested by Vaughan in “Sir Walter Ralegh” (1). If 
Pocahontas at first feels torn between two religions, Namoutac is literally torn between 
two worlds. Although very happy to be again an “Indian”, he is astonished by so many 
wonders he has seen, by the persons he has met, by the splendors of Europe, by the 
“pomp and pageantry of England”. The passage below shows how happy he is at 
becoming an “Indian” again:  
NAMOUTAC: The sun shines for the last time upon Namoutac the English. 
Its morning beams will cheer him while roaming in his native forests, 
seeking the favourite haunts of his youth, dress’d in the garb of his 
country, his limbs will again become vigorous and elastic, he will be 
as swift as the deer of the hills, his heart will be as light as the feathers 
of his plumes; such will soon be Namoutac the Indian. Namoutac the 
English will be no more.  (176) 
 
However, when he decides to woo Omaya, a girl of his nation, he decides to act “after 
the manner of love affairs, of which I [Namoutac] have heard report in thy {English} 
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country” (182). Like Barclay, he is also, at a point, suspected of treachery: 
ROLFE: Rascal, in my country where love affairs are conducted by 
treachery and outrage to the female parties, they end in the death of 
the traitors. Now you have play’d your part in this love affair, I shall 
play mine by shooting your thro’ the head.      (presenting the pistol)  
OMAYA: Oh, good Sir Cavalier, do spare poor Namoutac; his travels have 
turn’d his brains — he would not have behav’d so when he was only 
an Indian.  (182) 
 
Omaya’s words are a reference to Namoutac’s position as liminal figure, as someone 
who lives in between, someone torn between two worlds.  
Barnes’s text The Forest Princess (1848) situates both Pocahontas and the villain 
Volday, a Swiss man, as liminal figures of different types: Pocahontas represents the 
mediator between her people and the stranger, who provides the settlement with food 
and useful information about life in the wilderness; Volday, European but not British, 
though part of the white settlement, is a stranger to both the British and the Algonquian 
peoples. While Pocahontas is, as Benson J. Lossing says in Our Country, “the guardian 
angel of the settlers” (193), Volday is a foolish white man who betrays the British in 
order to be, as he himself says “rewarded, honored by the savages, in time in lawless 
luxury may live and reign amid these forests” (337). 
Risking her life to save the white men, the heroine of Barnes’s text crosses the 
cultural border between her people and Europeans, a crossing that becomes complete 
when she marries Rolfe and goes to the white world, leaving her own behind. In 
London, her role as a mediator figure is a little different: instead of mediating between 
different peoples, she mediates two different views of the world, her husband’s and the 
king’s, who has sent Rolfe to prison for marrying a princess, thus situating Rolfe 
himself in between, a commoner who is not a commoner any more, but who is not a 
nobleman either. It is through her intervention that Rolfe survives, but at great cost, for 
she dies, just like the actual Pocahontas, at a very early age. But her death was not in 
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vain: by saving her husband she has guaranteed her son’s survival, so that she will not 
be forgotten.  
Barnes makes Volday indeed a traitor. Coming to Virginia with the British, the 
German / Swiss man prepares an entrapment in act two in order to provoke a war 
between the natives and his fellowmen. His plans fail, and he goes to England, where he 
writes an anonymous letter to King James, accusing Rolfe of treachery, of intending to 
be the King of Virginia after Powhatan’s death, using his marriage to the Indian Chief’s 
daughter for that purpose. It is his letter that leads the King to send Rolfe to prison, an 
act that results in Pocahontas’s death. The fact that the villain is a German is suggestive, 
for this way the author avoids establishing the British as well as the natives as evil 
persons, and all the blame goes to the German man. Volday represents the worst fear 
about concerning the relationship between white settlers and natives: the idea of being 
betrayed by someone of their own race, a white person who would help the natives 
instead of helping his/her own people. However, the intentions of the German man were 
to favor himself, not anybody else.  
Sigourney’s poem “Pocahontas” (1841) also portrays her as a liminal figure that 
places herself between her world and the stranger’s, identifying herself more with the 
white world than with her own. In the poem, knowing that the settlers were in danger of 
starvation, Pocahontas took them provisions for the whole winter:   
Nor yet for this alone shall history’s scroll  
Embalm thine image with a grateful tear;  
For when the grasp of famine tried the soul,  
When strength decay’d, and dark despair was near,  
Who led her train of playmates, day by day,  
O’er rock, and stream, and wild, a weary way,  
Their baskets teeming with the golden ear?  
Whose generous hand vouchsafed its tireless aid  
To guard a nation’s germ? Thine, thine, heroic maid! (XXII) 
 
Just like many other tales of Pocahontas, Sigourney’s also has Pocahontas saving the 
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whites from death by warning them against her father’s plan, becoming, this way, the 
outsider who tries to be insider or vice-versa, belonging to neither world.  
Up, up-away! I heard the words of power,  
Those secret vows that seal a nation’s doom,  
Bid the red flame burst forth at midnight hour,  
And make th’ unconscious slumberer’s bed his tomb,  
Spare not the babe-the rose leaf of a day  
But shred the sapling, like the oak, away.  
I heard the curse! My soul is sick with gloom:  
Wake, chieftains, wake! avert the hour of dread!"  
And with that warning voice the guardian-angel fled. (XXVI) 
 
Her crossing to the Christian faith and her marriage to Rolfe makes her even more 
liminal, neither a European nor a Native American, someone in between. 
In Cooper’s novels The Last of the Mohicans (1826) and The Pioneers (1823), the 
most important cultural broker is also the main character of both novels, the “man 
without a cross”, Natty Bumppo, who shares with his Native American friend what he 
considers the best thing of the natives’ way of living while at the same time assuring 
everybody that he is a white man. However, he does not belong to the white world any 
more, since he is much more used to living in the wilderness than in towns. He is an 
insider / outsider in relation to both worlds. The following scene shows how, even 
though he is white, Natty behaves like a native in the eyes of other white people, as, for 
instance, when Duncan Heyward, a white captain who was escorting Colonel Munro’s 
daughters Cora and Alice, as well as the girls themselves, meet him for the first time: 
Heyward, and his female companions, witnessed this mysterious movement 
with secret uneasiness; for, though the conduct of the white man had 
hitherto been above reproach, his rude equipments, blunt address, and strong 
antipathies, together with the character of his silent associates, were all 
causes for exciting distrust in minds that had been so recently alarmed by 
Indian treachery. The stranger alone disregarded the passing incidents. He 
seated himself on a projection of the rocks, whence he gave no other signs 
of consciousness, than by the struggles of his spirit, as manifested in 
frequent and heavy sighs. Smothered voices were next heard, as though men 
called to each other in the bowels of the earth, when a sudden light flashed 
upon the vision of those without, and laid bare the much prized secret of the 
place. (Last of the Mohicans 60) 
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As Slotkin says, in the Leatherstocking tales there is a clear concern with the 
problematic character of the frontiersman, the border figure of Natty Bumppo: “the 
troubling blend of European, American and Indian elements that made him both a figure 
of promise and a nightmare to Cooper’s contemporaries” (493). According to Renata 
Wasserman, “Natty’s whiteness and his strict code of values, on one hand, the redness 
of his skin and his woodsman’s craft, on the other, characterize him as a mediator 
between the social and the natural, the village and the forest, the law of society and the 
law of nature” (173). She also says that Natty’s position as mediating figure is the most 
important one in the Leather-stocking series because “Cooper believes that the rules 
governing whites and Indians are different by nature” (174). Natty, for instance, does 
not consider the natives as inhuman, but humans from a different kind. He is, as 
Wasserman states, the character “closest to the white-native boundary on the white 
side”. However, there is a “line drawn by color and religion that cannot be crossed, 
especially through marriage” (174).  
Another very important liminal figure in The Last of the Mohicans (1826) is Cora, 
the only character of mixed blood in the novel. She is conscious of not belonging 
anywhere, although most of the people do not know her origin. She is concerned about 
skin color not only in relation to her own color, but also to the Native Americans she 
eventually meets. She asks “[s]hould we distrust the man because his manners are not 
our manners, and that his skin is dark?” (24). She considers herself cursed and inferior 
to her sister, who is totally white. She justifies her seriousness:  
‘That I cannot see the sunny side of the picture of life, like this artless but 
ardent enthusiast,’ she added, laying her hand lightly but affectionately on 
the arm of her sister, ‘is the penalty of experience, and, perhaps, the 
misfortunes of my nature …’ (176-77) 
 
Her “misfortunes”, as she herself sees them, begin with being the daughter of a woman 
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of mixed blood. When the young colonel, Heyward, proposes to marry Colonel Munro’s 
youngest daughter Alice, Munro says: 
‘There it was to my lot to form a connection with one who in time became 
my wife, and the mother of Cora. She was the daughter of a gentleman of 
those isles [West Indies], by a lady whose misfortune it was, if you will,’ 
said the old man, proudly, ‘to be descended, remotely, from that unfortunate 
class who are so basely enslaved to administer to the wants of a luxurious 
people.’ (187-88)  
 
The differences between the two sisters are emphasized throughout the novel: Cora is 
described as brunette: “[t]he tresses of this lady were shining and black, like the 
plumage of the raven. Her complexion was not brown, but it rather appeared charged 
with the colour of the rich blood, that seemed ready to burst its bounds” (21), while 
Alice has “golden hair which clustered about her brows; ‘and yet her soul is as pure and 
spotless as her skin!’ [says Cora]” (374). Due to her origin, says Geoffrey Rans in 
“Cooper's Leather-Stocking Novels”, “[i]n romance terms, Cora is faced with death or 
dishonor; the dishonor refused, Magua is left only death to deal to satisfy his 
vengeance” (112). Living in the borderlands, belonging nowhere, feeling herself 
damned, Cora, the “woman with a cross”, death is her only possible fate.  
As Wasserman points out, Cora’s cross “is part of the dramatization of the themes 
of separation and distinction central to a vision of the new land where the establishment 
requires that only one stance toward nature, one strand of history, one strain of the 
population impose themselves” (176). The mixed-blood girl, thus, although a very good, 
loyal and honest woman, is doomed for not being pure white, for, as Wasserman says, 
she “straddles the boundary that separates the white, civilized game from the nonwhite 
one” (175). She cannot be considered as one of the mothers of the nation, while her 
blonde sister certainly is. She dies and her love for Uncas, the Native American hero, 
cannot be fulfilled. Alice marries, and gives birth to several children who represent the 
future population of the US nation, a nation whose identity, for Cooper, is white. 
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Uncas, Cora’s lover and a Mohican warrior, can be also situated as a liminal 
figure in the sense that, being in permanent contact with the white people, he has 
acquired certain white characteristics, which distinguish him from his fellowmen. As 
Wasserman states, Uncas can be seen as a counterpart to Natty, for the native is the 
closest to the boundary between whites and natives on the native side. He has his native 
manners changed, and he behaves as a chivalrous man toward the girls, showing that he 
is no longer a pure native in his moods and behavior:  
Uncas acted as attendant to the females, performing all the little offices 
within his power, with a mixture of dignity and anxious grace, that served to 
amuse Heyward, who well knew that it was an utter innovation on the 
Indian customs, which forbid their warriors to descend to any menial 
employment, especially in favour of their women. (65) 
 
Uncas is doomed, however, not for having the cross of miscegenation, but because 
he dared to fall in love with a girl who, although not totally white, belongs to the other 
side of the boundary, to the white world of Cooper, in which interracial relations are 
totally denied. As Wasserman says, he is “doubly doomed, for not seeing the taint in her 
and for looking with desire across the line that separates them” (175). 
Magua is another liminal figure in the novel. He is the villain who begins the texts 
as a guide and an interpreter, and he follows the pattern suggested by Hulme and which 
is discussed in the Introduction of this dissertation: liminal figures are not always 
trustworthy, and this is the case of the Huron man. Natty describes quite well the 
meaning of being a Huron:  
‘A Huron!’ repeated the sturdy scout, once more shaking his head in open 
distrust; ‘they are a thievish race, nor do I care by whom they are adopted; 
you can never make any thing of them but skulks and vagabonds. Since you 
trusted yourself to the care of one of that nation, I only wonder that you 
have not fallen in with more.’ (65) 
 
The fact that Magua uses different names is also an indication of his intentions 
towards his white companions; and, as his actual purposes are discovered, he runs away, 
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instead of facing his enemies. He is the stereotype of the Bad Indian, who betrays the 
European and who has no good qualities at all. His conversation with Heyward clearly 
shows his character: 
The Indian riveted his glowing eyes on Heyward as he asked, in his 
imperfect English, ‘Is he alone?’ 
‘Alone!’ hesitatingly answered Heyward, to whom deception was too new 
to be assumed without embarrassment. ‘Oh! not alone, surely, Magua, for 
you know that we are with him.’ 
‘Then le Renard Subtil will go,’ returned the runner, coolly raising his little 
wallet from the place where it had lain at his feet; ‘and the pale faces will 
see none but their own colour.’ 
‘Go! Whom call you le Renard?’ 
‘’Tis the name his Canada fathers have given to Magua,’ returned the 
runner, with an air that manifested his pride at the distinction, though 
probably quite ignorant of the character conveyed by the appellation. ‘Night 
is the same as day to le Subtil, when Munro waits for him.’ 
‘And what account will le Renard give the chief of William Henry 
concerning his daughters? will he dare to tell the hot-blooded Scotsman that 
his children are left without a guide, though Magua promised to be one?’  
‘The gray head has a loud voice, and a long arm, but will le Renard hear him 
or feel him in the woods?’ returned the wary runner. (48) 
 
In The Pioneers (1823), besides Natty, who performs the same role, another 
liminal figure is the young Oliver Edwards / Effingham, who at fist presents himself as 
a mixed blood and who lives outside the town with Natty Bumppo and Chingachgook, 
another liminal figure in the novel. Oliver is torn between living in his friends’ world 
and his own desire for revenge. By the end of the novel, when it is assured that he is not 
of mixed blood, he comes back to his place in the white world. But he is still in 
between, for he has lived with the natives long enough to consider himself one of them: 
“Cease to remember, old Mohegan, that I am the descendant of a Delaware chief, who 
once was master of these noble hills, these beautiful vales, and of this water, over which 
we tread”(197). Or, as Mr. Grant describes him:  
‘It is the hereditary violence of a native’s passion, my child,’ said Mr. Grant, 
in a low tone, to his affrighted daughter, who was clinging, in terror, to his 
arm. ‘He is mixed with the blood of the Indians, you have heard; and neither 
the refinements of education, nor the advantages of our excellent liturgy, 
have been able entirely to eradicate the evil. But care and time will do much 
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for him yet.’ (136) 
 
Cooper seems to be quite aware of de Pauw’s ideas about racial degeneration caused by 
miscegenation, which I have discussed in Chapter 2. Although Mr. Grant cannot be seen 
as a reliable character, he is certainly exposing what were common ideas concerning the 
natives by the beginning of the nineteenth century. Yet, once it is known who Oliver 
really is, there is no evil in him anymore, and he can marry the white heroine Elizabeth, 
a marriage which otherwise would have been impossible in Cooper’s universe. 
Chingachgook, who in this novel is called John Mohegan or Indian John, assumes 
in this text the role of a liminal figure who lives neither in the white city nor in a Native 
American village. Instead, he lives, together with Natty and Oliver, in a hut near the 
woods. He is alone in the world, without family or progeny, and his death represents the 
end of his people, who may belong to the “immemorial past”, without at least a chance 
of taking part in a “limitless future”, as his last words indicate: 
‘Hawk-eye! my fathers call me to the happy hunting-grounds. The path is 
clear, and the eyes of Mohegan grow young. I look—but I see no white-
skins; there are none to be seen but just and brave Indians. Farewell, Hawk-
eye—you shall go with the Fire-eater and the Young Eagle, to the white 
man’s heaven; but I go after my fathers. Let the bow, and tomakawk, and 
pipe, and the wampum, of Mohegan, be laid in his grave; for when he starts 
’twill be in the night, like a warrior on a war-party, and he cannot stop to 
seek them.’(401) 
 
His idea of a heaven without white skins would be a kind of return to the past, to the 
moment before colonization, before contact in the Americas had been established, when 
being a Native American would not necessarily mean living on the border. 
In Sedgwick’s novel Hope Leslie (1827), the main cultural broker is Magawisca, 
who, from the very beginning is torn between her world and the white world 
represented by the Fletcher family. What Mrs. Fletcher says when the Native American 
girl arrives marks the difference between the two worlds: 
‘Magawisca,’ she said in a friendly tone, ‘you are welcome among us, girl.’ 
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Magawisca bowed her head. Mrs. Fletcher continued: ‘you should receive it 
as a signal [of] mercy, child, that you have been taken from the midst of a 
savage people, and set in a Christian family.’ Mrs. Fletcher paused for her 
auditor’s assent, but the proposition was either unintelligible or 
unacceptable to Magawisca. (1:29) 
 
Mrs. Fletcher’s opinion, although not representing the narrative voice, is spread 
throughout the novel through the voices of some other characters, like Mrs. Hutchinson 
and the Reverend Mr. Cotton. Of course such an opinion is not shared by the native 
characters, but they do not have an expressive voice in the narrative. Nevertheless, 
Magawisca feels herself divided, split in two, for falling in love with Everell Fletcher 
and knowing that such a love is unacceptable by both her family and the boy’s. When 
her father comes to kill Everell’s mother and sisters, Magawisca is horrified. She  
uttered a cry of agony, and springing forward with her arms uplifted, as if 
deprecating his approach, she sunk down at her father’s feet, and clasping 
her hands, ‘save them--save them,’ she cried, ‘the mother—the children—oh 
they are all good—take vengeance on your enemies—but spare—spare our 
friends—our benefactors—I bleed when they are struck—oh command them 
to stop!’ she screamed, looking to the companions of her father, who 
unchecked by her cries, were pressing on to their deadly work. (114-15) 
 
To the end of the novel, Magawisca feels she does not belong anywhere. 
Two other women play the same role, although with some differences: Nelema 
and Faith Leslie. The old Native American woman lives by the woods near the white 
towns but keeps permanent contact with her own people. Like several women in her 
position, she is at one point accused of witchcraft, judged and condemned. Her 
intermediary position is clear from the very beginning, when Magawisca is still living 
with the Fletchers:  
She [Magawisca] did not doubt that Digby had really seen and heard him; 
and believing that her father shrink from a single armed man, she hoped 
against hope, that his sole object was to recover his children; hoped against 
hope, we say, for her reason told her, that if that were his only purpose, it 
might easily have been accomplished by the intervention of Nelema. (101-
02) 
 
Because she is not white and lives outside society, the moment she uses her medical 
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knowledge she is accused of evil doings, just because her way of practicing medicine 
was not the same as that of the white men. As Susan Hill Lindley argues in You Have 
Stept out of Your Place, people who were accused of evil doings in New England were, 
first, overwhelmingly women, and mostly middle-aged or older, who “refused to accept 
the male authorities of church, state, and family and their own subordination thereto” 
(17-18), which is exactly Nelema’s case, who, not belonging to white society, does not 
follow its rules. The white heroine, Hope Leslie, decides to help the old Native 
American woman exactly because Nelema mediates between the heroine and her sister 
Faith Leslie, who has been abducted as a child, as she says in a letter to Everell: “When 
she is gone, you will never again hear of Magawisca. I shall never hear more of my 
sweet sister. They both, if we may believe Nelema, still dwell safely in the wigwam of 
Mononotto, among the Mohawks” (1: 201). 
Faith Leslie also lives in a contact zone, for she is white and married to a native 
American man. She feeds the worst Puritan fear: going native. Hope’s reaction to her 
sister’s marriage shows this fear: “‘God forbid!’ exclaimed Hope, shuddering as if a 
knife had been plunged in her bosom. ‘My sister married to an Indian!’ (2: 31). The few 
moments, when Faith comes to her white family, she feels totally excluded, displaced:  
The poor girl obeyed, but without any apparent interest, and without even 
seeming conscious of the endearing tenderness with which Hope stroked 
back her hair, and kissed her cheek. ‘What shall we do with this poor home-
sick child?’ she asked, appealing to her guardian. 
‘In truth, I know not,’ he replied. ‘All day, and all night, they tell me, she 
goes from window to window, like an imprisoned bird fluttering against the 
bars of its cage; and so wistfully she looks abroad, as if her heart went forth 
with the glance of her eye.’ (2: 175) 
 
Faith entered so far into the other’s world that she cannot come back. No longer a white 
girl, but not yet a native, she has no place in the white world, and can only find one in 
the wilderness. As Slotkin points out, “the novel has a further message: it is possible for 
one to become wholly absorbed in the wilderness way of the Indian, to the extent that 
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one loses all ties with the white world” (453). She is no longer a mediator or a liminal 
figure, once she sees herself as a native. However, from the point of view of the 
narrative, she could still be seen as a liminal figure. 
Lydia Maria Child’s Hobomok (1824) presents two important liminal figures, 
Hobomok himself and the white girl he marries, Mary Conant. Several times Hobomok 
serves as a mediator between his white friends and other Native American people:  
In such a state of things, embassies and presents were frequently necessary 
to support the staggering friendship of the well disposed tribes. 
Accordingly, the second day after his arrival from Plymouth, Hobomok 
proceeded to Saugus, carrying presents from the English, and a message 
from Massasoit to Sagamore John. (54) 
 
What makes Mary a liminal figure is her marriage to Hobomok, since the fact that she 
marries a Native American makes her different from everybody else in the town. 
Hobomok already lived outside Plymouth, and she goes to live there after their 
marriage. Thus, she becomes a very lonely person, isolated from everybody she knew. 
Not even her father accepts her marriage as a natural thing: 
‘She is married to Hobomok,’ replied Mr. Skelton. 
The unexpected information fell like a deadly blow on the heart of the old 
man; and those cheeks and lips grew pale, which no man had ever before 
seen blanched since his boyhood. He stood at the window a moment, firmly 
compressing his lips, to keep back some choking emotion; but finding the 
effort ineffectual, he took up his hat and went forth to seek a solitude where 
he might pour out his sorrows before his Maker. 
(…) 
‘For her soul’s salvation, God grant she may not be in her right mind,’ 
answered Mr. Conant. ‘I would fain have the poor stray lamb returned to the 
fold.’ (241-42) 
 
Considered mad by her family, she only recovers her status as a white person when 
Hobomok releases her from their marriage, and she goes back to her own place, where 
she finally marries the man she really loves. Her child, who would also become a 
liminal figure, as a mixed blood, has this fate prevented due to the fact that he is raised 
by his mother and his step-father. By the end of the novel it becomes clear that his 
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native ancestry is to be forgotten, and seldom to be mentioned: “His father was seldom 
spoken of; and by degrees his Indian appellation was silently omitted” (198). 
Almost all these liminal figures have, at one time or another, carried out the work 
of interpreters and cultural brokers. Among them are the historical characters of 
Malinche, Paraguassú, and Pocahontas. Among the literary characters, Pocahontas, in 
the whole group of texts about her; Barclay and Namoutac, both in Custis’s play; Natty 
Bumppo and Magua, in The Last of the Mohicans and The Pioneers; Magawisca, in 
Hope Leslie; and Hobomok, in Child’s novel. But living on the border does not 
necessarily mean work as an interpreter; it more likely means living neither inside nor 
outside, but in between. The work of interpreter is carried out by liminal figures mostly 
because, due to their unique situation, they acquire great skill in language and 
communication. Likewise, these characters act as interpreters between white and Native 
American cultures, translating the language of each into terms the other can understand, 
and sometimes they must be selective in the meanings they choose to assign to their 
translations, in order not to be seen as traitors, like Magua, for he is not above distorting 
or even omitting the truth if he believes the circumstances warrant it. 
I started this discussion with historical characters who were liminal figures for 
living in contact with two peoples and who carried out the work of interpreters and 
cultural brokers, as an attempt to show their importance to the construction of a national 
identity in their nations. Malinche, for instance, was a crucial figure in certain moments 
of Mexican colonization, when Cortez needed to make himself understood by the 
natives. And her son is considered the first “Mexican” boy, the one who represents the 
origin of his people, the Mexican people. Loved by many and hated by many others for 
having provided Mexico with this hybrid race, she is, as Anzaldúa says, not only “La 
Chingada” but also “La Madre”, the mother of all Mexicans. Paraguassú, the 
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Tupinambá girl, is also responsible for bringing into life a hybrid people, so mixed that 
it is impossible nowadays, in the Northeast of Brazil, to determine one’s ascendance as 
pure. She has not acquired the mythological status given to Malinche, but she can 
certainly be seen as the mother of all Brazilians. Pocahontas, in the U.S.A., has a similar 
role, although with important and crucial differences: in Mexico and Brazil the 
colonizers (Spanish and Portuguese) considered miscegenation as one of the ways of 
conquering the land. Thus, the hybrid people of both countries, that may have had their 
origin in Malinche’s and Paraguassú’s children, soon became part of the colonized 
countries and, after their independence, part of the new nation21. In the U.S.A., 
however, as I have argued, miscegenation was not seen as natural or acceptable. So, 
Pocahontas is certainly the exception. Her son, who would also give origin to a hybrid 
people, was well accepted by white society, and did not have much trouble. Indeed, the 
fact that he was the son of an “Indian Princess” seems to have been very useful to him, 
for he married a wealthy white girl, from a traditional European family, and established 
Pocahontas’s descendants as part of a Virginia aristocracy in such a way that even 
nowadays some Virginians claim to be her descendants. 
Any of the literary characters discussed so far, besides the character of 
Pocahontas, were, in fact, as important as the historical characters in the matter of 
building a nation. However, they serve to illustrate how liminal figures were important 
at the beginning of the colonization and how their importance decreased as the new 
nation was taking form. Nevertheless, in any of the Pocahontas narratives it is not 
possible to deny her importance to the establishment of the first white settlement in 
Jamestown, the one that gave origin to Virginia, and, consequently, to the entire 
American nation. In the texts I have discussed, her role as mediator and cultural broker 
saved the lives of the white settlers more than once, and also helped establish peace 
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between her people and the strangers, a peace that, historically, was settled by her 
marriage to the white colonist John Rolfe. 
It is impossible to deny, after reading and analyzing some of the nineteenth 
century texts about Pocahontas, her importance as a cultural broker in the construction 
of the American nation and the establishment of an American national identity. A 
painting (Figure 2), representing one of the moments in which Pocahontas warns the 
British settlers against her father, is an indication of her importance as mediating figure.  
It is also impossible to deny that part of her actions as cultural broker and 
peacemaker happened because of her abduction by the white settlers, a subject that leads 
to the following aspect of the nineteenth century narratives about the Native American 
girl, which is the discussion of the captivity narratives inserted in these texts as well as 
in the novels of James Fenimore Cooper, Catherine Maria Sedgwick and Lydia Maria 
Child.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. John Gadsby Chapman, The Warning of Pocahontas. 1836. Private 
Collection. Gerald Peters Gallery. 
 
Source: Abrams 117. 
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3.3. “Held as a hostage in the stranger’s cell”: Captivity Narratives in 
Romantic Texts on Pocahontas 
 
Now see you here, I wear the clothes of an Englishwoman 
and will disturb you less when I walk. Here, I am Princess 
and Non Pareil of Virginia. I am Lady Rebecca. For me 
the Queen holds audience. Treachery, Captain, I was 
kidnapped!   
Monique Mojica22 
 
The child of Powhatan ye will not keep a prisoner? (…) 
Though alone, I am not defenseless. The Great Spirit’s eye 
sleeps never, and His ear is never closed. Father and 
brother, ye shall find me true. From these I’ll hide my 
grief; but once alone, I’ll quench my fire in tears. 
Charlotte Barnes23 
 
 
During the post-revolutionary period, especially from 1800 to 1860, literary texts 
about white women captives and the “Indian Princess” Pocahontas were very common. 
Approximately forty texts were written about Pocahontas during this period, among 
novels, poems, plays and non-literary texts. Rebecca Blevins Faery states that these 
texts represent “the quest of the newly independent republic for a ‘suitable’ national 
history and identity, one that placed whiteness and masculinity in a superior position to 
other categories of identity” (15). Because Pocahontas was also a captive, it is 
important, in discussing the building of an American national identity, to see how the 
romantic texts about her deal with this subject. Besides, if the white captivity narratives 
placed whiteness and masculinity in a superior position, the Pocahontas narratives 
present a different perspective: although whiteness is also emphasized, it is through the 
female presence of the Native American girl that the captivity narrative develops. 
Because the central point of this dissertation is to show the importance of the 
Pocahontas narratives in the construction of an American national identity, it is not 
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possible to deny that it was because of her captivity that Pocahontas met her future 
husband, was baptized, changed her entire life and promoted the so called “Peace of 
Pocahontas” by marrying a white colonist. It was during this peaceful period that the 
white settlers, feeling safer, could establish themselves in new lands and settle down in 
small farms and the first great tobacco plantations. When the natives arose against the 
white settlement of Jamestown, in 1622, the first British town in the Americas was no 
longer the only British settlement. The natives destroyed Jamestown, but the British 
were already well established in their colony and would never leave. It is quite probable 
that it would have happened even without the aid of Pocahontas, but this does not 
diminish her value as a peacemaker. As Tuomi Forrest argues, in “Maid to Order,” 
Pocahontas’s story represents the  
earliest example of captivity-tale, yet one opposite [to] what would become 
a familiar North-American genre. In the latter, the White woman recounted a 
story in which she was captured by the heathen Indians, but through her 
faith in God was restored to Colonial society, while the Indians received the 
divinely mandated and humanly enforced punishment. (3 – emphasis in the 
original) 
 
Although the literary texts I analyze in this dissertation are all from 1800 to 1860, 
thus, from the post-revolutionary period, the first captivity narratives in the U.S.A., after 
Smith’s ones, appeared by the end of the seventeenth century and were widely spread 
throughout the colonies till the end of the eighteenth century. Forrest refers to these first 
narratives, but the idea her text contains can be applied to later captivity narratives, 
including the fictional ones I deal with. 
Considered by Richard Slotkin as the representative genre of the Anglo-American 
mode of contact with Native Americans, captivity narratives became popular during the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, when true accounts of captives were published. 
These narratives, however, were written by whites, either male or female, who 
described the events in which they were involved during their captivity. None of the 
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narratives published during this period told about the captivity of Native Americans, 
either male or female. Narratives of captive female natives were forgotten, and such 
women silenced, for they were not able to tell their stories. Such captives had their 
stories narrated by male European travelers who heard about them or who were 
eyewitnesses of their abduction. The text below, narrated by Michele de Cuneo (1495), 
Columbus’s shipmate, describes how he and his men attacked a small party of Caribs, 
perhaps one of the first captivity narrative written in the Americas, in this case narrated 
by the captor instead of by the captive: 
 We captured this canoe with all the men. One cannibal was wounded by a 
lance blow and thinking him dead we left him in the sea. Suddenly we saw 
him begin to swim away; therefore we caught him and with a long hook 
pulled him aboard where we cut off his head with an axe. We sent the other 
Cannibals together with the two slaves to Spain. When I was in the boat, I 
took a beautiful Cannibal girl and the admiral gave her to me. Having her in 
my room and she being naked as is their custom, I began to want to amuse 
myself with her. Since I wanted to have my way with her and she was not 
willing, she worked me over so badly with her nails that I wished I had 
never begun. To get to the end of the story, seeing how things were going, I 
got a rope and tied her up so tightly that she made unheard of cries which 
you wouldn't have believed. At the end, we got along so well that, let me tell 
you, it seemed she had studied at a school for whores. The admiral named 
the cape on that island the cape of the Arrow for the man who was killed by 
the arrow. (Forrest 2) 
 
This account of abduction and rape is of particular interest in relation to the 
Pocahontas narratives. Pocahontas too is abducted and treated as a coin of trade, but she 
has a different fate from the “Cannibal girl”: because her father was considered as a 
great leader, and she achieved the status of a Native Princess, she was not ill-treated 
during her captivity, as Mossiker points out: “[a] daughter of the Supreme Chieftain of 
the tidewater could expected to be—and was—” very well, and kindly treated. (161). 
Afterwards, she was converted to Christianity, and, as Forrest argues, “[s]he has 
accepted ‘Holy Faith’, and thus was propelled away from ‘whoredom’ to ‘sainthood’ 
(5). Some of the historical cultural brokers discussed in this chapter are also part of such 
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stories of Native American captives: Malinche is given by her mother from the Nahuatl 
people to a different people, the Chontal Maya, who finally give her to Cortez, and lives 
almost the rest of her life as a prisoner. Only her marriage to Juan Jaramillo somehow 
released her, and, like Pocahontas, she would never go back to her people. Like 
Pocahontas, she never told her own story, so that no one can know what she thought of 
the chain of events in which she was involved. One of Cortez’s men, Bernal Díaz del 
Castillo, writes, in The Discovery and Conquest of Mexico, that she is an excellent 
woman, of obviously noble birth and bearing. He also describes her as “good looking 
and intelligent and without embarrassment” (2). The fact that she was given to the 
Chontal Maya before being given to Cortez provided her with a linguistic experience 
that was very useful to the Spanish conqueror, who used her services as an interpreter 
several times.  
Malinche is many times compared to Pocahontas in the sense that both were 
forced to live with the strangers and served as interpreters of their culture and customs. 
As Bárbara González states in “Pocahontas and her Sister Malinche”, “both women 
bravely confronted the other and gambled with love in order to save their people” (6). 
According to Gonzáles, Malinche won the gamble, since the Mexican people, no matter 
the name they call her, see her as their mother. Pocahontas, on the other hand, left only 
white descendants. However, she was so important to the establishment of the British 
colonies in the U.S.A. that her name is marked forever as the “mother” of all 
Americans, no matter their skin color. 
It is important to notice that there is a great difference between female and male 
captivity narratives. While in the white female narratives there is always a hope that the 
captive’s family will rescue her somehow, when the captive is a white male he needs a 
Native American maiden to rescue him.24 Besides, the female captives, as Pauline 
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Turner Strong points out, exemplify “the vulnerability of the Puritan colonies in New 
England” (132), for, as fearful daughters and/or mothers, the Puritan women are 
helpless before the native destroyers of their home, family and domestic order. As 
Strong argues, in captivity “all divinely sanctioned social roles are violated, 
accentuating the social disarray thought to be characteristic of the frontier.” (132).  
Mrs. Rowlandson’s narrative (1682), for instance, describes a state of 
confrontation between the individual and the inferior other. Since she was a captive of 
the “heathens”, the “inferior other” was controlling her. It was a condition that was 
outside her control. Her most important act was to pray — in communion with the 
“superior other” — and her release was eventually attributed to the compassion of the 
“superior other”. Within this context, the “heathen”, or “inferior other” represents 
wickedness just as the “superior other” represents the supreme good. The captive needs 
help from the “superior other” to prevail over the “inferior other”. Both good and evil 
are states of the sublime. As Slotkin argues, “[h]er [Mrs. Rowlandson’s] greater degree 
of natural sensibility and her experience as a captive made her more capable than her 
fellows of discovering and revealing the character of her soul, but the soul she revealed 
mirrored the aspirations and anxieties of Puritan America.” (112). 
Male captivities, on the other hand, present different representations of the white 
captive. Different from the females, who are given to different masters during their 
captivity, males are usually tortured and sometimes condemned to death. They are also 
taken through different native villages, exposed as trophies, and subjected to different 
kinds of humiliation. John Smith, for instance, posits himself at the center of his 
adventures, although narrating in the third person. He only needs the help of a young 
Native American girl to save him because of the extreme cruelty of her father: 
The Queene of Appamatuck was appointed to bring him water to wash his 
hands, and another brought him a bunch of feathers, in stead of a Towell to 
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dry them: having feasted him after the best barbarous manner they could, a 
long consultation was held, but the conclusion was, two great stones were 
brought before Powhatan: then as many as could layd hands on him, 
dragged him to them, and thereon laid his head, and being ready with their 
clubs, to beate out his braines, Pocahontas the Kings dearest daughter, when 
no intreaty could prevaile, got his head in her armes, and laid her owne upon 
his to save him from death: whereat the Emperour was contented he should 
live to make him hatchets, and her bells, beads, and copper; for they thought 
him as well of all occupations as themselves. For the King himselfe will 
make his owne robes, shooes, bowes, arrowes, pots; plant, hunt, or doe any 
thing so well as the rest. (101) 
 
Both John Smith’s and Mrs. Rowlandson’s texts can be seen as propaganda. 
Smith intends to describe the importance of the colonial enterprise so that he would be 
able to go back to Virginia, as William Gilmore Simms, in Life of Captain Smith, the 
founder of Virginia, says. However, Simms states: “[i]f he could not go forth himself, 
he encouraged all who could do so” (372), using his writings with this objective. Mrs. 
Rowlandson published her ventures to promote the radical differences between the life 
of a truly Puritan woman and that of the “heathens”. The former opened the doors to 
hundreds of texts about the “Indian Princess” who falls in love with the stranger and 
saves him at all costs; the latter allowed the beginning of a genre that becomes very 
popular during Romanticism, when several texts, mixing both kinds of captivity 
narratives, appear.  
Besides Smith’s and Rowlandson’s narratives, another historical captivity 
narrative is Hannah Dustan’s, narrated by Cotton Mather in Magnalia Christi 
Americana (1702). Although written long before Romanticism, this story is important 
because it reveals an opposite view to the Pocahontas’s story. While in her captivity, 
Pocahontas was converted to Christianity, married a Christian man and was assimilated 
by white society; on the other hand, Hannah Dustan refuses to go into the alien world 
and kills her captors, inverting, for a moment, her role as a Puritan mother to revenge 
herself, being able to kill anybody, including a child, if it meant getting back to her own 
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world. Mather included the story in a sermon like discourse with the objective of 
warning people against the temptations represented by Native Americans:  
But on April 30, while they were yet, it may be, about an hundred and fifty 
miles from the Indian town, a little before break of day, when the whole 
crew was in a dead sleep, (reader, see if it prove not so!) one of these 
women took up a resolution to imitate the action of Jael upon Sisera; and 
being where she had not her own life secured by any law unto her, she 
thought she was not forbidden by any law to take away the life of the 
murderers by whom her child had been butchered. She heartened the nurse 
and the youth to assist her in this enterprize; and all furnishing themselves 
with hatchets for the purpose, they struck such home blows upon the heads 
of their sleeping oppressors, that ere they could any of them struggle into 
any effectual resistance, ‘at the feet of these poor prisoners, they bow'd, they 
fell, they lay down; at their feet they bow'd, they fell; where they bow'd, 
there they fell down dead.’ (634 – emphasis in the original) 
 
Mather compares Dustan to one of the Biblical heroines, a woman who was God’s 
instrument to release the Jews from twenty years of cruel oppression by Jabin the 
Canaanite and Sisera, his general. Thus, Jael killed Sisera and released the Jews (Judges 
4:20-22). In comparing Hannah Dustan to Jael, Mather is using the Bible to support his 
own points: Mrs. Dustan is God’s instrument to kill the Devil’s offspring, the Puritans’ 
enemies. It does not matter if she also kills children and women: they were all 
“savages”, and “savages” were not to be respected.  Besides comparing Hannah Dustan 
to Jael, Mather mentions another biblical passage which refers to the same episode, thus 
adapting it to fit his narrative: “At her feet he bowed, he fell, he lay; At her feet he 
bowed, he fell; Where he bowed, there he fell down dead” (Judges 26-28). His intention 
is clear: Mrs. Dustan, in releasing herself and the other prisoners, is releasing the chosen 
people, confirming in this way the Puritans’ intentions to build a “city upon the hill”25 
in which Native American people could not be included. The violence perpetrated by 
Dustan against the Native Americans makes Leslie Fiedler consider hers the true anti-
Pocahontas narrative, for while the Algonquian heroine presents a possibility of 
reconciliation between her people and the British, Dustan’s narrative totally denies such 
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a possibility.  
Some of these historical captivities were, during the late eighteen century, 
fictionalized and transformed into literary texts, especially narratives concerning 
Pocahontas and John Smith. John Davis’s text, Travels of Four Years and a Half 
(1803), portrays both male and female captivities, for in a first moment he tells how 
Smith was taken captive and rescued from death by Pocahontas, and afterwards he 
narrates her own abduction. This is how Davis narrates Smith’s moment of execution: 
The next day a long and profound consultation was held by the King and his 
Privy Council, when a huge stone was brought before Powhatan, and several 
men assembled with clubs in their hands. The lamentations of the women 
admonished Smith of his destiny; who being brought blindfolded to the 
spot, his head was laid on the block, and the men prepared with their clubs 
to beat out his brains. The women now became more bitter in their 
lamentations over the victim; but the savage Monarch was inexorable, and 
the executioners were lifting their arms to perform the office of death, when 
Pocahontas ran with mournful distraction to the stone, and getting the 
victim's head into her arms, laid her own upon it to receive the blow. Fair 
spirit! thou ministering angel at the throne of grace! if souls disengaged 
from their earthly bondage can witness from the bosom of eternal light what 
is passing here below, accept, sweet Seraph, this tribute to thy humanity. 
Powhatan was not wanting in paternal feeling; his soul was devoted to his 
daughter Pocahontas; and so much did his ferocity relent at this display of 
innocent softness in a girl of fourteen, that he pronounced the prisoner's 
pardon, and dismissed the executioners. Indeed, every heart melted into 
tenderness at the scene. The joy of the successful mediator expressed itself 
in silence; she hung wildly on the neck of the reprieved victim, weeping 
with a violence that choaked her utterance. (272-73) 
 
It is possible to read this passage in different ways: first, Pocahontas’s extreme 
goodness and sense of humanity contrast deeply with her father’s and his men’s 
behavior, a clear indication of her performance as a “Good Indian”, always willing to 
help the stranger, which later on takes her definitely to the white world. Then, it is also 
possible to see her role as a mediator between her father and the British soldier, as I 
have discussed in the previous part of this chapter, a role that allows her to save the 
stranger and to support the white settlement as a whole. She is said to have fallen in love 
with the man she saved, but he seems to be grateful, but not in love. The romantic 
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pattern according to which the native maiden would save the stranger who then would 
marry her cannot be fulfilled. 
In this, a male captivity narrative, there is no one to pay his ransom, and if it were 
not for the Native American girl he would have died. When she is the captive, however, 
the plot is a little different: 
In this critical situation of affairs, Captain Argall, who commanded one of 
the ships, devised an expedient to bring Powhatan to a compliance with their 
demands. His prolific brain was big with a stratagem, which, however 
unjustifiable, met with the concurrence of the Colonists. He knew the 
affection which Powhatan bore for his daughter Pocahontas, and was 
determined to seize her. 
Argall, having unloaded his vessel at the fort, sailed up the Potomac, under 
pretence of trading with the Indians who inhabited its banks. But he had 
been informed that Pocahontas was on a visit to Japazaws, King of 
Potomac, and his real motive was to gain over the savage by presents, and 
make him the instrument of putting Pocahontas into his power. 
Japazaws had his price. For the promised reward of a copper-kettle, of 
which this savage had become enamoured, he prevailed on Pocahontas to 
accompany him and his Queen in a visit on board the ship; when Argall 
detained the betrayed girl, and conveyed her, with some corn he had 
purchased, in triumph to the fort. (288-89) 
 
While Smith has been taken prisoner by Pocahontas’s people when adventuring 
into the woods, Pocahontas was intentionally caught with the purpose of getting 
Powhatan’s attention, so that the Algonquian chief would obey the colonists.  While for 
a white female the idea of being a captive among the natives would be unbearable, for 
the native girl it seems to cause no great trouble. Contrary to her white counterparts, 
who, like Mrs. Rowlandson, face their captivities as the ultimate nightmare, Pocahontas, 
at least in Davis’s text, accepted her fate with tranquility, maybe joy. It was a good 
opportunity for her to be near her lover, who is no longer the man she saved. Smith had 
returned to England, injured in an accident, and asked his men to tell Pocahontas he was 
dead. Thus, while visiting his pretended grave, she meets John Rolfe, and they fall in 
love with each other. She, says Davis, “put herself under the protection of Rolfe who, 
by his tender, but respectful conduct, soothed her mind to tranquility” (289). Rolfe, who 
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risked his life several times in trying to see her in her village, can now be with his lover 
without risk. While in Hamor’s account, the first to describe her abduction, Powhatan 
takes too long to decide and ends up not paying any ransom, in Davis’s novel the 
ransom is paid and Pocahontas released, just like many white captives, following in this 
case the same pattern: her family rescues her. However, she prefers to stay and marry 
Rolfe, which she eventually does. 
In James Nelson Barker’s text, The Indian Princess (1808), there is no mention of 
Pocahontas’s abduction, since the play ends right after she has warned the British 
against a plot her father and the medicine man had planned against her white friends. 
Already a grown woman, she ends up engaged to John Rolfe, but not married yet. 
Smith’s abduction, however, is well portrayed: 
WALTER. You shall hear. A league or two below this, we entered a 
charming stream, that seemed to glide through a fairy land of fertility. 
I must know more of this, said our captain. Await my return here. So 
bidding us moor the pinnace in a broad basin, where the Indian's 
arrows could reach us from neither side, away he went, alone in his 
boat, to explore the river to its head.  
LARRY. Gallant soul!  
WALTER. What devil prompted us to disobey his command I know not, but 
scarce was he out of sight, when we landed; and mark the end on't: up 
from their ambuscado started full three hundred black fiends, with a 
yell that might have appalled Lucifer, and whiz came a cloud of 
arrows about our ears. Three tall fellows of ours fell: Cassen, Emery, 
and Robinson. Our lieutenant, with Percy and myself, fought our way 
to the water side, where, leaving our canoe as a trophy to the victors, 
we plunged in, and, after swimming, dodging, and diving like ducks, 
regained the pinnace that we had left like geese. 
ALICE. Heaven be praised, you are safe; but our poor captain—  
WALTER. Aye; the day passed and he returned not; we came back for a 
reinforcement, and to-morrow we find him, or perish. (128) 
 
Although his friends decided to try to save him, he is instead rescued by the native 
girl, who risks her life to save him. Throughout the conversation concerning Smith’s 
execution, the natives show two contrastive attitudes towards the prisoner: Nantaquas, 
Pocahontas’s brother, as a representative of the “Good Indian” type, asks for Smith’s 
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life because he believes that the white man is his friend and has come “from a land 
beyond the wide water, to make [the native people] wise and happy!” (133); Miami and 
Grimosco, on the other hand, representing the “Bad Indian” type, demand Smith’s death 
for believing he is of “a fearful race of beings” who “are not [their] god’s children and 
who are “enemies to the Great Spirit” (132). Such a dichotomy, as it has been already 
discussed in Chapter 1, is very usual with Native Americans themes, the natives being 
either idealized, represented as “natural saints”, or demonized, represented as “savage 
beasts”. In captivity narratives the second type is prevalent, at least from the captive’s 
point of view, who feels as if his/her own life has been dismantled, and he/she enters in 
an unknown world from which nothing really good can come. In John Smith’s case, the 
rupture with civilization was not that violent, because he was already used to different 
adventures. And being saved by an “exotic princess” was not that unusual to him 
either26. In Barker’s text, therefore, he is presented as a brave and fearless man, to 
whom death means nothing. In his discourse, he presents himself as a superior but 
merciful being who wants to help the inferior beings, the natives, to find their path to 
civilization: 
SMITH. Had not your people first beset me, king,  
I would have prov'd a friend and brother to them;  
Arts I'd have taught, that should have made them gods,  
And gifts would I have given to your people,  
Richer than red men ever yet beheld.  
Think not I fear to die. Lead to the block.  
The soul of the white warrior shall shrink not.  
Prepare the stake! amidst your fiercest tortures,  
You'll find its fiery pains as nobly scorned,  
As when the red man sings aloud his death-song.   
(133 – my emphasis) 
 
Smith talks about teaching, but not about learning. He proposes an asymmetrical 
relation, in which he and his men, for being white and “civilized” must teach the 
“uncivilized” red men. Barker portrays Pocahontas agreeing with him. She does not fall 
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in love with Smith, but helps him anyway, accepting, from the beginning, the 
superiority, or, at least, understanding the enormous military power of the white people 
have over her own: 
POCAHONTAS. Oh, do not, warriors, do not! Father, incline your heart to 
mercy; he will win your battles, he will vanquish your enemies! [First 
signal.] Brother, speak! save your brother! Warriors, are you brave? 
preserve the brave man! (Second signal.]  Miami, priest, sing the song 
of peace; ah! strike not, hold! mercy!  
[Music. The third signal is struck, the hatchets are lifted up: when the 
PRINCESS, shrieking, runs distractedly to the block, and presses 
SMITH's head to her bosom.] 
White man, thou shalt not die; or I will die with thee!  
(133 – my emphasis) 
 
George Washington Parke Custis’s play, Pocahontas, or The Settlers of Virginia 
(1830), follows the same pattern; Smith’s abduction is very well described; his rescue 
constitutes the climax, but there are no references to Pocahontas’s abduction. In his 
conversation with Powhatan, Smith shows a total disrespect for the Algonquian leader 
and his customs. The English men subjugate the natives and Powhatan has no option but 
to accept a peace treaty with the stranger and the marriage of his daughter to the colonist 
John Rolfe. Even before meeting Smith, Powhatan already fears him for he already 
heard of the adventurer’s fame before meeting him: 
SELICTAZ: Great King! Smith! The leader Smith.— (Panting) 
POWHATAN: Well—Smith is not near Weorocomoco, I hope! 
SELICTAZ: Aye, great King, very near. 
POWHATAN: (Alarmed) Guards there! say quickly thy say— 
SELICTAZ: Smith is a prisoner, and will be here anon.  
POWHATAN: Ha! Prisoner! Smith a prisoner! And alive! Smith a prisoner! 
SELICTAZ: ’T is even so—Smith is thy prisoner, and alive. 
POWHATAN: Far beyond my hopes, thanks to the gods, and the brave 
Matacoran. (189) 
 
Smith’s discourse, in the following quote, shows how the captive considers 
himself superior to his captor, without even taking into account that Powhatan was the 
rightful leader of the whole Algonquian nation that, by the time the British reached 
American shores, occupied the coastal plain of Virginia from the south side of the 
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James River north to the Rappahannock, for Powhatan had inherited the political control 
of six or seven tribes in the late sixteenth century, and then expanded his power through 
conquest to more than thirty tribes by 1607. Smith’s words to Powhatan show his firm 
belief in his own superiority and in the superiority of his race over the others:  
SMITH: not a rusty nail would I give for ransom. I tell thee again, old fool, 
’t is not thee but we are the conquerors in this fray—that my banner, 
borne on the wings of victory, will soon be planted on thy throne—my 
war cry be heard in thy palace, and the royal James be sovereign of 
Virginia. (190) 
 
Powhatan finally recognizes Smith’s superiority, and admits he is inferior: “But 
experience makes even an Indian wise” (192 – my emphasis).  
In spite of the strong eurocentric/ethnocentric discourse, Custis’s play (1830) also 
presents a kind of reaction with the character Matacoran, Pocahontas’s early suitor who 
is rejected when the girl meets John Rolfe. The young Native American warrior refuses 
the British man’s friendship and, when Smith is rescued and affirms British superiority, 
he makes sure that he will be remembered as someone who “disdaining alliance with the 
usurpers of his country, nobly dar’d to be wild and free” (192). Matacoran is the only 
character in all the five narratives about her that does not quarrel with Smith and Rolfe 
because of Pocahontas’s love, but mainly because he feels his people are in danger. 
Custis makes this Native American warrior foresee the future of his nation, and refuse 
to be part of it.  
In Charlotte Barnes’s play, The Forest Princess (1848), both Smith and 
Pocahontas’s captivities are mentioned, and they happen in very similar ways. At first, 
Smith goes to Weorocomoco by his own will to present himself and to announce that 
his king intends to conquer the land. When Powhatan refuses to accept his proposal of 
peace, considering it dangerous to his people, Smith threatens the Algonquian chief with 
the British army. He is totally fearless before death, and treats Powhatan as an inferior, 
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in cultural terms: 
Powhatan: Powhatan will no treaty make - no peace – 
The pale-faced brethren come to spy - to seize 
His lands - to make his tribes their slaves - to bow  
Him down with tribute. 
SMITH: Chief, you wrong me much,  
And wrong still more your father, England’s king.  
Ambition, avarice, may be the curse  
Of some who sought your friendship to betray.  
My word is sacred as my bond. In deeds,  
As well as speech, I proffer amity.  
(…) 
SMITH: Yet hear me, savage chief!  
POWHATAN: Plead not! ’t is vain.  
SMITH: Plead! ’t is for thyself  
I’d speak. ‘Beware the vengeance of my king.  
Plead! never! Death I fear not. I will meet  
Its stroke with firmness as a soldier should.  
My peace I trust is made above. My life,  
Risked for my country oft, is England’s still. (332) 
 
At least in this text, Powhatan is conscious of what may happen to him and to his 
people if white people conquer his land. Smith, on the contrary, is Eurocentric, without 
the least concern for what the Algonquian chief thinks. He even calls the Native 
American leader “savage”, a word which carries a very pejorative sense. Smith is 
presented as a great leader, someone able to control his emotions and who does not fear 
death if it is for the good of his country. Barnes has Smith and Powhatan facing one 
another with dignity and respect, although she makes clear, in the speeches of both 
leaders, that the relationship between their people cannot be a relationship of equals. In 
calling Powhatan a “savage”, Smith is saying that he himself is civilized, establishing, 
then, a very asymmetrical relationship that has been the pattern in these texts. 
In Barnes’s narrative, Pocahontas’s captivity is similar to Smith’s in the sense that 
she has also come to the white settlement by her own will in order to warn the colonists 
against Volday’s plot, unlike what happens in the narratives of Custis and Barker. Once 
in the settlement, she is not allowed to leave, so that Powhatan would be forced to 
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accept the peace proposal. She reacts first with anger, than with fear. Were it not for 
John Rolfe she would certainly have despaired. However well treated, she felt her 
imprisonment on the white village as an insult to her dignity as a Native American 
princess as well as an act of treachery for all she had already done to help them: 
RATLIFFE: You pass not here young girl. 
POCAHONTAS: (With dignity) I am a warrior’s daughter, and am called 
Virginia’s princess. Stranger, stand aside. 
DALE: All courtesy we’ll show thee, lady, but thy father’s peace and 
friendship we would gain by this one act. (He gives a signal and each 
entrance is guarded) 
POCAHONTAS: The child of Powhatan ye will not keep a prisoner?  
DALE: But until her father signs a peace. (Pocahontas starts but instantly 
recollects herself) You deem this strange? Policy demands this step.  
POCAHONTAS: No policy doth Pocahontas know, save justice. She hath 
succored ye, for she believed ye friends. But if your arms should ever 
be leveled against her race, mark well! Her country’s foes are hers. 
(342) 
 
This is the only moment in all these texts on Pocahontas in which she rebels 
against the stranger’s will, the only moment in which her love for her people is stronger 
than her love for the white man she is to marry. After all, she was betrayed when she 
was trying to help, and, as the text makes clear, ingratitude is something hard to stand. 
Before being released, when the messenger has just been sent to her father, she criticizes 
the white men for doing exactly what they condemn in Native American behavior: 
POCAHONTAS: In a daughter’s ear, 
who dares to breathe that word against her sire?  
To free his country from invaders’ tread  
He tries the arts his rugged life has taught.  
Ye blame the red man, yet adopt his wiles.  
Why do ye practice treachery, deceit,  
Trampling on hospitable gratitude  
By thus constraining me? Oh shame! The stream  
Of patriot love flows in my father’s heart,  
Though shadowed so by dark enlacing woods,  
The Sun of mercy cannot always pierce  
Their thick unwholesome gloom. No such excuse  
Is yours; for from the current of your souls  
The Tomahawk of Ages has been hewn down  
All that impeded the pure light of heaven! (343) 
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All the texts I am dealing with were written during Romanticism, and all then 
present Pocahontas as fighting against her father for the stranger’s sake, a pattern that is 
used during Romanticism but that has its origin long before. In Barnes’s text, however, 
Pocahontas tries to react against her abduction, a reaction that is not seen in any of the 
other texts. In making the native girl react against the strangers’ acts, Barnes reinforces 
the idea that her marriage to John Rolfe was not a political or economical arrangement, 
but a true love relationship, for, although angry with the white leaders, she could not 
deny her love for the British planter. 
In Lydia Sigourney’s poem “Pocahontas”, both Smith’s and Pocahontas’s 
captivities are mentioned. In this text, Smith is not as arrogant as he is in the previous 
ones. Powhatan, nevertheless, fears the enemy’s power; hence his decision to kill Smith 
before white people could dominate his land:  
But he, that wily monarch, stern and old,  
Mid his grim chiefs, with barbarous trappings bright,  
That morn a court of savage state did hold.  
The sentenced captive see — his brow how white!  
Stretch’d on the turf his manly form lies low,  
The war-club poises for its fatal blow,  
The death-mist swims before his darken’d sight:  
Forth springs the child, in tearful pity bold,  
Her head on his declines, her arms his neck enfold. (XVIII) 
 
Contrary to Powhatan, who fears the white people, Pocahontas, in this poem, is eager to 
join them. Thus, her captivity is not a hardship, for she and Rolfe have fallen in love and 
want to stay together. She accepts the Christian faith, and is baptized, refusing to go 
back to the wilderness: 
On sped the tardy seasons. Need I say  
What still the indignant lyre declines to tell?  
How, by rude hands, the maiden, borne away,  
Was forced amid the invaders' homes to dwell?  
Yet no harsh bonds the guiltless prisoner wore,  
No sharp constraint her gentle spirit bore,  
Held as a hostage in the stranger's cell;  
So, to her wayward fate submissive still,  
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She meekly bow'd her heart to learn a Saviour's will. (XXIX) 
 
In all cases, when these texts about Pocahontas deal with her abduction, it is clear 
that the native woman is not supposed to go back to her people, her customs, and her 
traditions. She will stay with the strangers, accept their religion, and marry one of them. 
Although she is abducted and forced to stay with the alien people, all these texts present 
Pocahontas as accepting to live with the British without much hesitation. According to 
the authors, love is what moves the native girl. So, the moment she falls in love either 
with John Smith (in John Davis’s novel) or with John Rolfe (in the five texts I have 
discussed), she has her fate traced: she will always choose to be with her white lover, no 
matter how. Pocahontas is not passive or submissive, though. On the contrary, she is 
portrayed, in the five texts I have discussed, as someone who has her own life in her 
hands, and who acts acording to her own will, except when she is abducted. In the texts 
in which her abduction is mentioned, she is released but refuses to go back to her 
people, for the man she loves would not be there. 
A very important character in all these texts about Pocahontas is her father, 
Powhatan, who has a very contradictory behavior: he is portrayed as cruel and merciless 
towards his enemies, but seems to have very “tender emotions” in relation to his 
daughter. And it is this last feeling that prevails, for he ends up, in all the five narratives, 
accepting to spare Smith’s life and Pocahontas marriage to John Rolfe. He is neither 
totally incorporated in the “Bad Indian” type, the worst denomination the natives could 
have  from the European point of view, nor in the “Good Indian” type, the best 
description a native would have still according to the Europeans. In the first case, to be a 
“Bad Indian” means to be really bad, without any kind of mercy, no matter the others’ 
feelings. If he were portrayed as a true “Bad Indian”, Smith and his men would have 
died in the texts, which would not be accepted by the readers, since the texts are 
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adaptations of a real story. If he were portrayed as a true “Good Indian”, the climax of 
the narratives, which is Smith’s life being saved by Pocahontas, would not have 
occurred, which would also be unacceptable. Thus, Powhatan is portrayed as someone 
moved by the emotions of the moment, either anger, in relation to the British, or love, in 
relation to his daughter. This portrayal of Powhatan is not new. John Smith, in Generall 
Historie (1624), also gives this contradictory view about the Native American leader. 
Besides the Pocahontas narratives, other romantic texts deal with captivity 
narratives in a different way. While in the Pocahontas narratives she is abducted for 
political and economical reasons, and does not have her life threatened, the other 
narratives portray the abductions as moved by a war situation in which the characters 
are involved, as in James Fenimore Cooper’s The Last of the Mohicans (1626), or 
moved by a desire of revenge, as in Catherine Maria Sedwick Hope Leslie (1627). In 
Cooper’s The Last of the Mohicans, Cora, the mixed blood girl, is taken captive by the 
villain, Magua, and is killed while the young Mohican, Uncas, tries to rescue her. He is 
also murdered. A happy ending is not possible because of her mixed blood and Uncas’s 
race, such a narrative does not really follow the pattern of white women captivity 
narratives, first because Cora is not really “pure white”, and also because her intended 
savior is not white either, but a Native American. This leads to the conclusion that they 
would never be together in Cooper’s world, a world in which miscegenation is not 
allowed. In Catherine Maria Sedwick’s novel, Hope Leslie, however, such a union 
between two people of different races can be accepted once they live outside the white 
society. As Richard Slotkin argues, Sedgwick “violates Puritan psychology” for 
asserting that Faith’s “proper place is now with her Indian husband and in seeing this 
acculturation in a positive light, rather than a sort of degeneracy” (453). It is Magawisca 
who clarifies this to Hope Leslie:  
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‘Both virtue and duty,’ [Magawisca] said, ‘bind your sister to Oneco. She 
hath been married according to our simple modes, and persuaded by a 
Romish father, as she came from Christian blood, to observe the rites of 
their law. When she flies from you, as she will, mourn not over her, Hope 
Leslie — the wild flower would perish in your gardens — the forest is 
like a native home to her — and she will sing as gaily again as the bird 
that hath found its mate.’ (214) 
 
As the passage shows, Faith has also married according to Christian laws, 
although not Puritan. Thus, she has not only gone native, but also converted to 
Catholicism, two great fears the Puritans had. However, it is by means of captivity that 
the characters of Hope Leslie have found their proper place in the world, their proper 
social setting. The social world of Puritan Christendom is clearly suitable for Everell 
and Hope, while for Faith and Oneco the appropriate world is that of the wilderness. As 
Slotkin declares, “captivity is the means for whatever acculturation the whites are 
permitted to undergo, the means of whatever reconciliation between Indian and settlers 
is possible” (454). This may be true in relation to Pocahontas and Faith Leslie, whose 
captivities end up with their total acculturation. However, this is not true in relation to 
Cora Munro, who dies, or to Hannah Dustan, who kills her captors in a violent way. 
Comparing the texts of Cooper, Sedgwick and Child with those about Pocahontas, one 
sees that captivity narratives are marked by extremely asymmetrical relations of power, 
in which the stronger group cause pain and suffering to the captive. This happens from 
both sides, European and Native American. In the texts on Pocahontas, for instance, 
Powhatan is portrayed as evil and cruel only at the moment of executing Smith. After he 
decides to release the prisoner, his attitude changes as he incorporates the stranger into 
the community, showing, thus, that there is no need to prove his superiority through 
violence. Things are not different when Pocahontas is abducted, white power does not 
allow her to go back home, although there is no real threat against her life in any of the 
texts. After her marriage to John Rolfe, she is not a prisoner any more, and thus their 
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treatment of her changes, as she is free to come and go as she wishes. In all the texts, no 
one dares to touch her physically. This does not happen in the other texts where 
captivity occurs, such as Cooper’s The Last of the Mohicans, in which Cora is murdered 
for refusing to marry her captor. Although Magua can be considered an “inferior other” 
in relation to Cora, who is civilized, he detains the power of death and life upon her 
while she is his captive. There is a sense in which, once inserted in a captivity, no matter 
the values of each culture, the captive becomes the subjugated one and has either to 
accept his / her fate or die. Pocahontas is the only exception, because of her important 
deeds before the abduction, and also because of her status, never forgotten by the 
romantic writers, as an “Indian Princess”.  
In Hope Leslie (1626), for instance, Magawisca’s older brother, a sixteenth-year-
old boy, is killed by British soldiers for refusing to betray his father, while in captivity, 
which makes her father angry and desirous of revenge. She herself is taken captive, and 
forced to live with a Puritan family to whom she is uncivilized and savage. Her family, 
following the pattern when the captive is a woman, although in this case a native one, 
rescues her at a high cost for the white family. But violence happens either if the captive 
is a Native American or a white person, as the firsthand captivity narratives certainly 
assure: in all of them, with the exception of Hannah Dustan’s narrative, there are 
extremely violent acts against the captives. Captivity represented, to the Puritans, an 
allegorical struggle of good against evil, or an opportunity for martyrdom. The 
experience of captivity gives to the captive a sense of dependency, lack of control, a 
vulnerability to being either completely isolated or never left alone. Captives were 
forced into an often brief but total assimilation of the stranger’s ways, which in some 
cases proves to be positive, as in Faith Leslie’s or Pocahontas’s case, whose captivities 
lasted as long as they lived for having married one of the strangers. But, depending on 
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the point of view, only Pocahontas’s crossing was positive, for Faith Leslie entered in a 
“dark world” from which she would not be able to escape, the world without a “true” 
religion. However, Faith, once restored to her white relatives, proves to be as 
uncivilized as a native. She and her Native American husband finally succeed in 
escaping to the wilderness, the only interracial couple in a frontier romance to achieve a 
happy ending.  
The captivity narratives had a strong influence upon the colonies and on the 
Native American nations. Whatever their failures in assimilating people of different 
beliefs and customs, the British colonies, like other European outposts throughout the 
Americas, were too big and aggressive for the natives to ignore even if they wanted to. 
Throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the English presence was sharply 
imposed on the natives; diseases and wars dramatically reduced their numbers; wars in 
which several captives were taken from both sides, land sales, migrations, and 
missionary endeavors drastically changed their settlement patterns; technological 
innovations permanently altered Native Americans’ economic and occupational 
customs; and Christian teachers and missionaries made major incursions into the 
natives’ fundamental modes of communication and belief. Native American societies 
had never been stagnant, but not until the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries did they 
undergo such a cultural revolution. Native American life would never be the same. 
Neither would Euro-American life. The early settlers’ intention to transplant the 
best of European culture and to remain aloof from Native American “barbarity” proved 
useless. From the very beginning Native American culture exerted a subtle but deep 
influence on the newcomers: in language, travel, warfare, food, clothing, entertainment, 
and many other aspects of American life. And the captivity narratives had an important 
role in such an influence, as they were published and spread throughout the country. 
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They served as reference to the natives’ ways of living, their daily life and their 
traditions, so that the readers would learn and fear. As Dorsan says, the captivity 
narratives “illustrate Indian behavior in ways apparent only to the day-by-day and inside 
observer. Carved pure out of the American scene, they make real indeed a frightful and 
ever present danger to which the pioneer settlers were exposed” (170).  
From this analysis it is possible to conclude that both historical and literary 
captivity narratives were important to the construction of a national identity at the 
beginning of the nineteenth century. The historical ones because they helped establish 
the kind of boundary between whites and Native Americans, a boundary marked 
basically by cultural differences. And the literary ones because they reinforce and/or 
question this boundary, the line that is impossible to cross in James Fenimore Cooper’s 
novels but that is crossable both in the texts about Pocahontas and in the novels by 
Lydia Maria Child and Catherine Maria Sedgwick. Living among alien people, as a 
captive, allowed Pocahontas, in the five narratives about her, to meet the man she loves, 
and to decide her fate as a mediator figure. Hers is, either historically or literally, a 
remarkable crossing, the first native girl to accept the Christian faith and to marry a 
white colonist in the land that would become the U.S.A., a crossing that is not 
frequently imitated, so that it is considered an important event in American history. 
Contrary to Pocahontas and Faith Leslie, and the historical Malinche before them, 
whose captivities end with their marriage and their complete assimilation into the 
others’ world, the other narratives discussed in this dissertation show a strong resistance 
from the captives’ part to identify themselves with their captors. John Smith, for 
instance, repeats, in all the texts, that he is a soldier ready to die for his country, never to 
be subjected to his captors. Mrs. Rowlandson, whose narrative is considered by some 
writers, like Richard Slotkin, as an archetype of the genre within American culture (94), 
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describes, in her narrative, the efforts she makes to keep herself apart from the natives’ 
customs. And Cora Munro, the “woman with a cross” in Cooper’s novel The Last of the 
Mohicans, prefers to die than to marry her captor Magua. Of course Cora, unlike Smith 
and Rowlandson, is totally fictional, but her behavior towards the natives and her 
attitude in relation to her captor serve to illustrate the proper behavior of a Christian girl 
under such circumstances. The possibility of “becoming natives” was so frightening; at 
the same time it was so close to the captives, that the only way the captives had to avoid 
it was keeping themselves in isolation. These narratives strongly influenced the 
construction of an American national identity at the beginning of the nineteenth century, 
when American writers were narrating their new nation, for they helped, to a certain 
point, to establish the place the natives should occupy, given the threat they represent to 
the “civilized” people. Thus, with the exception of Pocahontas, the other natives 
included in the narratives I have discussed are not supposed to be part of the present-day 
American nation. Nobody can deny that the natives belong to the glorious past of the 
American Nation, but they are to remain in the past. 
As I have said at the end of the previous chapter, the three aspects discussed in 
this chapter are closely related. The issue of miscegenation, so feared in James 
Fenimore Cooper’s novels, appears in the Pocahontas narratives as a possibility of 
assimilating the natives into the white world. This possibility, in the narratives, becomes 
stronger as Pocahontas is kidnapped and forced to live with the strangers. If before the 
abduction she is already a mediating figure, after living a while with the British her role 
as a liminal figure becomes more evident. The same happens to Magawisca, the young 
native girl of Catharine Maria Sedgwick in Hope Leslie: forced to live with her people’s 
enemies, she tries to mediate between her father and the white family she lives with. 
She fails in saving some of the white people’s lives, but she does not fail in saving her 
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lover’s life. Living at the woods with her family, the girls still acts as a mediating 
figure, bringing news from Faith Leslie, who is abducted as a child and lives with the 
natives. It was her abduction that allowed her to learn the English language and to 
become a mediating figure. It was also through abduction that Pocahontas could meet 
John Rolfe and marry him, bringing a hybrid race to the world. Thus, it is impossible to 
dissociate the three aspects and necessary to understand the importance of such aspects 
in the construction of an American national identity. Traditionally, American identity is 
related to the Puritans, as Scavan Bercovitch says in The Puritan Origin of an American 
Self. However, through the analysis of these narratives it is possible to notice that the 
natives are also part of this identity, even if in a subtle way. Otherwise, why would 
Pocahontas’s story be so widely re-narrated? And why would Cooper fear so much the 
miscegenation? Not thinking of giving a definite answer, but trying to give one possible 
answer, I would say that the fear of miscegenation comes from the close relationship 
established between the white settlers and the Native American people during the 
colonization process. The close relationship, sometimes forced through abductions in 
war times, brings the fear of mixing the races so that both people would slowly 
disappear, and a new hybrid race would come into being. Pocahontas’s story is an 
example of such a possibility, an example that is not followed, so that white supremacy 
prevails. But the number of texts about Pocahontas and other natives at the moment the 
new nation was narrating itself is very significant. At the same time Cooper published 
his Leather-stocking series, American theaters were presenting a series of plays with 
native themes, portraying a world that, different from Cooper’s world, raises a 
possibility of assimilating the natives without necessarily killing them. This way the 
natives would belong not only to the past, but also to the present and the future of the 
nation. 
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Besides the narratives, a series of visual representations of Pocahontas appear also 
from 1800 to 1860, some of then considered as important monuments of the American 
nation, like The Baptism of Pocahontas, painted by John Gadsby Chapman in 1840. Her 
abduction (Figure 3), not portrayed during the nineteenth century, was, nevertheless, 
portrayed by Theodore de Bry in 1619, two years after her death, which shows that this 
was considered as an important event in her life. In the next chapter, I present a brief 
discussion of some of the portraits of Pocahontas, always keeping in mind aspects of 
miscegenation, liminality and abduction, in order to demonstrate the importance of such 
representations that, together with the narratives, form a group of texts that, in one way 
or another, has influenced the construction of an American national identity at the very 
moment of narrating the nation after the American Revolution.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Johann Theodore de Bry. The abduction of Pocahontas, 1619. Rare book division. New 
York Public Library. 
 
Source: Mossiker 144. 
CHAPTER 4 
 
Visual Representations of Pocahontas in the construction of an 
American national identity during the Romantic period 
 
But who is that with eye and brow serene,  
Of swarter [swarthier] visage than the forest Queen? 
Mrs. M. M. Webster1 
 
Images of Native Americans appeared in Europe since the first travel narratives 
were published. According to Julie Hedgepeth Williams, in The Significance of the 
Printed Word in Early America: Colonists' Thoughts on the Role of the Press, the first 
painter to portray images of North American natives was John White, who illustrated 
Thomas Hariot’s 1588 A Briefe and True Report of the New Found Land Of Virginia 
(31). Williams also states that, by the end of the 1580s, Richard Hakluyt ordered a series 
of paintings from White. These paintings were turned into engraving by the Flemish 
printer Theodore de Bry and his associate Gysbert van Veen, who reprinted Hariot’s 
text in 1590. White’s images gained wide exposure through de Bry’s engravings, which 
became the most influential portrayals of North American natives (Williams 31).  
According to David B. Quinn, in “The Early Cartography of Maine in the Setting 
of Early European Exploration of New England and the Maritimes”, the only published 
image that had an impact similar to the de Bry series was John Smith’s 1612 map, 
engraved by William Hole, which is “an invaluable document on the Chesapeake 
venture” (57). Smith had an active role in the production of this map, and published, 
together with it, a pamphlet called A Map of Virginia (1612).  The earliest portrayals of 
natives from what is today Virginia were made of Native Americans who traveled to 
England, in the period of 1614–16. At the time general opinion was favorable to natives, 
in the glow of the marriage of Pocahontas and John Rolfe, and before the Powhatan 
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uprising of 1622 (59). 
When artists were hired to illustrate written accounts of events in Virginia, they 
did not aim to make realistic representations, but to vivify the narratives. Their 
engravings used European pictorial conventions and generic landscapes, and when the 
artists borrowed details from other prints, those details sometimes were authentic but 
often they were not. 
Few historical characters have been so differently portrayed as Pocahontas. 
However, from the end of the seventeenth century to the beginning of the nineteenth 
century, few were the attempts to portray her, with the exception of some paintings 
made after Van de Passe’s 1616 engraving. During the post-war of independence period 
in the U.S.A., the number of visual representations portraying the young Native 
American girl increased considerably, the moment when she prevents the death of the 
English adventurer John Smith is most often represented in the drawings, paintings or 
engravings. Several other pictures appeared as well, some of them following Van de 
Passe’s model in which Pocahontas is portrayed dressed according to European fashion. 
Her baptism, which was not portrayed during the colonial period, receives special 
attention from the painter John Gadsby Chapman, the only one to, according to Tilton, 
portray that event in Pocahontas’s life (104). Similarly, her abduction,  another 
important event in her short life, is not portrayed during the nineteenth century; there 
are only two paintings on the subjects: a 1618 engraving by Theodore de Bry and a 
1910 painting by Jean Leon Jerome Ferris.2 Her marriage, so important to the 
establishment of peace in the colonial period, has also received little attention on the 
part of visual artists, and during Romanticism there are only two paintings about this 
event. In this chapter I will try to show the similarities and/or differences 
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between such visual representations of Pocahontas, with an attempt to perceive in each 
one of them the interference of the historical context in which they were produced. 
Themes like miscegenation or the fear of it, as well as the role of Pocahontas as a 
mediator figure, can be seen through the analysis of these visual representations, thus, 
opening a space for the discussion of the importance of these representations of 
Pocahontas to the construction of an American national identity. 
The visual representations discussed in this chapter are: Simon Van de Passe’s 
Matoaks als Rebecca (1616); Pocahontas, by an unknown artist (1750s); Robert 
Mathew Sully’s three images of Pocahontas (1842/1855); Thomas Sully’s Pocahontas 
(1852); Robert Vaughan’s Rescue of John Smith (1624); John Davis’s frontispiece 
Captain Smith and Pocahontas (1817); John Warner Barber’s Pocahontas and Capt. 
John Smith (1829); Edward Corbould’s Pocahontas rescues Captain John Smith. (1850-
60); Alonzo Chappell’s Pocahontas saving the life of Capt. John Smith; John Gadsby 
Chapman’s Pocahontas Saving the Life of Captain John Smith (1836-1840); John 
Gadsby Chapman’s The Baptism of Pocahontas (1840); and Henry Brueckner’s The 
Marriage of Pocahontas.   
If one analyses visual representations of any other historical character who has 
been portrayed in his/her lifetime, it is possible to note that his/her biography almost 
always uses that image, that is then seen as a probable true portrayal of such a character. 
Of course it depends on how many time he/she was portrayed in his/her lifetime, but in 
the case of Pocahontas, who was portrayed only once, the inconsistency is astonished. 
Perhaps the reason for so many different portrayals lies in the fact that very little is 
known about the actual Pocahontas, whose ideas and feelings have been totally lost in 
the mists of the past, since she has not left anything written. The very incident that most 
of the biographers consider as the most important event of her existence may not have 
happened, for John Smith, the only witness able to write about the event, only tells 
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about his being rescued by her in a second version of his story, which makes some 
scholars doubt the veracity of this episode. 
Until the middle of the eighteenth century it is Van de Passe’s engraving that is 
accepted as the true representation of Pocahontas. Perspectives change when the English 
writer John Davis fictionalizes Pocahontas’s life, raising, for the first time, the 
possibility of a love affair between Pocahontas and John Smith, which generates a great 
number of different texts. Davis himself offers a visual representation of Pocahontas in 
the frontispiece of one of his texts, Captain Smith and Pocahontas (1817). From a 
historical character, as I have already discussed in Chapter 1, Pocahontas becomes a 
fictional character and, then, there are no limits imposed to her representations. 
It is important to understand that the seventeenth-century visual representations 
were produced as illustrations to travel narratives, mostly Smith’s General Historie 
(1624), while the late eighteenth-century and nineteenth-century had either the aim to 
illustrate poems and novels or the aim to serve as pictures on a wall. The former are 
discussed in this dissertation only as a reference for the latter, for the points of 
discussion are the romantic visual representations of Pocahontas. 
As I begin my analysis with Van de Passe’s engraving 3 (Figure 4), it is important 
to situate it historically. 1616 is a moment of extraordinary peace between the 
Algonquians and the British colonizers, due to Pocahontas’s marriage to John Rolfe, a 
peace that lasted up to five years after her death, and that was known, as I have already 
said in the previews chapter, as the “Peace of Pocahontas”. In 1616 Pocahontas goes to 
England and is received with honors addressed to a Princess. There is a great interest 
from the British people to know that exotic figure who had married a European. It is at 
this moment of excitement the young Dutch painter Simon Van de Passe portrays 
Pocahontas. Due to the excitement and the good relationship between the colonists and 
the Native Americans, the natives, at that specific moment, were positively represented. 
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Figure 4. Simon Van de Passe, Matoaks als Rebecca, 1616, published in Generall Historie, 1624, 
Virginia Historical Society 
 
Source: Tilton 107 
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However, for being an engraving, what is possible to see is a well dressed woman, with 
high collar, ribbons and laces around her neck, long sleeves, and a hat that passes the 
sensation of weight and seriousness. 
Few things indicate that this picture is a representation of a Native American girl: 
the high cheeks, almond-shaped eyes, and a feather in her hat are all that differentiate 
the woman in the picture from a European woman. What Pocahontas thought when she 
sat for such picture is impossible to realize, but the act of dressing is certainly an index 
of domination, of domestication. According to Diana Brydon, in “‘Empire bloomers’: 
Cross-dressing’s double cross”, such dress is a sign of the “feminization/colonization 
process, marking the crippling of native women’s traditional power” (9). Nothing 
remains in this image of the young native girl as described by John Rolfe as the one “to 
whom my hartie and best thoughts plaughs, and have long teams bin so intangled, and 
inthralled in so intricate laborinth, that I was even a wearied you unwinde my self 
thereout” (Hamor 63), for such a serious and apparently not so young woman would 
hardly have made such feelings possible. It remains still less of the girl who William 
Strachey, in Historie of Travaille into Virginia Britania describes as 
a well featured but wanton young girle Powhatans daughter, sometymes 
resorting to our Fort, of the age then of 11. or 12. yeares, gett the boyes 
forth with her into the markett place and make them wheele... whome she 
would follow, and wheele so her self naked as she was all the Fort over. (72) 
 
Tamed, silenced, this is the image of Pocahontas that lasted about two centuries, 
when other pictures, some of them clearly based on Van de Passe’s engraving, appear. 
The first of these images, by an anonymous author by the end of the eighteenth century 
(Figure 5) is a clear imitation of Van de Passe’s engraving, a literal imitation of the 
image by the Dutch painter. However, there is a softening of the lines, presenting a 
younger and delicate Pocahontas. There are no differences in dressing, only the absence 
of the feather on the hat, but her skin color does not indicate that the picture represents a 
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Native American girl, for the girl’s skin in it is just a little darker than a European girl; 
her black hair stressing the difference. The smoothness of the lines is justified for the 
moment in which the picture appears: it is the beginning of Romanticism 4 in Europe, 
and some specific romantic characteristics, such as the idealization of women, 
principally of non-European ones, already appears in this painting. Just as in Van de 
Passe’s image, this other Pocahontas is also tamed and silenced. 
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, there are other images based on Van 
de Passe’s, that are not literal incorporations, but, which in different ways, use some of 
the elements present in the first image. The first of them is Pocahontas (1844), by 
Robert M. Sully (Figure 6), a copy of the Turkey Island Portrait, a picture of Pocahontas 
that, according to Tilton points out, was given to Ryland Randolph because he was a 
direct descendant of the Native American girl. That picture was lost around the 1840s 
(108). The other ones are by Thomas Sully (1852) and Robert Mathew Sully (1855), 
titled Pocahontas (Figures 7 and 10). 
The first of these pictures shows a robust woman, with curly dark brown hair and 
white skin, holding a flower in her right hand. Although she is dressed in the European 
fashion the picture does not present much lace and ornaments, the neck and arms 
remaining uncovered. However, from an analysis of some aspects, like the positions of 
the body and of the hands, and the facial lines, it is possible to see that it too is an 
imitation of Van de Passe’s engraving. The interference of the context is clearly more 
visible in this image, than in the previous one (Figure 5) when Romanticism was still 
incipient. In Sully’s picture (Figure 6), romantic influences are clearly present: the 
idealization of the woman who is, at the same time, exotic and sensual but still pure. 
There is nothing in this image that makes the spectator see a Native American, perhaps 
only the fact she holds a flower in her hand, an element that connects her to nature, and 
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which has always been an attribute of the Native American woman, as Lydia 
Sigourney’s poem, discussed in the previous chapter, has also shown. 
Thomas Sully’s picture (Figure 7) shows a robust woman of motherly appearance, 
almost a Madonna. Less dressed than Van de Passe’s engraving, she reminds one of 
some Renaissance paintings, like a classical image of the Virgin Mary painted by 
Raphael (Figure 8), but without the child. This picture also resembles Leonardo da 
Vinci’s Mona Lisa (Figure 9). Even the background colors are similar, as well as the 
hair, the position of the hands, and the color of their clothes. Pocahontas’s image, 
Figure 5: Unknown artist (after Van de Passe’s engraving). Pocahontas (Boston Hall 
portrait), probably eighteenth century. National Portrait Gallery, Smithsonian 
Institution. 
 
Source: Tilton 106 
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Figure 6: Robert Mathew Sully’s copy of the Turkey Island portrait Pocahontas, 1842, 
lithography, published by Daniel Rice and James Clark in Indian Tribes of North 
America, Thomas McKenny and James Hall, 1842. Virginia Historical Society.  
 
Source: Tilton 113 
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Figure 7: Thomas Sully, Pocahontas 1852. Virginia 
Historical Society, Richmond, VA. 
 
Source: Tilton 114 
Figure 8: Raphael. Madonna with Child 
 
Source: 
http://www.arts.ed.ac.uk/italian/gadda/Media/
arts/raphaelmadonnaconnestabile.jpg 
Figure 9: Leonardo da Vinci. Mona Lisa, 1503. 
 
Source: 
http://www.georgetown.edu/faculty/irvinem/visual
arts/Image-Library/Exempla/Davinci-mona-lisa-
1503-06.jpg 
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however, is more maternal: she seems ready to nurse. Her position in this figure may be 
justified by the fact that there is an increasing identification, during and after 
Romanticism, of Pocahontas as the mother of all Americans, an identification that 
begins with Charlotte Barnes’s play The Forest Princess and that is reinforced with 
Sigourney’s poem, both texts already discussed in the previous chapter. 
Figure 10, by Robert Mathew Sully, is similar to one of his other representations 
of Pocahontas (Figure 11). According to Tilton, Sully was obsessed with Pocahontas, 
having portrayed her three times. In the last two times, the painter refers to his own 
work, besides referring to Van de Passe’s picture through the subject’s features. In both 
images, Pocahontas is represented with a long and flying hair, and a crown of flowers 
on her head. Her skin is white, especially in the last image, as white as a British 
woman’s. The shoulder, half covered, suggests sensuality that, nevertheless, is not 
associated with the European woman. Instead, this is an idea often associated with non-
white woman, who are usually portrayed by white artists and writers as attractive and 
willing to please. This reinforces the idea that American artists have started to use 
Europeanized images of the Native American as exotic, as I have discussed before. 
Besides the images of Pocahontas dressed in European fashion that I have 
discussed so far, there is a number of engravings that deal with John Smith’s rescue. As 
discussed in Chapter 3, John Smith’s narrative is one of the first examples of captivity 
narratives in the U.S.A. For having saved the life of the English adventurer, if such an 
event really happened, Pocahontas’s image becomes strongly connected to the powerful 
image of the Native American Princess and to the identification of such an image to the 
very essence of the American nation. This happens because her saving Captain Smith 
represents the success of the colony in Jamestown, and, consequently, the colonies that 
followed. Captain Smith’s death, according to historians like Thomas J. Wertenbaker
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Figure 10: Robert Mathew Sully Pocahontas, 1855. Virginia Historical Society. 
 
Source: Tilton 115 
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Figure 11: Robert M. Sully, Pocahontas. State Historical Society of Wisconsin. 
 
Source: Tilton 116 
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and Marvin W. Schlegel, would probably have meant the end of the British colonial 
enterprise in the New World 5. The nineteenth century, principally, saw an enormous 
concern with Pocahontas as the U.S.A. tried to shape an appropriate history for their 
emerging identity. 
The second image from the colonial period, this one related to Smith’s rescue 
(Figure 12), was published by Smith himself in 1624. In the image, by Robert Vaughan, 
Pocahontas turns her back to the spectator, topless. Smith, wearing armor, lies on a 
stone while two natives are ready to kill him with their hatchets and a third native 
closely observes the situation with a spear in his hand. While most of the figures 
presented in this image are the same size, two huge figures stand out: Powhatan, in the 
background, and a kind of priest next to the place of execution. This image, produced in 
accordance with Smith’s narrative, has as its first objective to illustrate it, and then to 
show the danger represented by Native Americans. Published two years after the 
Jamestown massacre led by Pocahontas’s uncle, Opechancanough, this image has also a 
political dimension, since it shows reader the Algonquians’ supposed treacherous 
behavior. 
After the massacre, Europeans could justify the invasion and the genocide they 
practiced against the inhabitants of the present day United States of America. Presenting 
the natives as treacherous, cruel, and false became easier after the 1622 massacre. It is 
in this context that the text and the engraving in which Pocahontas saves John Smith’s 
life becomes important, the figure of the young girl presented as the great exception in 
relation to the behavior of her countrymen. And such an event becomes so important 
that the number of engravings, paintings and drawings portraying it is significant, all of 
them with some modification defined by the different context in which they were 
produced. As Abrams points out, in the “Pocahontas Paradox” “Smith's rescue by a 
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Figure 12. Robert Vaughan, Rescue of John Smith, 1624 in John Smith The Generall Historie of 
Virginia, New England and the Summer Isles … 
 
Source: Smith 251 
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scantily clad Pocahontas became a favorite topic for a number of popular prints that 
flooded the market from the 1830s well into the 1810s” (6). These paintings, however, 
were generally conceived and executed as models for engravings in black and white in 
order to illustrate narratives. As Tilton states, the painters of the moment did not have 
the intention of producing historical paintings, but to show their own point of view in 
relation to certain events so widely spread in Europe. 
The first of the nineteenth century images, an engraving in which Pocahontas 
saves Smith’s life (Figure 13), appears in the frontispiece of the third of Davis’s text 
about Pocahontas, Captain Smith and Princess Pocahontas. While in the 1624 
engraving Pocahontas is presented as a child, following Smith’s description of her as “a 
childe of twelve or thirteene yeares” (Generall Historie 236), in the 1817 engraving 
Pocahontas is portrayed as an adolescent, and her position when putting her arms 
around Smiths is more suggestive than in the one Smith presents in his text. Davis not 
only creates the literary life of Pocahontas, but also portrays her as sexually attractive, 
following the stereotype accordingly which non-Europeans and non-white women are 
always shown as sexually attractive. 
Another interesting detail in the 1817 engraving is Pocahontas’s skin color, which 
is whiter than the other natives’ color. This detail is, says Tilton, very common in the 
Pocahontas engravings in the nineteenth century (93-103). In the 1829 engraving by 
John Warner Barber, Pocahontas and Captain Smith (Figure 14), although Pocahontas’s 
figure is not very visible, what is clear is the color of her clothes and her naked back, 
both whiter than the bodies of everybody else in the engraving. This tendency to whiten 
Pocahontas, making her different from the other natives, shows the artist’s concern with 
the possibility of miscegenation that in the nineteenth century was illegal. By portraying 
her as whiter, the picture lessens the impression of an interracial relation. Besides, they 
make her image more attractive to the eyes of the white men. Although the image of the 
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Figure 13. Frontispiece of John Davis’s text Captain Smith and Pocahontas, 1817. Beinecke Rare 
Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.  
 
Source: Tilton 95 
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exotic women is quite attractive, when this image is not so dark, but still non-white, it 
becomes even more attractive, for representing less danger to the white world. 
In Edward Cobould’s engraving (Figure 15), Pocahontas rescues Captain John 
Smith (1850 – 1860) portrays different Native American peoples: the Algonquians, of 
the Eastern coast, people to which Pocahontas belongs; and natives of the Plains, who 
can be identified by the presence of the horse. The flora and the waterfall can remind 
the viewer of other regions of the U.S.A., like Niagara Falls. This lack of regional 
specificity may lead the spectator to notice American nature, not only Virginian, thus, 
strengthening the idea of Pocahontas as basic figure for the construction of the 
American nation as a whole. She is no longer identified with just one region. Once 
again, it is possible to see the representation of Pocahontas as whiter and more delicate 
than her countrymen. Tilton says that this image is “an early example of the process that 
would make the Plains Indians into the generic representations of all native cultures” 
(98). Thus Pocahontas comes to represent a generic Native American, acquiring a 
different status since she does not belong solely to her people, but to the entire 
American nation. 
In the engraving of Alonzo Chappell (Figure 16), the rescue scene is shown in a 
closed space, as in the 1624 engraving. Pocahontas is again represented half-naked, with 
her back turned to the spectator, as most of pictures with this theme. Not only is she 
whiter than her countrymen, but there is a kind of halo around her head, as if indicating 
a divine reward for saving the white soldier’s life. According to Tilton, this “halo” is 
“an interesting addition” (99). 
Another image with Smith’s rescue as a subject is John Gadsby Chapman’s 
painting (Figure 17), in which a well dressed girl turns her face to Powhatan, instead of 
to the public; an accurate view of her is difficult, but her skin is quite visible, and once 
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again whiter than that of the other Native Americans’. 
. 
Figure 14. John Warner Barber, Pocahontas and Capt. Smith, in Interesting Events in the History of 
the United States, 1829. United States History, Local History and Genealogy Division, 
The New York Public Library, Astor, Lenox and Tilden Foundations.  
 
Source: Tilton 96 
Figure 15. Edward Corbould, Pocahontas rescues Captain John Smith. Engraving by T. Knight. 
1850-60. Private Collection.  
 
Source: Tilton 98 
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Figure 16. Alonzo Chappell, Pocahontas saving the life of Capt. John Smith. From J. A. Spencer, 
History of the United States, earliest period to the administration of President 
Johnson. Vol. 1, 1866. 
 
Source: Tilton 99 
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The last image of the rescue scene to be discussed here is titled Virginia (Figure 
18), and published as the frontispiece to Henry Howe’s Historical Collection of Virginia 
(1552). In it, John Smith’s rescue is portrayed as the very foundation upon which, says 
Tilton, “[t]he greatness of Virginia was built” (163). In this image she is not 
characterized by her skin color, but by her clothes, which are almost European and by 
her attitude of defiance toward her father to save the British soldier’s life. The image, 
like the others so far discussed, also shows the threatening attitude of Native Americans 
towards the British adventurer, reflecting the attitude of John Smith when describing his 
abduction and rescue in the 1624 text. Pocahontas is always represented as the 
exception, while most of the other Native Americans are portrayed as violent and 
treacherous.  
These representations serve to justify the fact that, although during the nineteenth 
the natives were seen, in literature and other arts, as part of the “immemorial past” of 
the American nation, Native Americans cannot belong to its “limitless future”, unless 
they become whiter and are assimilated into the white culture, as I have already pointed 
out in Chapter 3. 
Two other moments of crucial importance to Pocahontas’s life, which were not 
portrayed visually during her lifetime, were portrayed at least once in the nineteenth 
century: her baptism and her marriage. Her conversion to Christianity was painted by 
John Gadsby Chapman, under the title The Baptism of Pocahontas (Figure 19), for, as 
Tilton notices, it is one of the four works that completed the collection of eight 
important historical moments to be included in the panels inside the Rotunda, to 
represent “seminal moments in the birth and coming-of-age of the new nation” (95). 
Chapman received, in 1836, the commission to paint one of the panels still empty and 
he chose to paint the baptism of Pocahontas. The events concerning John Smith’s being 
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Figure 17. John Gadsby Chapman, Pocahontas Saving the Life of Captain John Smith, 1836-1810. 
New York Historical Society, New York, NY 
 
Source: Tilton 118 
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Figure 18. Virginia. Frontispiece from Henry Howe, Historical Collections of Virginia, 
Charleston, SC, 1852. 
 
Source: Tilton 163 
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rescued by Pocahontas, her marriage to John Rolfe and her trip to England were already 
part of the Pocahontas legend. In fact, Tilton says that by the middle of the nineteenth 
century Smith’s rescue had become “the best known visual image of Pocahontas” (94). 
It is curious, then, that Chapman decided to portray Pocahontas’s conversion to the 
Christian faith as the most important experience in her life/legend. 
In a letter to Henry Wise, his friend and a Virginian congressman, Chapman 
mentions that there are “some subjects of thrilling incident connected with [American] 
history untouched, as far as I know unmentioned” (Tilton 104). Chapman’s thoughts 
appear in a pamphlet published by Peter Force in 1840, in which he describes his 
painting in detail as well as the research that accompanied its composition. According to 
the Force pamphlet, Pocahontas is the most appropriate subject for illustrating a place 
like the Rotunda, designed to celebrate the history and the actions of the U.S. nation’s 
ancestors: 
She stands foremost in the train of those wandering children of the forest 
who have at different times - few, indeed, and far between - been snatched 
from the fangs of a barbarous idolatry, to become lambs in the fold of the 
Divine Shepherd. She therefore appeals to our religious as well as our 
patriotic sympathies and is equally associated with the rise and progress of 
the Christian Church as with the political destinies of the United State. (5) 
 
Chapman’s painting shows Pocahontas surrounded by a kind of divine light that 
accentuates her immaculate white dress. Her clothes seem diaphanous, bathed in a light 
that may have divine origin. She kneels before the priest in a way reminiscent of Virgin 
Mary’s at Christ’s birth. Her dress also emphasizes the fact that her skin is whiter (that 
is, more acceptable) than the other natives’ in the scene. It is as if her conversion had 
also affected her pigmentation. The pamphlet says that “Rolfe supported his destined 
bride to the rude baptismal font, hewn from the oak of her native forest” (6). She was 
taken to the Christian altar by the white colonizer, and in front of the altar she bows in 
willing submission before the priest, in a church out of the wilderness she used to live in 
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before her abduction. As Rasmussen and Tilton notice  “Locked visually within the 
English group… Pocahontas seems already absorbed into English culture and religion 
and thereby free of the Indian civilization to which she has [literally] turned her back” 
(26). 
The other Native Americans portrayed by Chapman also deserve careful analysis.6 
Standing at the right of John Rolfe is Natequaus, Pocahontas’s brother. His head is in a 
higher position, and he does not look at his sister’s conversion, as if unwilling to testify 
to her acceptance of Christianism and, by extension, of European culture. It is a 
subversive moment, a moment of resistance. The Pamphlet informs that the seated 
Native American girl with a child in her arms is Pocahontas’s older sister, who attends 
with “mute, anxious interest and curiosity” (21). The native seated at the right side of 
Pocahontas’s sister is “her uncle the sullen, cunning yet daring Opechancanough, 
shrunk back, and probably even then brooding over the deep laid plan of massacre 
which he so fearfully executed years after, when the spotless Indian girl had gone to 
reap her reward in heaven” (21). No mention is made of the atrocities suffered by the 
natives in the hand of the colonists that may have led to the massacre. Peter Hulme 
suggests that Chapman’s painting is “the final resolution of the problematic third term, a 
severance of niece and uncle, available female and hostile male, ‘good’ Indian and ‘bad’ 
Indian” (170). In fact, the picture presents an interesting juxtaposition of the demon and 
the saint, a dichotomy that haunts many of the literary and artistic representations of the 
Native Americans.  
Once again, just as in the representations of Smith’s rescue, Pocahontas is the 
exception in relation to the other natives’ behavior. But although her brother has, in 
Chapman’s painting, presented a challenging attitude towards the white settlers, this 
attitude is not portrayed just to show that he still preserves his values, but how 
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rebellious he still is before the innate superiority of the white colonizer, who will, 
sooner or later, subject him and his people. 
The resemblance between Pocahontas and the Virgin Mary appears not only in 
Chapman’s painting, but in other pictures as well. In Chapman’s figure (Figure 19) it 
stands for purity and conversion, in Thomas Sully’s (Figure 7) for motherhood. These 
abandons Pocahontas’s image as an exotic/erotic woman present in the paintings of 
Smith’s rescue, when she had not yet been “tamed”. Although some pictures by Robert 
Mathew Sully do have touch exoticism/ eroticism, in none of them she is as “untamed” 
as in the representations of Smith’s rescue. 
Henry Brueckner’s The Marriage of Pocahontas (Figure 20), is extremely 
romantic. Brueckner, according to Abrams, bases his composition on the earlier Baptism 
of Pocahontas (Figure 19), a painting that also suggests “a merger of the two Christian 
ceremonies” — baptism and marriage (170). Brueckner too places his characters at the 
center of the picture among an audience formed by colonists and natives, just like 
Chapman. Abrams describes the picture this way:  
Pocahontas wears a sleeveless white tunic, green skirt, red shawl, and 
sandals; her head is covered by a wreath of flowers topped by a curled 
feather and short trailing veil. Rolfe, dressed as a Cavalier, clasps his bride's 
hand and points upward to announce that God had sanctioned the marriage. 
The minister, Alexander Whitaker, emphasizes that blessing with his gesture 
of benediction (170).  
 
This painting was later engraved, and a pamphlet accompanied the engraving. In 
this pamphlet, says Abrams, the historian Benson J. Lossing describes the scene as a 
romantic tale of “love and piety”. In his words, according to Abrams, the bride “was the 
daughter of a pagan king who had never heard of Jesus of Nazareth, yet her heart was 
overflowing with the cardinal virtues of a Christian life” (Abrams 170).  
Brueckner’s image, like all the others, is not realistic at all. Rolfe is portrayed as 
the incorporation of early Victorian man while Pocahontas is shown as a completely 
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civilized and modest woman, only slightly exotic. Although most of the people present 
at the ceremony are British, some natives can be perceived, including two of 
Pocahontas’s brothers and her uncle Opechancanough. 7 Among the natives, only 
Pocahontas is dressed. Her position, with lowered head, is submissive. Again, her skin 
color is different from the other natives’, and the dichotomy of the “good” and “bad” 
Indian is also present, for Pocahontas’s uncle is one of the witnesses of the marriage that 
moves her definitely away from her people. These images show that Pocahontas’s story 
has become, during the nineteenth century, an important source of inspiration both to 
writers and painters, and that important events of her life are being widely portrayed as 
important events in American history. However, one very important event of her life 
was not portrayed during that period in which the new American nation was building its 
identity, constructing itself as a nation: Pocahontas’s abduction. Narrated by three of the 
five narratives discussed in the chapter 3, this event seems not to have inspired any of 
the visual artists who, in one way or another, portrayed her. The reason for such an 
important omission, for, after all, it was after being abducted that Pocahontas was 
converted and married to John Rolfe, causing the so-called “Peace of Pocahontas”, is 
probably that the idea of abducting a “princess”, keeping her as a hostage, and asking 
for ransom, would not be a worthy which to found a nation. This captivity, different 
from that of the white women’s, was not to be remembered as part of the heroic deeds 
that built the new American nation. It may have been necessary, as Ernest Renan 
thought it could be, to forget the violence against the first American nations, the people 
who were already in the Americas long before the arrival of the Europeans, and 
remember only the great heroic deeds. Remembering the violence against the natives 
would make them part of the new nation, which, at least in James Fenimore Cooper’s 
point of view, was unacceptable. Forgetting such violence would make it easier to
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situate the natives in the past and avoid their presence in the present and future of the 
nation. 
The whitening of Pocahontas’s skin, both in the representations in which she is 
dressed like an European and in the representations of Smith’s rescue, indicates that the 
only way Native Americans would be really part of the American nation would be 
through their assimilation of white customs and, as the figure of the baptism suggests, 
white religion as well.  
It is not possible, after the analysis of these visual texts to deny the importance of 
Pocahontas’s representations to the building of an American national identity. Figure 15 
is a clear indication of the importance her story has acquired from the time she was alive 
up to the half of the nineteenth century when different narratives about her were 
published. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
 
And so here ends the legend  
       of the Princess Pocahontas- 
Fa la la la lay, fa la la la la LELF- 
       if you want any more, make it up yourself. 
Monique Mojica1 
 
History is history. You’re not honoring a nation of people 
when you change their history. 
Custalow-MacGowan2 
 
Come, and go, like Pocahontas  
Leaving but a glow to haunt us  
For a love the soul remembers  
Dreaming by December's embers. 
Hervey Allen3 
 
 
I have tried to show that the Pocahontas narratives have been part of the 
construction of an American national identity during the first half of the nineteenth 
century, a period some writers like Sacvan Bercovitch and Myra Jehlen call “the 
American Renaissance” or “American Romanticism”. I have also established a relation 
between the Pocahontas narratives and two novels of James Fenimore Cooper, The Last 
of the Mohicans (1826) and The Pioneers (1823), as well as between the same 
narratives and the novels of Catherine Maria Sedgwick, Hope Leslie (1827), and Lydia 
Maria Child, Hobomok (1824). 
The relation between these narratives arises through the ways in which they deal 
with the anxieties and conflicts between whites and Native Americans, especially with 
the possibility of miscegenation and its consequences. This relation also appears when 
one takes into consideration the different ways in which female and male centered texts 
deal with the theme of miscegenation, as well as with captivities. I have tried to show 
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that both miscegenation and captivity narratives acquire different connotations 
depending on the captive’s race and gender. I have also discussed both in male and 
female centered texts, how these texts, in dealing with the anxieties and conflicts 
between whites and Native Americans, approach the presence of different liminal 
figures, whose portrayals greatly differ according to their gender and race. 
If nations are historical constructs, then all the texts mentioned above construct 
and narrate different nations. However, there are also some similarities in their 
constructions and narrations. In the Pocahontas narratives, for instance, the nation that is 
“imagined” by the writers, to use Benedict Anderson’s terminology, is one in which 
cultural conflicts between Native Americans and British settlers were not serious 
enough to impede miscegenation and the consequent assimilation of the cultures to each 
other.  
Such cultural conflicts were caused especially by anxiety arising from the 
awareness both people had of their differences; yet, they could also ignore the others’ 
culture and customs, or even consider these customs as inferior to their own, as the use 
of words like “savage” indicates. However problematic, the relationship between the 
natives and the white settlers in the narratives about Pocahontas is not seen as forbidden 
or unnatural, but as a way of assimilating the natives into the white world. Nevertheless, 
because these narratives were written by white writers, the natives were idealized, as 
part of the Romantic ideology of that period, which makes the assimilation of the 
natives into the white world totally fictional, hers being an exception.  
In John Davis’s text, Travels of Four Years and a Half in the United States of 
America (1803), for instance, although he portrays a single interracial marriage, the 
union is approved by both natives and whites, reinforcing a close relationship between 
the two people and allowing the possibility of other interracial relationship, although 
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none is mentioned in the text. There is no mention of miscegenation as an actual 
problem for the people involved. Indeed, although the discourse is Eurocentric, and the 
British people are seen as culturally, politically and socially superior, there is no 
mention of racial issues. The fear of miscegenation, as Robert Tilton suggests, may be 
present to a certain point, but is not strong in the Pocahontas narratives. The emphasis 
on Smith’s rescue is probably due to the fact that this event is important not only to 
Virginia or Virginian aristocracy to which her marriage is related, but also to the 
construction of an American nation. 
In the texts in which Pocahontas does not marry John Rolfe, James Nelson 
Barker’s The Indian Princess (1808) and George Washington Parke Custis’s 
Pocahontas (1830), miscegenation is not portrayed as a great problem either. In 
Barker’s text, for instance, the play ends with the possibility of two interracial marriages 
in a near future: Pocahontas and John Rolfe, Nima and Robin. And the concern the 
characters have about such unions is due to their cultural differences, the same 
happening in Custis’s text in which there is already a couple of mixed ancestry: Mantea 
is a Native American woman, and Barclay is a British settler, but they do not face any 
trouble for being together. The cultural differences are not perceived as causing any 
serious trouble. Although these texts also present a Eurocentric view, they open the 
possibility of an assimilation that would build a different nation.  
Charlotte Barnes’s The Forest Princess (1848) and Lydia Sigourney’s poem 
“Pocahontas” (1841), also deal with the possibility of a nation in which the natives are 
to be assimilated. In both texts Pocahontas’s marriage to John Rolfe and the birth of 
their son are well received, and racial differences are not taken into consideration either. 
As for cultural differences, both peoples seem to be ready to overcome them as peace is 
achieved, so that it would not really represent a problem. In these narration of their new 
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born nation, the authors find a place for the natives in their world through assimilation, 
so that they would belong both to the past and to the present with a place in the future as 
well. 
However, while presenting their narration of the new American nation, in none of 
the Pocahontas narratives, the authors do a clear reference to the violence natives and 
whites perpetrated against each other. This shows the need to forget some difficult 
things, such as the violence and cruelty one people practiced against the other, at the 
beginning of colonization, and to remember only the good things, such as the events that 
gave birth to Thanksgiving Day. By forgetting the violence that generated the nation, 
the authors of these narratives about Pocahontas open the way to a narrative of the 
nation that emphasizes white supremacy, but does not deny the possibility of including 
the natives in this narrative. These narratives also determine that, in order for the natives 
to enter the new nation, they would have to behave as the “Good Indian” type, always 
willing to help the white people to assure their superiority. The natives who would 
behave as the “Bad Indian” type would be totally lost for the new nation, as 
Matacoran’s fate, in Custis’s Pocahontas (1830), indicates. 
While the Pocahontas narratives open the possibility of natives’ assimilation, the 
so-called founding narratives of James Fenimore Cooper totally deny such a possibility. 
The nation “imagined” by Cooper is white, Anglo-Saxon, Protestant. In his novels, there 
are no options for any other kind of people, especially mixed-blood people. The fate of 
the important native characters in the two narratives I discussed in Chapter 3 is an 
indication of such a narrative of the American nation: Uncas, the last descendant of the 
great Mohicans, dies; his father, Chingachgook, the last of his people after his son’s 
death, also dies; Magua is the “Bad Indian” of the narrative and also dies. Thus, there 
are no natives left to take part in the nation Cooper narrates. 
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For Cooper, the natives belong neither to the present nor to the “immemorial 
past”, for, in his point of view, such a past does not exist. As Renata Wasserman points 
out, Cooper believes that American history begins with the arrival of the Europeans, 
creating a kind of “psychological time”, a time that is “measured in actions rather than 
in eons” (181). Wasserman states that 
Emphasis and attention to detail make American history seem as long as 
European history, the founders as long-lived as biblical patriarchs, their 
peopling and civilizing of the New World as weighty as the birth of 
European nations. He is careful not to extend these “mists of time” beyond 
the moment in which colonization started, however, for the other premise of 
his account is that the European colonizers created the New World out of 
nothing.  (181)  
  
This way, the only place the natives would have in Cooper’s world is the place a 
vanishing people should have, that is, no place at all. However, since the natives are to 
vanish, the whites, in order better to survive in the American wilderness, must learn 
how to live like a native without becoming one. Thus, the extreme concern of Natty 
Bumppo, the protagonist of both The Last of the Mohicans and The Pioneers, to assure 
all, at all times, that he is a “man without a cross” (The Last of the Mohicans 80), even if 
he behaves like a native in hunting and warfare. In The Last of the Race: The Growth of 
a Myth from Milton to Darwin, Fiona J. Stafford emphasizes Cooper’s need to situate 
his hero as belonging to “a stronger race” (233) a pronounced idea in The Last of the 
Mohicans. To Stafford, there is, in Cooper’s novel “a strong undercurrent of relief in the 
assertion that the natives could no longer pose a threat” (233).  
Like the captives portrayed in the captivity narratives, Natty keeps himself almost 
in isolation, in order to make sure he will never become a native. In his narration of the 
American nation, Cooper does mention the natives’ violence against whites, but not the 
other way around. Because the natives may not be part of the American nation, 
forgetting the violence against them but remembering how violent they are makes it 
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easier to exclude them from the nation. As Cooper himself states, in Notions of the 
Americans (1828), “the red man disappears before the superior moral and physical 
influence of the white” (368), an idea that he emphasized throughout his novels.  
It is possible to say that the Pocahontas narratives present an opposite view of the 
American nation when compared with Cooper’s novels: the texts about Pocahontas 
allow the possibility of miscegenation, Cooper’s novels do not; in the Pocahontas 
narratives the nation has an “immemorial past”, a mythical past long before the arrival 
of the European, Cooper’s American nation can only begin with the arrival of the 
Europeans; the female captive in the texts about Pocahontas is to be incorporated into 
the other’s world through marriage, she is to die in Cooper’s text, or to be rescued 
before any damage to her personality is done, as it happens to Alice Munro, so that 
interracial marriage may never occur; Pocahontas’s story presents her as an important 
mediating figure able to bring peace between her people and  the whites, in Cooper’s 
novel such an important female figure does not exist. Thus, the nation imagined by the 
authors of these contrasting narratives is totally different, although they are narrating the 
way they understand the same nation. This shows that a single national identity is not 
possible, for there are different possibilities. 
One of these other possibilities is presented by Catherine Maria Sedgwick’s Hope 
Leslie (1827) and Lydia Maria Child’s Hobomok (1824). These two narratives present a 
view of the American nation intermediary between that of the Pocahontas narrative and 
of Cooper’s novels. They allow miscegenation, but it must not happen in the white 
settlements. Captivity, with all the terrors it may bring, includes a positive aspect, for it 
is through captivity that both Faith Leslie and Magawisca find their destiny and the men 
they love. Magawisca renounces her love when she understands that he would never 
live in the wilderness with her since he is white, and she, as an important figure in her 
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nation, could not live in the white world. Faith, on the other hand, marries Oneco and 
both live happily ever after in the natives’ world. In Hobomok (1824), the mixed couple 
cannot keep their marriage because they live close to the white society, so their 
relationship ends. In narrating the nation, both Sedgwick and Child mention violent acts 
from both sides. In this way, these narratives do not totally exclude the natives, although 
portraying assimilation as the only way they could belong to the nation.  
The idea of the natives as vanishing people and part of the immemorial past of the 
American nation is also present in these narratives of the American nation. Both 
mention the possibility of interracial marriage between native women and white men, in 
which case the couple would be able to live in white society, and assimilation would be 
possible. As has been shown, white women are not supposed to marry outside the white 
world, unless they totally renounce their customs and traditions, as Faith Leslie does. 
Native women, on the other hand, would assimilate to white customs, and their mixed 
blood children would be raised according to white customs, as in the narratives about 
Pocahontas. When a white woman marries a native and does not move to the 
wilderness, such a union cannot last, as in Mary Conan’s marriage in Hobomok (1824).  
The nation imagined by both Hope Leslie (1827) and Hobomok (1824) is similar 
to the one imagined in the Pocahontas narratives, with some important differences: in 
the Pocahontas narratives, although some of the mixed blood couples, like Mantea and 
Barclay in Custis’ play, Pocahontas or the Settlers of Virginia (1830), or Pocahontas 
and John Rolfe in Davis’s Travels (1803), live outside the villages, they do not need to 
go to the wilderness as in the narratives of Sedgwick and Child because both females 
are native, so they can be assimilated by the white world; in the texts about Pocahontas 
few scenes of violence of one people against the other are present, while in Sedgwick’s 
narrative the violence is part of the nation’s past. However, some important similarities 
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can also be perceived among these different narratives: these texts present assimilation 
as a possibility in the building of the new nation, and they also present important female 
mediating figures like Pocahontas and Magawisca, who were able to defy their fathers 
in order to establish, or at least fight for, peace. 
In short, Cooper’s narratives are the ones that present the Puritan view of the 
American nation pointed out by Sacvan Bercovitch in which there is no place for non 
white people. Copper presents an exclusivist white nation while the Pocahontas 
narratives and the novels of Sedgwick and Child present a nation in which there is the 
possibility of inclusion. These different views of the American nation can also be seen 
in the visual representations of Pocahontas as discussed in Chapter 4.  
The paintings based on Van de Passe’s engraving, for instance, present the native 
woman as totally Europeanized, with nothing or almost nothing to do with a Native 
American woman. The idea of total assimilation into white world is clearly present in 
such images. In the images of Smith’s rescue there is a different view, for, in such 
images, Pocahontas is almost always half-naked; these images can be seen as a previous 
stage for the girl’s assimilation into the white society, for they represent the moment she 
enters in contact with that different culture.  
The images that represent her baptism and her marriage also suggest the 
assimilation of the natives as a possibility in the building of an American national 
identity. The fact that Pocahontas is always presented as whiter than the other natives 
indicates that there is a process of whitening as the natives become assimilated to white 
society and consequently everybody becomes white at the end. But the fact that 
interracial marriage is positively portrayed shows that the natives are not totally 
excluded from the nation which was being imagined by the artists by that time. 
The texts analyzed give totally different views of an “imagined community”. 
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Some of them, like the Pocahontas narratives, portray Native Americans as part of the 
“immemorial past” but with a limited role in the “limitless future”, unless they are 
assimilated into the white world through marriage. This is the same view presented by 
the texts of Sedgwick and Child, while for Cooper the natives have no place at all. 
There seems to be not a single American identity, Puritan or Pocahontas-like.  
The analysis of these different texts shows that there is a gap in this matter, that is, 
the need to establish a fixed identity that is not possible, and it is from this gap, 
according to Susan Scheckel, that the nation emerges, not as the coherent idea of a 
realistic narrative, but as an ongoing performance that continues to play out, “without 
resolution, [the] fundamental ambivalence of American national identity” (Scheckel 
14). And in this ambivalent identity, the Pocahontas narratives play an important role.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTES 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1
 John Davis’s Travels of Four Years and a Half in the United States of America 
during 1798, 1799, 1800, 1801, and 1802 (1803) (259) 
2
 Throughout this text, the people who lived in the American continent before 
the arrival of Europeans will be referred to either as “natives” in small font, or “Native 
Americans”, in capitals. The term “Native American” is used instead of “Indians” 
except when quoting someone else, or between quotation marks when the use of this 
word is necessary.  However, it is important to notice that both terms are misleading, as 
they imply a uniform population. The original inhabitants of the United States at the 
time of the European arrival belonged to hundreds of different tribes, with different 
languages and cultures. In fact, some of the tribes were constantly at war with each 
other. Perhaps, it would be better to use the names they call themselves, like Lakota or 
Sioux, for example, but then it would be impossible to make any statement in which all 
would be included. 
3 Robert Tilton, Pocahontas: the Evolution of an American Narrative (Chapter 3, 
pages 58-92). 
4
 Black Hawk, or Ma-ca-tai-me-she-kia-kiak, was an influential Sauk chief who 
took exception to an 1804 treaty, challenging its validity and disrespecting it. He was 
taken to prison and there he dictated his autobiography, which was edited by John B. 
Patterson and published in 1833 (Cheryl Walker Indian Nation 60).  
5
 Although he does not use the expression “founding narrative”, Slotkin 
emphasizes Cooper’s importance among other American writers of the same period, 
stating that he is a “conscious artist” comparable to Hawthorne and Melville (467), 
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aware of having created a myth. He also says that “Cooper’s preeminence among 
mythologizers of the American frontier derives as much from the manner in which he 
(and other artists of equal or greater power) approached the literary task as it does from 
his fortunate choice of subject matter.” (468). 
6
 For the purpose of this dissertation, I will use the expression “male centered 
texts” when referring to texts in which the main characters, the ones who really act and 
make decisions, are male, and the females are minor characters. “Female centered texts” 
are those with female as main characters, though they were not always able to decide for 
themselves, but the plot turned around them, and the main actions are also related to 
them.  
7 There is a strong connection between some of the liminal figures and the 
captivity among foreign people, for some of these liminal figures acquired their status 
after being abducted by the foreign people, no matter their race or gender. Such is the 
case of Pocahontas, Malinche and some other historical characters I have discussed in 
Chapter 3, sections 3.1. and 3.2. 
8
 See Appendix A for a brief summary of each of the literary texts discussed in 
this work. 
9
 In Farmer of New Jersey (1800), a confused version of the story, “Smith is 
reduced to the rank of an Indian trader; Pocahontas is referred to at different junctures 
as a squaw and as an Indian queen; and the method of execution is altered from the 
clubbing described in Smith's account to burning at the stake” (William Warren Jenkins 
“The Princess Pocahontas and Three Englishmen Named John” 8). In Travels of Four 
and a Half Years in the United States of America (1803), Davis’s earlier limited version 
of the Pocahontas story, referred to above, has grown into a thirty-seven page piece. 
Factual inaccuracies in the previous account were corrected, and details were amplified 
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— part factual, part fictional. In Captain Smith and the Princess Pocahontas: An Indian 
Tale, and in The First Settlers of Virginia, both published in 1805, Davis tries to 
improve his previous treatment of the theme, but he was not successful, for “the action 
becomes increasingly bogged down in historical minutiae and geographical detail at the 
expense of that sense of unity and aptness of tone which had made its shorter version in 
the Travels effective” (Jenkins 18). See the following chapter for a better discussion on 
the transformation of Pocahontas from a historical character into a fictional one.  
10
 See Appendix B for a long list of texts on Pocahontas. 
11
 See Appendix C for visual representations of Pocahontas not included in this 
dissertation. 
12
 Boone is one of the most famous pioneers in United States history. He spent 
most of his life exploring and settling the American frontier. The legend of Daniel 
Boone was so glorified and manipulated throughout the 18th and 19th centuries that it is 
somewhat difficult to identify where the facts end and the myths begin.  Boone’s story 
was discovered and totally rewritten by the numerous “autobiographies” supposedly 
written and endorsed by Boone himself. In fact, Daniel Boone never wrote an 
autobiography.  Matt Sparks, in “The Life and Legend of Daniel Boone”, says that 
Boone was “barely literate and was infuriated by the manipulation of the facts of his life 
by these hagiographers. Boone actually wanted to sue his own nephew for publishing 
one of these hagiographies” (1). John Filson’s account of Boone, the first of these 
numerous “autobiographies”, utilized his image as natural man to give authority to his 
story and to entice settlers to Kentucky — in essence, making Boone the ideal colonizer. 
In relation to the use of the Pocahontas narratives as sectionalist propaganda, see Robert 
Tilton’s Pocahontas: the Evolution of an American Narrative, Chapter 5, 146-175. 
13
 See Chapter 3 for a major discussion on her role as a mediator figure. 
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CHAPTER 1 
1
 Thomas J. Wertenbaker, quoted in Frances Mossiker Pocahontas, the Life and 
the  Legend 4 
2
 William Byrd, History of the Dividing Line Betwixt Virginia and North 
Carolina 1. 
3
 Werowance is an Algonquian word meaning for chief or leader. Traditional 
Algonquian cultures were highly matriarchal and women-centered in ways that 
European cultures were not. Thus, female werowance could be found sometimes ruling 
over small villages, all of them under the control of a more powerful male werowance. 
4
 Although most of the Virginian texts were afterwards printed in the USA, their 
first editions were printed in London.  
5
 Johann Fichte (1762-1814), German philosopher and educator, was the 
proponent of an idealist theory of reality and moral action based on will and ego. 
Although Fichte accepted most tenets of Kant’s philosophy, he rejected Kant's theory of 
the unknowable ‘things-in-itself’ and his dichotomy between speculative and practical 
reason. His anonymously published essay Critique of All Revelation (1792) was at first 
thought to be the work of Kant. Fichte's other works include: The Science of Knowledge 
(1794); The Science of Rights (1796); and The Science of Ethics as Based on the Science 
of Knowledge (1798). Fichte transformed Kant’s critical idealism into an absolute 
idealism by making the ego and human will the ultimate reality. He held that the basis 
of all experience is the pure, spontaneous activity of the ego. All reality, according to 
Fichte, begins with the “transcendental ego” and is identifiable only through reflection 
upon primary experience. For Fichte, consciousness is a dynamic encounter between 
ego and non-ego in which the self and the world are interactively defined and realized. 
Fichte's ethical idealism, with its emphasis on moral will, derived in large part from 
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these concepts. Fichte maintained that the world was created by an absolute ego, of 
which the human will is a partial manifestation, and which tends toward God as an 
unrealized ideal. He also held that philosophy must be based on science, developed 
systematically from a single self-evident proposition, to make clear the basis of all 
experience (Honderich 277-279) 
6
 Friedrich Schelling (1775-1854) was another leading exponent of idealism and 
romanticism in German philosophy. His many works include: The Philosophy of Art 
(1807) and Of Human Freedom (1809). Schelling’s early thinking was based chiefly on 
a close study (and synthesis) of Kant, Fichte, and Spinoza; from there Schelling’s 
philosophy continually evolved. The distinguishing principle in his early work was the 
identity of subject and object, which became the basis of an identity philosophy that was 
generally pantheistic in nature, equating God with the forces and laws of the universe. 
Schelling went still further in reducing all reality to the self-realizing activity of an 
‘absolute spirit’ which he identified with the creative impulse in nature. Later he 
rejected pantheism as too negative and developed what he called a positive philosophy 
in which he defined human existence as the mode of self-consciousness on the part of 
the Absolute. Schelling's emphasis on romanticism — on feeling and on the divinity of 
nature — later influenced the American transcendentalist movement. (Honderich 800-
801) 
7
 Johann Gottfried Herder (1744-1803) was a German philosopher and literary 
critic whose work constitutes an important contribution to the early development of 
German Romanticism. As a part of that, he criticized the prevailing Enlightenment idea 
that the human faculty for reason could operate separately from the human passions and 
desires. He applied these ideas and more to his work on aesthetics, arguing that there is 
no such thing as an “innate” faculty of taste and that there are no objective, eternal 
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standards of beauty. Instead, according to Herder, historical, cultural and psychological 
factors are what create distinct aesthetic standards which change over time. Herder was, 
thus, an early critic of the ideas of “timelessness” in art, a cause later taken up in 
postmodernism. (Honderich 352) 
8
 Georg W.F. Hegel (1770-1831) was a German philosopher who, through his 
method of dialectical logic, developed a philosophy of idealism centered on the concept 
of an Absolute. According to Hegel, human culture is actually just a manifestation of 
the self-consciousness of the Absolute. Indeed, he argued that the whole of reality was 
an expression of the Absolute, something he also called Absolute Spirit. Thus, he 
contradicted traditional Christian doctrine which held that God was separate and distinct 
from the universe. Instead, he argued that there wouldn't even be a God if there were not 
a universe through which God could be expressed. Because this fundamental principle 
is pure thought, Hegel's philosophy is a part of the tradition of idealism. Because this 
fundamental principle is a single substance, Hegel's philosophy is also a form of 
monism. (Honderich 339-342) 
9
 Edmund Burke (1729-1797) was an Irish philosopher and statesman, 
remembered principally for his criticism of the French Revolution and his discussion of 
“the sublime”. He was a founder of the Annual Register and is regarded as the “father” 
of modern conservatism. Respected as a magnificent orator throughout his 30 year 
parliamentary career, Burke was often, perhaps unfairly, accused of inconsistency. He 
defended the English Revolution of 1688, and yet attacked the French Revolution 
bitterly. He was infuriated at the notion that Britain should learn from the French 
experience and allow all citizens the vote, and argued that traditional ruling practices in 
general and the monarchy in particular were essential elements of a stable, ordered 
society. Burke pitted the chaotic, uncontrollable changes of the French Revolution 
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against (as he saw it) the British tradition of order and liberty. To Burke, the moral 
claim of the revolution to be in defense of the natural “rights of man” was a nonsense: 
although the British parliament depended on the approval of the British people for its 
authority to rule, this did not mean that citizens had the right to choose their rulers. 
Burke was a ruthless critic, however, of the excesses of established government: he 
campaigned against the persecution of Catholics in Ireland, denounced the East India 
Company and had the governor-general of Bengal impeached, and even expressed 
sympathy for the American Revolution. For Burke, there was no inconsistency in these 
views: it was the duty of citizens to submit to traditional authority, but it was equally the 
duty of rulers to act wisely and fairly. His strong criticism of the excesses of British rule 
in Ireland, India and America was not motivated by any wish to support the notion of 
natural rights; on the contrary, he argued, it was simple pragmatism: by ruling in a way 
that was manifestly unfair and exploitative, traditional authorities risked fomenting the 
worst of all possible outcomes, popular revolution. (Honderich 110-111) 
10
 See Chapter 2 for a better discussion on nation and national identity.  
11 The notion that the Puritans were the founding fathers of the United States of 
America becomes really stronger after the Civil War (1861-1865), when the Northern 
states won the war and established their hegemony over the country. 
 
CHAPTER 2 
1
 Homi K. Bhabha, “Introduction: narrating the nation” Nation and Narration 1. 
2
 Henry Louis Gates Jr, Loose Canons 79. 
3 Gloria Anzaldúa, Borderlands/La Frontera 195. 
4
 Mrs. Mary Rowlandson, A Narrative of the Captivity and Restoration of Mrs. 
Mary Rowlandson by Herself. (Dorson 235) 
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5
 Both Anderson and Bhabha base their argument on Renan’s theory. Anderson, 
for instance, quotes Renan in Imagined Communities when explaining the need the 
nations feel to remember and/or forget certain events in order to build a national identity 
(199-201). Bhabha has translated Renan’s text “Qu’est-ce une nation?”, and included 
this article as the first one in Nation and Narration. He also quotes Renan when 
discussing the need to forget and/or remember, when a nation is under construction 
(Location of Culture 161). 
6
 “as identidades nacionais não são coisas com as quais nós nascemos, mas são 
formadas e transformadas no interior da representação” – my translation. 
7
 “objetos privilegiados para a nova percepção que reduzia a humanidade a uma 
espécie, uma única evolução e uma possível perfectabilidade” – my translation. 
8 Thomas Jefferson, “Declaration of independence” (Bayn et al 294) 
9 The idea of a Chain of Being, or Scale of Creatures, is one of the guiding 
threads of interpretation of the universe worked out in Western science and philosophy. 
Like all ideas developed through a process of elaboration lasting centuries, it can be 
defined only by retracing its historical development in all its varied and often 
contradictory complexity. It will suffice to point out here what is constant in its many 
changing formulations. The Chain of Being is the idea of the organic constitution of the 
universe as a series of links or gradations ordered in a hierarchy of creatures, from the 
lowest and most insignificant to the highest, indeed to the ens perfectissimum which, 
uncreated, is yet its culmination and the end to which all creation tends. 
The conventionality of species is affirmed in Buffon’s Discours sur la manière 
d'étudier et de traiter l’Histoire naturelle, which prefaces the first volume of his 
Histoire naturelle (1748). The methods or “systems” of classification are, to be sure, 
indispensable but artificial: as against the nuances of natural reality we have an 
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arbitrarily articulated series. The error of all classification rests on the inability to grasp 
the processes of nature, which are always realized by degrees, by imperceptible 
nuances, thus escaping all division. In short, only individuals exist in reality; genera or 
species do not.  
But Buffon wholly reversed his position in the course of his research, prompted 
by the now general recognition of species as a genetic entity. In fact, in Volume XIII of 
the same work (1765) he affirms that the only true beings in nature are species and not 
individuals. (The Dictionary of the History of Ideas<http://etext.lib.virginia.edu/cgi-
local/DHI/dhi.cgi?id=dv1-31#>) 
10 Bhabha borrows the term from Freud, to whom “fetishism” is a form of 
paraphilia where the object of affection is an inanimate object or a specific part of a 
person.  
11 Squanto was a Wampanoag boy that was kidnapped as a child by some 
English traders, and bought by a Spanish monk, who treated him well and taught him 
the Christian faith. Afterwards, he came back to his land, and became an important 
figure for the Puritans, helping them several times. They then considered him as “God’s 
special instrument”. 
12 Slotkin here refers to the conception the English people had of themselves as 
the chosen people coming to a promised land. 
 
CHAPTER 3 
1
 Harris Patton, A. M., Patton, Jacob Harris. The history of the United States of 
America, from the discovery of the continent to the close of the Thirty-sixth Congress 
50. 
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2
 Chapman, Jonson, and Marston. Eastward Hoe. Representative English 
Comedies 458. 
3
 John Rolfe, “Letter to Governor Thomas Dale”. Hamor 63. This quotation 
follows the original spelling of Rolfe’s text, as written in 1613. 
4
 Vachel Lyndsay, “Our Mother Pocahontas” Collected Poems 106. 
5
 Archetype is the story that gives origin to others, the first one, and the origin of 
every story concerning a certain aspect. Before Pocahontas, stories of maiden princesses 
saving the stranger already existed in Europe, as, for instance, the story of Ariadne and 
Theseus, from Greek Mythology. In the U.S.A., however, Pocahontas’s story is the first.  
6
 Even if the writers have not read Buffon’s and/or de Pauw’s theories, they were 
certainly aware of their existence, for such theories were widely spread throughout the 
country. And the way these writers portray the natives indicates that they were certainly 
aware of the ideas about racial superiority and the dangers of miscegenation appointed 
by those theories. See previous chapter, p. 56-57, for a brief discussion on such theories. 
7
 This quotation follows the original spelling of Hamor’s text as it was published 
in 1613. 
8
 See Chapter 1 for a discussion on Robertson’s text. 
9
 Events similar to this one, in which a princess saves the life of a stranger, 
usually a prince, are frequently found in fairy-tales, and the figure of Pocahontas has 
been many times compared to that of a fairy-tale princess. Marshall W. Fishwick, for 
instance, in American Heroes, Myth and Reality, points out that Pocahontas is “the 
fairy-tale princess come to life; a flesh-and-blood Cinderella in Indian disguise. Her 
story is full of romance and excitement” (35). 
10
 This attitude of Pocahontas, of risking her life to save the life of the stranger, 
is also very common in fairy-tales. Maybe it was based on these kinds of texts, in which 
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Pocahontas is like a fairy-tale princess, that the Disney Corporation released an 
animation supposedly based on her own life, but much closer to the fictional texts I have 
discussed in this dissertation than to the actual events of Pocahontas’s life.  
11
 I use the title bestowed on her by Barker as well as by some other authors, 
who applied European titles to Native Americans according to their status, without 
taking into consideration the enormous cultural differences between the two peoples. 
12
 I included this text to confirm my argument concerning the different treatment 
men and women received in relation to their attitudes, the white women’s body being 
considered as legal property of their male relatives, fathers, brothers, or husbands. 
13
 Powhatan was not only Pocahontas’s father’s name, but also the name of his 
people. Indeed, he was called Powhatan after his people, his actual name being 
Wahunsonacock (Swanton 66). 
14
 William Wirt Henry, quoted by Abrams 249. 
15
 Catherine Maria Sedgwick Hope Leslie 2:73 
16
 Joel Barlow Columbiad 121. 
17
 This may not be literally true, because many Spanish men had taken native 
women as mistresses. However, the idea of Malinche’s son as the first mixed-blood 
child in present day Mexico is so well incorporated in the legend of La Chingada that it 
is not possible to deny its importance. 
18
 Iztaccihuatl was the daughter of an Aztec emperor in the Valley of Mexico. 
She had the misfortune of falling in love with one of her father's warriors. As soon as 
her father discovered their relationship, he sent her lover away to a war in Oaxaca. He 
told the young man that if he survived and returned he would give him Iztaccihuatl as 
his wife. The emperor never intended for the young warrior to return as he planned to 
marry Iztaccihuatl to another man. While her lover was away, Iztaccihuatl was told he 
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was dead and she died of grief. Upon the young warrior's return, he took Iztaccihuatl's 
body in his arms and carried her to the mountains. He placed her on the ground and 
knelt beside her, dying of grief as well. The gods took pity on them, covering them with 
a blanket of snow and transforming them into mountains. Iztaccihuatl today is known as 
the “Sleeping Woman”, as the mountain appears to be a woman lying on her side. He 
became Popocatepetl, or “Smoking Mountain”, the volcano that still rains down his 
revenge for the death of his lover (Narro 1-2) 
19
 John Smith mixed first and third person narratives, a style Hulme calls 
“Caesarian third person” (3). That is why there are expressions like “our” and “we” in 
relation to the colonists, including himself, at the same time he refers to himself in the 
third person.  
20
 Frances Mossiker, as well as other writers, like Robert Tilton and Peter 
Hulme, refers to the peaceful period from 1614 (year of her marriage) to 1622 (year of 
the massacre of Jamestown) as the “Peace of Pocahontas”. In Mossiker’s own words: “It 
was to be known as the Peace of Pocahontas. If it did not last forever, it lasted her 
lifetime” (183).  
21
 In the case of Brazil, I am referring here to the mixed-blood people who were 
assimilated into white society, not to native people in themselves, whose situation is still 
very complex and whose place in the Brazilian nation is still undetermined.  
22
 Monique Mojica Princess Pocahontas and the Blue Spots 30. 
23
 Charlotte Barnes The Forest Princess 342-343. 
24 The second type of narrative, usually fictional, is mostly based on the 
narratives of Pocahontas, especially after her story had been romanticized by John 
Davis.  
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25
 “City upon a Hill” is the name of a famous sermon preached by John 
Winthrop based on Matthew 5:14 (“You are the light of the world. A city set on a hill 
cannot be hid.”), in which he urged that the Puritan colonists of New England who were 
to found the Massachusetts Bay Colony make their new community into a "city on a 
hill," an example to the Christian world. 
26
 When Smith was a prisoner among the Turks (about 1601), he was sent to a 
noble lady, who fell in love with him and found a way not only to release him, but also 
to save his life when her husband threatened to kill him (Warner 13). 
 
CHAPTER 4 
1
 Mrs. M. M. [Mary] Webster Pocahontas: A Legend. Quoted in Abrams 125. 
2 In any of the cited or consulted works there is a reference to other paintings 
concerning Pocahontas’s abduction. Frances Mossiker, for instance, mentions only the 
1618 engraving, while Robert Tilton does not mention either one or the other. The 
reference to Jean Leon Jerome Ferris’s painting is from the internet, in the address  
http://www.co.henrico.va.us /manager/pokeypix.htm, a site about Henrico, the second 
city to be founded by the British people in Virginia.  
3
 The Pocahontas images are taken from Robert Tilton, Pocahontas: the 
Evolution of an American Narrative. The other pictures were taken from the internet, 
and their sources are mentioned in the subtitles. 
4.
 See Chapter 1 for a discussion about Romanticism and its characteristics, both 
in Europe and the United States, as well as its relationship with Transcendentalism and 
the building of the American nation through the means of popular literature, especially 
the novels of James Fenimore Cooper and the popular plays with native themes, 
including some plays about Pocahontas. 
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5 Of course the British settlers would be successful without the aid of 
Pocahontas, but they would certainly have taken a longer time to settle down. 
6
 Chapman provides a key to the picture in the Force pamphlet, which allows 
people to identify the characters involved.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7
 The information about the characters in the picture is also described in the 
pamphlet that accompanied the engraving that is quoted by Abrams (170-171). 
 
CONCLUSION 
1
 Monique Mojica Princess Pocahontas and the Blue Spots 31. 
2
 Custalow-MacGowan. Quoted in Jacquelyn Kilpatrick “Disney’s politically 
correct Pocahontas” 17. 
3 Hervey Allen. New Legends, Poems 127. 
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APPENDIXES 
APPENDIX A 
SUMMARY OF THE NOVELS 
1. John Davis – Travels of Four Years and a Half in the United States of America 
during 1798, 1799, 1800, 1801, and 1802 
In 1607, leaving Jamestown to map the surroundings, John Smith and  two of his 
men, Robinson and Enry, are surprised by the natives led by Opechancanough, who 
takes Smith prisoner after killing his friends. After a few days of captivity, Smith is 
taken to Werowocomoco, where Powhatan, the great Algonquian leader, lives. It is then 
that Pocahontas sees the British soldier for the first time and immediately falls in love 
with him. 
Next day, after a long consultation among the natives, Smith is condemned to die 
with a hatchet bow, but, when he is about to be executed Pocahontas pleads for  his life, 
and Powhatan could not refuse such a demand of his favorite daughter.  
Two days after, Smith is sent back to Jamestown, where he found everybody in 
despair for hunger and diseases. The settlers are thinking of going back to England, but 
Smith convinces them to stay. He is certain that they would find a solution which 
appears in the person of Pocahontas, who took food and winter provisions to the white 
colonists.  
While Smith is in Jamestown, Pocahontas gets used to go there. She is in love 
with Smith, but he is not very happy with that situation. However, he could not hurt her 
because, besides saving his life once, she also saves the entire white settlement warning 
them against a Powhatan’s plot to kill the whites.  
One day, Smith suffers an accident with gunpowder and decides to go back to 
England. He asks his friends to tell Pocahontas she is dead, so that she would not feel 
abandoned. The girl suffers very much, and every day she goes to visit his pretense 
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grave near Jamestown. In one of those visits she meets a young colonist called John  
Rolfe, who has seen her before and who is anxious to meet her. They fall in love and 
decide to meet every other day.  
In 1612, the colony is suffering from serious troubles, and Powhatan does not 
want to help because he does not like the white settlers, he only trusts John Smith, who 
is not there anymore. Captain Argall, who has just come from England, devises a plan to 
subdue Powhatan: he plans to abduct Pocahontas, so that her father would agree to help 
the white settlers. Japazaws, King of Potomac, helps Argall and Pocahontas is abducted 
and brought to Jamestown. This is not indeed a great trouble, because Rolfe is there and 
they can stay together. 
Powhatan decides to pay the ransom and send Nantaquas, his son, to release the 
Princess. However, when Nantaquas arrives at the fort, Rolfe asks permission to marry 
the girl, who accepts. They get married in 1614. 
In 1616, Rolfe, his wife and a new born son embarked to Europe, where she 
reencounters John Smith. But she is so happy that she has no resentment. However, the 
London climate does no good to the girl, who gets terribly sick. Rolfe then decides to go 
back to Virginia, but it is too late. At the shores of the British city of Gravesend, 
Pocahontas dies.  
 
2. James Nelson Barker’s The Indian Princess or La Belle Sauvage.  
It is a three act play that shows the beginning of the relationship between British 
settlers and the Native Americans in Virginia. 
ACT I. The white settlers, led by John Smith, arrive at Virginia, where the 
Algonquians live, including Pocahontas. The girl is then engaged to Miami, from the 
Susquehannocks, a political arrangement. She is not happy, though. 
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When Smith meets Nantaquas, Pocahontas’s brother, the Native American thinks 
Smith is a god. While they are talking, some native warriors appear and take Smith 
prisoner against Nantaquas’s will. News of Smith’s abduction arrives at the white 
settlement, and Smith’s friends think he may be dead. 
ACT II. Smith is judged by the natives, who fear he can represent a great danger. 
Miami acts like a prosecutor, while Nantaquas is the defender. Pocahontas pleads for 
the white soldier’s life, but Grimosco, the medicine man, convinces Powhatan that 
Smith is the enemy and the white captain is condemned to die. Pocahontas thus presses 
Smith’s head at her bosom and saves his life. 
Smith then goes back to his friends together with Nantaquas, Pocahontas e Nima. 
They meet Smith’s fellowmen, including John Rolfe, who falls in love with Pocahontas 
almost immediately, especially after listening to the story of Smith’s rescue. 
Miami listens to the lovers’ conversations and decides to take Pocahontas with 
him against her will. Powhatan refuses to let his daughter go  and the war between the 
Algonquians and the Susquehannocks becomes quite close. 
ACT III. Miami talks to Grimosco and they plan to convince Powhatan to fight 
the British instead of the Susquehannocks. Miami hides himself while Grimosco talks to 
Powhatan till the King decides to accept Grimosco’s advice and prepare the entrapment 
to the British. However, Pocahontas listens to the entire conversation and warns the 
white settlers. Miami’s plan is discovered and he kills himself. Rolfe and Pocahontas 
get engaged and the play ends. 
 
3. George Washington Parke Custis’s Pocahontas or the Settlers of Virginia. 
It is a three act play in which the order of events in Pocahontas’s life is changed so 
that Smith’s rescue comes at the end of the story. 
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ACT I. The British arrive at Virginia and meet Barclay, an English man who was 
left there years before with other colonists who were killed by Powhatan. Barclay has 
already introduced Pocahontas to Christianism, and the girl feels uneasy for being a 
pagan. She is destined to marry Matacoran, but she does not love him, whom she sees as 
merciless. 
With the British came Namoutac, a native who has gone to Europe years before 
with the British. He meets Pocahontas and Omaya at Barclay’s hut and they, happy for 
their reencounter, decide to run in the forest, playing hide-and-seek. While in the forest, 
Pocahontas meets John Rolfe, a colonist who is lost in the woods. Pocahontas teaches 
him the way to Werowocomoco, where Powhatan, the natives’ leader, is waiting to 
welcome the strangers.  
ACT II. The British arrive at Werowocomoco, where John Smith, the British 
leader, crowns the king. They have a feast to celebrate the coronation. Rolfe then goes 
to Barclay’s hut where he meets Pocahontas and a note from Barclay, who is at the 
feast, warning him to protect the girl in her way home, for some natives would try to 
take her away and to kill the British afterwards. Rolfe takes Pocahontas home and 
prevents her to be taken away. 
Powhatan is not happy with the British in his land, and decides to kill them at all 
costs. However, he can not avoid Pocahontas to listen to a conversation between him 
and Matacoran in which they plan to kill the British. Pocahontas is very ashamed of her 
father’s behavior toward the British and runs to the hunting place where the whites are 
in order to prevent them. 
ACT III. Pocahontas gets to warn the British before the arrival of the natives, so 
that the whites get ready for war. A battle happens and both Smith and Matacoran are 
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taken prisoners. Smith is taken to Werowocomoco and Matacoran is kept as hostage by 
the whites for Smith’s safety.  
While in Werowocomoco, Smith has a quarrel with Powhatan, who finally 
decides to kill the white soldier. Pocahontas pleads for Smith’s life, but Powhatan only 
agrees with her when he hears that the British are coming with Matacoran as prisoner. 
He is released and goes away. Rolfe proposes to Pocahontas, who accepts. The play 
ends with Powhatan accepting her daughter’s marriage with the white man. 
 
4. Charlotte Barnes’s The Forest Princess or Two Centuries Ago 
It is a three act play, each one dealing with specific moments of Pocahontas’s life. 
ACT I. 1607. The British settlers arrive in Virginia. While most of the men are 
organizing the settlement, John Smith goes to the woods in search for the natives’ 
village in order to establish contact. He is then kept prisoner and condemned to death by 
Powhatan, the great North American leader. Pocahontas, Powhatan’s daughter, clasps 
Smith’s head in her arms, laying her own head upon his, so that the natives cannot kill 
him.  
ACT II. 1609. The colonists are facing many problems, especially lack of food. 
Pocahontas then brings supplies to them several times. In one of these times she meets 
John Rolfe, a young colonist. They fall in love with one another immediately, especially 
after he saves her from a panther while walking in the woods. Then, she looks for Smith 
to warn him against a plan her father, with the help of Volday, a Switzer who came to 
Virginia with the British, has prepared to kill the whites and take their weapons. While 
in Jamestown, Pocahontas is taken hostage, so that the British can negotiate with 
Powhatan and avoid the war.  
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Powhatan, knowing that his daughter is prisoner among the whites, goes to 
Jamestown and gives up any idea he had before about killing the British. Volday is 
arrested, and peace arranged. John Rolfe then asks Pocahontas to marry hi, and she 
accepts.  
ACT III. 1617. Pocahontas and Rolfe have married and are living in London. 
They have a son, Thomas. One day, Smith and John Rolfe meet at a tavern, where 
Volday is. They don’t see the Swiss man, who hears their entire conversation, and, 
hearing that Pocahontas and Rolfe are married, Volday plans to avenge himself for his 
prison while in Virginia. Thus, he writes a letter to the king telling him that Rolfe 
intends to become the King of Virginia due to his marriage to Pocahontas, a Princess. 
Rolfe is arrested. Pocahontas, then, looks for Prince Charles and pleads for her 
husband’s life. She succeeds, but it is too much for her. She gets very sick and dies.  
 
5. Lydia H. Sigourney’s “Pocahontas” 
1. 
CLIME of the West! that, slumbering 
long and deep, 
Beneath thy misty mountains’ solemn 
shade, 
And, lull’d by melancholy winds that 
sweep 
The unshorn forest and untrodden glade, 
Heard not the cry when mighty empires 
died, 
Nor caught one echo from oblivion’s tide, 
While age on age its stormy voyage made: 
See! Europe, watching from her sea-girt 
shore, 
Extends the sceptred hand, and bids thee 
dream no more. 
 
II. 
Say, was it sweet, in cradled rest to lie, 
And ‘scape the ills that older regions 
know? 
Prolong the vision’d trance of infancy, 
And hide from manhood’s toil, 
mischance and wo? 
Sweet, by the margin of thy sounding 
streams 
Freely to rove, and nurse illusive dreams, 
Nor taste the fruits on thorny trees that 
grow? 
The evil, and the sorrow, and the crime, 
That make the harass’d earth grow old 
before her time? 
 
III. 
Clime of the West! that to the hunter’s 
bow, 
And roving hordes of savage men, wert 
sold, 
Their cone-roof’d wigwams pierced the 
wintry snow, 
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Their tassel’d corn crept sparsely through 
the mould, 
Their bark canoes thy glorious waters 
clave, 
The chase their glory, and the wild their 
grave: 
Look up! a loftier destiny behold, 
For to thy coast the fair-hair’d Saxon 
steers, 
Rich with the spoils of time, the lore of 
bards and seers. 
 
IV 
Behold a sail! another, and another! 
Like living things on the broad river’s 
breast; 
What were thy secret thoughts, oh red-
brow’d brother, 
As toward the shore those white-wing’d 
wanderers press’d? 
But lo! emerging from her forest-zone, 
The bow and quiver o’er her shoulder 
thrown, 
With nodding plumes her raven tresses 
dress’d, 
Of queenly step, and form erect and bold, 
Yet mute with wondering awe, the New 
World meets the Old. 
 
V. 
Roll on, majestic flood, in power and 
pride, 
Which like a sea doth swell old ocean’s 
sway; 
With hasting keel, thy pale-faced sponsors 
glide 
To keep the pageant of thy christening 
day: 
They bless thy wave, they bid thee leave 
unsung 
The uncouth baptism of a barbarous 
tongue, 
And take his name-the Stuart’s-first to 
bind 
The Scottish thistle in the lion’s mane, 
Of all old Albion’s kings, most versatile 
and vain. 
 
 
VI. 
Spring robes the vales. With what a flood 
of light 
She holds her revels in this sunny clime; 
The flower-sown turf, like bossy velvet 
bright, 
The blossom’d trees exulting in their 
prime, 
The leaping streamlets in their joyous 
play, 
The birds that frolic mid the diamond 
spray, 
Or heavenward soar, with melody 
sublime: 
What wild enchantment spreads a fairy 
wing, 
As from their prisoning ships the 
enfranchised strangers spring. 
 
VII. 
Their tents are pitch’d, their spades have 
broke the soil, 
The strong oak thunders as it topples 
down, 
Their lily-handed youths essay the toil, 
That from the forest rends its ancient 
crown: 
Where are your splendid halls, which 
ladies tread, 
Your lordly boards, with every luxury 
spread, 
Virginian sires-ye men of old renown? 
Though few and faint, your ever-living 
chain 
hlolds in its grasp two worlds, across the 
surging main. 
 
VIII. 
Yet who can tell what fearful pangs of wo 
Those weary-hearted colonists await, 
When to its home the parting ship must 
go, 
And leave them in their exile, desolate? 
Ah, who can paint the peril and the pain, 
The failing harvest, and the famish’d 
train, 
The wily foe, with ill-dissembled hate, 
The sickness of the heart, the wan 
despair, 
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Pining for one fresh draught of its dear 
native air? 
 
IX. 
Yet, mid their cares, one hallow’d dome 
they rear’d, 
To nurse devotion’s consecrated flame; 
And there a wondering world of forests 
heard, 
First borne in solemn chant, Jehovah’s 
name; 
First temple to his service, refuge dear 
From strong affliction and the alien’s tear, 
How swell’d the sacred song, in glad 
acclaim: 
England, sweet mother! many a fervent 
prayer 
There pour’d its praise to Heaven for all 
thy love and care. 
 
X. 
And they who’neath the vaulted roof had 
bow’d 
Of some proud minster of the olden time, 
Or where the vast cathedral towards the 
cloud 
Rear’d its dark pile in symmetry sublime, 
While through the storied pane the 
sunbeam play’d, 
Tinting the pavement with a glorious 
shade, 
Now breath’d from humblest-fane their 
ancient chime: 
And learn’d they not, His presence sure 
might dwell 
With every seeking soul, though bow’d in 
lowliest cell? 
 
XI. 
Yet not quite unadorn’d their house of 
prayer: 
The fragrant offspring of the genial morn 
They duly brought; and fondly offer’d 
there 
The bud that trembles ere the rose is born, 
The blue clematis, and the jasmine pale, 
The scarlet woodbine, waving in the gale, 
The rhododendron, and the snowy thorn, 
The rich magnolia, with its foliage fair, 
High priestess of the flowers, whose 
censer fills the air. 
 
XII. 
Might not such incense please thee, Lord 
of love? 
Thou, who with bounteous hand dost 
deign to show 
Some foretaste of thy Paradise above, 
To cheer the way-worn pilgrim here 
below? 
Bidd’st thou mid parching sands the 
fiow’ret meek 
Strike its frail root and raise its tinted 
cheek, 
And the slight pine defy the arctic snow, 
That even the skeptic’s frozen eye may 
see 
On Nature’s beauteous page what lines 
she writes of Thee? 
 
XIII. 
What groups, at Sabbath morn, were 
hither led! 
Dejected men, with disappointed frown, 
Spoil’d youths, the parents’ darling and 
their dread, 
From castles in the air hurl’d ruthless 
down, 
The sea-bronzed mariner, the warrior 
brave, 
The keen gold-gatherer, grasping as the 
grave; 
Oft, mid these mouldering walls, which 
nettles crown, 
Stern breasts have lock’d their purpose 
and been still, 
And contrite spirits knelt, to learn their 
Maker’s will. 
 
XIV. 
Here, in his surplice white, the pastor 
stood, 
A holy man, of countenance serene, 
Who, mid the quaking earth or fiery flood 
Unmoved, in truth’s own panoply, had 
been 
A fair example of his own pure creed; 
Patient of error, pitiful to need, 
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Persuasive wisdom in his thoughtful 
mien, 
And in that T’eacher’s heavenly meekness 
bless’d, 
Who laved his followers’ feet with towel-
girded vest. 
 
XV. 
Music upon the breeze! the savage stays 
His flying arrow as the strain goes by; 
He starts! he listens! lost in deep amaze, 
Breath half-suppress’d, and lightning in 
his eye. 
Have the clouds spoken? Do the spirits 
rise 
From his dead fathers’ graves, with 
wildering melodies? 
Oft doth he muse,’neath midnight’s 
solemn sky, 
On those deep tones, which, rising o’er 
the sod, 
Bore forth, from hill to hill, the white 
man’s hymn to God. 
 
XVI. 
News of the strangers stirr’d Powhatan’s 
dreams, 
The mighty monarch of the tribes that 
roam 
A thousand forests, and on countless 
streams 
Urge the swift bark and dare the cataract’s 
foam; 
The haughtiest chieftains in his presence 
stood 
Tame as a child, and from the field of 
blood 
His war-cry thrill’d with fear the foeman’s 
home: 
His nod was death, his frown was fix’d as 
fate, 
Unchangeable his love, invincible his 
hate. 
 
XVII 
A forest-child, amid the flowers at play! 
Her raven locks in strange profusion 
flowing; 
A sweet, wild girl, with eye of earnest ray, 
And olive cheek, at each emotion 
glowing; 
Yet, whether in her gladsome frolic 
leaping, 
Or’neath the greenwood shade 
unconscious sleeping, 
Or with light oar her fairy pinnace 
rowing, 
Still, like the eaglet on its new-fledged 
wing, 
Her spirit-glance bespoke the daughter of 
a king. 
 
XVIII. 
But he, that wily monarch, stern and old, 
Mid his grim chiefs, with barbarous 
trappings bright, 
That morn a court of savage state did 
hold. 
The sentenced captive see-his brow how 
white! 
Stretch’d on the turf his manly form lies 
low, 
The war-club poises for its fatal blow, 
The death-mist swims before his darken’d 
sight: 
Forth springs the child, in tearful pity 
bold, 
Her head on his declines, her arms his 
neck enfold. 
 
XIX. 
"The child! what madness fires her? 
Hence! Depart! 
Fly, daughter, fly! before the death-stroke 
rings; 
Divide her, warriors, from that English 
heart." 
In vain! for with convulsive grasp she 
clings: 
She claims a pardon from her frowning 
sire; 
Her pleading tones subdue his gather’d 
ire; 
And so, uplifting high his feathery dart, 
That doting father gave the child her will, 
And bade the victim live, and be his 
servant still. 
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XX. 
Know’st thou what thou hast done, thou 
dark-hair’d child? 
What great events on thy compassion 
hung? 
What prowess lurks beneath yon aspect 
mild, 
And in the accents of that foreign tongue? 
As little knew the princess who descried 
A floating speck on Egypt’s turbid tide, 
A bulrush-ark the matted reeds among, 
And, yielding to an infant’s tearful smile, 
Drew forth Jehovah’s seer, from the 
devouring Nile. 
 
XXI. 
In many a clime, in many a battle tried, 
By Turkish sabre and by Moorish spear; 
Mid Afrie’s sands, or Russian forests 
wide, 
Romantic, bold, chivalrous, and sincere, 
Keen-eyed, clear-minded, and of purpose 
pure, 
Dauntless to rule, or patient to endure, 
Was he whom thou hast rescued with a 
tear: 
Thou wert the saviour of the Saxon vine, 
And for this deed alone our praise and 
love are thine. 
 
XXII. 
Nor yet for this alone shall history’s scroll 
Embalm thine image with a grateful tear; 
For when the grasp of famine tried the 
soul, 
When strength decay’d, and dark despair 
was near, 
Who led her train of playmates, day by 
day, 
O’er rock, and stream, and wild, a weary 
way, 
Their baskets teeming with the golden 
ear? 
Whose generous hand vouchsafed its 
tireless aid 
To guard a nation’s germ? Thine, thine, 
heroic maid! 
 
XXIII. 
On sped the tardy seasons, and the hate 
Of the pale strangers wrung the Indian 
breast. 
Their hoary prophet breathed the ban of 
fate: 
"Hence with the thunderers! Hide their 
race, un bless’d, 
Deep’neath the soil they falsely call their 
own; 
For from our fathers’ graves a hollow 
moan, 
Like the lash’d surge, bereaves my soul 
of rest. 
‘They come! They come!’ it cries.’ Ye 
once were brave: 
Will ye resign the world that the Great 
Spirit gave?"‘ 
 
XXIV. 
Yet ’neath the settled countenance of 
guile 
They veil’d their vengeful purpose, dark 
and dire, 
And wore the semblance of a quiet smile, 
To lull the victim of their deadly ire: 
But ye, who hold of history’s scroll the 
pen, 
Blame not too much those erring, red-
brow’d men, 
Though nursed in wiles. Fear is the 
white-lipp’d sire 
Of subterfuge and treachery. ’Twere in 
vain 
To bid the soul be true, that writhes 
beneath his chain. 
 
XXV. 
Night, moonless night! The forest hath no 
sound 
But the low shiver of its dripping leaves, 
Save here and there, amid its depths 
profound, 
The sullen sigh the prowling panther 
heaves, 
Save the fierce growling of the cubless 
bear, 
Or tramp of gaunt wolf rushing from his 
lair, 
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Where its slow coil the poisonous serpent 
weaves: 
Who dares the dangerous path at hour so 
wild, 
With fleet and fawnlike step? Powhatan’s 
fearless child! 
 
XXVI. 
"Up, up-away! I heard the words of 
power, 
Those secret vows that seal a nation’s 
doom, 
Bid the red flame burst forth at midnight 
hour, 
And make th’ unconscious slumberer’s 
bed his tomb, 
Spare not the babe-the rose-leaf of a day 
But shred the sapling, like the oak, 
away. 
I heard the curse! My soul is sick with 
gloom: 
Wake, chieftains, wake! avert the hour of 
dread!" 
And with that warning voice the guardian-
angel fled. 
 
XXVII. 
On sped the seasons, and the forest-child 
Was rounded to the symmetry of youth; 
While o’er her features stole, serenely 
mild, 
The trembling sanctity of woman’s truth, 
Her modesty, and simpleness, and grace: 
Yet those who deeper scan the human 
face, 
Amid the trial-hour of fear or ruth, 
Might clearly read, upon its heaven-writ 
scroll, 
That high and firm resolve which nerved 
the Roman soul. 
 
XXVIII. 
The simple sports that charm’d her 
childhood’s way, 
Her greenwood gambols mid the matted 
vines, 
The curious glance of wild and searching 
ray, 
Where innocence with ignorance 
combines, 
Were changed for deeper thought’s 
persuasive air," 
Or that high port a princess well might 
wear: 
So fades the doubtful star when morning 
shines; 
So melts the young dawn at the 
enkindling ray, 
And on the crimson cloud casts off its 
mantle gray. 
 
XXIX. 
On sped the tardy seasons. Need I say 
What still the indignant lyre declines to 
tell? 
How, by rude hands, the maiden, borne 
away, 
Was forced amid the invaders’ homes to 
dwell? 
Yet no harsh bonds the guiltless prisoner 
wore, 
No sharp constraint her gentle spirit bore, 
Held as a hostage in the stranger’s cell; 
So, to her wayward fate submissive still, 
She meekly bow’d her heart to learn a 
Saviour’s will. 
 
XXX. 
And holy was the voice that taught her 
ear 
How for our sins the Lord of life was 
slain; 
While o’er the listener’s bosom flow’d 
the tear 
Of wondering gratitude, like spring-tide 
rain. 
New joys burst forth, and high resolves 
were born 
To choose the narrow path that 
worldlings scorn, 
And walk therein. Oh, happy who shall 
gain 
From the brief cloud that in his path may 
lie 
A heritage sublime, a mansion in the sky. 
 
XXXI. 
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In graceful youth, within the house of 
prayer, 
Who by the sacred font so humbly kneels, 
And with a tremulous yet earnest air, 
The deathless vow of Christian fealty 
seals? 
The Triune Name is breathed with 
hallow’d power, 
The dew baptismal bathes the forest-
flower, 
And, lo her chasten’d smile that hope 
reveals 
Which nerved the weary dove o’er floods 
unbless’d 
The olive-leaf to pluck, and gain the ark 
of rest. 
 
XXXII. 
Pour forth your incense; fragrant shrubs 
and flowers, 
Wave your fresh leaflets, and with beauty 
glow; 
And wake the anthem in your choral 
bowers, 
Birds, whose warm hearts with living 
praise o’erflow; 
For she who loved your ever-varied dyes, 
Mingling her sweet tones with your 
symphonies, 
Seeks higher bliss than charms like yours 
bestow  
A home unchangeable-an angel’s wing 
Where is no fading flower, nor lute with 
jarring string. 
 
XXXIII. 
Another change. The captive’s lot grew 
fair: 
A soft illusion with her reveries blent, 
New charms dispell’d her solitary care, 
And hope’s fresh dewdrops gleam’d 
where’er she went; 
Earth seem’d to glow with Eden’s purple 
light, 
The fleeting days glanced by on pinions 
bright, 
And every hour a rainbow lustre lent; 
While, with his tones of music in her ear, 
Love’s eloquence inspired the high-born 
cavalier. 
 
XXXIV. 
Yet love, to her pure breast was but a 
name 
For kindling knowledge, and for taste 
refined, 
A guiding lamp, whose bright, mysterious 
flame 
Led on to loftier heights the aspiring 
mind. 
Hence flow’d the idiom of a foreign 
tongue 
All smoothly o’er her lip; old history 
flung 
Its annal wide, like banner on the wind, 
And o’er the storied page, with rapture 
wild, 
A new existence dawn’d on nature’s 
fervent child. 
 
XXXV. 
A throng is gathering; for the hallow’d 
dome 
At evening tide is rich with sparkling 
light, 
And from its verdant bound each rural 
home 
Sends forth its blossom’d gifts, profusely 
bright; 
While here and there, amid the clustering 
flowers, 
Some stately chief or painted warrior 
towers, 
Hail’d as a brother mid the festal rite: 
Peace waves her garland o’er the favour’d 
place 
Where weds the new-born West, with 
Europe’s lordly race. 
 
XXXVI. 
A group before the altar. Breathe thy 
vow, 
Loving and stainless one, without a fear; 
For he who wins thee to his bosom now, 
Gem of the wild, unparalleled and dear, 
Will guard thee ever, as his treasure rare, 
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With changeless tenderness and constant 
care; 
How speaks his noble brow a soul sincere, 
While the old white-hair’d king, with eye 
of pride, 
Gives to his ardent hand the timid, 
trusting bride. 
 
XXXVII. 
Not with more heartfelt joy the warlike 
bands 
Of Albion, spent with long, disastrous 
fray, 
Beheld young Tudor cleanse his blood-
stain’d hands, 
And lead the blooming heir of York away, 
‘Neath the sweet music of the marriage 
bells; 
Then on those tented hills and ravaged 
dells 
The War of Roses died: 1no more the ray 
Of white or red, the fires of hate illumed, 
But from their blended roots the rose of 
Sharon bloom’d. 
 
XXXVIII. 
Young wife, how beautiful the months 
swept by. 
Within thy bower methinks I view thee 
still: 
The meek observance of thy lifted eye 
Bent on thy lord, and prompt to do his 
will, 
The care for him, the happiness to see 
His soul’s full confidence repose in thee, 
The sacrifice of self, the ready skill 
In duty’s path, the love without alloy, 
These gave each circling year a brighter 
crown of joy. 
 
XXXIX. 
Out on the waters! On the deep, deep sea! 
Out, out upon the waters! Surging foam, 
Swell’d by the winds, rolls round her wild 
and free, 
And memory wandereth to her distant 
home, 
To fragrant gales, the blossonm’d boughs 
that stir, 
To the sad sire who fondly dreams of her; 
But kindling smiles recall the thoughts 
that roam, 
For at her side a bright-hair’d nursling 
plays, 
While bends her bosom’s lord with fond, 
delighted gaze. 
 
XL. 
And this is woman’s world. It matters not 
Though in the trackless wilderness she 
dwell, 
Or on the cliff where hangs the Switzer’s 
cot, 
Or in the subterranean Greenland cell: 
Her world is in the heart. Rude storms 
may rise, 
And dark eclipse involve ambition’s 
skies, 
But dear affection’s flame burns pure and 
well, 
And therefore’ tis, with such a placid eye, 
She sooths her loved ones’ pangs, or lays 
her down to die. 
 
XLI. 
Lo! Albion’s cliffs, in glorious light that 
shine, 
Welcome the princess of the infant West. 
‘Twas nobly done, thou queen of Stuart’s 
line, 
To sooth the tremours of that stranger’s 
breast; 
And when, upon thy ladies richly dight, 
She, through a flood of ebon tresses 
bright, 
Uplifts the glances of a timid guest, 
What saw she there? The greeting smiles 
that brought 
O’er her own lofty brow its native hues of 
thought. 
 
XLII. 
But what delighted awe her accents 
breathed, 
The gorgeous domes of ancient days to 
trace, 
The castellated towers, with ivy 
wreathed, 
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The proud mementoes of a buried race; 
Or’neath some mighty minster’s solemn 
pile, 
Dim arch, and fretted roof, and long-
drawn aisle, 
How rush’d the heart’s blood wildly to 
her face, 
When, from the living organ’s thunder-
chime, 
The full Te Deum burst in melody 
sublime. 
 
XLIII. 
Yet, mid the magic of those regal walls, 
The glittering train, the courtier’s 
flattering tone, 
Or by her lord, through fair ancestral 
halls, 
Led on, to claim their treasures as her 
own, 
Stole back the scenery of her solitude: 
An aged father, in his cabin rude, 
Mix’d with her dreams a melancholy 
moan, 
Notching his simple calendar with pain, 
And straining his red eye to watch the 
misty main. 
 
XLIV. 
Prayer, prayer for him! when the young 
dawn arose 
With its gray banner, or red day declined, 
Up went his name, forever blent with 
those 
Most close and strong around her soul 
entwined, 
Husband and child; and, as the time drew 
near 
To fold him to her heart with filial tear, 
For her first home her warm affections 
pined. 
That time-it came not! for a viewless hand 
Was stretch’d to bar her foot from her 
green childhood’s land. 
 
 
 
XLV. 
Sweet sounds of falling waters, cool and 
clear, 
The crystal streams, her playmates, far 
away, 
Oft, oft their dulcet music mock’d her 
ear, 
As, restless, on her fever’d couch she lay; 
Strange visions hover’d round, and 
harpings high, 
From spirit-bands, and then her lustrous 
eye 
Welcomed the call; but earth resumed its 
sway, 
And all its sacred ties convulsive twined. 
How hard to spread the wing, and leave 
the loved be hind. 
 
XLVI. 
Sunset in England at the autumn prime! 
Through foliage rare, what floods of light 
were sent! 
The full and whitening harvest knew its 
time, 
And to the sickle of the reaper bent; 
Forth rode the winged seeds upon the 
gale, 
New homes to find; but she, with lip so 
pale, 
Who on the arm of her beloved leant, 
Breathed words of tenderness, with smile 
serene, 
Though faint and full of toil, the gasp and 
groan between. 
 
XLVII. 
"Oh, dearest friend, Death, cometh! He is 
here, 
Here at my heart! Air! air! that I may 
speak 
My hoarded love, my gratitude sincere, 
To thee and to thy people. But I seek 
In vain. Though most unworthy, yet I 
hear 
A call, a voice too bless’d for mortal ear;" 
And with a marble coldness on her cheek, 
And one long moan, like breaking harp-
string sweet, 
She bare the unspoken lore to her 
Redeemer’s feet. 
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XLVIII. 
Gone? Gone? Alas! the burst of wild 
despair 
That rent his bosom who had loved so 
well; 
I-Ie had not yet put forth his strength to 
bear, 
So suddenly and sore the death-shaft fell: 
Man hath a godlike might in danger’s 
hour, 
In the red battle, or the tempest’s power; 
Yet is he weak when tides of anguish 
swell; 
Ah, who can mark with cold and tearless 
eyes 
The grief of stricken man when his sole 
idol dies! 
 
XLIX. 
And she had fled, in whom his heart’s 
deep joy 
Was garner’d up; fled, like the rushing 
flame, 
And left no farewell for her fair young 
boy. 
Lo! in his nurse’s arms he careless came, 
A noble creature, with his full dark eye 
And clustering curls, in nature’s majesty; 
But, with a sudden shriek, his mother’s 
name 
Burst from his lips, and, gazing on the 
clay, 
He stretch’d his eager arms where the 
cold sleeper lay. 
 
L. 
"Oh mother! mother!" Did that bitter cry 
Send a shrill echo through the realm of 
death? 
Look, to the trembling fringes of the eye. 
List, the sharp shudder of returning 
breath, 
The spirit’s sob! They lay him on her 
breast; 
One long, long kiss on his bright brow she 
press’d; 
Even from heaven’s gate of bliss she 
lingereth, 
To breathe one blessing o’er his precious 
head, 
And then her arm unclasps, and she is of 
the dead. 
 
LI. 
The dead! the sainted dead! why should 
we weep 
At the last change their settled features 
take? 
At the calm impress of that holy sleep 
Which care and sorrow never more shall 
break? 
Believe we not His word who rends the 
tomb, 
And bids the slumberers from that 
transient gloom 
In their Redeemer’s glorious image 
wake? 
Approach we not the same sepulchral 
bourne 
Swift as the shadow fleets? What time 
have we to mourn? 
 
LII. 
A little time thou found’st, O pagan king, 
A little space, to murmur and repine: 
Oh, bear a few brief months affliction’s 
sting, 
And gaze despondent o’er the billowy 
brine, 
And then to the Great Spirit, dimly traced 
Through cloud and tempest, and with fear 
embraced, 
In doubt and mystery, thy breath resign; 
And to thy scorn’d and perish’d people 
go, 
From whose long-trampled dust our 
flowers and herbage grow. 
 
LIII. 
Like the fallen leaves those forest-tribes 
have fled 
Deep’neath the turf their rusted weapon 
lies; 
No more their harvest lifts its golden 
head, 
Nor from their shaft the stricken red-deer 
flies: 
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But from the far, far west, where holds, so 
hoarse, 
The lonely Oregon, its rock-strewn 
course, 
While old Pacific’s sullen surge replies, 
Are heard their exiled mutrmurings deep 
and low, 
Like one whose smitten soul departeth 
full of wo. 
 
LIV. 
I would ye were not, from your fathers’ 
soil, 
Track’d like the dun wolf, ever in your 
breast 
The coal of vengeance and the curse of 
toil; 
I would we had not to your mad lip prest 
The fiery poison-cup, nor on ye turn’d 
The blood.-tooth’d ban. dog, foaming, as 
he burn’d 
To tear your flesh; but thrown in kindness 
bless’d 
The brother’s arm around ye, as ye trod, 
And led ye, sad of heart, to the bless’d 
Lamb of God. 
 
LV. 
Forgotten race, farewell! Your haunts we 
tread, 
Our mighty rivers speak your words of 
yore, 
Our mountains wear them on their misty 
head, 
Our sounding cataracts hurl them to the 
shore; 
But on the lake your flashing oar is still, 
Hush’d is your hunter’s cry on dale and 
hill, 
Your arrow stays the eagle’s flight no 
more; 
And ye, like troubled shadows, sink to 
rest 
In unremember’d tombs, unpitied and 
unbless’d. 
 
LVI. 
The council-fires are quench’d, that erst 
so red 
Their midnight volume mid the groves 
entwined; 
King, stately chief, and warrior-host are 
dead, 
Nor remnant nor memorial left behind: 
But thou, O forest-princess, true of heart, 
When o’er our fathers waved 
destruction’s dart, 
Shalt in their children’s loving hearts be 
shrined 
Pure, lonely star, o’er dark oblivion’s 
wave, 
It is not meet thy name should moulder in 
the grave. 
6. James Fenimore Cooper – The Last of the Mohicans 
It is the late 1750s, and the French and Indian War grips the wild forest frontier of 
western New York. The French army is attacking Fort William Henry, a British outpost 
commanded by Colonel Munro. Munro's daughters Alice and Cora set out from Fort 
Edward to visit their father, escorted through the dangerous forest by Major Duncan 
Heyward and guided by an Indian named Magua. Soon they are joined by David Gamut, 
a singing master and religious follower of Calvinism. Traveling cautiously, the group 
encounters the white scout Natty Bumppo, who goes by the name Hawkeye, and his two 
Indian companions, Chingachgook and Uncas, Chingachgook's son, the only surviving 
members of the once great Mohican tribe. Hawkeye says that Magua, a Huron, has 
betrayed the group by leading them in the wrong direction. The Mohicans attempt to 
capture the traitorous Huron, but he escapes. 
Hawkeye and the Mohicans lead the group to safety in a cave near a waterfall, but 
Huron allies of Magua attack early the next morning. Hawkeye and the Mohicans 
escape down the river, but Hurons capture Alice, Cora, Heyward, and Gamut. Magua 
celebrates the kidnapping. When Heyward tries to convert Magua to the English side, 
the Huron reveals that he seeks revenge on Munro for past humiliation and proposes to 
free Alice if Cora will marry him. Cora has romantic feelings for Uncas, however, and 
angrily refuses Magua. Suddenly Hawkeye and the Mohicans burst onto the scene, 
rescuing the captives and killing every Huron but Magua, who escapes. After a 
harrowing journey impeded by Indian attacks, the group reaches Fort William Henry, an 
English stronghold. They sneak through the French army besieging the fort, and, once 
inside, Cora and Alice reunite with their father. 
A few days later, the English forces call for a truce. Munro learns that he will 
receive no reinforcements for the fort and will have to surrender. He reveals to Heyward 
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that Cora's mother was part “Negro,” which explains her dark complexion and raven 
hair. Munro accuses Heyward of racism because he prefers to marry blonde Alice over 
dark Cora, but Heyward denies the charge. During the withdrawal of the English troops 
from Fort William Henry, the Indian allies of the French indulge their bloodlust and 
prey upon the vulnerable retreating soldiers. In the chaos of slaughter, Magua manages 
to recapture Cora, Alice, and Gamut and to escape with them into the forest. 
Three days later, Heyward, Hawkeye, Munro, and the Mohicans discover Magua's 
trail and begin to pursue the villain. Gamut reappears and explains that Magua has 
separated his captives, confining Alice to a Huron camp and sending Cora to a 
Delaware camp. Using deception and a variety of disguises, the group manages to 
rescue Alice from the Hurons, at which point Heyward confesses his romantic interest 
in her. At the Delaware village, Magua convinces the tribe that Hawkeye and his 
companions are their racist enemies. Uncas reveals his exalted heritage to the Delaware 
sage Tamenund and then demands the release of all his friends but Cora, who he admits 
belongs to Magua. Magua departs with Cora. A chase and a battle ensue. Magua and his 
Hurons suffer painful defeat, but a rogue Huron kills Cora. Uncas begins to attack the 
Huron who killed Cora, but Magua stabs Uncas in the back. Magua tries to leap across a 
great divide, but he falls short and must cling to a shrub to avoid tumbling off and 
dying. Hawkeye shoots him, and Magua at last plummets to his death. 
Cora and Uncas receive proper burials the next morning amid ritual chants 
performed by the Delawares. Chingachgook mourns the loss of his son, while 
Tamenund sorrowfully declares that he has lived to see the last warrior of the noble race 
of the Mohicans. 
 
7. James Fenimore Cooper – The Pioneers 
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Near sunset of Christmas Eve, 1793, Judge Marmaduke Temple and his daughter, 
Elizabeth, are approaching Templeton, a village of Central New York, in a sleigh driven 
by Agamemnon, a Negro slave. Elizabeth is returning home after four years spent in the 
city completing her education. When a deer, pursued by hounds, crosses their path, 
Judge Temple fires at it with his shotgun, but the animal continues to flee until two rifle 
shots bring it to earth. Natty Bumppo, an aged woodsman, and a youthful companion 
emerge from the place where they had been hiding to ambush the deer. Hoping to lay 
claim to at least part of the carcass, the judge insists that at least one of his five buckshot 
must have struck the deer. Natty's young friend proves the Judge in error by pointing 
out four bullet holes in the tree behind which he had been hiding and a fifth bullet hole 
in his own arm. The ownership of the deer is all but forgotten as the Judge and 
Elizabeth, shocked at the mishap, persuade the reluctant youth, who goes by the name 
of Oliver Edwards, to return with them to Templeton for treatment of his wound. 
The Temple estate through which the sleigh now passes had been earlier part of 
the property of a business partnership between Temple and Edward Effingham, both 
then young Pennsylvanians, the former a Quaker. The partnership had deliberately been 
concealed from Effingham's father, a retired British major who disliked Quakers and 
who eschewed, as a matter of professional principle, all mercantile connections. The 
Revolutionary War had separated the partners, with Effingham remaining loyal to 
England, Temple supporting the patriot cause, and the separation continued after the 
war when Effingham failed to reappear. Temple had then moved permanently to Central 
New York, where he had added to his extensive holdings by purchasing at low rates 
Loyalist lands that had been confiscated. The party soon comes within view of the 
Temple mansion, a large but architecturally dubious structure conceived by Richard 
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Jones, the Judge's cousin and business manager, and erected by Hiram Doolittle, an 
erratic, incompetent builder and jack-of-all-trades. 
The travelers are met by a welcoming party of Temple's friends in a second sleigh 
driven by Richard Jones. With Jones is Major Frederick (Fritz) Hartmann, an elderly 
German descendant of Palatines settled along the Mohawk River shortly after the reign 
of Queen Anne; he is a frequent guest at the Temple mansion. A second friend is 
Monsieur Le Quoi, a political refugee from the French island of Martinique, who 
operates a small general store at Templeton and, near the end of the novel, moves to 
Paris. Among the welcomers is also Mr. Grant, Episcopal minister and temporary rector 
of the newly constructed and still inter-denominational St. Paul's Church. Jones's poor 
horsemanship almost causes his companions and himself to be thrown over a cliff, but 
the wounded Oliver Edwards, dashing forward from Temple's sleigh, saves the 
welcomers. 
At the mansion two others welcome the Judge and Elizabeth: Remarkable 
Pettibone, the competent but presumptuous and disputatious housekeeper, and Ben 
Stubbs (called Ben Penguillan or Pump), the majordomo who still thinks and talks like 
the bluff British sailor he had been during much of his previous life. Oliver Edwards's 
wound is to be treated by Dr. Elnathan Todd, a Yankee pretender to more medical 
knowledge than he possesses. After the doctor makes an incision in the skin of 
Edwards's arm, the shot falls out unaided. Indian John, or John Mohegan (whose Indian 
name is Chingachgook, meaning Big Serpent), appears and proceeds to dress the wound 
quietly and efficiently. Oliver Edwards then leaves after insisting on his right to the 
carcass of the deer; Judge Temple acknowledges his claim but is baffled by the younger 
man's barely restrained hostility. 
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The Judge and his friends dine well at the mansion and then proceed to a 
Christmas Eve church service conducted by Rev. Mr. Grant. Afterwards the characters 
divide into three groups. Oliver Edwards and John Mohegan walk home with Rev. Mr. 
Grant, a widower, and his daughter Louisa, the latter the sole survivor of six children in 
the family. Oliver claims Delaware descent, a claim which the Grants take literally; his 
Indian lineage, however, is from his grandfather, an adopted member of the Delawares, 
who called him Fire-eater. Oliver condemns Temple for being unjust and rapacious, one 
whose sole objective is the acquisition of gold. Grant supposes that this enmity results 
from Temple's accidental wounding of the young man, but Oliver hints vaguely of some 
greater evil committed by the Judge. Meanwhile, the Judge and his friends gather at the 
Bold Dragoon Tavern, owned and operated by Captain Hollister, a Revolutionary War 
sergeant now commander of the local militia, and his good- natured, garrulous Irish 
wife, Betty. Having left the Grant residence, John Mohegan also joins the group and 
proceeds to become helplessly drunk. Amid the revelry of song and drink, melancholy 
notes are struck by Natty Bumppo's recollections of John as a powerful chief and of 
Fire-eater as the original white owner of the area. A third scene is set at the Temple 
mansion, where, after Elizabeth retires for the night, Remarkable Pettibone and Ben 
Pump, both comic characters, drink and quarrel in slapstick fashion. 
The next morning Elizabeth presents Richard Jones with a Christmas present: a 
commission as sheriff secured for him by Judge Temple. The group from the mansion 
then proceeds to the annual Christmas-day turkey shoot. Abraham Freeborn (Brom), a 
free Negro, is the proprietor of this event, providing a large turkey to be won by the 
marksman who can hit its head at a distance of a hundred yards. Elizabeth chooses 
Natty as her champion at this contest and pays his entrance fee. After Billy Kirby, a 
boisterous woodchopper, and the injured Oliver fail to hit the bird, Natty kills it and 
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presents it to Elizabeth, who, in turn, gives it to Oliver as a peace offering from her 
family. Oliver is then offered the job of private secretary to the Judge, the position held 
by Richard Jones before his appointment as sheriff. Both the Judge and Elizabeth are 
baffled by the impoverished Oliver's reluctance to accept such a fine offer. Richard 
Jones, jealous of Oliver, attributes his strange behavior to what he insists are the young 
man's half-breed origins. En route home to the cabin of Natty and John Mohegan. 
Oliver laments that he has agreed to live and work thereafter in the dwelling of his 
"greatest enemy." At the end of April the citizens of Templeton organize, under Richard 
Jones's direction, to shoot pigeons migrating northward in great flocks that darken the 
sky. In the resulting mayhem thousands of birds are slain needlessly and wastefully. 
Natty Bumppo, after shooting the single bird he needs for food, leaves the scene uttering 
his condemnation of the sinful carnage, and afterwards Judge Temple acknowledges the 
error of his townsmen's ways. Soon after this a similar onslaught against Nature is made 
as part of Lake Otsego is seined and more fish are taken than can be consumed by the 
entire settlement. Again Natty inveighs against the waste, demonstrating the moral norm 
by spearing just the one fish that is needed at his cabin. The fishing ends in near tragedy 
as Ben Pump, coxswain of the seining bateau, falls overboard and almost drowns. Natty 
catches the old sailor's queue in the tines of his long fishing spear and pulls him to 
safety. 
On the following day the Judge receives in a large shipment of mail a distressing 
letter from one Andrew Holt, an English lawyer. It bears the bad tidings of the loss at 
sea of someone close to the Judge, though the name of the person is not revealed to the 
reader. The Judge closets himself all day with his attorney, Dirck Van der School, and 
Richard Jones, the business at hand being too personal and confidential to permit the 
presence of Oliver Edwards. 
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Early in July Judge Temple and Richard Jones ride out to inspect what the latter 
has often claimed is the start of a silver mine. Elizabeth and Louisa walk in the woods 
after Elizabeth has superciliously rejected Oliver Edwards's offer to accompany them 
with a gun for protection. Oliver, thus rebuffed, visits briefly the cabin of Natty 
Bumppo and observes the hasty departure of Hiram Doolittle from the premises. An 
hour later, while Oliver, Natty, and John Mohegan are fishing together, they hear 
Natty's hounds, tied securely when Oliver left the cabin, baying a deer on the 
mountainside. When the deer enters the lake to escape the dogs, its nearness arouses the 
hunting instincts of Natty and Mohegan. Despite Oliver's repeated warnings that the 
deer season has not yet opened, the old men pursue and kill the deer in the water. It is 
then discovered that the buckskin thongs with which the dogs had been tied had not 
broken but had Been cut by a knife; Hiram Doolittle is justly suspected of having 
committed this act of stealth. They later discover the padlocked door of the cabin has 
been tampered with. On their walk Elizabeth and Louisa, beset by a panther, are rescued 
from the beast by two shots from the rifle of Natty Bumppo. 
Meanwhile, Richard Jones leads Judge Temple to sites which, he feels, will 
substantiate his claim that there are rich silver deposits in the area. They first visit a site 
at which Jotham Riddel, a shiftless Yankee employed by Jones, is prospecting on behalf 
of the Temple estate. Although Jotham insists that silver deposits are present, he can 
offer no tangible proof, and he evades questions about his rationale for digging there. 
The pair then proceed to an even more mysterious undertaking. By piecing together bits 
of circumstantial evidence, Jones has half persuaded Temple that Oliver and his two 
aged friends are secretly mining silver and smelting it at night in Natty's closely guarded 
cabin. He shows the Judge a nearby natural cave in which marks of excavation are 
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clearly evident. Although no trace of ore is visible, the Judge is convinced that further 
investigation is warranted. 
Hiram Doolittle, local justice of the peace, requests of Judge Temple a warrant to 
search the hut of Natty Bumppo for the remains of a deer allegedly shot out of season. 
However reluctant he is to intrude upon an old man who has saved his daughter's life, 
Judge Temple must, in all impartiality, honor the request, supported as it is by sworn 
testimony. Afraid to serve the warrant himself, Doolittle deputizes Billy Kirby and 
Jotham Riddel to assist him. After Natty hurls Doolittle a distance of twenty feet from 
his door rather than permit him to step across the threshold, he picks up his rifle and 
confronts Billy Kirby. Terrified at the sight of Natty's rifle, Doolittle and Riddel flee, 
whereupon Billy and Natty compromise and part as friends. Billy agrees to forgo entry 
into the cabin when Natty offers him the deer hide as evidence of having killed a deer 
illegally. 
Though Judge Temple has insisted on enforcing the game law against Natty 
Bumppo, he agrees to let Elizabeth pay the fine, thus clearing the old hunter. When, 
however, he now learns of Natty's forcible resistance to the law and his menacing its 
agents, he rushes from his study to inform Elizabeth that Natty must be treated as a 
criminal and brought to trial. In his distress the Judge is unaware of the presence of 
Oliver Edwards, who has lust been entreating Elizabeth to aid Natty in his difficulty 
with the law. Oliver exchanges heated words with the Judge and then bids Elizabeth 
farewell, saying that he is forthwith leaving his employment in the Temple household. 
On the night before the regular session of the county court, presided over by Judge 
Temple, is to convene, Richard Jones, Sheriff, goes, with a number of deputies, to arrest 
Natty Bumppo for trial. To their great surprise, the group finds at the former site of 
Natty's cabin only a heap of smoldering embers. Unarmed, Natty appears out of the dark 
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and surrenders himself. He had burned his home of many years rather than have it 
entered against his will. 
At the trial Natty is arraigned on two charges: assault and battery against Hiram 
Doolittle, Justice of the Peace, and resistance to the execution of a search warrant. 
Acquitted of the first charge, he is found guilty of the second; and Judge Temple 
sentences him to one hour in public stocks, one month in jail, and a $100 fine. Quite out 
of order, Natty makes an ingenuous but touching plea for a lighter sentence, reminding 
the court that he had once provided food and shelter for Judge Temple and that recently 
he had saved the Judge's daughter from a panther. A further disruption of courtroom 
procedure is then made by Ben Pump, who offers all of his savings to buy Natty's 
freedom. Both Natty's and Ben's pleas are, correctly, ruled out of order. 
When Natty is being placed in the stocks, Ben Pump feels so sorry for the 
disgrace put upon the old man that he takes his place by Natty and bids the constable 
lock them both there. Hiram Doolittle comes to the stocks to gloat over Natty's 
discomfort, but he passes so close to the prisoners that Ben Pump is enabled to grab him 
and pummel him badly before the sheriff can come to his rescue. Although Ben is 
Jones's favorite employee, the sheriff has no choice but to order the ex-sailor to be 
imprisoned for the night with Natty Bumppo. 
That evening Judge Temple gives Elizabeth $200 to deliver to Natty. As Louisa 
and Elizabeth approach the jail to present this money to the old hunter, they meet Oliver 
Edwards driving a team of oxen in the same direction. Refusing to take the gold 
guineas, Natty does agree to accept on the following day a canister of gunpowder so that 
he can kill beavers to pay his own fine. He and his cell mate, Ben Pump, have cut 
through the wall to make their escape, so Elizabeth and Louisa leave quickly in order to 
avoid being party to a jailbreak. When a posse pursues Oliver and Natty, however, 
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Elizabeth aids the fugitives. They abandon the ox cart Oliver has borrowed, sans 
permission, from Billy Kirby. Buried in the cart in straw is Ben Pump, too drunk to be 
helped to freedom. The owner finds Ben there and takes him, now asleep, to the place 
where Kirby is to chop wood the next day. 
In the morning, Elizabeth and Louisa go to the store of Monsieur Le Quoi and buy 
the canister of powder promised Natty. Louisa, still shaken by the panther incident, 
refuses to go beyond the village limits, leaving Elizabeth to ascend Mt. Vision alone to 
meet the hunter at the appointed time and place. Near the summit she comes across John 
Mohegan clothed and decorated as if for some special occasion. Talking mainly of his 
imminent death, John seems to be on the verge of answering Elizabeth's repeated 
question about the identity of Oliver Edwards when they are engulfed in the thick 
smoke of a forest fire. Hearing John give a low and familiar call, Oliver Edwards rushes 
upon the scene. 
Unable to stir to action the dying Indian, Oliver attempts to flee the fire-encircled 
summit with Elizabeth. All escape routes seem to be cut off by the flames, however, and 
the two prepare to die. At that moment, Natty comes crashing through the burning 
brush, hatless, hair and clothes singed, seeking Elizabeth. Hearing the canister explode, 
he thinks that she has been killed, but Elizabeth had earlier given the gunpowder to John 
Mohegan. His approach to death is hastened by the powder burns he suffers, but Natty 
Bumppo straps the Indian on his back and carries him out of the flames. Oliver and 
Elizabeth follow Natty to safety. The group is joined by Rev. Mr. Grant, who 
ineffectually tries to rouse Christian thoughts in the dying chief. After John's death, his 
body is carried to a nearby cave by Natty. As Oliver escorts Elizabeth to the highway, 
where voices of a rescue party can be heard, he promises her that the mystery of his 
identity will soon be removed. 
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Rumors in Templeton make of Natty and Oliver at once possessors of great 
quantities of gold and silver and dangerous criminals. Sheriff Jones organizes a posse, 
supported by Captain Hollister and his militia troops, to attack the outlaws' fortified 
cave. Natty Bumppo, joined by Ben Pump, holds off the fearful troops and their 
ludicrous commander with injury to none but Hiram Doolittle, who is nicked in the 
rump by a ball from Natty's rifle. After Judge Temple arrives to order a cessation of 
hostilities, Oliver Edwards, accompanied by Major Hartmann, appears and also forbids 
violence, promising that the cave and its contents will be yielded. 
To the amazement of Judge Temple and the townsmen, Oliver Edwards and Major 
Hartmann carry from the cave on a rude chair a senile, white-haired figure. Oliver 
explains that this is his grandfather, Major Effingham (Fire-eater), the original owner of 
the land patent for that area. The Major's son, Edward Effingham, had stayed loyal to 
the Crown as a colonel during the Revolutionary War after placing all his property in 
trust with his business partner, Marmaduke Temple. Taking his son to Nova Scotia, 
Edward had later moved to England; there he had secured a government position in the 
West Indies. En route to that new post, he had been lost at sea, with his only son 
assumed to have died in the same disaster, and thus Temple, never having met the 
Major and uncertain of his whereabouts, had lost contact with the Effinghams. Oliver, 
whose real name was Edward Oliver Effingham, had come when old enough to do so to 
what is now the United States and traced his grandfather to the cabin of Natty Bumppo, 
where the hunter (once the Major's servant) and John Mohegan cared for the old man in 
his senility. 
Back at the Mansion, Judge Temple shows Oliver a copy of his will, drawn on the 
day, earlier that year, when news of Edward's death had reached Templeton. It 
bequeaths half his wealth to the heirs of Edward Effingham. Oliver and Judge Temple 
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are now completely reconciled, and the Judge gives to the young man the hand of his 
daughter, Elizabeth. When, shortly afterwards, Monsieur Le Quoi arrives to make a 
chivalric but halfhearted proposal to Elizabeth, he is kindly but firmly refused. Le Quoi, 
again affluent, will soon move to Paris, abandoning his sugar plantation in Martinique. 
Early in September Oliver and Elizabeth are married. Shortly after this happy 
event a sad one ensues: the death of Major Effingham. Natty Bumppo and Ben Pump 
are persuaded to return to jail to serve their sentences, but they are soon freed by a 
pardon from the governor of the state, a pardon quietly arranged through the good 
offices of Judge Temple. Oliver gives a farm to the Rev. Mr. Grant, and Judge Temple 
secures for him a "living" along the banks of the Hudson River, a more settled area, 
where Louisa can meet other young people of her social and educational level. One day 
in October Oliver and Elizabeth visit the graves of Major Effingham and John Mohegan 
to examine their newly erected tombstones. There they find Natty Bumppo preparing to 
leave Templeton, his pack, his rifle, and his dogs in readiness for a long journey. 
Despite repeated pleas by the young couple to spend his last days close to them, Natty 
takes his farewell and heads west, never again to be seen by them. 
 
8. Catherine Maria Sedgwick – Hope Leslie 
William Fletcher and his cousin Alice fall in love with one another, but, because 
of her father’s radical thoughts about religious difference, they cannot marry. Thus, 
William goes to America and Alice stays in England. He married another girl, Martha, 
who proves to be a good wife and mother. Alice, forced by her father, also marries a 
certain Charles Leslie. Years later, in a farm in New England, Fletcher accepts the 
charge of taking care of two Native American children who were taken captive during 
the Pequod War. The same day these children, Magawisca (fifteen-year-old girl) and 
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Oneco (a ten-year-old boy) arrive at the farm, Fletcher hears from Alice that she is now 
orphan and widow, and, feeling sick and afraid of leaving her two daughters alone, she 
decides to go to New England so that Fletcher can provide for them. Fletcher, who lives 
in a farm far away from Boston with his family (his wife and four children), goes to 
town taking Oneco with him. When he arrives there he discovers that Alice has died 
during the trip, and that he is now in charge of her two daughters, Alice and Mary. He 
asks the Puritan minister to baptize the girls with the names Hope and Faith. Then he 
sends home Mrs. Grafton (the girl’s aunt, who came with them from England), Faith 
and Oneco, and keeps Hope and Master Cradock (the girls’ tutor) with him, for he still 
had some business in town. 
In the farm, Magawisca and Everell become great friends, as well as Oneco and 
Faith. Few days after Faith’s arrival at the farm, when Fletcher, Hope and Master 
Cradock are on the road to the farm, Magawisca and Oneco’s father, the Pequod King 
Mononotto, together with some other Indians, attacks the farm, kills Mrs. Fletcher and 
her younger children, and takes Everell and Faith as captives. During their journey 
home, the natives stop in a hunting place, where Mononotto decides to kill Everell. 
Magawisca interferes and has her arm cut. Everell runs and is rescued by one of his 
father’s men.  
In despair, Fletcher takes a long time to recover from the tragedy. He now lives 
for Hope and Everell. Everell goes to study in London, and, when he gets back, he re-
encounters Hope. Now that they are adult they fall in love with one another. But they 
cannot be together yet, for Hope still waits to hear from Faith. She only gets some news 
through Nelema, an old Native American woman who lives near their farm. One day, 
when they (Hope and Everell) are in town, they see a native woman who goes near 
them. The woman is Magawisca. Hope asks for her sister, and Magawisca takes her to 
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meet Faith. While they are talking, some men appear, arrest Magawisca and take Faith 
home. Faith, however, does not understand herself as a white girl, and longs for her 
husband (Oneco) and her home in the native village. Oneco disguises himself and take 
Faith away. Hope helps Magawisca to escape from prison. Magawisca goes back to her 
people. Hope and Everell end the novel together.  
 
9. Lydia Maria Child – Hobomok 
Mary Conant is a Puritan girl. She falls in love with Charles Brown, who also 
loves her. However, her father does not accept their relationship because their religious 
ideas are different. Charles decides to go to the East, to find a way to get money enough 
to support a family, so that he would marry Mary even against her father’s will. 
However, during his trip there is a shipwreck and most of the people in the ship die. 
Mary thinks Charles is dead, and, in a moment of despair, she decides to marry 
Hobomok, a Native American man who lives in a hut near the town.  Hobomok loves 
her profoundly and, although he knows that she is not in love with him, he believes he 
can make her happy. 
Hobomok and Mary live together for three years. They have a son, and are very 
happy together. One day, Hobomok is going home after hunting when he meets Charles, 
who has survived the shipwreck. Hearing that Mary is married, Charles decides to go 
back to Europe, but Hobomok asks him to stay, because he knows Mary still thinks in 
her first lover. Thus, Hobomok releases Mary from their marriage according to his 
people’s laws, since they have married according to the same laws. Now, Mary and 
Charles can marry, and her father, finally, decides to bless their union. They have other 
children and live happy ever after.  
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“Pocahontas.”  [Engraving, after the 1616 van de Passe engraving.]  See Rasmussen 
and Tilton, p. 32.  [image]  
1794  
Belknap, Jeremy.  American Biography.  Vol. 1.  Boston, 1794.  240-319.  
1796  
Robertson, William.  The History of America.  Books IX and X.  Edinburgh, 1796.  
Esp. 54-73 and 92-95.  
1797  
Webster, Noah. “History of Pocahontas.” An American Selection of Lessons in 
Reading and Speaking. 12th edition. Hartford, 1797.  95-97. May be in earlier 
editions as well.  [for children]  
1800  
Davis, John.  The Farmer of New-Jersey, or, A Picture of Domestic Life.  New York, 
1800.  
Winkfield, Unca Eliza. The Female American, or, The Adventures of Unca Eliza 
Winkfield.  Newburyport, 1800. (First American edition)  
1802  
Croswell, Joseph.  A New World Planted; or, The Adventures of the Forefathers of 
New-England.  Boston, 1802.  [play]  
1803  
Bolling, Robert. Memoirs of the Bolling Family.  [n.p.], 1803.  Illustrated.  
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Davis, John. Travels of Four Years and a Half in the United States of America during 
1798, 1799, 1800, 1801, and 1802.  London, New York, 1803.  (Ed. Alfred J. 
Morrison. New York: Holt, 1909) (Rpt. as Personal Adventures and Travels of 
Four Years and a Half in the United States of America. London, 1817.)  
“A Sketch of the Life of Pocahontas.”  Literary Tablet 1 (1803): 94-95.  
Wirt, William.  The Letters of the British Spy.  Richmond, 1803.  
1804  
Burk, John.  The History of Virginia from its First Settlement to the Present Day.  
Vol. 1.  Petersburg, 1804.  
Marshall, John.  The Life of George Washington.  Vol. 1.  London, 1804.  (Rptd New 
York: AMS Press, 1969.)  
“A Sketch of the Life of Pocahontas.”  Monthly Anthology 1.4 (February 1804): 170-
74.  
1805  
Davis, John. Captain Smith and Princess Pocahontas. Philadelphia, 1805. (Rptd. 
Philadelphia, 1817 and Dayton, 1836.) Illustrated: see Fryd, p. 25 and Wasowicz, 
p. 383.  
---.  The First Settlers of Virginia, An Historical Novel.  New York, 1805.  (2nd ed. 
New York, 1806.)  
“A Sketch of the Life of Pocahontas.” The Repository, and Ladies' Weekly Museum 5 
(1805): 5-6.  
1807  
Barlow, Joel. The Columbiad: A Poem. Philadelphia, 1807. (Rptd. 1809, 1813, 1825, 
1897.)  Book IV.  
Report of the Proceedings of the Late Jubilee at James-Town.  Petersburg, 1807.  
1808  
Barker, James Nelson. The Indian Princess; or, La Belle Sauvage. Philadelphia, 
1808. (Rptd. in Representative Plays by American Dramatists. Ed. Montrose J. 
Moses. New York: Dutton, 1918; in The Romantic Indian. Ed. Charles M. 
Lombard. Vol. 2. Delmar: Scholars' Facsimiles and Reprints, 1981; and in Early 
American Drama.  Ed.  Jeffrey H. Richards.  New York: Penguin, 1997.)  [play]  
“Retrospective Notice of American Literature.”  Monthly Analog 5 (August 1808): 
455-60.  
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1809  
Allen, William.  An American Biographical and Historical Dictionary.  [The 
American Biographical Dictionary]  Boston, 1809.  (2nd. and 3rd. eds. 1832, 
1857.)  
Randolph, Edmund.  History of Virginia.  Ed. Arthur H. Shaffer.  Charlottesville: UP 
of Virginia, 1970.  [Written 1809-1813.]  
“A Sketch of the Life of Pocahontas.” The Tickler 2 (1809): 22.  
“A Sketch of the Life of the Princess Pocahontas.”  The Visitor 1 (1809): 89-90.  
1810  
“Life of John Smith.”  Philadelphia Repertory 1.16 (18 August 1810): 121-22;  1.19 
(8 September 1810): 145-46.  
1812  
Davis, John.  “Jamestown, An Elegy.”  Port Folio 8.2, new series (August 1812): 
213-15.  [poem]  
“Notice of Captain John Smith, The Father of American Colonization.”  Port Folio 
8.3, new series (September 1812): 218-33.  
“Sketch of the Life of Pocahontas.” The Casket 1.19 (April 11, 1812): 217-19; 1.20 
(April 18, 1812): 229-31.  
1813  
Campbell, J. W.  A History of Virginia from Its Discovery Till the Year 1781.  
Philadelphia, 1813.  31-52.  
Hening, Elizabeth.  “Savage Magnanimity.”  Blair Bolling.  “Commonplace Book.”  
Mss. Virginia Historical Society, Richmond.  6-10.  [poem]  
Life and Adventures of Capt. John Smith, Founder of the Virginia Colony.  
Philadelphia, 1813.  30-38, 58-59, 73-75.  
Life and Surprising Adventures of the Celebrated John Smith, First Settler of 
Virginia; Interspersed with Interesting Anecdotes of Pocahontas, an Indian 
Princess.  Pittsburgh, 1813.  26-33, 41-42, 52-55.  
1814  
Davis, John.  “The Angel of the Wild.”  Port Folio 3.4, 3rd series (April 1814): 374-
75.  [poem]  
1816  
Paulding, James Kirke.  “Ode to Jamestown.”  (Rpt. The Poets and Poetry of 
America.  Ed. Rufus Willmot Griswold.  Philadelphia, 1855?.)  
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[Tucker, George.]  “Letter XVII.”  Letters from Virginia.  Baltimore, 1816.  149-59.  
1817  
Paulding, James Kirke.  Letters from the South.  New York, 1817.  
Wirt, William.  Sketches of the Life and Character of Patrick Henry.  Philadelphia, 
1817.  (See Wirt, 1841.)  
1819  
“An Araucanian Pocahontas.” La Belle Assemblee September, 1819.  Rpt. The 
Researcher 1.4 (July 1927): 235-36.  
Smith, John.  The Generall Historie of Virginia, New-England, and the Summer 
Isles.  Richmond, 1819.  (First American ed., rptd. from the 1627 London ed., and 
printed with Smith's True Travels.)  
1820  
Belknap, Jeremy.  The Life and Extraordinary Adventures of Captain John Smith.  
London, 1820.  (From his 1794 American Biography.)  
Grimshaw, William.  History of the United States, from Their First Settlement as 
Colonies, to the Peace of Ghent.  Philadelphia, 1820.  26-36.  
Hillhouse, William.  Pocahontas; A Proclamation: With Plates.  New Haven, 1820.  
1822  
Davis, John.  American Mariners, or, The Atlantic Voyage.  London, 1822.  Lines 
4186-4215.  [narrative poem]  
Goodrich, Charles A.  A History of the United States of America, on a Plan Adapted 
to the Capacity of Youths.  Boston, 1822.  Illustrated.  [juvenile]  
Sigourney, Lydia H.  Traits of the Aborigines of America, A Poem.  Cambridge, 
1822.  Canto Second.  [narrative poem]  
1823  
Goodrich, Charles A.  History of the United States of America.  Hartford, 1823.  12-
20. Ilustrated.  
1824  
Carter, Bernard M.  “Pocahontas.” Poems.  London, 1824.  9-20.  [poem]  
1825  
Capellano, Antonio.  “Preservation of Captain Smith by Pocahontas.”  [Sculpture]  
United States Capitol Rotunda.  See Rasmussen and Tilton, p. 14.  [image]  
1826  
Grimshaw, William.  History of the United States, from Their First Settlement as 
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Colonies, to the Cession of Florida.  Philadelphia, 1826.  26-36.  
1827  
Grahame, James.  The History of the Rise and Progress of the United States of North 
America. Vol. 1.  London, 1827.  
Hale, Salma. History of the United States.  London, 1827.  13-31.  
Sedgwick, Catherine Maria. Hope Leslie, or, Early Times in Massachusetts. New 
York, 1827.  
1828  
Barber, J. W.  Interesting Events in the History of the United States.  New Haven, 
1828.  15-18.  
Child, Lydia Maria.  Biographical Sketches of Great and Good Men.  Boston, 1828.  
16-28.  Illustrated.  [juvenile]  
1829  
Goodrich, Samuel G. Stories about Captain John Smith for the Instruction and 
Amusement of Children. Hartford, 1829. Illustrated. [juvenile]  
Holmes, Abiel. The Annals of America. Vol. 1. Cambridge, 1829. 126-59.  
Murray, Hugh. Historical Account of Discoveries and Travels in North America. 
Vol. 1.  London, 1829.  208-23.  
Scott, Moses Y.  “Pocahontas.” Specimens of American Poetry.  Ed. Samuel Kettell.  
Vol. 3.  Boston, 1829.  117-18. (Also in Songs, Odes, and Other Poems on 
National Subjects.  Ed. William McCarty.  Vol. 1.  Philadelphia, 1842.  370-71.)  
[poem]  
1830s  
Sully, Robert Matthew.  “Pocahontas.”  [Painting, after the Turkey Hill portrait.]  A 
Daniel Rice and James Clark lithograph appears in Thomas McKenney and James 
Hall. History of the Indian Tribes of North America.  Vol. 3.  Philadelphia, 1844.  
See Rasmussen and Tilton, p. 35.  First of three portraits by Sully; see 1850s and 
1855.  [image]  
1830  
Custis, George Washington Parke.  Pocahontas, or The Settlers of Virginia.  
Philadelphia, 1830.  (Rptd. in Representative American Plays from 1767 to the 
Present.  Ed. Arthur Hobson Quinn.  New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1917 
and subsequent editions.)  [play]  
[Hunt, Freeman.]  “LXXVII.  Captain Smith and Pocahontas.”  American Anecdotes.  
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Vol. 1.  Boston, 1830.  
1831  
Goodrich, Charles A. The Child's History of the United States. Boston, 1831. 
Illustrated.  [juvenile]  
1832  
Drake, Samuel G.  Indian Biography.  Boston, 1832.  270-78, 289-303.  
Kennedy, John Pendleton. Swallow Barn, or, A Sojourn in the Old Dominion. Vol. 2.  
Philadelphia, 1832.  
Thatcher, B. B.  Indian Biography. Vol. 1. New York, 1832. Chapters 1-3.  
1833  
A Bachelor Knight [William Gilmore Simms]. “The Forest Maiden.” The Book of 
My Lady: A Melange. Boston, 1833.  52-59. [poem]  
“Death of Pocahontas.” Rural Repository 10 (1833): 204-5.  
1834  
Bancroft, George.  History of the United States from the Discovery of the American 
Continent.  Boston, 1834.  Illustrated.  
“Pocahontas.”  Christian Register 13 (1834): 76.  
“Pocahontas.”  Literary Gazette 1 (1834): 33-34.  
“Pocahontas.”  Rural Repository  11 (1834): 101-2.  
1835  
“Early Modern History.”  Chronicles of the North American Savages 1(June 1835): 
18-25; 1 July 1835): 33-45.  
Hillard, George S.  “The Life and Adventures of Captain John Smith.”  The Library 
of American Biography.  Ed. Jared Sparks.  Vol. 2.  New York, 1835.  (Rpt. New 
York, 1860; Makers of American History. New York: University Society, 1904.)  
Martin, Joseph.  A New and Comprehensive Gazeteer of Virginia and the District of 
Columbia.  Charlottesville, 1835.  549-52.  
1836  
Chapman, John Gadsby. “The Coronation of Powhatan.” [Painting] See Abrams, p. 
117.  [image]  
---.  “Pocahontas Saving the Life of Captain John Smith.” [Painting] See Rasmussen 
and Tilton, p. 15.  [image]  
---.  “The Warning of Pocahontas.” [Painting] See Rasmussen and Tilton, p. 19.  
[image]  
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Dielman, Henry.  Pocahontas Grand March.  Philadelphia: James G, Osbourn's 
Music Saloon, 1836, Illustrated.  [music]  
1837  
Bancroft, George.  History of the Colonization of the United States.  Boston, 1837.  
[juvenile]  
“Four Great National Pictures.”  New-York Mirror 15.10(Sept 2, 1837): 80.  
Olney, J. A History of the United States, on a New Plan. New Haven, 1837. 35-40.  
Illustrated.  [juvenile]  
Owen, Robert Dale [by a Citizen of the West].  Pocahontas: A Historical Drama.  
New York, 1837.  [play]  
“The Rescue of Captain John Smith, by Pocahontas.” Family Magazine 4 (1837): 
363-64.  Illustrated.  
1838  
Knapp, Samuel L.  “Sketch of the Life of John Smith, the Father of Virginia.”  
Family Magazine 5 (1838): 443-44.  
“Pocahontas, The Indian Princess.” Southern Literary Messenger 4.4 (April 1838): 
227-28.  
“The Preservation of the Early Colonists from Massacre.”  Southern Literary 
Messenger 4.4 (April 1838): 228.  [poem]  
1839  
C. C. [Charles Campbell?].  “The History of Virginia.”  Southern Literary Messenger 
5.12 (December 1839): 788-92.  
“Pocahontas.”  Rural Repository 16 (1839): 134.  
1840  
Chapman, John Gadsby.  “The Baptism of Pocahontas.”  [Painting]  United States 
Capitol Rotunda.  See Rasmussen and Tilton, p. 24.  (preliminary oil sketch in 
Abrams, p. 123)  [image]  
---.  The Picture of the Baptism of Pocahontas.  Washington, 1840.  
“Pocahontas.”  New-York Mirror 18.3 (July 11, 1840): 17.  Illustrated.  
Smith, Elizabeth Oakes Prince. “The Worthies of Virginia.”  Southern Literary 
Messenger  6.1 (January 1840): 49-51.  
Webster, Mrs. M. M.  Pocahontas: A Legend.  Philadelphia, 1840.  (See also Burton 
Stevenson. My Country: Poems of History for Young Americans.  Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1932.  20-21.)  [narrative poem]  
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1841  
Chapman, John Gadsby.  “Good Times in the New World” [“The Hope of 
Jamestown”].  See Abrams, p. 118.  [image]  
Morris, George P., and Henry Russell. The Chieftain's Daughter.  New York: Firth 
Pond & Co., 1841.  Illustrated.  [song]  
Sigourney, Lydia H. Pocahontas and Other Poems. London, 1841. (Rptd. New York, 
1855.) [narrative poem]  
Sinclair, Thomas.  “Captain Smith Rescued by Pocahontas.”  [Lithograph]  James 
Wimer.  Events of Indian History.  Lancaster, 1841.  See Rasmussen and Tilton, p. 
15.  [image]  
Smith, Seba.  Powhatan: A Metrical Romance. New York, 1841. [narrative poem]  
Waldron, William Watson.  “Pocahontas, Princess of Virginia.”  Pocahontas, 
Princess of Virginia and Other Poems. New York, 1841.  [narrative poem]  
Wirt, William.  Sketches of the Life and Character of Patrick Henry.  Philadelphia, 
1841.  255-60. (First published 1817.)  
1842  
Baker, Miss. “Last Wish of Pocahontas.” Songs, Odes, and Other Poems on National 
Subjects.  Ed. William McCarty.  Vol. 1.  Philadelphia, 1842.  282-83. [poem]  
[Hawks, Francis Lister.]  The Adventures of Captain John Smith.  New York, 1842.  
Morris, George P.  “Pocahontas.” Songs, Odes, and Other Poems on National 
Subjects.  Ed. William McCarty.  Vol. 1.  Philadelphia, 1842.  287-88. (Rpt. My 
Country: Poems of History for Young Americans.  Ed. Burton Stevenson.  Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1932.  19-20.)  See Morris, 1841.  [poem]  
“Pocahontas; A Study for the Historical Painter.” The Magnolia, May (1842): 305-6.  
See Simms, 1845.  
Watterston, George.  A New Guide to Washington.  Washington, 1842.  47-51.  
1843  
Cruden, Robert Peirce.  The History of the Town of Gravesend.  London, 1843. 286-
87.  
Frost, John.  The Pictorial History of the United States of America.  Vol. 1.  
Philadelphia, 1843.  86-102.  Illustrated.  
Goodrich, Samuel G.  “Pocahontas.” Lives of the Celebrated American Indians.  
Boston, 1843.  169-89.  Illustrated.  
“Pocahontas.”  The Lowell Offering 2 (1843): 14-20.  
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1844  
Archer, Armstrong.  A Compendium of Slavery as It Exists in the Present Day in the 
United States of America.  London, 1844.  (Rpt. London, 1884.)  
Balch, Rev. T. B.  “Pocahontas, Burr, and Wirt.”  Green Mountain Gem 2 (1844): 
19-20.  
McKenney, Thomas, and James Hall. History of the Indian Tribes of North America.  
Vol. 3.  Philadelphia, 1844.  Contains a Daniel Rice and James Clark lithograph of 
Robert Matthew Sully's 1830s painting from the Turkey Hill portrait.  See 
Rasmussen and Tilton, p. 35.  [image]  
Murray, Hugh.  The United States of America; Their History from the Earliest 
Period.  Edinburgh, 1844.  
1845  
Anderson, James S. M.  The History of the Church of England.  Vol. 1.  London, 
1845.  
“Antiquities of Virginia.” Southern Literary Messenger 11.6 (June 1845): 351-53.  
“Captain Smith and Pocahontas.” Columbian Magazine 2 (1844): 236-37. Illustrated.  
“Pocahontas.”  American Penny Magazine and Family Newspaper 1.22 (July 5, 
1845): 337-39.  Illustrated.  
Simms, William Gilmore.  “Pocahontas: A Subject for the Historical Painter.”  Views 
and Reviews in American Literature, History and Fiction.  New York, 1845.  (Ed. 
C. Hugh Holman.  Cambridge: Belknap Press of the Harvard UP, 1962.)  
1846  
[Campbell, Charles.]  “Contributions to the History of Virginia, Chapter VII.”   
Southern Literary Messenger 12.9 (September 1846): 533-38.  
[Hawks, Francis Lister.]  The Adventures of Captain John Smith.  New York, 1846.  
Howison, Robert R.  A History of Virginia.  Vol. 1.  Philadelphia: Carey & Hart, 
1846.  119-27, 150, 189-205.  
Simms, William Gilmore.  The Life of Captain John Smith, The Founder of Virginia.  
New York, 1846.  (Rptd. Freeport: Books for Libraries, 1970.)  Illustrated.  
Thompson, Waddy.  Recollections of Mexico.  New York, 1846.  29.  
1847  
By a Kentuckian [James Chamberlayne Pickett].  The Memory of Pocahontas 
Vindicated against the Erroneous Judgment of the Hon. Waddy Thompson.  
Washington, 1847.  
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Campbell, Charles.  “History of the Colony and Ancient Dominion of Virginia.”  
Southern Literary Messenger 13.2 (February 1847): 67-80; 13.3 (March 1847): 
129-44.  
Willson, Marcius.  History of the United States, for the Use of Schools. New York, 
1847.  Illustrated.  47-58. [juvenile]  
---.  Juvenile American History for Primary Schools. New York, 1847. 36-45. 
Illustrated.  [juvenile]  
1848  
Barnes, Charlotte Mary Sanford.  The Forest Princess, or Two Centuries Ago.  Plays, 
Prose, and Poetry. Philadelphia, 1848. First presented 1844. (Plays by Early 
American Women, 1775-1850. Ed. Amelia Howe Kritzer.  Ann Arbor: U of 
Michigan P, 1995.)  [play]  
Guernsey, Egbert.  History of the United States of America, Designed for Schools.  
New York, 1848.  84-99.  
“Pocahontas.”  Rural Repository 24.14 (25 March 1848): 105.  Illustrated.  
1849  
Frost, John.  The Book of the Colonies.  Hartford, 1849.  86-110.  Illustrated.  
---.  Remarkable Events in the History of America, from the Earliest Times to the 
Year 1848.  Vol. 1.  Philadelphia, 1849.  Illustrated.  147-70.  
“Pocahontas.”  The Massachusetts Teacher 2.1 (1849): 27-28.  
Strachey, William.  The Historie of Travaile Into Virginia Britannia.  London, 1849.  
(Written in 1612.) (Ed. Louis B. Wright and Virginia Freund. London: Hakluyt 
Society, 1953.)  
Willard, Emma.  History of the United States.  New York, 1849.  21-27.  
1850s  
Glass, James William. “John Rolfe and Pocahontas.” [Painting]  See Rasmussen and 
Tilton, p. 27.  [image]  
“Pocahontas.”  [Engraving]  See Holler, p. 10.  [image]  
Sully, Robert Matthew.  “Pocahontas.”  [Painting]  Second of three portraits by 
Sully; see 1830s and 1855.  SeeRasmussen and Tilton, p. 37.  [image]  
Warren, A. C. “Captain Smith Rescued by Pocahontas.” [Engraving]  See Abrams, p. 
63.  [image]  
1850  
Sears, Robert. The Pictorial History of the American Revolution.  Boston: Lee and 
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Shepard, 1850?.  Illustrated.  
Stearns, Junius Brutus. “The Death of Pocahontas.”  [Painting]  See Rasmussen and 
Tilton, p. 31.  [image]  
1851  
Sigourney, Mrs. L. H. [Lydia Hunt]. The Child's Book. New York, 1851. 116-22.  
Illustrated.  [juvenile]  
1852  
Arthur, T. S., and W. H. Carpenter. The History of Virginia.  Philadelphia: 
Lippincott, Grambo & Co., 1852.  55-62, 110-21.  
Chambers, William and Robert. Chambers's Repository of Instructive and Amusing 
Tracts.  London & Edinburgh, 1852?  Illustrated.  (Rpt. Littell's Living Age 38 
[August]: 515-32.)  
[Hawks, Francis Lister.]  Historical Tales for Youth.  New York, 1852.  13-202.  
(Also American Historical Tales for Youth.)  
Moore, William V. [John Frost]. Indian Wars of the United States.  Philadelphia, 
1852.  90-110.  Illustrated.  
Sully, Thomas. “Pocahontas.”  [Painting]  See Rasmussen and Tilton, p. 39.  [image]  
White, Edwin. “Pocahontas Informing John Smith of a Conspiracy of the Indians.”  
[Painting]  See Rasmussen and Tilton, p. 20.  [image]  
1853  
Morris, George P. “The Chieftain's Daughter.” Poems. New York, 1853. 54-56.  
Illustrated.  [poem]  
Pocahontas [Emily Clemens Pearson]. Cousin Franck's Household, or Scenes in the 
Old Dominion.  Boston, 1853.  
1854  
Mozier, Joseph.  “Pocahontas.”  [Sculpture]  See Rasmussen and Tilton, p. 27.  
[image]  
Parker, H. F.  Morning Stars of the New World.  New York, 1854.  249-75.  
Illustrated.  
Simms, William Gilmore.  Southward Ho!  A Spell of Sunshine.  New York, 1854.  
Chapter VII.  Contains “Pocahontas; A Legend of Virginia.”  (Rpt. New York: 
AMS, 1970.)  [poem]  
1855  
Armstrong, W. C.  The Life and Adventures of Captain John Smith.  Hartford, 1855.  
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Brougham, John. Po-ca-hon-tas:Or, the Gentle Savage. New York: Samuel French, 
n.d.  First performed, 1855. (Rpt. Dramas from the American Theatre,1762-1909. 
Ed. Richard Moody. Cleveland: World Publishing, 1966. 4-3-21.)  [play]  
Brueckner, Henry. “The Marriage of Pocahontas.”  [Painting]  Also engraved by 
John McCrae.  See Rasmussen and Tilton, p. 28.  [image]  
Lossing, Benson J.  The Marriage of Pocahontas.  New York, 1855.  Illustrated.  
Sully, Robert Matthew.  “Pocahontas.”  [Painting]  Third of three portraits by Sully; 
see 1830s and 1850s.  See Rasmussen and Tilton, p. 38.  [image]  
1856  
Duffey, John B.  “Life and Adventures of John Smith.”  Godey's Lady's Book 52 
(January-May 1856):  41-47, 149-56, 244-51, 334-40, 438-44.  
Eliot, Samuel.  Manual Of United States History from 1492 to 1850.  Boston, 1856.  
112.  
First Lessons in the History of the United States.  Boston, 1856.  15-24.  Illustrated.  
Hopkins, Samuel.  The Youth of the Old Dominion.  Boston, 1856.  
Howe, Henry.  Historical Collections of Virginia.  Charleston, 1856.  22-51.  
Illustrated.  
1857  
Celebration of the Two Hundred and Fiftieth Anniversary of the English Settlement 
at Jamestown.  May 13, 1857.  Washington, 1857.  
Hill, George Canning.  Capt. John Smith: A Biography.  New York, 1857.  121-56, 
271-86.  [juvenile]  
Hope, James Barron. “Poem.” Southern Literary Messenger 24.6 (June 1857): 455-
62.  (See also Burton Stevenson, ed. My Country: Poems of History for Young 
Americans.  Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1932.)  [poem]  
“Jamestown Celebration of 1857; Including a Prayer, Oration, Poem, and Speech” 
Southern Literary Messenger 24.6 (June 1857): 434-66.  
Lossing, Benson J.  History of the United States for Families and Libraries.  New 
York, 1857.  60-71.  Illustrated.  
Meade, Bishop.  Old Churches, Ministers and Familes of Virginia.  Vol. 1.  
Philadelphia, 1857.  62-88.  Illustrated.  
Melville, Herman.  The Confidence Man: His Masquerade.  New York, 1857.  
Chapter 25.  
Windle, Mary J. “Pocahontas: A Legend of Virginia.” Life at White Sulphur Springs; 
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or, Pictures of a Pleasant Summer. Philadelphia, 1857.  229-75.  
1858  
Clarke, Mary Cowden. World-Noted Women; or, Types of Womanly Attributes of All 
Lands and Ages. New York, 1858. 283-308. Illustrated.  
“A Monument at Jamestown to Captain John Smith.” Southern Literary Messenger 
27.2 (August 1858): 112-115.  
Palfrey, John Gorham.  History of New England.  Vol. 1.  Boston, 1858.  85-97.  
Spencer, J. A.  History of the United States.  Vol. 1.  New York, 1858.  32-43.  
Thackeray, William Makepeace. The Virginians: A Tale of the Last Century.  
London, 1858-59.  Illustrated.  The chapter “Pocahontas” contains two poems as 
well (see also Burton Stevenson. My Country: Poems of History for Young 
Americans.  Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1932.  18-19.).   [poem]  
Willson, Marcius. History of the United States. New York, 1858. 47-66. Illustrated.  
[juvenile]  
1859  
Brumidi, Constantino. “Captain Smith and Pocahontas.” [sculpture]  United States 
Capitol.  Not completed till 1888. See Fryd, p. 146. [image]  
Drake, Samuel G. The Aboriginal Races of North America. Philadelphia, 1859.  
Quackenbos, G. P. Illustrated School History of the United States. New York, 1859. 
66-76.  [juvenile]  
1860s  
“Pocahontas.”  [Broadside]  New York: H. De Marsan.  [poem]  
1860  
Campbell, Charles. History of the Colony and Ancient Dominion of Virginia. 
Philadelphia, 1860.  30-84, 112-23.  (Rpt. Spartanburg: The Reprint Company, 
1965.)  
The Chief's Daughter; or, The Settlers in Virginia.  London, 1860.  Illustrated.  
“Guard of the Daughters of Powhatan.” [Flag] Insignia of a Confederate army unit.  
See Rasmussen and Tilton, p. 40.  [image]  
Old Dominion Society of the City of New York. First Celebration of the Anniversary 
of the Settlement at Jamestown, Va., on the 13th of May, 1607. Hon. George W. 
Summers, Orator.  New York, 1860.  16-17.  
Robertson, Wyndham. “The Marriage of Pocahontas.” Southern Literary Messenger 
31.2 (August 1860): 81-91. See also: Historical Magazine 4.10 (October 1860): 
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289-96.  
Wingfield, Edward Maria. “A Discourse of Virginia.” Ed. Charles Deane. 
Archaeologica Americana: Transactions and Collections of the American 
Antiquarian Society 4 (1860): 67-103.  [Written in 1608.]  
1861  
Cooke, John Esten. “A Dream of the Cavaliers.” Harper's New Monthly Magazine 21 
(Jan. 1861): 252-54.  [poem]  
Quackenbos, G. P. Primary History of the United States. New York, 1861. 31-37.  
Illustrated.  [juvenile]  
Reid, James. “Natoaca, Princess of Virginia.” Notes and Queries, 2nd series, 12 
(November 2, 1861): 348.  See also 2nd series, 12 (November 16, 1861): 406; and 
3rd series, 5 (February 15, 1862): 135-36.  
1862  
Bogart, W. S. “Pocahontas: or, The Lady Rebecca.” Southern Literary Messenger 
34.12 (November & December 1862): 641-47.  
“Smith's Rescue by Pocahontas.” Southern Literary Messenger 34.12 (November & 
December 1862): 626-31.  
“Then and Now in the Old Dominion.” Atlantic Monthly 9.54 (April 1862): 493-502.  
“True Founder of Old Virginia.” St. James Magazine 4 (1862): 199-210.  
1864  
Lossing, Benson J. A Common-School History of the United States. New York, 1864.  
Illustrated.  [juvenile]  
1865  
Goodrich, Samuel G. The American Child's Pictorial History of the United States.  
Philadelphia, 1865?. 50-72. Illustrated. [juvenile]  
Hiller, Rev. O. Prescott. Pocahontas; or the Founding of Virginia. London, 1865.  
[narrative poem]  
Martin, J. H.  Smith and Pocahontas.  A Poem.  Richmond, 1862.  [narrative poem]  
1866  
Chappel, Alonzo. “Pocahontas Saving the Life of Capt. John Smith.” [Engraving]  J. 
A. Spencer. History of the United States. New York, 1866. See Rasmussen and 
Tilton, p. 16.  [image]  
Lossing, Benson J. A Common-School History of the United States.  New York, 
1866.  24-31. Illustrated.  [juvenile]  
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Smith, John. A True Relation of Virginia. 1608.  Ed. Charles Deane.  Boston: 1866.  
1867  
Adams, Henry. “Captain John Smith” [Review of A Discourse of Virginia and A 
True Relation of Virginia]. North American Review 104.214 (January 1867): 1-30. 
(Rpt. Chapters of Erie, and Other Essays. Boston, 1871; and Historical Essays. 
New York, 1891.)  
“Captain John Smith.”  Pall Mall Gazette 18 February 1867: 2-3.  
Hohenstein, Anton. “The Wedding of Pocahontas.” [Lithograph] See Abrams, p. 
173.  [image]  
“Notes.” The Nation 4(January 17, 1867): 44.  
Spohne, George. “The Wedding of Pocahontas with John Rolfe.” [lithograph]  See 
Fryd, p. 50.  [image]  
1868  
Anderson, John J. A Grammar School History of the United States. New York, 1868. 
18-23.  
1869  
Neill, Edward D. History of the Virginia Company of London. Albany, 1869. 83-105, 
211. Illustrated.  
---. Pocahontas and Her Companions. Albany, 1869.  
“Pocahontas.” Southern Review 6 (July 1869): 160-81.  
Quackenbos, G. P. Elementary History of the United States. New York, 1869. 29-32.  
Illustrated.  [juvenile]  
1870  
“Captain Smith Teaching Pocahontas to Read.” New York: Kimmel & Forster, c. 
1870.  [Lithograph]  [image]  
Inger, Christian. “Smith Rescued by Pocahontas.” [Lithograph after a lost painting 
by Edward Corbould]  H. Schile, 1870. See Rasmussen and Tilton, p. 16. Abrams 
(p. 299) notes a folk painting belonging to Colonial Williamsburg also based on 
the Corbould.  [image]  
Nehlig, Victor. “Pocahontas Saving John Smith.” [Painting]  See Rasmussen and 
Tilton, p. 17.  [image]  
1872  
Davis, Francis. “Pocahontas: A Tale of Old Virginie.” The Royal Illuminated Book of 
Legends. Ed. Marcus Ward.  Edinburgh, 1872. Illustrated. [song]  [poem]  
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Lossing, Benson J. A Grammar-School History of the United States. New York, 
1872. 21-28. Illustrated. [juvenile]  
Schele de Vere, M. The Romance of American History. New York, 1972.  69-100.  
Taft, S. H. A Discourse on the Character and Death of John Brown. Des Moines, 
1872. 15.  
1873  
Rev. of A Compendium of the History of the United States from the Earliest 
Settlements to 1872, by Alexander H. Stephens. Historical Magazine, 3rd series, 
2.3 (Sept. 1873): 187-88.  
Frost, John. Frost's Pictorial History of Indian Wars and Captivities. New York: 
Wells Publishing Company, 1873.  25-39.  Illustrated.  
Magill, Mary Tucker. History of Virginia for the Use of Schools. Baltimore, 1873.  
Chapters 4, 7, 9. Illustrated.  [juvenile]  
Pryor, Paul [pseud.]. Pocahontas; or, The Indian Maiden. New York: McLoughlin 
Bros., 1873.  Illustrated.  [juvenile]  
1874  
Victor Nehlig's Great Historical Painting, Pocahontas, Reproduced on Stone by the 
Artist Himself.  Cincinnati, 1874.  
1875  
Byers, S. H. M. Pocahontas. A Melo-Drama in Five Acts. [n.p.] New York: Readex 
Microprint, 1970.  [play]  
Henry, William Wirt. “The Rescue of Captain John Smith by Pocahontas.” Potter's 
American Monthly 4 (1875): 523-28, 591-97.  Illustrated.  
Kerney, M. J.  The First Class Book of History. Boston, 1875. 123-33. [juvenile]  
1876  
Bancroft, George. History of the United States from the Discovery of the American 
Continent. Thoroughly Revised Edition. Boston, 1876.  
Bryant, William Cullen, and Sydney Howard Gay. A Popular History of the United 
States.  Vol. 1. New York, 1876. 262-307. Illustrated.  
[Bryant, William Cullen, and Sydney Howard Gay.] “The True Pocahontas.” 
Scribner's Monthly 12 (1876): 7-13. Illustrated.  
Drake, Francis S. Dictionary of American Biography. Boston, 1876. 724.  
1877  
Higginson, Thomas Wentworth. A Book of American Explorers.  Boston, 1877.  230-
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65.  Illustrated.  
1878  
Tyler, Moses Coit. A History of American Literature. New York, 1878.  20-27.  
1879  
Cooke, John Esten. “The Adventures of Captain John Smith.” Scenes of the Old 
Dominion: From the Settlement to the End of the Revolution. New York, 1879. 
17-55. Illustrated.  [juvenile]  
Seelye, Elizabeth Eggleston, assisted by Edward Eggleston. Pocahontas. Chicago, 
1879.  [juvenile]  
1880  
Pocahontas the Indian Princess. New York: Philip J. Cozans, 1880?  Illustrated.  
[juvenile]  
1881  
“John Smith Play.” By Pamunkey Indians. 1881-1915. See Feest, 1987.  [play]  
“Old Yorktown.” Scribner's Monthly 22.6 (October 1881): 801-16.  Illustrated.  
“Pamunkey Tribe, Jno Smith Play,” “Unidentified Virginia Indians at the Yorktown 
Centennial in 1881.” Photograph. Virginia Historical Society. See Feest, 1987.  
[photograph]  
Stevens, Henry.  Stevens's Historical Collections.  Part I. London, 1881.  102-3.  
Warner, Charles Dudley. Captain John Smith: A Study of His Life and Writings. New 
York, 1881.  
1882  
Henry, William Wirt. “The Address.” Proceedings of the Virginia Historical Society 
24 February ( 1882): 10-63.  
True, Charles K. Life of Captain John Smith, First Planter of Virginia. New York, 
1882.   93-99, 243-56.  Illustrated.  [juvenile]  
1883  
Ashton, John. The Adventures and Discourses of Captain John Smith, Sometime 
President of Virginia and Admiral of New England. London, 1883.  
Cooke, John Esten. Virginia: A History of the People. Boston, 1883.  
Gardiner, Samuel R.  History of England from the Accession of James I. to the 
Outbreak of the Civil War 1603-1642. Vols 2 & 3.  London, 1883-91.  
1884  
Scott, David B. A Smaller School History of the United States. New York, 1884. 20-
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25. Illustrated.  [juvenile]  
Winsor, Justin, ed. Narrative and Critical History of America. Vol. 3. Boston, 1884-
1889.  
1885  
Cooke, John Esten. My Lady Pokahontas. Boston, 1885. Has an illustration on the 
cover.  [novel]  
Deane, Charles. “Pocahontas and Captain Smith: A Reminiscence.” Magazine of 
American History 13 (May 1885): 492-94.  
Neill, Edward D. Virginia Vetusta, During the Reign of James the First. Albany, 
1885. 9-18, 98-100.  
1886  
Bancroft, George. History of the Colonization of the United States. New York, 1886.  
Illustrated.  [juvenile]  
Hendrick, Welland.  Pocahontas, A Burlesque Opera. Chicago, 1886.  [play]  
1887  
Preston, Margaret J. “The Last Meeting of Pocahontas and the Great Captain.” 
Colonial Ballads, Sonnets and Other Verses. Boston, 1887.  [poem]  
Robertson, Wyndham. Pocahontas, Alias Matoaka, and Her Descendants. 
Richmond, 1887.  (Rpt. Baltimore, 1968.)  
1888  
Wilson, James Grant, and John Fiske, eds. Appleton's Cyclopaedia of American 
Biography.  Vol. 5.  New York, 1885.  569-72.  
1889  
Chambers, Henry E. A Higher History of the United States. New Orleans, 1889. 110-
24.  Illustrated.  [juvenile]  
Doyle, J. A.  English Colonies in America. Vol. 1. New York, 1889. 119-54, 407-11.  
Monroe, Mrs. Lewis B. The Story of Our Country. Boston, 1889. 55-78. Illustrated.  
1890  
Brown, Alexander. The Genesis of the United States. Vol. 2. Boston, 1890. 1006-
1010.  (Rpt. New York: Russell & Russell, 1964.)  
1891  
Henry, William Wirt. “A Defense of Captain John Smith.” Magazine of American 
History 25 (1891): 300-13.  
Hall, J. L.  Introductory Address Delivered by J. L. Hall . . . at the Jamestown 
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Celebration, May 13th, 1891.  Richmond, 1891?.  
Jameson, J. Franklin. The History of Historical Writing in America. Boston, 1891.  
1893  
Poindexter, Charles. Captain John Smith and His Critics.  Richmond, 1893.  
1894  
Drake, Samuel Adams. The Making of Virginia and the Middle Colonies. London, 
1894.  42-65. Illustrated.  
Goodwin, Maud Wilder. The Colonial Cavalier or Southern Life before the 
Revolution.  New York, 1894.  45-47.  
Newton, Mary Mann Page. “The Association for the Preservation of Virginia 
Antiquities.” American Historical Register (September 1894): 8-21.  
Nye, Bill. Bill Nye's History of the United States. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott, 
1894. 38-46.  (Rpt. Upper Saddle River: Literature House, 1969.)  Illustrated.  
Twain, Mark. The Tragedy of Puddn'head Wilson.  Hartford, 1894.  Chapter 14.  
1895  
Fiske, John. “John Smith in Virginia.” Atlantic Monthly 76 (September 1895): 350-
64.  
Hall, J. Lesslie. Introductory Address Delivered by J. Lesslie Hall at the Jamestown 
Celebration, Held May 13th, 1895. n. p., 1895?.  
Lossing, Benson J. Our Country, A Household History of the United States. New 
York, 1895.  179-99.  Illustrated.  
Manly, Louise. Southern Literature from 1579-1895.  Richmond, 1895.  33-38.  
Illustrated.  
Musick, John R. Pocahontas: A Story of Virginia. New York: Funk & Wagnalls, 
1895.  Illustrated.  [novel]  
1896  
Maury, Dabney Herndon. A Young People's History of Virginia and Virginians.  
Richmond, 1896.  31-57.  Illustrated.  [juvenile]  
1897  
Fiske, John. Old Virginia and Her Neighbours. Vol. 1.  Boston, 1897.  
National Cyclopaedia of American Biography. Vol. VII. New York, 1897. 102.  
1899  
Brown, Neal.  Critical Confessions.  Wausau: Philosopher Press, 1899.  116-170.  
Eggleston, Edward. The Beginners of a Nation. New York: D. Appleton and 
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Company, 1899.  31-52.  
“Pamunkey Indians dressed for the Pocahontas-Smith Play.” Photograph. National 
Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, 1899.  [photograph]  
Rowland, Kate Mason. “Captain John Smith, Soldier and Historian.” Conservative 
Review 1 (February 1899): 113-26.  
c. 1900  
Pamunkey. John Smith - Pocahontas play.  [play]  
1901  
Robins, Edward. A Boy in Early Virginia, or Adventures with Captain John Smith. 
Philadelphia: George W. Jacobs & Co, 1901.  
Smith, Helen Ainslie. The Thirteen Colonies. Part 1. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 
1901.  55-93.  Illustrated.  
1902  
Roberts, E. P. The Adventures of John Smith, Captain of Two Hundred and Fifty 
Horse, and Sometime President of Virginia.  London, 1902.  
1903  
Trahern, Al, and Richmond F. Hoyt. Princess Pocahontas March and Two-Step.  
Chicago: Windsor Music Co., 1903.  Illustrated.  [music]  
1904  
Chandler, J. A. C., and O. P. Chitwood. Makers of American History. Boston: Silver, 
Burdett and Company, 1904.  51-60.  Illustrated.  
Jenks, Tudor. Captain John Smith.  New York: The Century Co., 1904.  124-70, 239-
52.  Illustrated.  
Tyler, Lyon Gardiner. England in America, 1580-1652. New York: Harper & 
Brothers, 1904.  45-49, 74-75.  (Rpt. New York: J. & J. Harper Editions, 1968.)  
Williams, Henry Smith, ed. The Historians' History of the World. Vol. 22. New 
York: The Outlook Company, 1904.  567-82.  Illustrated  
1905  
Avery, Elroy McKendree. A History of the United States and Its People. Vol. 2.  
Cleveland: The Burrows Brothers, 1905.  32-79.  Illustrated.  
Bradley, A. G.  Captain John Smith.  London: MacMillan and Co., 1905.  83-104, 
194-200.  
Brooke, Richard Norris. “Pocahontas.” [Painting] See Rasmussen and Tilton, p. 34.  
[image]  
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Bryan, Vincent, and Gus Edwards. Pocahontas: Tammany's Sister. New York: Gus 
Edwards Music Pub Co, 1905.  Illustrated.  [song]  
Mowry, William A., and Blanche S. Mowry. American Pioneers. New York: Silver, 
Burdett and Company, 1905.  34-46.  Illustrated.  [juvenile]  
1906  
Bright, Robert S.  Pocahontas and Other Colonial Dames of Virginia: An Address 
by Robert S. Bright Delivered at Geneva, New York February 22, 1906.  
Richmond, 1942.  
Dorsey, Ella Loraine.  Pocahontas.  Washington: George E. Howard, 1906.  
Illustrated.  
Garber, Virginia Armistead. Pocahontas. New York: Broadway Publishing Co., 
1906.  Illustrated.  [narrative poem]  
Holliday, Carl.  A History of Southern Literature.  New York: Neale Publishing 
Company, 1906.  20-26.  
Lane, Melvin Arthur. “The Story of Pocahontas.” Strand 187 (August 1906): 17-21.  
Illustrated.  
Pocahontas Memorial Association.  Washington: G. H. Howard, 1906?.  
Smith, E. Boyd.  The Story of Pocahontas and Captain John Smith.  Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin, 1906.  Illustrated.  
1907  
Bagby, Mrs. Thomas P. “Tuckahoe.” Tuckahoe: A Collection of Indian Stories and 
Legends.  New York: Broadway Publishing, 1907.  1-51.  [short story]  
Bruce, Philip Alexander. Social Life of Virginia in the Seventeenth Century. 
Richmond: Whittet & Shepperson, 1907.  138-39, 229-30.  
Carey, Charles M.  Return of Capt. John Smith.  Hampton: Carey & Edwards, 1907.  
[song]  
Castleman, Virginia Carter. Pocahontas, A Poem.  New York: Broadway Publishing, 
1907.  [narrative poem]  
Chandler, J. A. C., and T. B. Thames. Colonial Virginia. Richmond: Times-Dispatch 
Company, 1907.  43-86.  Illustrated.  
Cole, Anna Cunningham.  The Jamestown Princess: Pocahontas Legends.  Norfolk, 
1907.  Illustrated.  [narrative poem]  
Ellis, Edward S.  Pocahontas: A Princess of the Woods.  New York: McLoughlin 
Bros., 1907?  Illustrated.  (Also A Princess of the Woods : or, The Story of 
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Pocahontas and Captain John Smith)  [juvenile]  
Forbes-Lindsay, C. H.  John Smith, Gentleman Adventurer.  Philadelphia: J. P. 
Lippincott, 1907.  Illustrated.  
Goode, Kate Tucker. “A Princess of Virginia: A Drama.” Lippincott's Monthly 
Magazine 79 (June 1907): 817-48.  [play]  
Green, Anne Sanford.  Pokahuntas: Maid of Jamestown.  Culpeper: Exponent Press, 
1907.  Illustrated.  [novel]  
Johnson, Eleanor H.  Boys' Life of Captain John Smith.  New York: Thomas Crowell 
& Co., 1907.  133-47, 257-87.  Illustrated.  [juvenile]  
Kester, Vaughan.  John O'Jamestown.  New York: The McClure Company, 1907.  
[novel]  
Lee, Sidney. “The American Indian in Elizabethan England.”  Scribner's 42 (1907): 
313-30. (Rpt. Elizabethan and Other Essays by Sir Sidney Lee. Ed. Frederick S. 
Boas.  Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1929.)  
Leyendecker, J. C. “Jamestown, 1607.” [Painting] Collier's: The National Weekly. 27 
April, 1907: cover.  See Rasmussen and Tilton, p. 42.   [image]  
Littleton, J. T.  The Story of Captain Smith and Pocahontas.  Nashville: Publishing 
House of the M. E. Church, South, 1907.  [narrative poem]  
McDavid, Mittie Owen. Princess Pocahontas. New York: Neale Publishing Co., 
1907.  Illustrated.  
McDonald, James J. Life in Old Virginia. Norfolk: Old Virginia Publishing 
Company, 1907.  64-77.  
Portor, Laura Spencer. “The Love Story of the First American Girl.” Ladies' Home 
Journal 24 (May 1907): 10.  
Pryor, Mrs. Roger A. The Birth of the Nation: Jamestown, 1607.  New York: 
MacMillan, 1907.  Illustrated.  
Robertson, N. Brent.  Pocahontas: A Song of Old Jamestown.  Baltimore: F. P. 
Robertson, 1907.  Illustrated.  [song]  
Rutherford, Mildred Lewis. The South in History and Literature.  Atlanta: Franklin-
Turner Co., 1907.  57-60.  
Selden, Edgar, and Seymour Furth. My Pocahontas.  New York: Maurice Shapiro, 
1907.  [song]  
Sheets, Catherine Randolph. Love Will Find the Way.  Washington: Gibson Brothers, 
1907.  Illustrated.  
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Sheppard, William L. The Princess Pocahontas: Her Story. Richmond: Whittet & 
Shepperson, 1907.  Illustrated.  
Tyler, Lyon Gardiner, ed. Narratives of Early Virginia, 1606-1625.  New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1907.  
Woods, Katherine Pearson. The True Story of Captain John Smith.  New York: 
Doubleday, Page & Company, 1907.  167-83, 345-53.  Illustrated.  
1908 
Pocahantas [sic] — A Child of the Forest. Dir. Edwin S. Porter. Distributed by 
Edison Mfg., 1908.  [film]  
Story, Alfred T. American Shrines in England. New York: Macmillan Company, 
1908.  
Wall, Mary Virginia. The Daughter of Virginia Dare. New York: Neale Publishing 
Co., 1908.  [novel]  
1909  
Page, Thomas Nelson. The Old Dominion: Her Making and Her Manners. New 
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1909.  110-17.  
1910  
Ferris, Jean Leon Gerome. “The Abduction of Pocahontas.”  [Painting]  See 
Rasmussen and Tilton, p. 22.  [image]  
Pocahontas. Perf. Anna Rosemond, Frank H. Crane, George Barnes. Thanhouser 
Film Corp, 1910.  [film]  
Smith, John. Travels and Works of Captain John Smith. Ed. Edward Arber, with 
Biographical and Critical Introduction by A. G. Bradley.  2 Vols.  Edinburgh, 
1910.  (Rptd.  New York: Burt Franklin, n. d.)  
1911 
Christy, Howard Chandler. “Pocahontas.”  [Painting]  See Rasmussen and Tilton, p. 
45.  [image]  
Halleck, Reuben Post. History of American Literature. New York: American Book 
Company, 1911.  17-20.  
1912  
Bruce, Philip Alexander. “Pocahontas.” Pocahontas and Other Sonnets.  Norfolk, 
1912.  [poem]  
Odell, Edson Kenny. The Romance of Pocahontas.  New York: Cosmopolitan Press, 
1912.  [image on front cover]  [narrative poem]  
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Sale, Edith Tunis. “Pocahontas: Mistress John Rolfe.” Old Time Belles and 
Cavaliers.  Philadelphia and London: J. P. Lippincott, 1912.  11-20.  
Ullmann, Margaret.  Pocahontas: A Pageant.  Boston: Poet Lore Company, 1912.  
[play]  
1914  
Bradley, A. G.  “Captain John Smith.”  Fortnightly 101 (January 1914): 69-82.  
Hammond, Otis Grant, ed. Dedication of a Memorial to Reverend John Tucke 1701-
1773 … With an Address on Captain John Smith by Justin Harvey Smith.  New 
Hampshire Historical Society, 1914.  53-68.  
1915  
Johnson, Rossiter. Captain John Smith (1579-1631). New York: MacMillan 
Company, 1915.  Illustrated.  
Streubel, Ernest J. “The Pocahontas Story in Early American Drama.” Colonnade 
(Sept 1915): 68-77.  
Sweetser, Kate Dickinson. Ten Great Adventurers. New York: Harper & Brothers 
Publishers, 1915.  66-92.  
Tyler, Lyon G.  Pocahontas: Peace and Truth. Richmond: Valentine Museum, 1915.  
1916  
Edmonds, Fred, and Edward Johnson. Pocahontas: A Comic Operetta.  New York: J. 
Fischer and Bro., 1916.  [play]  
1917  
Doren, Carl Van. et al. The Cambridge History of American Literature. New York: 
Putnam, 1917. 
Lindsay, Vachel. “Our Mother Pocahontas.” The Chinese Nightingale, and Other 
Poems.  New York: Macmillan, 1917. (Rept. Collected Poems. New York.: The 
Macmillan company, 1925. 105-108). [poem]  
Succombe, Thomas. “Rolfe, John.” The Dictionary of National Biography.  Eds. Sir 
Leslie Stephen and Sir Sidney Lee.  Vol. 17.  London: Oxford UP, 1917.  157-58.  
1918  
Adams, Henry.  The Education of Henry Adams.  Boston, 1918.  
Johnston, Mary. Pioneers of the Old South: A Chronicle of English Colonial 
Beginnings. New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1918. 
Moeller, Philip.  “Pokey or The Beautiful Legend of the Amorous Indian: A Cartoon 
Comedy.”  Five Somewhat Historical Plays.  New York: Knopf, 1918.  127-57. 
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Sandburg, Carl.  “Cool Tombs.” Cornhuskers. New York: Henry Holt, 1918.  [poem]  
1919  
Association for the Preservation of Virginia Antiquities.  Yearbook of the Association 
for the Preservation of Virginia Antiquities 1919.  Richmond: Whittet & 
Shepperson, 1919.  
Lewis, Sam M., Joe Young, and Fred Ahlert.  Who Played Poker with Pocahontas.  
New York: Waterson, Berlin,& Snyder Co, 1919.  [song]  
1920  
Mac Meekin, Cyril J., and J.A. Mac Meekin.  Pocohontas [sic]: Season's greatest 
hit.  New York: J.A. Mac Meekin, 1920.  Illustrated.   [song]  
Watson, Virginia. The Princess Pocahontas. Philadelphia: Penn Publishing 
Company, 1920.  Illustrated.  [novel]  
1921  
Doren, Carl Van. The American Novel. New York: Macmillan, 1921. 
Ferris, Jean Leon Gerome. “Matoax.” [Painting]  See Rasmussen and Tilton, p. 46.  
[image]  
1922  
Lightfoot, Nan Maury Lemon. “Statue of Pocahontas Unveiled after 16 Years of 
Splendid Effort.” Sons of the Revolution in State of Virginia Quarterly Magazine 
1.3 (1922): 22-25.  Illustrated.  
Partridge, William Ordway. “Pocahontas.” [Sculpture] Jamestown, Virginia. See 
Rasmussen and Tilton, p. 43.  [image]  
Tucker, Beverly Randolph. “Pocahontas.” Cited in Lightfoot.  [poem]  
1923  
Chronicles of America: Jamestown.  Yale University Press Film Service.  Distributed 
by Pathe Exchange, 1923.  [film]  
1924  
Pocahontas and John Smith. 1-reel Universal comedy. Hysterical History Comedies.  
Universal, 1924.  [film]  
Price, Andrew.  The Princess Pocahontas.  Marlinton: Times Book Company, 1924.  
1925 
Skinner, Constance Lindsay, Clark Wissler and William Wood. The Pageant of 
America: Adventurers in the Wilderness. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1925 
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1926  
Christy, Howard Chandler. “Pocahontas.” [Painting] Howard Chandler Christy: 
Artist/Illustrator of Style. Ed. Mimi C. Miley. Allentown: Allentown Art 
Museum, 1977.  [image]  
Ellyson, Mrs. J. Taylor. The First Permanent English Settlement in America. 
Richmond: Association for the Preservation of Virginia Antiquities, 1926?.  
Jalbert, H. H. “Captain John Smith: Jack of All Trades and Master of Most.” The 
Mentor 14 (july 1926): 39-40.  Illustrated.  
Tappan, Eva March. “John Smith, The Father of Virginia.” American Hero Stories.  
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1926.  39-50.  
1927  
“An Araucanian Pocahontas.” The Researcher 1.4 (July 1927): 235-36. Originally 
published 1819.  
Chatterton, E. Keble. Captain John Smith. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1927.  
126-48.  Illustrated.  
F. H. “The Pocahontas Portrait.” Virginia Magazine of History and Biography 35 
(1927): 431-36.  
1928  
Fletcher, John Gould.  John Smith — Also Pocahontas. New York: Brentano's, 1928.  
MacLeod, William Christie. The American Indian Frontier. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 
Inc., 1928. 
Mason, Hollie Lee. “Great Characters in American History: John Smith.” Normal 
Instructor and Primary Plans 37 (September 1928): 41, 91-93.  
Quinn, Vernon.  The Exciting Adventures of Captain John Smith.  New York: 
Frederick A. Stokes, 1928.  114-52, 305-15.  
Stanard, Mary Newton. The Story of Virginia's First Century. Philadelphia: J. B. 
Lippincott Company, 1928.  41-49, 114-29.  Illustrated.  
1929  
Bruce, Philip Alexander. “The Princess Pocahontas.” The Virginia Plutarch. Vol. 1.  
Chapel Hill: U of North Carolina P, 1929.  28-42.  Illustrated.  
Peters, Harry T. Currier & Ives, Printmakers to the American People.  Garden City: 
Doubleday, Doran, 1929-1931. Vol. 2: 336.  (“Baptism of Pocahontas” and 
“Pocahontas Saving the Life of Capt'n John Smith”)  
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1930  
Crane, Nathalia.  Pocahontas. New York: Dutton, 1930. Illustration on cover.  
[narrative poem]  
Fraser, Georgia. The White Captain. Boston: Little, Brown, and Company, 1930.  
Illustrated.  [novel]  
1931  
Llewellyn, K. N. “A Ballad of Jonathan Smith.” Put in His Thumb. New York: 
Century Co., 1931.  28-30.  [song]  
Smyth, Clifford. Captain John Smith and England's First Successful Colony in 
America.  New York: Funk & Wagnalls, 1931.  96-119, 144-74.  
Yardley, Captain J. H. R. Before the Mayflower. New York: Doubleday, Doran & 
Company, 1931.  21-23, 156-64.  
1932  
Loving, Boyce. The Origin of Necking: A Travesty on the Pocahontas-John Smith 
Episode.  Richmond: Whittet & Shepperson, 1932.  [play]  
Stevenson, Burton, ed.. My Country: Poems of History for Young Americans. 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1932.  16-23.  (See also his American 
History in Verse for Boys and Girls.  Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1932.)  
[juvenile]  [poems]  
1933  
Garnett, David. Pocahontas or the Nonparell of Virginia. London: Chatto and 
Windus, 1933.  [novel]  
Geddes, Virgil. Pocahontas and the Elders.  Chapel Hill: M. A. Abernethy, 1933.  
[play]  
Keiser, Albert. “The Pocahontas Legend.” The Indian in American Literature. New 
York: Oxford UP, 1933.  (Rpt. New York: Octagon Books, 1970.) 
1934  
Andrews, Charles M. The Colonial Period of American History. Vol. 1. New Haven: 
Yale UP, 1934.  141-42.  
Cabell, James Branch. “To the Lady Rebecca Rolfe, Called Pocahontas.” Ladies and 
Gentleman: A Parcel of Reconsiderations. New York: R. M. McBride, 1934. 195-
209.  
Halleck, Reuben Post. The Romance of American Literature. New York: American 
Book Company, 1934.  17-19.  
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1935  
Bryant, Loy Y. “The Pocahontas Theme in American Literature.” Master's Thesis.  U 
of North Carolina, 1935.  
Grussi, Rev. A. M.  Pocahontas and Captain Smith. Boston: Christopher Publishing 
House, 1935.  [novel]  
Gwathmey, John H. The Love Affairs of Captain John Smith. Richmond: Dietz 
Printing, 1935.  
Hart, Albert Bushnell. “American Historical Liars.” Harper's 131 (October 1935): 
726-35.  
Morse, Jarvis M. “John Smith and His Critics: A Chapter in Colonial 
Historiography.”  Journal of Southern History 1.2 (1935): 123-37.  
Wertenbaker, Thomas Jefferson. “Pocahontas.” Dictionary of American Biography.  
Ed. Dumas Malone.  Vol. 15.  New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1935.  18-19.  
1936  
Dwight, Allan. The First Virginians. New York: Thomas Nelson & Sons, 1936.  
Illustrated.  [juvenile]  
Erskine, John. Young Love: Variations on a Theme. Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill 
Company, 1936.  275-302.  [short story]  
“WPA Bars 'Debunking' of American Legends.”  New York Times 22 February 
1936: 17.  
1937  
Andrews, Matthew Page. Virginia: The Old Dominion. Garden City: Doubleday, 
Doran, 1937.  35, 66-73.  (Rpt. Richmond: Dietz Press, 1949.)  
Engel, Grace M.. “Pocahontas in American Literature.” Master's Thesis. Columbia 
U, 1937.  
Harnwell, Anna Jane. “Pocahontas and John Smith.” Plays of Story and Legend. Ed. 
A. P. Sanford.  New York: Dodd, Mead, 1937.  43-61.  [play]  
Hartzog, Henry S. John Smith and Pocahontas. St. Louis: D'Alroy & Hart, 1937.  85-
107, 164-87.  Illustrated.  
1938  
Cawley, Robert Ralston. The Voyagers and Elizabethan Drama. Boston: D. C. Heath 
and Company, 1938.  358-61.  
Pelley, William Dudley. Captain John Smith. Asheville: Pelley Publishers, 1938.  
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1939  
Cadmus, Paul. “Pocahontas Saving the Life of John Smith.” [Painting] See 
Rasmussen and Tilton, p. 47.  [image]  
Quarles, Marguerite Stuart. Pocahontas (Bright Stream Between Two Hills). 
Richmond: Association for the Preservation of Virginia Antiquities, 1939.  
Illustrated.  
1941  
Gilliam, Charles Edgar. “His Dearest Daughter's Names.” William and Mary 
Quarterly, 2nd. series, 21.3 (1941): 239-42.  
Kellogg, Louise Phelps. “Pocahontas and Jamestown.”  Wisconsin Magazine of 
History 25 (1941): 38-42.  
Wecter, Dixon. “Captain John Smith and the Indians.” The Hero in America. New 
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1941.  17-30.  Illustrated.  
1942  
Bright, Robert S. Pocahontas and Other Colonial Dames of Virginia: An Address by 
Robert S. Bright Delivered at Geneva, New York February 22, 1906.  Richmond, 
1942.  
Coleman, Satis N., and Adolph Bregman. “Jonathan Smith.” Songs of American 
Folks.  New York: John Day Company, 1942.  124-26.  [song]  
1943  
Andrews, Matthew Page.  The Soul of a Nation.  New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 
1943.  96-97, 188-93, 213-17.  
Basso, Hamilton.  Mainstream.  New York: Reynal and Hitchcock, 1943.  8-9.  
Benet, Stephen Vincent. Western Star.  New York: Farrar & Rinehart, Inc., 1943.  
72-76.  [poem]  
Criss, Mildred. Pocahontas: Young American Princess. New York: Dodd, Mead & 
Company, 1943.  Illustrated.  [juvenile]  [novel]  
Foreman, Carolyn Thomas.  Indians Abroad, 1493-1938.  Norman: U of Oklahoma 
P, 1943.  22-28.  
Marshall, Edison.  Great Smith.  New York: Farrar & Rinehart, Inc, 1943.  295-99, 
311-37, 349-65, 371-83, 396-420, 427-38.  [novel]  
1946  
D'Aulaire, Ingri and Edgar Parin. Pocahontas. Garden City: Doubleday, 1946.  
Illustrated.  [juvenile]  
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Holberg, Ruth Langland. Captain John Smith:The Lad from Lincolnshire. New York: 
Thomas Y. Crowell Company. 89-109, 139-47, 173-81. Illustrated. [juvenile]  
Jarvis, H. Wood. Let the Great Story Be Told: The Truth about British Expansion. 
London: Sampson Low, Marston & Co., 1946.  1-53.  
Seymour, Flora Warren. Pocahontas: Brave Girl. Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1946.  
Illustrated.  [juvenile]  
Southall, James P. C.  “Captain John Smith (1580-1631) and Pocahontas (1595?-
1617).”  Tyler's Quarterly 28 (1946-47): 209-25. See J. Luther Kibler, “More 
about Smith and Pocahontas,” Tyler's Quarterly 29 (1947): 84.  
1947  
Cabell, James Branch.  “Myths of the Old Dominion.” Let Me Lie: Being in the Main 
an Ethnological Account of the Remarkable Commonwealth of Virginia and the 
Making of Its History.  New York: Farrar, Strauss and Company, 1947.  45-76.  
Peattie, Donald Culcross.  “America's First Great Lady.”  Reader's Digest 50 (April 
1947): 91-94.  Illustrated.  
1948  
Adams, Randolph G.  “To Its Logical Confusion.”  Michigan Alumnus 44 (28 
February 1948): 273-74.  
Brydon, George MacLaren. Virginia's Mother Church and the Political Conditions 
under Which It Grew. Richmond, VA.: Virginia Historical Society, 1947 
Stinnett, Caskie.  “Private Lives of American Heroes: Pocahontas.”  Saturday 
Evening Post, 220.30 (Jan. 24, 1948): 36.  Illustrated.  
1949  
Craven, Wesley Frank.  The Southern Colonies in the Seventeenth Century, 1607-
1689.  Baton Rouge: Louisiana State UP, 1949.  72-73, 115-17, 132.  
Kennedy, Arthur M.  Captain John Smith and His Critics.  Philadelphia: Athenaeum 
of Philadelphia, 1949.  
Pocahontas Club.  As I Recollect.  Pryor: Byron Smith Print., 1949.  
1950  
Cuppy, Will.  The Decline and Fall of Practically Everybody.  New York: Henry 
Holt and Company, 1950.  206-11. Illustrated.  
Fishwick, Marshall W.  “Virginians on Olympus: I. The Last Great Knight Errant.”  
Virginia Magazine of History and Biography 58 (January 1950): 40-57.  
Hall-Quest, Olga W.  Jamestown Adventure.  New York: E. P. Dutton, 1950.  44-56, 
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85-87, 150-66, 181-83.  [juvenile]  
Lawson, Marie.  Pocahontas and Captain John Smith: The Story of the Virginia 
Colony.  New York: Random House, 1950. Illustrated. [juvenile]  
Leisy, Ernest E. The American Historical Novel. Norman, OK: University of 
Oklahoma Press, 1950. 
1951  
Daunton-Fear, Richard.  Pocahontas and St. George's Gravesend.  Chatham: Parrett 
& Neves, 1951.  Illustrated.  
Fishwick, Marshall William. “John Smith: The Virginian as Colonist” Virginians on 
Olympus: A Cultural Analysis of Four Great Men. Richmond, VA: Richmond, 
1951 
Leighton, Margaret.  The Sword and the Compass: The Far-Flung Adventures of 
Captain John Smith.  Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1951.  [novel]  
1952  
Christensen, Erwin O. Early American Wood Carving.  Cleveland: World Publishing 
Company, 1952.  42-51. Illustrated.  
1953  
Captain John Smith and Pocahontas [: A Legend]. Dir. Lew Landers. Perf. Anthony 
Dexter, Jody Lawrance, Alan Hale, Jr. United Artists, 1953.  [film]  
Dixon, Margaret Denny. The Princess of the Old Dominion.  New York: Exposition 
Press, 1953.  [novel]  
Graham, Shirley. The Story of Pocahontas. New York: Grosset & Dunlap, 1953.  
Illustrated.  [novel]  [juvenile]  
Pendergast, A. W., and W. Porter Ware.  Cigar Store Figures in American Folk Art.  
Chicago: Lightner Publishing Corporation, 1953.  23, 71.  
Smith, Bradford.  Captain John Smith: His Life and Legend.  Philadelphia: J. B. 
Lippincott, 1953.  98-113, 217-33.  
1954  
Fife, Austin E., and Francesca Redden.  “The Pseudo-Indian Folksongs of the Anglo-
American and French Canadian.” Journal of American Folklore 67 (1954): 379-
95.  
Fishwick, Marshall W. “O Brave New World: John Smith” American Heroes, Myth 
and Reality. Washington, DC.: Public Affairs Press, 1954. 
Hubbel, Jay B.  The South in American Literature, 1607-1900.  Durham: Duke UP, 
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1954.  17-20.  
Nash, Ogden.  “Captain John Smith.”  Many Long Years Ago.  London: J. M. Dent & 
Sons, 1954.  96-97.  [poem]  
1956  
Edmonds, Pocahontas Wight. The Pocahontas-John Smith Story.  Richmond: Dietz 
Press, 1956.  
Fishwick, Marshall W. The Virginia Tradition. Washington, DC.: Public Affairs 
Press, 1956. 
Henderson, Brantley.  Being the Story of Fabulous John Smith.  Richmond: Whittet 
& Shepperson, 1956.  41-43, 73-75, 96-100.  
McFall, David.  “Pocahontas, La Belle Sauvage.”  [Sculpture]  See Tilton and 
Mossiker.  [image]  
Smith, Bradford. With Sword and Pen: The Adventures of Captain John Smith.  New 
York: Aladdin Books, 1956.  86-100, 114-18, 123-25, 180-86.  Illustrated.  
[juvenile]  
1957  
Cavanah, Frances. Pocahontas, A Little Indian Girl of Jamestown. Chicago: Rand 
McNally, 1957.  Illustrated.  [juvenile]  
De Pilis, F. A. Life Story of Matoaka. Richmond: Patterson Brothers Tobacco Corp., 
1957?.  Illustrated.  
Green, Paul.  “The Epic of Jamestown.”  New York Times Magazine 31 March 
(1957): 15, 42-47.  Illustrated.  
---.  The Founders: A Symphonic Outdoor Drama.  New York: Samuel French, 1957.  
[play]  
Hall-Quest, Olga W.  Powhatan and Captain Smith.  New York: Farrar, Straus & 
Cudahy, 1957.  Illustrated.  [juvenile]  
Harris, Billups. The Amazing Adventures of Captain John Smith. Richmond: Whittet 
and Shepperson, 1957. Illustrated.  
Hubbell, Jay B. “The Smith-Pocahontas Story in Literature.” Virginia Magazine of 
History and Biography 65.3 (1957): 275-300. (Expanded version in South and 
Southeast: Literary Essays and Reminiscences.  Durham: Duke UP, 1965.  175-
204.)  
Shelby, R. Temple. The Ballad of Captain John Smith. R. Temple Shelby, 1957.  
Illustrated.  [song] [juvenile]  
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Smith, Bradford. “Captain Smith of Jamestown.” National Geographic 111.5 (1957): 
581-620.  Illustrated.  
Thornton, Willis. Fable, Fact and History. Philadelphia: Chilton Company, 1957.  
46-54.  
Wharton, Henry. The Life of John Smith, English Soldier. Ed. Laura Polanyi Striker.  
U of North Carolina P, 1957.  [Written in 1685.]  
1958  
“Address by Viscount Hailsham.” Significant Addresses of the Jamestown Festival.  
Ed. UlrichTroubetzkoy. Richmond: United States Jamestown-Williamsburg-
Yorktown Celebration Commission, 1958.  14-17.  
Creedman, Theodore. “A History of the Association for the Preservation of Virginia 
Antiquities.” Master's Thesis. Columbia University, 1958.  
Fishwick, Marshall. “Was John Smith a Liar?” American Heritage 9.6 (1958): 28-33, 
110.  Ilustrated.  
Gerson, Noel B. Daughter of Eve. Garden City: Doubleday, 1958. Illustration on dust 
jacket.  [novel]  
Hiscock, Robert Heath. A History of the Parish Churches of Gravesend and the 
Burial Place of Princess Pocahontas. Gloucester: British Pub. Co. Limited, 
1958?. Illustrated.  
Lee, Peggy, Eddie Cooley, and John Davenport. Fever. Capitol Records, 1958.  
[song]  
Mason, Miriam E. John Smith: Man of Adventure. Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 1958.  Illustrated.  119-33.  [juvenile]  
Peavy, Charles D. “The American Indian in the Drama of the United States.” 
McNeese Review 10 (1958): 68-86.  
Rives, Ralph Hardee. “The Jamestown Celebration of 1857.” Virginia Magazine of 
History and Biography 66.3 (1958): 259-71.  Illustrated.  
Striker, Laura Polyani. “The Hungarian Historian, Lewis L. Kropf, On Captain John 
Smith's True Travels: A Reappraisal.” Virginia Magazine of History and 
Biography 66 (January 1958): 22-43.  
Wertenbaker, Thomas J. The Shaping of Colonial Virginia. New York: Russell & 
Russell, 1958 
1959  
Foster, Genevieve. The World of Captain John Smith. New York: Charles Scribner's 
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Sons, 1959.  Illustrated.  
Rowse, A. L. The Elizabethans and America. London: Macmillan and Co., 1959.  
214-15.  
1960  
Barth, John. The Sot-Weed Factor. New York: Doubleday, 1960.  Chapters II.6, 
II.25, III.21.  
King, Sydney E. Pocahontas. [Drawing] Jamestown-Yorktown Foundation. See 
Brown and Myers, 1997.  [image]  
McCorvey, Thomas Chalmers. Alabama Historical Sketches. Charlottesville: U of 
Virginia P, 1960.  90-94.  
Morton, Richard L. Colonial Virginia. Vol. 1. Chapel Hill: U of North Carolina P, 
1960.  36-39.  
1961  
Harris, Aurand. Pocahontas. Anchorage: Children's Theatre Press, 1961. [juvenile] 
[play]  
Meadows, Denis. Five Remarkable Englishmen. New York: Devin-Adair Company, 
1961.  70-78, 90-91.  
Tate, Ellalice [Eleanor Hibbert]. This Was a Man.  London: Hodder and Stoughton, 
1961.  [novel]  
1962  
Rule, Henry B. “Henry Adams's Attack on Two Heroes of the Old South.” American 
Quarterly 14.2 (1962): 174-84.  
Striker, Laura Polanyi, and Bradford Smith. “The Rehabilitation of Captain John 
Smith.” Journal of Southern History 28.4 (1962): 474-81.  
Towner, Lawrence W. “Ars Poetica et Sculptura: Pocahontas on the Boston 
Common.” Journal of Southern History 28.4 (1962): 482-85.  
Young, Philip. “The Mother of Us All: Pocahontas Reconsidered.” Kenyon Review 
24.3 (1962): 391-415. (Rpt. Three Bags Full.  New York: Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich, 1967. 175-203.)  
1963  
Barbour, Philip L. “Fact and Fiction in Captain John Smith's True Travels.” Bulletin 
of the New York Public Library 67 (October 1963): 517-28.  
Hazo,  Samuel. Hart Crane: An Introduction and Interpretation. New York: Barnes 
& Noble, 1963. 
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Simpson, Louis. “The Marriage of Pocahontas”. At the End of the Open Road: 
Poems. Middletown, CT.: Wesleyan University Press, 1963. 41-51 [poem] 
1964  
Elson, Ruth Miller. Guardians of Tradition: American Schoolbooks of the Nineteenth 
Century.  Lincoln: U of Nebraska P, 1964.  69-71.  
Jones, Howard Mumford.  O Strange New World.  New York: Viking Press, 1964.  
82-83, 238.  
Review of The Three Worlds of Captain John Smith. Times Literary Supplement 19 
November, 1964: 1036.  
1966  
Lewis, Paul. The Great Rogue: A Biography of Captain John Smith.  New York: 
David McKay Company, 1966.  
Wadlington, Walter. “The Loving Case: Virginia's Anti-Miscegenation Statute in 
Historical Perspective.” Virginia Law Review 52 (1966): 1189-1223; esp. 1189, 
1202-3.  
1967  
Feest, Christian F. “The Virginia Indian in Pictures.” Smithsonian Journal of History 
2.1 (1967): 1-30.  Illustrated.  
Gerson, Noel B. Survival: Jamestown, First English Colony in America. New York: 
Julian Messner, 1967. [juvenile]  
Holloway, James. “Indian Legend Lives On in England.” New York Times 17 
September 1969: section 10, p. 24.  
1968  
Fiedler, Leslie A. The Return of the Vanishing American. New York: Stein and Day, 
1968.  
Fleming, E. McClung. “Symbols of the United States: From Indian Queen to Uncle 
Sam.”  Frontiers of American Culture. Ed.  Ray B. Browne, et. al.  Lafayette: 
Purdue U, 1968.  1-24.  
Jones, Howard Mumford, with the aid of Sue Bonner Walcutt. The Literature of 
Virginia in the Seventeenth Century.  Charlottesville: UP of Virginia, 1968. 49-50.  
1969  
Deloria, Vine, Jr. Custer Died for Your Sins: An Indian Manifesto. New York: 
Macmillan, 1969.  1-5.  
Durbin, Louise. “Pocahontas in England.” Virginia Cavalcade 18.3 (1969): 4-12.  
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Illustrated.  
Wilkie, Katherine E. Pocahontas: Indian Princess. Middletown: Weekly Reader 
Books, 1969.  Illustrated.  [juvenile]  
Woodward, Grace Steele. Pocahontas. Norman: U of Oklahoma P, 1969. Illustrated: 
the Sedgeford Hall Portrait, the Bootan Hall Portrait, the church at Gravesend, and 
so forth.  
1970  
Barbour, Philip L. Pocahontas and Her World. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1970.  
Fried, Frederick. Artists in Wood. New York: Bramhall House, 1970.  16, 110, col. 
fig. 18b.  Illustrated.  
Hawke, David Freeman. Captain John Smith's History of Virginia: A Selection.  
Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1970.  
Jonson, Ben. “The Vision of Delight.” Ben Jonson: Selected Masques. Ed. Stephen 
Orgel. New Haven: Yale UP, 1970.  149-60.  
Randolph, Edmund. History of Virginia. Ed. Arthur H. Shaffer. Charlottesville: UP 
of Virginia, 1970.  [Written 1809-1813.]  
1971  
Barbour, Philip L. “Pocahontas.” Notable American Women, 1607-1950: A 
Biographical Dictionary.  Ed. Edward T. James.  Vol. III.  Cambridge: Harvard 
UP, 1971.  78-81.  
Bulla, Clyde Robert. Pocahontas and the Strangers. New York: Scholastic, 1971.  
Illustrated.  [juvenile]  
Emerson, Everett. Captain John Smith. New York: Twayne, 1971. 47-48, 72, 80-85, 
122-23.  (Revised edition, 1993)  
1973  
Bowman, John Clarke. Powhatan's Daughter. New York: Viking Press, 1973.  
[novel]  
Green, Rayna. “The Image of the Indian in the Popular Imagination.” Diss. Indiana 
University, 1973.  
Hubbell, Jay B. The South in American Literature, 1607-1900. Durham, NC: Duke 
University Press, 1973. 
Paine, Lauran. Captain John Smith and the Jamestown Story. New York: Hippocrene 
Books, Inc., 1973.  99-118, 140-41, 192-93.  
Phillips, Leon [Gerson, Noel Bertram]. First Lady of America: A Romanticized 
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Biography of Pocahontas.  Richmond: Westover, 1973.  
Zolla, Elemire. The Writer and the Shaman. New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 
1973.  18-24.  
1974  
Parry, Ellwood. The Image of the Black Man in American Art, 1590-1900. New 
York: George Braziller, 1974.  Illustrated.  
1975  
Bullough, Geoffrey, ed.. Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare. Vol. 8. 
London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1975.  240-41.  
Green, Rayna. “The Pocahontas Perplex: The Image of Indian Women in American 
Culture.” Massachusetts Review 16.4 (1975): 698-714.  Illustrated.  
Herbst, Jurgen. “The New Life of Captain John Smith.” Historical Magazine of the 
Protestant Episcopal Church 44.1 (1975): 47-68.  
Vaughan, Alden T. American Genesis: Captain John Smith and the Founding of 
Virginia.  Boston: Little, Brown, 1976.  
Weixlmann, Joseph. “' . . .such a devotee of Venus is our Capt . . .': The Use and 
Abuse of Smith's Generall Historie in John Barth's The Sot-Weed Factor.” Studies 
in American Humor 2 (October 1975): 105-15.  
1976  
Alexander, Michael, ed. “Virginia — The Jamestown Settlement.” Discovering the 
New World, Based on the Works of Theodore de Bry. New York: Harper & Row, 
1976.  190-202.  Illustrated.  
DuPriest, Maud. Cherokee Recollections: The Story of the Indian Women's 
Pocahontas Club.  Stillwater: Thales Microuniversity Press, 1976.  
Mossiker, Frances. Pocahontas: The Life and the Legend. New York: Knopf, 1976.  
Illustrated.  
1977  
Bailey, Bernadine. American Shrines in England. South Brunswick and New York: 
A. S. Barnes and Company, 1977.  23-28. Illustrated.  
Jenkins, William Warren. “Three Centuries in the Development of the Pocahontas 
Story in American Literature.” Diss.  U of Tennessee, 1977.  
Levernier, James, and Hennig Cohen, eds. The Indians and Their Captives. 
Westport: Greenwood, 1977.  12-19.  
Seelye, John. Prophetic Waters: The River in Early American Life and Literature. 
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New York: Oxford UP, 1977.  57-80, 85-87, 343-45.  
Wohl, Burton. Soldier in Paradise. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1977. [novel]  
1978  
Cox, Gail Diane. “An American Princess in London.” American History Illustrated 
13.6 (1978): 4-7, 47-50.  Illustrated.  
Gerson, Noel B. The Glorious Scoundrel: A Biography of Captain John Smith. New 
York: Dodd, Mead & Company, 1978.  Illustrated.  
Larson, Charles R. American Indian Fiction. Albuquerque: U of New Mexico P, 
1978. 17-33.  
Sanders, Ronald. Lost Tribes and Promised Lands. Boston: Little, Brown, 1978.  
263-97.  
1979  
Anderson, Marilyn J. “The Best of Two Worlds: The Pocahontas Legend as Treated 
in Early American Drama.” Indian Historian 12 (1979): 54-59, 64.  
Jassem, Kate. Pocahontas: Girl of Jamestown. Mahwah: Troll, 1979. Illustrated.  
[juvenile]  
Scheick, William J. The Half-Blood: A Cultural Symbol in 19th-Century American 
Fiction.  Lexington: UP of Kentucky, 1979.  
Seals, David. The Powwow Highway. New York: Plume, 1979.  
Welch, James. The Death of Jim Loney. New York: Harper and Row, 1979.  
1980  
Bridenbaugh, Carl. Jamestown 1544-1699. New York: Oxford UP, 1980.  
Geiogamah, Hanay. “Foghorn.” New Native American Drama: Three Plays. 
Norman: U of Oklahoma P, 1980.  45-82. First presented 1973. [play]  
Sheehan, Bernard W. Savagism and Civility: Indians and Englishmen in Colonial 
Virginia.  Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1980.  128-31.  
1981  
Billington, Ray Allen. Land of Savagery, Land of Promise: The European Image of 
the American Frontier in the Nineteenth Century. New York: W. W. Norton, 
1981.  6.  
Risjord, Norman K. “The Meeting of Cultures: Captain John Smith and Pocahontas.”  
Representative Americans: The Colonists.  Lexington: D. C. Heath and Company, 
1981.  3-22.  
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1982  
Levenson, J. C., et. al., eds. The Letters of Henry Adams. Vol. 1. Cambridge: 
Belknap Press of Harvard UP, 1982.  
1983  
Fritz, Jean. The Double Life of Pocahontas. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1983.  
[juvenile]  
Hadas, Pamela White. “Pocahontas from Her New World.” Beside Herself: 
Pocahontas to Patty Hearst.  New York: Knopf, 1983.  3-16.  [poem]  
Sorel, Nancy Caldwell. “Captain John Smith and Pocahontas.” Atlantic Monthly 252 
(September 1983): 89.  Illustrated.  
1984  
Couture, Richard T. To Preserve and Protect: A History of the Association for the 
Preservation of Virginia Antiquities. Dallas: Taylor Publishing, 1984.  Illustrated.  
Gladsky, Thomas S. John Esten Cooke's My Lady Pokahontas: The Popular Novel in 
History.” Southern Studies 23 (1984): 299-305.  
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APPENDIX C 
 
POCAHONTAS’S IMAGES THROUGHOUT THE CENTURIES 
 
I. Pocahontas as a grown up woman, alone.  
1. Simon Van de Passe’s Engraving – 
1616. printed in John |Smith’s Generall 
Historie, 1624.  (Tilton 107)    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Mary Woodbury, Pocahontas.           c. 
1738. First original depiction of 
Pocahontas produced in the New 
World, the first done by a woman. 
(Tilton 111) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Fanciful portrait of Pocahontas, 
painted in Holland or England around 
1650. Unknown artist. (Mossiker 144) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Unidentified artist, Matoaks als 
Rebecca. Mid-to-late eighteenth 
century. (Tilton 106) 
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5. Unidentified artist, after Simon Van de 
Passe, Matoaks als Rebecca. 
Engraving, 1793. (Tilton 109) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7. Sears, Robert. Portrait of Pocahontas. 
The pictorial history of the American 
Revolution. 1850.  58.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. Robert Mathew Sully. Pocahontas. 
After the “Turkey Island Portrait”. 
Engraving, 1844. (Tilton 113) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8. Benson John Lossing, Pocahontas. 
The pictorial field-book of the 
revolution. 1851-52.   454 
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9. Thomas Sully. Pocahontas. 1852. 
(Tilton 114). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
11. Robert Mathew Sully. Pocahontas. 
1855. (Tilton 116). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
10. Robert Mathew Sully. Pocahontas. 
1855. (Tilton 115) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
12. Pocahontas. The Ladies' repository: a 
monthly periodical, devoted to 
literature, arts, and religion. / Volume 
21, Issue 6. 1861. 384C. 
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13. Augustus Lynch Mason. Pocahontas. 
Romance and Tragedy of Pioneer Life. 
1883. 65. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
15. Pocahontas. World Noted Women. 
New York: D. Appleton and 
Company, 1883. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
14. Benson J. Lossing. Pocahontas. A 
centennial edition of the history of the 
United States, 1875.  66. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
16. J. B. Wandesforde. Pocahontas 
Queenly Women, Crowned and 
Uncrowned. Cincinnati, Chicago, St 
Louis: Cranston and Stowe, 1885. 
183.  
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17. Oil Portrait of Pocahontas by 
William Ludwell Sheppard, 1891. 
http://www.virtualjamestown.org/map
7d.html 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
19. Jean Leon Ferris. Pocahontas. (c. 
1921). http://www.co.henrico.va.us 
/manager/pokeypix.htm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
18. Richard Norris Brooke. Pocahontas. 
1905. http://www.geocities.com/ 
Broadway/1001/poca.html 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
20. .Stuart E. Brown, Jr. Pocahontas. 
America 1585: The Complete 
Drawings of John White. Paul Hulton, 
ed. 1984. 
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21. Marguerite Stuart Quarles: 
Frontispiece. Pocahontas: Bright 
Stream Between Two Hills. 1967. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
23. Walt Disney Corporation. 
Pocahontas. 1995. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
22. R. L. Morgan Monceaux. Matowaka. 
1992. (Tilton 185) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
24. Linda Pollok. Pocahontas. Women of 
Substance Traveling Exhibit. 2002. 
http://www.scavagroup.com/wos.htm 
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II. Pocahontas in official seals, stamps, flags and signs. 
 
1. 13. Unknown artist. Pocahontas. Flag 
of the Powhatan Guards. c. 1861-
1865. (Tilton 170) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. W.B. Wilkins. Henrico's Official Seal 
and Flag. 1942-43. Henrico County, 
Virginia. http://www.co.henrico.va.us 
/manager/seal.htm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. The Pocahontas Stamp. Jamestown 
Commemorative Issue of 1907. Gary 
Griffith. http://www.ggriffith.com/ 
poca.htm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Heacham Village Sign. 1958. 
http://www.norfolkcoast.co.uk/locatio
ns/vp_heacham.htm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. South American Cooperative Republic of 
Guyana. Pocahontas Stamp. 1995. 
http://home.lynx.net/doris/disneystamp/M_Z.
htm 
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III. Pocahontas saving John Smith 
 
 
1. Robert Vaughan. King Powhatan 
comands Captain Smith to be Slayne. 
1616. (Abrams 52) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Antonio Capellano. Preservation of 
Captain Smith by Pocahontas. 1825. 
(Tilton 100) 
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